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(7 ) Abstract:

The actual situation of dealing with patent applications

relating to manufacturing tec:hnology with respect to companies

attached to the Japan -·Section Committee was researched. As a

obtained.

(1) A higher percentage of companies in the electrical field,

indiclitea that they believed there was a need to increase the

percentage of applications :relating to manufacturing

.-



technology. Thi$ percentage of the electrical companies was

greater than those companies involved in the chemical .and

machinery/metallurgy fields.

(2) Companies which believed that applications relating to

manufacturing technology should henceforth increase~ended

towards a high PElrcElntagEl·. almC)$'!:. to the extent of. companies

with large number of applica'!:.ions.

( 3 ) Companies which have the lower percentage of

manufacturing technology applications among al.l Japanese

applications seldom filed overseas AP);llications for

manufacturing tElch..I1010gy, and companies which. had 10% or more

percentage of Japanese applications relating to manufacturing

technology filEld a substantial number of corresponding

applications for manufacturing technolC)gy, in the United

States.

( 4 ) There is a tendency for companies having the higher

percentage of that overli1eas., a);lplications . the higher

percentage of overseas applicatiol1li1, to. have relating to

manufacturing technology could be seen.

(5) Asa reason for filing applications for manufacturing

tech.nology in the .. United States, "by obtaining a procelSs

patent in the United States, that right with respect to

products pzoduoed by performing that process putside • 'the

Unitedli.nd 1~~~=.1:=.I::i.~ni]t~~O).~.i1:~':Y~~:1:=.(i.~1=~::=~~ :::~.~:~ e:: .....••·..·.·.•·..·..ii·.··.·.. ··i '1if:;
" was overwhelmingly common.

Based on thElse results, a panElldili;Cussion regarding how to

hand,le .appli,cationsrelating ·to mal1ufacturing technology has

been scheduled for a general meeting.
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1. Introduction

Inventions which are born of the results of technical

development are a help in business activities when positively

filed and rights therefor have been obtained and put to

practical use. However, patented inventions relating to

manufacturing technology a;re often difficult to enforce even due

to such things as the difficulty in detecting and verifying

infringement (maIlUfactures rarely allow outsicl.ersto observe in

the past, the.re ha.s not been much .discussion on the subject of

such inventions.

However, last year, due to the increased difficulty in

protecting trade secrets and tendency to respect other company's

patents which has apcpmpanied the increase in foreign

production,disc~ssionof patent applicatipns for manufacturing

technology had become important. Due to this situation, the

First Committee of PIPA investigated the current conditions in

yariousC:::PIilpaIl,i.es .. Pfapplicat,i,~m~ ... ;relatiIlg .. to manufaCtUring

technology and planned a panel discussion to discuss what type

of identification of "manufacturing technology" and thinking

with regard to applications are required.

Applications relat~Ilg tp manufactu;ring technology discussed

herein are defined as "technology (including installations,

methods, etc.) applied to manufacturing processes for products

and inventions the wprkingof whiCh is difficult to confirm or

assume from the completed product (structure) produced th.eJ:~el:)y"
.......... "...•".•......

This article, in. order to.. p:r:-Elsent basic material for this

discussion, Will introduce results frolD aque",tionnaire which

was organized for the pu:rpose of understanding the current

situation of applications relating to manufacturing technology

3



in various companies.

viewpoints;

amongapplicationsforeignof

The break'"down of types of companies was 38

4

Percentage

applications relating tomanufacturin9 teChI'1olClgy

6.

1. Type of company

2. Number of Japanese applications

3. Percentage of manufacturing techI'1ology applications

among Japanese applications

4~ EXistence 6f foreignbas&s

5. Percentage of foreign applications among total

chemical-related companies, l5electrical-related companies, 11

machinery!metals;;.relatedcompanies·anci50therCCllllpanies.

Fig •. Ito Fig .15 of Appendix l'illu.strate the restilts of the

2. Outline of Results of Questionnaire

This questionnaire was distributed to member companies of the

JapanesecolllJllittee.Responses were received from 69 member

questions in the current questionnaire shown in Appendix 2. In

questions where a number of (n) order:"oi-priority answers are

required, theaccwnulated resu.ltsof those answers are indicated

companies.

,- - -.,.,

as points, with one point added in increasing order, .so that,

for example ,the highest'-priority answer is n points ,th~ s~cond

priority.answer~sn-l points, and so on till the nth priority

answer is 1 point.

We analyzed the data received from the following six



2.

(2)

1.

"

3. Total Analysis

3-1. General Items

(1) Types of companies

1. Companies not filing applications for manufacturing

technology in the U.S. were 21% of chemical companies,

tending to exceed by a ~a~ge margins those in

electrical (7 %) and machinery/metals. (9 %) • Nqte that

the total percentage of companies not filing

applications for manufacturing technology in the U.S.

was 16%. (Refer to Fig. 1)

2. Approximately 30% of all companies thought that

applications relating to manufacturing technology

should be increased. Although omitted i~ the diagram,

among these companies all electrical-related companies

indicated that manufacturing technology applications

should be increased "because there is a limit to

protection0:flilec~etlOa.ndpatentapplicatiqns 1l1l0uld be

positively filed and rights obtained" as the reason for

"should be increased". (Refer to Fig. 2)

Number of Japanese applications

A noticeable difference in the data was that 33% of

companies which file 500 or less.Oomestic applications

answered that they do not file applications relating to

manufacturing technology in the U.S. and 0% of

companies which file 1,000 or do not.. "....,
'file applications relating to manufacturing technology

in the U.S. (Refer to Fig. 3)

There was a tendency fOr companies filing 500 to 1,000

applications to think that the number of applications

5



relating to manufacturing technology •should be

increased". (Refer to Fig. 4)

(3) Percentage of manufacturing technology applications

among Japanese applications

1. There was a tendency nbt to file foreign applications

relating.to manufacturing technology among companies

which had the lower percentage of Japanese applications

among those companies relating to ·lIIanufacturing

. technology I and among companies whose percentage of

Japanese applications relating to manufacturing

technology exceeded 10% there was a definite tendency

to file applica.tionsrelati.ng to manufacturing

technology in the U.S; (Refer to Fig. 5)

2. Among companies whose percentage of Japanese

applications relating to manufacturing technology was

up to 30% a la.rge nuinber of companies which thought

·tnat "applications relati.ng to manufacturing technology

'should be increa.sed in the future" could be seen. On

the other hand, this tendency decreased as the

percentage of applicationsrelati:ng to manufacturing

technology exceeded 30%. (Refer to Fig. 6)

(4) Existence of foreign bases

1. Although a difference in the percentage of. foreign

applications due to the existence of overseas

companies filing applications in the U.S. J although

they did not have production bases overseas, could be

seen. What is worthy of note is the citing of the

reason for this being that, by attaining process

6
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There was a tendency for the percentClge of applications

relating to manufacturing technology among foreign

applications to be few compared to the number of

applications relating to mt among total Japanese

applications. (Refer to Fig. )

in-house handling

A tendency for companies not distinguishi.ng between

general inventions and inventions relating to

manufacturing technology to have a higher percentage of

(7

1.

patents, rights for products produced by such processes

outside the U.S. and imported into the U.S. can be

exercised. (Refer to Fig. 7 and Fig. 8)

(5) Percentage of foreign applications among total

applications

1. Having the percentage of foreign applications; a

tendency could be seen not to differentiate general

inventions and inventions relating to . manufacturing

technology. (Refer to Fig. 9)

(6) Percentage of foreign applications among applications

relating to manufacturing technology

1. In companies where the percentage of applicatipns

relating to manufacturing technology among foreign

applications was 10% to 20% the ratio of ariswers of

"applications relating to manufacturing technology

should be increased in the future" was high, and among

companies in which thisfigu:rec:i..exce.eded 20% there was

a tendency to think that current conditions should be

maintained. (Refer to Fig. 10)

Others

7



overseas applications than companies which did make

such a distinction. (Refer to Fig. 12)

2. As the reason for such a distinction, to "manage as

know":how" was common. Also, as a means to make such a

..

"because it is difficult to prove infringement" were

distinction, "according to such standards as a company

manual etc." and "on the basis of individual judgment"

we£~ each similarly cited.

3. As a reason for not filing applications relating to

manufacturing technology, "to prevent leakage of know

how", "because effectiveness of rights are limited" and

Also; as an advantage of possessing a greatcited.

deal of manufacturing technology not filed as

applications, "can often use in products original

technology not possessed by other companies" was given.

P'urther, about half of the companies making such a

dIstinction manage unfiied manufacturing technology in

various forms, and in many of such companies relevant

documentation is stored for use as evidence of right of

prior use. Also, with regard to inventions relating to

unfiled manufacturing technology, various types of

compensation are awarded to the inventors in place of

applications.

4 . Finaljtidgment on whether or not to file was given

as by technical divisions.

3-3. Regarding purpose etc. of applications relating to

manufacturing technology

1. As an advantage to having rights for manufacturing

8



technology, "utilizing together with product rig~ts in

package licenses" and "restraining other companies"

were given weight.

2. The purpose of filing, although it need not be said

that this resides in eXElrcise of Elxclusiye right. by

obtaining patent right, over 90% ofc()Il\panies gavel

answers to the effect that "exercise of exclusive

right" was a prerequisite. "To maintain first-to~file

rights" and. "to prevent other companialO from acquiriI).g

rights" were given weight as purp()ses for filing

applications. (Refer to Fig. 13)

3. As a reason for also filing in the U.S., what is worthy

of note is that overSO% of all companies gave "by

attaining process patents, rights fo%, products produced

by such processes outside the U.S. and imported into

the U.S. can be exercised" as the number. one zeascn .

Also, the second reason was that the c()mpany had

offices in the U.S. or because of the disCOVElJ:'Y lOystem

in the U.S. (Refer to Fig, 14)

4. 30% of all companf.es replied that applicC\tions relating

to manufa~turing technology should be further

increased. The reason for this .was . thought to be

"because there is a limit to protection of secrets and

patent applications should be positively filed and

rights obtained". (Refer to Fig 15)

9



4 • Sumlllary

The understanding we have gained from the responses to the

. ':,',

questionnaire it can be seen that large numbers of companies

questionnaire are as follows.

Inventions relating to manufacturing technology, as also

desc:ribed at the beginning of this article, do not have a clear

way of being dealt with in various b~sinesses merely because of

the understanding that even if a third party works the invention

verification is difficult. However, from the results of this

number of applications relating to manufacturing technology

should be further increased as the number of general

applications increase, this tendency being quite significant

among electrical-related companies and in excess of·a sunilar

tendency~mong chemical and machinery/metal-related companies.

As the percentage of manufacturing technology applications

among Japanese applications decreases, there is a tendency not

to filemanufacturingtechllology overseas, while in companies

where the percentage of manufacturing technology among Japanese

It is thought that theexpect exclusivE! rights therefrom.

percentage of overseas applications increases, a tendency for

the percentage of overseas applications for inventions relating

to manufacturing techn6logy to increase can be seen.

definitely filed in the U. S.

applications exceeded 10% manufacturing technology was

On the other hand, as the

manufacturing technology in the U.S., companies generally stated

that by attaining process patents, rights for products produced

by such processes outside the U.S. and imported into the U.S.

can be exercised were overwhelmingly numerous. Prevention of

10



the outflow to other companies of know-how accompanying the

increase in overseas production in recent years and acquisition

of effective rights by filing applications for manufacturing

technology henct)forth will become an important subject among all
'." ....

companies in thla.nea.:rfuture and we believe that manufacturing

technology appl.i.ca.tions will come to be seen as even more

important.

11
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AP P END IX. 2

QUESTIONNAIRE: PIPA 1ST COMMITTEE

Definition
Inventions relating to manufacturing technology.are:

inventions which are techniques (including equipment,
methods,etq.) emploYed in manufacturing proces~es for products,
implementation of which is di,ffiqult to.confirm or estimate from
the end product (structure).

Filling in the Questionnaire
This questionnaire comprises 3 parts, the first regarding

general items, the second regarding in-house attitude towards
manufacturing technology, and the third regarding patent
applications relating to manufacturing technology.

When preparing this questionnaire, we have clarified below
the definition of "inventions relating to manufacturing
technology" and given examples corresponding and not
corresponding to this definition. We ask that you, fill out the
questionnaire while referring thereto.

Examples of Manufacturing Technology included. in this Subject

the electronic machinery is stored in a memory within
.the machinery so that the data can be referred to
when processing.

Example 4: A firing method for ceramics having characteristics
such as a temperature profile in the firing oven etc.

Example 5: A method and apparatus for checking for deficiencies

Matter
Example 1:

Example 2:

Example 3:

A method of radiating specific wavelength ultra
violet light onto photo-sensitive resin formed on a
substrate and developing the resin thereafter to
obtain a prescribed resin patt~rn.

A manufacturing method and apparatus for.allcaEette
tape in~hich a magnetic tape,. is.wound about reels
after the reels are installed in the cassette.
:A processing method for electronic machinery in

17



on the surface of a substrate.

Example 6: An adjustment method which adjusts by detecting an

offset load which applies a load to a specific

locat~on after assembly of a load cell and trimming

a corresponding location.

Example 7: A thermal processing method for skew bevel gears

which heats the entire gear to 800°C to 900°C after

emitting a laser beam onto the tooth surface of the

bevel.

Example 8: A metal die for forging in which a nitride cazbondaed

layer is forined on a·die surface.

Example 9~ Cheating method for assembly robot using CAD data.

Examples of Manufactlliing Technology not:: included inthi~.subject·

Matter

Example 1: Anengirie camshaft·· in which. hardening of O:Smm or

more is perforined on tile cam surface (because 'traces

are left on the product).

Example 2: A sealing method of coating a sealing solution of the

sa.me color as tile body paint color on· the body of an

automobile (because traces are left on the product).

Example· 3: In relation to a chemical production method of

chemically modifyillgaknown material, that in which

performanceafthatmethodis estimated from analysis

of impurities a produced compound.

Example 4: In a polymeri.zation methodllsing a specific catalyst,

that .. in which. performance of .th~poIYn,lerization

method is estimated by a catalyst remaining from

analysis of a film etc. abtElilled by the
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I • GENERAL ITEMS

I-I What is your company's main type of industry?
o Mechanical/metals
o Electrical
o Chemical
n Others ( )

I-2 How many domestic patent applicatioAs did your company
file during 1994 ?
o Less than 300 0 Up to 50,0 0 Up to 1,000
o Up to 3,000 0 3,000 or more

I-3 Among all patent applications, approximately what
percentage of applications were r~late4 to manufacturing
technology? Please, answer within the limits of your meLn

;industry.
o 0% 0 Up to 5% 0 Up. tolp% 0 Up to 30%
o Up to 50% 0 50% or more

I-4 noes your company have a production base overseas? (More
:tll.a.n one answer is possible,)
o Yes .,.----~ Which collntry ,. ?

o U.S .A. 0 Europe.O Asia
o Oceania 0 Other

n No
I-5 What is the ratio ('/;) of overseas (EP, JP, etc.) patent

applications to US patent applications in your company?
Please compaze the numl:)er pfcases, not; the number of
countries.
n 0% 0 Up to 10% D. Up/to 20'/; 0, Up to 50%
o 50% or more

I-6 What is the ratio (%) of overseas patent applications
relating to manufacturingt;echnologytp total overseas
l:1ppJ.,ica.tipns,inyour"company?
o 0% 0 Up 1::0 3.0,/; 0 Up to 2P% ·0 Up to 50%
o 50% 'or more
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II. IN-HOUSE ATTITUDE TOWARDS MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY

11-1 Does your company distinguish between treatment of
general inventions and manufacturing technology
inventions?

)

)

prove

)

(Check

of false
brought

to

)

)

)

(

(

(

D

n

n

o ·According to such standards as a company
manual etc.

o On the basis of individual judgment
n Other (

DYes

D No -------~ III
Why· does your company ma.kethis distinction? (Please
answer in order of priority.)
D () Do not file patent applications

D () Ma.hageas know-how -------~ II-4
D() Other ( )
What is the reason for· not filing such inventions?
(Please answer in order of priority.)
D () To prevent leakage of know-hew

n ( ) .Becaus.e there is thepossibiltty
accusations of infringement being
due to filing
Because effectiveness of rights are limited
Because it is difficult
infringement
Because manufacturing technology is the
property of the company and not to be made
open to the public to begin with

o ( ) Other (
Who ultimately judges whether patent applications are
filed or not? (Check one only.)
o Technica.1 Department
o Intellectual Property Department
n Other (

·By what·mElans do you makethElabove distinction?

II-3

11-.4

II-5

11-6 What is the advantage of maintaining a large amount of
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How do you manage such manufacturing technology? (More
than one answer is possible.)
o Make confidentiality agreements with employees

concerning specific technology
o Takec~stody of relat.ed documentation in order to

prove prior use
o Utilize in-house registration system
D. Other. ( )

man~fact~rj,ng technology which has not been filed?
(Please answer in order of priority.)
o () Can make long.,.term know-how agreements
o () Can often use original techn.ology not I I

possessed by other companies in products
n () No advantages
o () Other ( )
Do you manage manufacturing technplogy whi.ch has not been
filed as a patent application ?

for development
not be filed as a

II-9No --.,.-.,.---

Yesn
n

21

Do you compensate the inventpr
manufacturing. technology which will
,patent application ?
o Yes
n No.

II-7

II-9

11-8



III. PATENT APPLICATIONS .RELATING TO MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY

111-1 Does your company file patent applications in America for

manufacturing technology?

D Yes

D No -------~ 111-4
III-2 Why do you file? (Please answer in order of priority.)

D () To maintain first-to-filerights

D () To prevent othe:rcompanies from acquiring

rights

D () Protecting secrets is difficult

D ( ) Advantageous for'agreeIllents

D () For company public relations

D() To advance development

D () Other ( )

III-3 What are the advantages of maintaining manufacturing

technology which has been filed and registered as a

patent right? (Please answer in orde:r of priority.)

D () Utilizing it together with product rights in

package licenses

0: () For when employees leave

D () No advantage

D () Other ( )

111-4 When you file patent applications in the Ame±ica, do you

typically file corresponding patent applications in

Japan?

DYes D No -----~ 111-5

111-5 Why do you only file in the U.S.A.? (Please answer in

order of priority.)

D () It is better to acquire patent rights in the

U.S.A. due to the existence of the discovery

D

D

D

( )

( )

( )

For company public relations

If not granted rights in the U.S.A, cannot

be made open to the public

By gaining a process patent in the U.S.A.,

this right can be exercised against products .
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)

be

produced outside of the U.S.A. by that

process and imported into the U.S.A.

Because your company has sites in U.S.A.

Other ( )

Other (

think they should not be filed or should

(Please answer in order of priority.)

23

( )

( )
o
o
Recen1;ly the number of companies which are. positively

pursuing filing of patent applications relating to

manufactllring technol.ogy .have.been.increasing~ do you

think that your company should increase the number of

patent appl~cations relating to m~nufacturing technology

in the future? (Check one only,)

o () Should increase

o () Should decrease -------~ 111-8

o () Should maintain current conditions --~ Go

to end

o () Should not file -------~ 111-8

o () Don't know ------------~ Go to end
Why do you think they should be increased? ------~ Go

to end. (Please answer in order of priority.)

o () Because there is a limit to protection of

secrets and patent applications should be

filed and rights obtained

o () Because many employees are leaving and

protection of secrets is becoming difficult

o () Because there are many cases of development

in cooperation with other companies and

this company cannot solely own

technology

o () Because company publicity is important

o () Because disputes with other companies are

increasing

o () Because there is a discovery system

......... maintain the

cross-licensing

o ( )
Why do you

decreased?

II1-8

1II-6

1II-7



D( )

D··· ( )

o ( )
o ( )

)

Because know-how is the property of the
company and it·is advantageous to have a
large amount of undisclosed know-how
Because protection of secrets is possible
Becau.se by makingc:onfidentiality agreements
the period of protection as a know-how
agreement can be extended beyond the period
of patent right
Because the effectiveneSs of ri.ght is
limited
Other (( )o

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION.
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prosecution, saving both time and money.
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·EXAMINER INTERVIEWS DURING PATENT PROSECUTION

A survey was conducted amongPIPA companies both in ~he

U. S. and Japan (see Appendix D). Some of the more
interesting results are the following:

JAPANESE PATENT ATTORNEYS
The non-chemical Japanese patent attorneys interviewed

cases in the JPO almost twice as often as chemical Japanese
patent attorneys. This is the conclusion from Appendix B,
where the sum of the averages of all interviews conducted
was 50%, while in Appendix A, the sum o.f the averag~s of all
interviews conducted was 28%. .

The interviews by non..chemical Japan.ese patent
attorneys also appeared to be more effective than those by
chemical patent attorneys. This is the conclusion from
Appendix B, where 52% reported less prosecution after th~

interview and 26% repor1:;ed'thClt the p:r:osecution was about
the same as usual, as compared to Appendix A, where the
corresponding % numbers were 42% and 37%, respectively.

For 20% of the interviews (average of 18% and 22%) by
both chemical and non~chemicCl.lJapanesepatentattorrneys,
there. was MORE prosecution after the interview than usual.
perhaps this is the result of .situations.where more
complicated cases were in1:;eryiewed. The more prosecution
afterwards .could be the result of 1:;hecomplexity of the
case, rather than the ineffectiveness of the interview.

About 25% (average of 29% and 22%) of both chemical and
non-chemical u.S. counterparts of Japanese cases were
interviewed in the USPTO.

u.s. PATENT ATTORNEYS
Among the u.S. companies reporting, chemical patent

attorneys seemed to interview about the same rate as their
non-chemical counterparts. This is the conclusion from
Appendix C, by comparing the personal interview average %
and the phone interview average % for the two groups. One
is 10% higher while the other is 11% lower.

In the U.S., interviews were effective in reducing
prosecution after the interview in about 76% of the cases.
This is shown in Appendix C by averaging 78% and 75% for
both chemical and non-chemical U.S. patent attorneys..... . :;:................... ·······k.c.··.··

COMPARISON BETWEEN JAPAN AND U. S.
In contrast to the 20% of Japanese patent attorneys who

reported MORE prosecution after an interview, there were no
U.S. patent attorneys who reported that to be the case.

In the U.S., personal interviews were conducted in
about 56% of all applications (average of 61% and 51%), in
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comparison to Japan, where only 16% (average of 15% and 18%)
of all applications were personally interviewed.

In the U.S., telephone interviews were conducted'in
about 77% of all applications (average of 72% and 83%), iii
comparison to Japan, where only 11% (average of 8% and 15%)
of all applications were personally interviewed.

Thus, U.S. patent attorneys have personal interviews
three times more often than their Japanese counterparts, and
have telephone interviews seven times more often. Perhaps
the reason for this is that interviews are a comparatively
new procedure in Japan, and the Japanese patent attorneys
haven't yet fully adopted this procedure.

Also, interviews in the USPTO were reported to be
effective in reducing prosecution afterwards in about 76% of
the cases, as compared to interviews in theJPO where only
47% of the interviews were effective in reducing prosecution
afterwards. Perhaps the reason for this is that the
Examiners do not yet have enough experience with this
procedure.

WHY INTERVIEW AN APPLICATION?
The purpose of an interview is to develop and cla;dfy

the issues which hopefully will lead to a IIIutual
understanding and thus advance prosecution.

AUTHORITY FOR INTERVIEWS
U.8.;37 § CFR 1,133;
Interviews with examiners concerning applications and

other matierspendIrig Be£"<:>:re the OffiCe must be hcidirithe
examiners' rooms at such times, within office hours, as the
respective examiners may designate. Interviews will riot be
permitted at any other time or place without the authority
of the Commissioner. Interviews for the discussion of the
patentability Of pending applications will not be had before
the first official action thereon. Interviews should be
arranged for in advance.

Japan; Japanese Examination Manual 20, Q9A
While the examination ofa patent application- is to be

carried out on basis of formal written documents, an
interview IIlaybe conducted as a auxiliary proced\.lre in order
to lead to mutual between an examiner and a

"patent applicant or
serve to advance the
application.

MODE OF INTERVIEWING
Interviews can be conducted by phone orin person. An

advantage of interviewing in person is that the patent
attorney can build up a rapport with the Examiner. I
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conducted a series of interviews with one Japanese Examiner
over a period of three years. The first interview resulted
in very few Cillowanc~s. At the next one, he allowed more
cases. At the final one, he allowed almost all. of them!

LENGTH OF AN INTERVIEW
Generally speaking, an interview should last no longer

than about 20-30 minutes.

WHEN TO INTERVIEW?
The best time to interview a case is after the first

official' action and prior to amendment. If an amendment is
filed before an interview, changes in the amendment may hCive
to be made·as a-result of.the interview, which is .especially
a problem> in Japan in view of the limited times for making
an amendment.

EXHIBITS
Exhibits are very desirable and can be very impressive

to an Examiner. Since Examiners deal with reading things on
paper all day long, a tangible representation of.an
invention is a welcome break..from the Examiner' s daily.
routine. When possible, exhibits should be taken which
result from the examples in the application. Copies of an
exhibit may be attached to the response if feasible.

ADVANTAGE OF INTERVIEW
.Sometimes an Examiner may not have completely re.ad o.r

fully understood an application and may not haveappr~ciated

the importance of the invention. In preparing for. an . '.
interview, the Examiner will have to review the application
and ):eread it, which is beneficial.' .

I have had several interviews in the JPO where the
Examiner.toldus .hehad previously decided to give us. a
Final Rejection, but after an explanationat ..the interview
of the examples and the results thereof, he changed his mind
and allowed the cases.

An interview is an opportunity to point out.spec::ific
features of the. invention. The Exan\iner's attention can be
directed and focused to the most important parts. Thisis
most effective when the. interview is in person .. Also, at a
personal interview,·. ques tionscan '. bto answered which the.

·····················~aminer··mayna.ve;·butwastoo··Elh1barrassedtcfput'into··· ...
writing.

IMPORTANCE
Taking the time to interview an appJ,ication'sends a

message to the Examiner that the application is important.
Just being there can tip the balance in your favor in a
close case. It is easy for the Examiner to reject an
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application on paper, but more difficult for him to look you
in the eye and reject it. It is easier for him to allow it
if you are there in person!

HOW TO CONDUCT AN INTERVIEW
A copy of the proposed amendment to the claims (without

comments) should be given to the Examiner at the interview.
Your comments should already prepared in. your response to
use as a -brief- in discussion with the Examiner .. You
should be persuasive, but not argumentative (this is for
U.S. practitioners only, since Japanese practitioners are
never argumentative).

EMPATHIZE
You should try to understand .the Examiner'S position.

You may have to make further or di!!erent amendments. You
should let the Examiner know you are willing to compromise
and work out a mutually agreeable solution.

COST BENEFIT·
If you can get the application allowed at the

interview, you will save substantial time and money by
obviating further prosecution. The Examiner will also
benefit since you will have saved his time as well.

BETTER COVERAGE
I have had personal interviews in the USPTO when the

Examiner suggested amendments less onerous than I had
Hthoughtto propose. This nevez would have happened if I had

not been there in person.
Also, on one occasion while interviewing an application

in the JPO, the Examiner proposed several amendments to the
claims. My technical person and I talked it over and looked
sad at the possibility of having to make such amendments.
We discussed how these amendments would not give us the
protection we thought we were entitled to in order to fully
protect our invention. After some further discussion with
our Japanese representative, the Examiner allowed the case
without any amendment at all. I do not think this would
have happened if we had not been there in person.

A CASE STUDY
One a.tte>l::11l:'y

personally every
an interview would be useful. Many times he thought he knew
exactly what amendment to make to get around. the Examiner'S
rejection. In about 30% of the time, however, he found his
proposed amendment was not what the examiner had in mind to
make the claims allowable. However, by talking to the
Examiner, he was able to come to an agreement on a different
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amendment, and was thus still able to get the case allowed
after only one amendment.

This attorney has been with my company for 30 years and
has only had ~ appeal in that entire time! He also has
never had to file a Continuation. Application, used primarily
in the u.s. to get the Examiner to consider a second
amendment after a Final Rejection. He is also very
inexperienced in filing amendments after a Final Rejection,
since he has had very few of them as well.

The la.ck of "post-Final Rejection" prosecution has
saved him a lot of time, and the company has also saved
money in not paying fees for filing appeals, appeal briefs,
Continuation Applications, extensions of time, etc. This
attorney is then able to use the time saved in prosecution
to file more applications· than his·associates do.

CONCLUSION
Interviews can be very time and cost-effective in

reciucingprosecution, especially if done in person, and
should be taken advantage of·more often.
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APPENDIX A

Interviews in the JPO by Chemical Japanese companies

% of Interviews Conducted Aftec Interview Prosecution Was .'
. ' %of U.S.

InPerson . By Phone Bolh More Than Less Than Same As Applications
Usual Usual Usual Interviewed

50 40 30 . X 60
. 10 20 . 5 X .. 30
. 0 O· 10 X 60

40 0 0 . X 20
3 . 5 3 ·

. ' '.' .. X . 5 .

1 3 1 X 30
8 5

.
10 .' X .... SO

5 0 . 0 X · .. 5
3 4 4 X .' SO
0 0 10 X · . 5
0 . 0 . 0 ... X '.' . 35

100 0 0 . . .. . X . ..

15 .
.' 0 0 X 35

80 10 10 · .. ' .. X . · .. .' . 10
5 . 0 0 X .... 30
0 2 3 . · X 50 .
0 0 .. .. 33 · '. . - -
0 ·0 . 25 X · 5
10 5 0 X 35
10 .. 0 . 0 ..

' .. X . . . -
'0 .. 0 .. 0 .... .: X I 35

.....
0 .. 0 I 0 .. ..' . .. . .. ' X" .. 20 .

. ' 40 0 ..' 0 X·' . -: . . .. . 30
'. 15 30 10 .. · . X . . 10 ' ...

0 0 0 X .' 30 I·

0 0 10 . . X . . 60
0 100 . o .. X 30

'60 10 10 . X . 10 .

"0 .. '. . 5 . o ... ' "
.. . ' .. X " ,'. ... . '40 .

2 5 1 . .. · '. •• X " 8
10 15 10 X 65
22 0 0 X 45 I
5 0 10 X SO
2 0 0 X 20
5 5 5 X 20

SO 20 0 X 3
8 1 1 X

.... " ." I" " 90
.." I

5 5 0 X 5
TOT:AL564 TOTAL290 TOTAL 201 TOTAL 7 roTAL16 TOTAL 14 roTAL

1086
AVG.15% AVG.8% AVG.5% AVG.18% AVG.42% AVG.37% AVG.29%
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APPENDIX B

;[Dte'rViews in the JPO by"Hon-Chemigal Japanese-Companies
" , , .. , "" ,

, % ofInterviews Coriducled After Interview, ProsecutionWas '
%ofU.S.

In Person ByPhone Jklth Morelban Lesslban Same As Applications
, " "

, ", , Usu3l Usual Usual Interviewed
",0' ,,' 0 5 ' ' , X ...'. r 50

30 "', 30 , 40 .: ' , , , , X - ,

1 , 0 o ' ' ", X ' , '
, , 5 ' ,

" 50
'.

90 40 X' , "
" 20

, 100 0' , 0 X , , ' 10 '
99 o ' , , 1 ", ' ",X " '

" 10
,0 0 50, , X " ' - " "

0 , 100 , '"" 0 ' " " , , X , , 5
10 10 10 " X -

" 2 , 2, , 5 , , ' , 'x 15
., 10 " ' , 20 ' '" 70 ' , ' " ',X - 30

'" 10 ,1' , 10 ' , ,
" X ,

"
10 " "

, o ' " 0 0 , , "
" " X 60

50 ' 0', " 0 , X , 20 ,

, ' 53 -: ", 0 " 0 , , ' X 30 ' ,
10 5 5 ' , , ,X' 50 "

,

0 ' ,

0 0 , ' , '", , X 0
. 4 '" 0 ' " 1 ,

, , X , 50
10 80 '" 1 10 ' ' X ' " ,60 "

, . 5 ", 5 ,,'1'2 ' X , ,., " '" 10 '"

.'" 5 ":" C' 5 ",' 5 " -: ,X ','" " 1 20 '," ,"

0 ,
" 0 '100 '" " X 20 "'" ,

'0 30 "
, 10 . X" , , 50 ",

0 " 1 ' 2 , X 20 ,

" 8 4 ' " 8 X I , 10
20 10 " 70 , X ,

' " "
, 10

.'10 o ' 5 " . '

' , X , 20 ' ,

TOTAL 487 TOTAL 393 TOTAL449 TOTAL 6 ' TOTAL 14 TOTAL 7 TOTAL 585
AVO; 18% AVO. 15% AVO; 17% AVO. 22% AVO; 52% AVO. 26% AVO; 22% ' "

" ,"',"'.' , ' , . , -'-'- .. ",...-, ....... , ,,"
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APPENDIX C

Interviews in the USPQbyChemical Pe S. Companies

% ofInterviews Conducted AfterInterview. Prosecution Was
..

In Person ByPbone Bolh More Than Less Than Same As
Usual Usual Usual

100 .. . 100 .. 100 • ... X .. . .

20 SO 10 X
50 100 50 X
30 80 80 X
100 0 0 X
100 100 100 X
25 t: ·100 .

I 2S :X . . ...

75 100 75 X
50 20 30 X .. :.. .. ..

TOTAL 550 TOTAL 650 TOTAL 470 TOTAL 0 TOTAL 7 TOTAL 2 ..

AVG.61% AVG. 72% AVG. 52% AVG.. O% AVG. 78% AVG.22%

tnteryiewa in the PSPO bvNQn-Chemigal-U.S.CgmpanieB
.

% of Interviews Conducted AfterInterview Prosecution Was

InPerson ByPIIOlle Both ... More Than Less Than SameAJ
I. Usual .Usual Usual

..

5 30 5 X
m SO .. , 100 .. . .... : X ....... -. .'"

100 -.:
t.. 100 100 . ... X . ': . , . .... .

50 100 50 X
TOTAL 205 TOTAL 330 TOTAL 155 TOTAL 0 TOTAL 3 TOTAL 1
AVG.51% AVG.83% AVG. 39% AVG.O% AVG. 75% AVG.25%
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APPENDIX D
SURVEY QUESTIONS FOR U.S. PIPA CQMPArm;S

An interview witha Patent Examinermeans an oraldiscussion of a pendingpatent
application, either by telephone or in person,between the Patent Attorney and the Patent
Examiner.

1) What percentage of patent attorneys in yourcompanyinterviewed cases in the Vspro
last year

a) over the phone
b) in person
c) both.

2) For thosepatentattorneyswhoInterviewed cases, what is the percentageof the cases
that were . - . - ..

a) in thechemical field
b) in the ~hanicallelectricalfield.

3) For thosepatent attorneys who interviewecla.particularcase, after the interview, did
they have

a) less prosecution thanusual
bjmore-prosecuticn thanusual
c) about the usual.

SIJRVEY QUESTIONS FORJAPANESE PIPA CQMPANIES

An interview ~th a Patent Examinermeans an oraldiscussion ofa pendingpatent
application, eitlierbytelephone or in person,betweenthe Patent Attorneyand the Patent

.Examiner. . ..

1) What percentageof patentattorneysin yourcompanyinterv.ie\Ved casesinthe JPC) last
year

a) over the phone
b) in person
c) both

2) For thosepatent attorneyswho interviewedcases, what is the percentageof the cases
that were

a) in the chemical field or
b) in the meehanicaVelectrlcal field

3) For thosepatentattorneys whointervieweda particularcase,after the interview, did

a) less prosecution thanusual
b) more prosecution than usual
c) about the usual.

4) Whatpercentageof your U.S cases did your U.S. patent attorney interviewin the
USPTO?
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(7) Summary:

Along with a movement seeking international harmonization of intellectual

property systems, the Japanese Patent Law has been revised effective as from

July 1. 1995 (except for the provisions concerning post-grant opposition system

and accelerated examination system. which separately enter into force on

for specification and implementing guidelines for requirements of description

for specification in the Patent Office's examination guidelines accordingly

reviewed, for example, description of claims for a patent can be wider in scope
with a fairly high degree of flexibility allowed as compared with the

conventionally accepted description. Particularly significant for foreign

applicants is the introduction of a system accepting English-language
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applications.

This paper outlines the revised Japanese Patent Law, including the above

revisions, and explains the contents of revisions concerning application

procedures with their effectssignificantly affecting applicants, divided into

procedures at and after the time of filing of an application and covering a whole

process from the stage of an application to the grant ofpatent
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1 PREFACE

1-1 Foreword

On December 8, 1994, the amendment of industrial propertylaws (Law No.

1160f 1994) was passed into law at the 13lstelllraOrdinary Dietsession and

promulgated on December 14,1994.

The revisions includedin the amendment will enterintoforceon July 1, 1995

except for the provisions concerningpost-grant opposition system(which will separately

enter into force on January 1, 1996).

This paperoutlines the revisionexceptfor the post-grant oppositionsystem and

studies their majorpoints from a practical viewpoint, covering thefilingof an application

to the grant of patent

1-2 Background behindRevision of Law

The revised law due to be enforcedas fromJuly 1, 199~ was preparedbased on

a recommendation concludedby the Intellectual PropertyCouncil in September1994 to

establish environmentinductiveto the promotion of creative businessactivities in the

Japanese industry and cope with international movements as recognized in theTRIPS

Agreement of the "Marrakech Agreement to EstablishA WorldTradeOrganization fWTO

Agreement),"U.S.lJapan FrameworkTalks and the PatentHarmonization Agreement to

. promote international harmonization of the industrial propertysystems.

1-2-1 TRIPS Agreement

(1) History

The Uruguay Round of GATTtalks started at the Puntades Esta Ministerial

Meetingin September1986, with industrial propertyas one of its SUbjects. .Seven

years of negotiations thatfollowedwere put toan endwhen theso-calledDankelpaper

was issued. In December1993, an agreement was reached to concludethe "Marrakech

Agreementto Establish A WorldTrade Organization (WTOAgreement)." .On April 15,

1994, final documentson the agreement were signed by ministers from countries

participating in the negotiations.

The WTOAgreement cameintoeffecton January 1, 1995, requiringthe

its ratification and domestic legalprocedures, including revisions of the existing laws.

The enforcement of domestic legal.procedures is.provideda~ periodof one year

after theagreement's takingeffect.

The TRIPS Agreement,whilesettinga minimum of legal protection signatory

countriesaccord to intellectual property, obligatesthe observation of the existing

intellectual propertyagreements,.treaties and conventions, including the paris
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Convention. Having80 countriesor moreas signatories to it, the agreement can be

recognized as one substantially settinginternationally common rules on intellectual

property.

(2) Revised Law and Related Provisions

Following the ratification of theTRIPS Agreement,the revised law incorporates

the following revisionsin correspondence with the provisionsof theTRIPS Agreement

<D. Extensionof PatentTerm

Based on Article 33 of theTRIPS Agreement, the term ofa patentisset at 20

years from the dateof filing.

(Article 33 of theTRIPS Agreement - The term of protectionshall not expire

beforea lapseof 20 years from the dateof filing.)

® Additionof Patentable SubjectMatter

"Inventions of substances manufaeturedbythe transformation of the atom"

were deletedfrom the listof unpatentable subjectmatters, Inventionsof substances

manufactured by the transformation of theatom are now patentable.

(Article 27 of theTRIPS Agreement - A patentshall be granted in all technical

areas wherever its novelty, inventiveness and industrialapplicability are recognized)

® Expansionof Scopeof PatentRight

"Offering for sale" is included as an act ofworkingor infringement of an

invention.

(Article 28 of theTRIPS Agreement - Exclusiverights shallbe grantedto an

article invention with respectto the manufacturing, use, offering for sale, saleand

exportationfor the purposeofsaleofthearticleand to a methodinvention with respect to

the use, offering for sale, sale and exportation for thepurposeof saleof an article.

obtainedfrom themethod.)

® Terms and Conditions for Transferand Invalidation of Compulsorylicense

Terms and conditions for the transfer-and invalidation of compulsory license are

revised in favor of a patentee.

(Article 31 of theTRIPS Agreement-

business or sale.

.(g) Adjudicated license may be invalidated on the condition thatit protects

due interests of a licensee when and if it becomes not-satisfactory with requirements for .

theadjudicatiCln.)

® Allowanceof Priority Right to Application from Signatories toTRIPS Agreement

Priority rightmay be applicable to TRIPS membercountries which are not
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members of theParis Convention.

(Article 2 of theTRIPS Agreement - Member countries are obligated to abide by
. . ..

Articles 1 to 12 and Article 19 of the Paris Convention and recognizeClaim of priority

right basedon an application filed in member countries.)

1-2-2 U.S.lJapanFrameworkTalks

(1) History

In October 1993, the Intellectual Property Working Groupwas set up as part of

the U.S.lJapan FrameworkTalks and negotiations startedon the intellectual property

systemsof the two countries and their practices.

Marking the firstagreement coming out of such negotiations in January 1994,

Japan agreed to introduce an English-language patent application systemand the United

Statesagreedto change thedate of a patent's takingeffect,

.. The second agreement camein August 1994 whenJapanagreed to modify its

post-grant opposition system, improvetheoperation of its examination system to

facilitate and expedite examinationand restrictively grantcompulsory licensewith respect

to dependent invention and the United Statesagreedto introduce an early laid-open

system, improve its reexamination systemand restrictgrantof compulsorylicensewith

respectto dependent invention.

Theseagreements are includedin theTRIPS Agreement arid the Patent

Harmonization Agreement and are advancesteps jll1rtJ.y taking in a later-intensifying

movement seeking the international harmonizatioo of intellectual property systems.

(2) Concrete Measures Incorporated into the 1994 Revision of Law

Following theagreements mentioned above, the 1994 Revisionof Law is

concretely.calling for;

® Introduction of Original-LanguagePatentApplication system

The Japanese PatentOfficeis to start accepting application in the English

language by july I, 1995.

(J) Shift to Post-Grant OppositionSystem

TheJapanese PatentOfficeis to shift from thepresentbefore-grant opposition

system to a post-grant opposition system by January I, 1996.

"®N"eWAcee1erateaEXaIt!ina!icin System

The Japanese PatentOfficeis to improvearidaccelerate its eXamination with

respect to applications also rued outsideJapan.

® Restrictive Grantof CompulsoryLicense of Dependent Invention

The Japanese PatentOfficeis to restrictively practice an adjudication system for

the grantof compulsory licensewith respect to dependent inventions as from July I,
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1995.

Following the introduction of theEnglish-language patentapplication system,

the periodfor amendment and descriptionrequirements for specifications are alleviated as

explained below:

@ Alleviation of Period for Amendment and Division

An applicant is allowed to amend a specification and drawings at ally timefrom

the filing ofan application to the notification of a first substantive communication from

the PatentOffice (beforethe deliveryof notification of a decision on publication(a

decision on the grantof patentas from January 1, 1996)and up to a timeallowedfor a.
reply to the first substantive communicationfromthe PatentOffice).

® Revisionfor DescriptionRequirements for Specification

Anapplicant.is required tostate in a claimall thenecessarymatters todefine an

invention-for which a patentis sought. A detailed explanation ofaninvention shalI be

madeclear to a degreeto allowapersem with ordinaryskilI in the art toexercise it

Item ® above inparticuIar results. from a reviewofth~presentdescription

requirements for specifications which are differentfrom those providedin laws and

ordinances in the UnitedStatesand Europe, theTRIPS Agreementand a dr2ft Patent

Harmonization Agreement and required to be modified to be internationally compatible.

1-2-3 PatentHarmonization Agreement

(1) . History

A draft PatentHarmonizationAgreement o(WIPO proposed in December 1990

has been left pendingwithout sUbstal1~al st\ldYconducted ~n it withviews split in the

UnitedStatesover a proposed shift to the first-application rules.

When U.S. Secretary of CommerceBrown announced in 1994 that the United-. . ;::',

States would keep its first-invention rules for the timebeing, theagreementwas

substantially shelvedoff.

In May 1994, however, SecretaryDirectorBogshof WIPb, callingfor the

resumption ofdiplomatic leveltalks, proposed to: .

(a) deletefrom the draft agreement the first-applicationrules. a grace period and time

(b) deletefrom Proposal (a) patentability requirements and provisions'~;h6;;rig .0.",0,.,••, "·.··""·"'·"'·",.'I~:'

application amendments, and

(c) furtherdeletefrom Proposal (b) substantiverequirements only to keep proCeduraL·

requirements.

He calledfor a revised draft to be adoptedat a general assembly in September

after studying these threeoptions.
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This proposalwas followed by activedebates between the UnitedStates,

Europe and Japan. However, a final conclusion reachedat the general assemblyin

Septemberwas a compromise thatcalledfor a council meeting to be convened to review

the draft agreement and its handling, possibly including a political decision, in the first

half of 1995, with results to be reported to the WIPO generalassembly.

WithJapan remaining opposedto the deletionof the first-application rules as
, ... .

sought in the proposaland private organizations in the UnitedStatesobiecting to the new

proposal, the PatentHarmonization Agreement is not likelyto be concluded in thenear

future.

(2) Provisions Relating to 1994Revision of Law

As described above, thereis no clearprospect for the conclusionof thePatent

HarmonizationAgreement whichinclude in its draft the following provisions relating to

the 1994 Revisionof Law.

Disclosureof Inventionand Specification (Section3, Article 2 of Implementing

Rules)

Description Formality of Claim (Section4, Article 3 of Implementing Rules)

Original-Language PatentApplication (Section 8,'Article 7 oflmplementing Rules)

Period forAmendment(Section14)

CorrectionofMistranslation (Section17,Article 9 of Implementing Rules)

Post-Grant OppositionSystem(Section18) .

<Interpreranon of Claim(Section21)

The 1994Revisionof Law, which followed the ratification of theTRIPS

Agreementand intellectual property-related agreements betweenthe UnitedStatesand

Japan, has its majorpurpose to achieve the international harmonization of intellectual

property systems and providequickand enough protectionto technical achievements

made in Japan.

Table 1 shows outlineof the 1994Revision of Lawand its relationship with

movementsseeking to promotethe international harmonization of intellectual property

systems which haveled to it. Besidesmeasures requiredby the above-described

.."..".....;.."....•.""....... J:RJP§..~g~m~!~t!l:l!!lii'l,~!!~.~t,~ P!:5'~~:lr~!~~ ..~I:::I~~~'~ betweenthe UnitedStates
and Japan, the following measures are to be ." ....rt.

@ Restoration of PatentRightLapsedDueto Non-Paymentof PatentFee

@ Revocation of Reservation of PCI' Provisions

Alleviation of Language Requirements for International Applica.tlon

Alleviation of Requirements forTranslation ofClaim to be Submitted

. This paper now .will discuss theconcretecontents of the 1994 Revision of Law .
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and Points in Practice.

2 APPLICATION PROCEDURES ANDTHEIRPRACTICES AFTERREVISION

OF LAW
2- L Application Procedures

2-1-1 Addition of PatentableSubjectMatter

0) Contentsof Revision

"Inventionsof substances manufactured by the transformation oftheatom"

were deletedfrom the listof unpatentable subjectmatters,substancesmanufaeturedby

the transformation of theatom are patentable.

(2}Purpon of Revision

In Japan, inventions of substances manufactured by the transformation of the,
atomwere.made unpatentable to protectthe domestic industrywhenthe 1959 PatentLaw

was introduced, In the 1975 RevisedPatentLaw (introducing substancepatents), the

inclusion.ofSU(:~ substances was carried over withconsideration to the level of technical
. .developmentin the field which still remained low.

However, theTRIPS Agreement recently concludedstipulates in itsArticle 27

that "a patentshall be grantedfor all kinds oftechIlOIClgy: whether theyare for a

substance or a method,where they satisfynovelty, inventivenessand industrial use." It

is thus not allowed to keepsuch substances 1ll'Ipatentabie from the viewpointof industrial

protection. As the nuclear industry in our country hasadvanced, reaching at alevel

comparablewith its counterparts in majorindustrial countries, theredoes not existany

solid ground to justify unpatentability fromthe vie\VPOint of industrialprotection.

... Therefore, "inventionsof substancx;s Il1anufaaured by the transformation of the

atom" were deletedfromSection32 ofthe PatentLaw, allowingsubstances

manufactured by the transformation of the atomto be patented.

(3) Points

(a) This applies notonly to appliClltions filedon. and afterJuly 1, 1995 but to

applications pendingat theJap3I1esePatent ()fficeo~ that datewith the inclusion of a
.............."... . ············substance·manufactured..by.the.transformationoLthelt+Qm.4.~J;JeJX'!~appl!:!2()!!:

speciflcation.and dra\Vi!!:gs(Appendix 3: Paragraph 1). .. . .

'In the latterease, however, an amendmentneeds to be madeby Januaryl996

(Appendix3,Para~ph 1). Even an application which has been publishedis allowed

to amend its claimsso as to includeatom-transformed substancesdescribedin its

specification and drawings (Appendix3, Paragraph2)..·

(b) In amendment procedures, it is necessaryto specifyan amendment in a form
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provided in Appendix3 of the Implementing Rules (Appendix Form 2) as "an

amendment under the provisions of Appendix3, Paragraph 1 of the 1994 Revised Patent

Law."

2+2 DescriptionRequirements for Specification

Descriptionrequirements as specifiedin Section 36 of the Patent Law have not

changed in essence since they were first specifiedin the 1959 Patent Law and have

becomerequired to be reviewed in light of diversificationof inventions and technologies

brought about by recent technical renovation and developmentand the international

harmonizationof description requirementsfor specification.

ThUS, description requirements for specifications have been changed to cope

with technical diversificationwith their international compatibilityensured. New

description requirementsfor specificationare to apply'to applications filed on and after

July 1, 1995. In accordance with the Revision of Law, also the Working Guidelines of

description requirements for specificationsin the Examination Guidelines of theJapanese

Patent Office have been.changed.

2-1-2.1 Descriptionof Claim

(1) Outlineof Revision

In Section36, Paragraph 5, a claimis defined as a section where all necessary

matters, to specify an invention for which an applicantseeks to obtain a patent are to be

described. As description requirements, Section36, Paragraph 6 stipulates that an

invention for Which a patent is sought should be clear and concise.

(2) Purport of Revision

Section 36, Paragraph 5, Itern 2 of the old Patent Law stipulated thaf"onIy

features indispensable for the.constitution of an invention for which a patent is sought"

should be described in a claim. Then descriptionof a claim does not allow the inclusion

of functionaland operational description of technical means. However, there are many

cases where such description is more adequateto describe an invention.

What to claimis alsea matteran applicantshould decide on its own

responsibility. Although the revised Examination Guidelines makesit clear to "respect

" the above-described

provision still remains in force,leading to the rejectl~·;on;.IOf;;"l~p;ii;;;ati(m(:itil~glrhnct(>naI

and operationaldescription as its ground. In such a case, in many cases is

forced to change its conceptual descriptioninto limiteddescription of concrete means.

Furthermore, the above provision is peculiar as seenfrom an international

viewpoint (under EPC, US, etc.), The provision, thus serving as an additional

requirement (Table2) is difficult to maintain, since the Patent HarmonizationAgreement
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prohibits imposing on an applicant requirements other than those set forth in the

agreement

Description requirements for a claim have been reviewed to align themselves

with those required under the provisionsof the TRIPS Agreement and the Patent

Harmonization Agreement and revised into Sectil>n36, Paragraphs 5 and 6.

(3) Contents of Revision and Points

CD Section 36, Paragraph 51'rovides that "an applicant shall state in a claim all

matters necessary to define an invention for which a patent is sought"

i) Contents of Revision

This paragraph, providing for description of "all matters necessary to define an

invention," calls for essential and fully enough description of matters defining an

invention,without allowing the inclusion of completely inadequate and unnecessary

matters or without omitting description of necessary matters,

By further defining claim description as including "all matters necessary to

define an invention for which a patent is sought," the paragraph'makes it clear that it is

up to an applicant to judge for what invention it is seeking a patent and calls for an

applicant to describe all matters it considers necessary to define an invention,

ii) .Points

(a) Description requirements for a claim are not cited as a reason for rejection,

opposition or trial for invalidation. Once a description is II1ade by an applicantat its

own will, however, an argument that there are essential mattersotherthanthose

described or partof described matters are not essential cannot be accepted.asbefore the

revision.

(b) In practice, it is possible to describe concrete means of an embodilIlent more

conceptually with functional and operational expressions.

® Section 36, Paragraph 6,Item I provides that "an invention shall be an

invention described in Detailed Explanation of the Invention."

This item" designed to prevent an inventionnot described in Detailed

Explanation of the Invention from being described in a claim with a patent granted for an

of Section 36, PaIagraph5,

Item I of the <lid Patent Law.

A judgment under this item is made as to whethersubject matters ill a clailIlare

described in detailed description of an invention.

® Section 36, Paragraph 6, .Item 2 provides that "an inventionfor which a patent

is sought shall be clear."

i) Contents of Revision
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This item calls for a claim to be described in a manner to allow an invention to

be clearly understood from the claim.

Tojudge whether an invention is clear or not, ajudgment under this item is not

only based on description in a claim but takes into account a specification, drawings and

known technologies other than the claim.

When description in a claim itself is clear. for example, it is judged whether the

description is not unclear from the definition and explanation of terms in a specification

and drawings. If thereis a clear definition completely contrary to that in a specification

and drawings or there is a definition given a wider meaning than usually accepted, the

description is judged as unclear as it is not clear which is the case.

When description in a claim itself is not clear, it is studied whether terms are

defined or explained in a specification or drawings. From this study coupled with

known technologies. terms used in a claim are interpreted to judge whether the claim

description can be called clear or not.

However, this consideration is limited to interpret "matters to specify all

invention describedin a claim under the provision of Section 36. Paragraph 5' but not

extended to "Matters (Term)" not described in a claim.

Cases listed in the Examination Guidelines as violating this item are shown in

Table.3.

ii)' points

(a) Recently, flexibility has become practiced as for claim description. including

functional and operationalexpressions. As a result of the Revision of Law. it has

become clear that with the phrases "only features indispensable for the constitution of an

invention" deleted, a claim can be described with operations. functions, nature.

characteristics, a method, applications, intended uses and various other matters. Under

the revised Patent Law, a simple inclusion of such description is not subject to rejection.

.a great advantage.

However, a caution is needed as the conceptual scope of an invention, when

including and other specific matters in its description, is

(b) In practice. it is advisable to use. in principle, widely accepted~d~:;;;;;i~h··.~···········.··.··••·•·••

JIS. ISO and IEC in describing Operations. functions. nature and other specific matters.

When there is a need to express any matterwhich is not a standard use. a

caution is needed to ensure that such a matter is commonly used by a person with

ordinary skill in the art or. ifit is .not.jts definition, experiment and measuring method

should be understandable to a personwith ordinary skill in the an.
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the art

® Section 36, Paragraph 6, Item 4 provides that"descriptionof a claim shallbe

made as provided for in aministerial ordinanceissued by theMinistry of.!ntemational

Tradeand Industry." .....•••
This item, carrying over Section36, Paragraph 5, Item3 of the old Patent Law

as it was, leaves technical criteria concerning the description ora claim to the ministerial.

(c) As for a product-by-process claim, a concrete item is considered to be included

in products produced by its manufacturing process. Even when its concrete

constitution cannot be determined, an invention is not considered as unclear.

However, a caution is required as such a description is liable to make the

conceptual scope of an invention unclear (Table 3, ®).
(d) As for a use invention, a claim with general description not limited to any

concrete use such as "medicine (cure or fertilizer) comprising ..." instead of "medicine

(cure or fertilizer) for X disease comprising n.;" is not rejected under this itemmerely on

the grounds thatdescription of an invention includes a general expression of use.

(e) As for a compositional invention, a claim without limiting the use or propertyof

an invention is not rejected under this item merely on the grounds that an invention

relating to acomposition is not defined by its use or property.

@ Section 36, Paragraph 6, Item 3 provides that"a description of each claim shall

be concise."

i) Contents of Revision

This paragraph is to legally clarify a practice already exercised torecognize a

redundant description in a claim as violating Paragraph 5, Itel112ofthe same section in

the old Patent Law.

A judgment based on this item is made as to whether a description of each claim

is concise. This applies where there are more thana single claim with each claim being

judged with respect to its conciseness.

Cases listed in the Examination Guidelines as violating this item are shown in

Table 4.

ii) Points

When substituting description in a claim with other description suchasinthe
detailed explanation of an invention, a caution is needed in practice to prevent the claim

d~cription ~d the detailed explanationof a.n invention or the corresponding description

of drawings combined from becoming redundant in all.

Matters described in a claim to specify an inventionare not Considered

in
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ordinance.

2-1-2.2 Description of Detailed Explanation of Invention

Section 36, Paragraph 4 provides that "detailed explanation of an inventioll shall

be made clear and fully enough to an extent to allow a person withordinary skin in the

art to exercise the invention in accordance with a ministerial ordinance issued by the

Ministry ofIntemational Trade and Industry."

(I) Outline of Revision

Section 36, Paragraph 4 provides for a enabling requirement and a ministrial

ordinance requirement

As provided for in the same section, Paragraph 4 of the old Patent Law, "the

purpose, constitution and effects of an invention" have been deleted. However, the

"enabling requirement" calling for a description allowing an invention to be carried out is

kept with a provision made, requiring a clear and fully enough.description which allows

an invention to be carried out. Incidentally, the word "readily" \VaS omitted, but with

no practical effects changed. Cases listed in the Examination Guidelines as violating

.this item are shown in Table 6.

The description of matters necessary to understand technical contribution 1llade
to an invention by a person With ordinary skill in the art as conventionally required

through the description of "the purpose, constitution and effects of an invention" is now

provided for as alllinistrial ordinance requirement

(2) •Purport of Revision

An invention born out ofa completely innovative idea or found through a trial
and error process is not adequately described within the framework of "the purpose,

constitution and effects of an invention." In many cases, such an invention has its

purpose understood from a general description of its operational manners and other

aspects even when not clearly described. So are its effects which can be understood

from.the description of its purpose and operational manners, among other things.

Corresponding provisions in the TRIps AgreeIllent and the Patent

HarmonizationAgreement (See Table 5) have come to be internationally accepted,

malQl)gj~.!!~~~~.~m~~s,p~yis,io~ with them. With deScription "

requirements for the detailed explanation

United States and European countries 5), applications, however adeqllate in

the United States and European countries, were required to have their specifications

changed, something against the spirit behind the introduction of an Original-language

patent application system.

Since the additional description of a purpose, a constitution and effects poses
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the high possibility of constituting a new matter, furthermore, it is difficult to ensure all

inventions have their purposes, constitution and effects clearly described. The same

problem is also expected with thedivision ofan application which is used as a last resort

instead of anamendment to a claim after the final rejection is served.

Since an invention needs to be described in a manner to allow a third party to

readily understand its contents, a certain degree of freedom and flexibility needs to be
allowed to describe a variety of technical achievements to be readily understood by a

third party.

From the above viewpoint, the description requirements for the detailed

explanation of an invention have been reviewed and revised in the form of Section 36,

Paragraph 4 of the Revised Patent Law.

(~) Contents 9f Revision and Points

Q) Enabling Requirement

i) Contents of Revision
- ' _. . .

(a) This requirement calls for the description Of, in addition to "matters to define an

invention," other necessary matters to enable the invention to be carried out. There-has

been no substantial change in what has been conventionally required in this respect

(b) The revisedExamination Guidelines have adopted the new concept of''mode

for carrying out an invention" at least o~~ofwhich needs to be described.

(c) To satisfy its qualification as describing "mode for carrying out ali invention,"

the description of an invention needs to include its concrete manufacturing method, ways

of its use and areas of its applications to allow a person with ordinary skillin the art to

manufacture, use ~d industrially utilize the invention, except in case they are readily

understood by a person with ordinary skill in the art Such description also needs to

include how matters defining an invention each works (operates).

ii) Points

(a) All lower concepts or their options whichfall within the conceptualscopeof an

invention relating to a, claim need not be indicated. It needs to be keptin mind that if

embodiments already described are justifiably considered not extendible by a person with

manners filling in that part need to be described. •

(b). When a claim is made, including the description of the operation, function,

natureor characteristics of an invention, it needs to be kept in mind thatan experimental

method and measuring method to quantitatively determine the described operation,

function and effects need to be indicated except in case they are readily understood by a

person with ordinary skill in the art.
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(c) As for an invention relating to a chemical compounds, at least a manufacturing

process, use and substance-identifying data as well as at least one example are usually

required as in the past.

(d) For an invention relating to a manufacturing process, raw materials, their

processing steps and resulting items need to be concretely described in principle except in

case they are readily understood by a person with ordinary skill in the art, a newly

included requirement which needs attention. Any concrete description of a product is

not needed if it is understandable to a person with ordinary skill in the art from raw

materials and a manufacturing process.

@ Ministrial Ordinance Requirement

i) Contents of Revision

(a) This requirement is to make clear technical contribution brought about by an

invention. In principle, it is necessary to describe, under respective headings, the

technical field of an invention, problems an invention seeks to resolve and means to

resolve the problems (Article 24bis of the Implementing Rules). Al1example of

specification description is shown in Fig. 1.

(b). -This requirement, clarifying technical contribution brought about by an ..

invention and serving as a help for examination, search and other purposes, is notstrictly

applic:d.. Therefore; lackof this description is considered violatingthe relevant

..ministerialordinanceonly when it does not allow an invention to be adequately

understood with respect to its technical contribution.

ii) Points

(a) There has been no change in that there needs to be descried at least a technical

field of an invention relating to a claim.

Any concrete description of a technical field of an invention is not needed ifit is

understandable to a person with ordinary skill in the art. It needs to be kept in mind that

when there has been no field conceived for industrial application of an invention like one

achieved based on a new idea completely different from an existingtechnology, only a

new field explored by the invention needs to be described without any existing field

(b) In a section "problems to be solved by the invention,

problem needs to be described In a section "means to solve the problems," concrete

measures which have been employed to solve the problems need to be described,

ineluding mode for carrying out an invention relating to a claim, together with an

embodiment when necessary. This requirement has not changed in essence. In this

case, the description needs its heading therebefore.
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Any concrete description of problems to be solved is not needed if they are

understandable to a person with ordinary skill in the art. It needs to be kept in mind that

when means to solve problems are understood if an invention relating to a claim is

judged, considering thus-understood problems from the description of an embodiment

and others, description in the manner of "problems to be solved by the invention'vand

"means to solve the problems" is not required.

Since the description of purpose was a requirement before in this respect, it was

necessary in practice to list up all conceivable purposes of an invention at the timeofan

application. Against this, if at least a purpose of an embodimentis described, it is

considered to satisfy this requirement, lessening a burden on practical writing of a

specification,
In case an invention based on a completely new concept or an invention born

outofatrial and error process in particular has no conceivable problems to solve.the

description of "problems to be solved by the invention" and "means to solve the

problems" is naturally not required, allowing flexibility in the description of a

specification.

(c). Description of "prior art" is not specifically required by the ministerial ordinance.

It is different from the requirement in the past.

However, it is advisable to describe background technologies as much as
possible as such description would substitute tIf·description of problems to be solved

when problems to be solved can be understood from the description of background

technologies. In this respect, the inclusion of documents which can serve asa means to

evaluate the patentability of an invention is desirable when there are available highly

relevant documents.
. .

In this case, such a description needs to be Illade under its heading before

means to solve problems in principle as in the past.

(d) Description of "effects of the invention" is not specifically required by the

ministerial ordinance. It is different from the requirement in the past.

However, it is practically desirable todescribe effects of an invention which,

at: its inventiveness.

As.before, this description needs its heading.

2-1-3 Introduction of Original-Language Patent Application System

(1) Contents of Revision

Original-language patent applications were made possible (thisdoesnot apply to

utility model registration applications). Concretely, an origillaI-language text
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(corresponding to a specification and drawings) and an original-language summary

should be filed togetherwith a Japanese-language request (Section36bis(1) of the Patent

Law), followed. by their translationwhich need to be submittedwithin two months from

the filing date (Section36bis(2}). An acceptableforeign language is English.

The submitted translationis deemed to be a formal specification and drawings

which are subject to examination and the grant of a patent right. An amendment to the

submitted translationtogetherwith a reason for amendment is acceptablebefore the

. transmittal of a decision to gr;mta patent or until the last day of the period for replying to

a first noticefor rejection (See 2-2-2 (1) Correction of Mistranslation).

As an original-language text is accepted as a formal application, its prior art

effect and internalpriorityare recognized. .It is also possible to divide the original

application or convert it into anotherapplication, As these divisional applications, an

alternateapplication and an internal priority-claimed application are not different from a

normal applicationin requirements.an original-languageapplication is acceptableas

such.

(2) Purport of Revision

.. AfterJanuary I, 1994, it was not allowed to add matters not described ina

specificationor drawings attached.toan application request (namely, a translated

specificationor drawings in case of an applicationfrom overseas) in the form of an

amendmentafter the application,applicants, particularly overseas applicants, had the

following disadvantages.

CD When a patentapplicationneeds to be filed immediately before the lapse of a

priority claimunder the Paris Convention, a translationfrom an originailanguage.into

Japanese needs to be done in a short period of time, liableto cause a mistranslation.

@ Even when a mistranslation is found in a Japanese translation, it was not

allowed to correct it with referenceto the original-languagetext.

To solve these problems, it was decided to introducean original-languagepatent

applicationsystem with applications filed on and after July I, 1995.

(3) Points

CD AI1!l4gitiOlla1JlO~~r of atto):n~~ec:dsnot be submittedfor an original-language
patent appli~ti~~· .' .. ...., ...• ..

@ Witha pl!~tattorney office required on!y to makean applicationrequest, it is

possible to effect an applicationwith the lapse of a priorityclaim near at hand.

® The rSpeci!l1Notel section in an applicationform needs to be filledin to

specify that"Applica.tion under the provisions of Section 36bis(l) of the Patent Law."

@ Correspondenceof Translation with Original-Language Text
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Table 7:

Amendmentto Specification or Drawings through Submittingof

Written Correctionof Mistranslation

Patent A lication without Ori inal-Lan

Patent A lication with Ori .nal-Lan

below.
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A description not based on word-by-word translationis allowed only if it does

not make its correspondencewith an original language unclearand if it allows an easier

understanding of technical matters in the original-languagetext As narurally.expected,

a translation is limitedto describe only matters described in its original-language text

It is necessary to keep in mind that if matters not described in an original

language text is describedin its translation, it constitutes areasonfor rejection,

opposition or trial for invalidation.

(§) Handling of Original-Language Patent Applicanon Not FolIowed up by Its

Translation withinTwo-Month Period

If a translationof its original-languagetext (corresponding-to a specification) is

not submitted, an application is deemed withdrawn.

An original-language text (corresponding to drawings) as a whole needstobe

submitted as a translation. Even if it is not submitted, an applicationis notdeemed

. withdrawn but may need to be amended as a mistranslation.

If a translationof its summary is not submitted, an order for an correctionis

issued. If it is not submittedagainst this order, the application is invalidated.

(4) Fees forOriginal-Language Patent Application
.' ,. -,-

Fees for an original-language patentapplicationare shown in a table presented

.As presented above, fees relating to an original-languagepatentapplication are

slightly higher than those applicableto a Japanese-language application. It also needs to

be kept in mind that a mistranslation, though it can be correctedthrough an amendment,

isa cause for additionalcost. The above fees are sums of money to be paid to the

...Japanese Patent Office.

(5) Languages Acceptable for U.s., EPC and PCT Applicationsand TheirSystel11s

Languages acceptable for U.S., EPC and PCT applicationsare as folIows.
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A translationis handledas shown in a table presented below.

u.s English and Any OtherLanguages

EPC English, German and French (A person with an address, residenceor office in an
. EPC signatory country or a non-residence with the nationalityof thatcountry is

allowed to make lIII application in an official language of thatcountry, to be
followed UP bv its translation which needs to be submitted later.)

peT 12I..anguages: English,German, Japanese, French, Swedish, Russian, Finnish,
Danish, Dutch, Spanish, Norwezian and Chinese .....

Table 8: Comparison of Handlingof Translation in Different Intellectual Property

S

As described above, Japan with the introductionof an original-language patent

application system hasmoved closer to other countries in patent application system

Which is stiIl different from one country to another. English-language patent

applications in Japan are now acceptedunder two different systems, one for international

applications and the other for domesticapplications. In the future, which application

system should be used will becomea subjectof study considering the number of

countries where a patent is appliedfor. the period for the filing of a translationand cost

involved.

! ,~1f~~\2~.:2!~·~?'~.~~5C;II~aii~m.Application
(I) . Contents ofRevision

Besides signatories to the Paris Convention, priority nghtinay be appliedto

applications from signatories to TRIPS Agreement. This is applicable to an application

filed on and after July 1, 1295 with its originalapplication filed on and after January I.

1995.

Under the principleof reciprocity,priority right may also be applied to countries

system

Handlingof Translation .•

U.S. An applicationfiled in a languageother than English requires its English translation

which needs to be submittedwithina designated period oftime(usually two .

months). . .......

EPC A translationneeds to be submittedwithin three months after the notification of the

grant of a patent. ..

PCT A translation needs to be submittedwithin 20 months after thefilingof an

applic:ation in caseof a usual application (normally within 30 months when a
.. preliminary international examination is requested).



·and regions other thansignatories to theTRIPS Agreement

(2) . Points

Since priority right is applied10 the countries to which it has not beenapplied

before.applications from such C()untries may be differentlyjudged withr~t to their

noveltyand inventiveness, Therefore, it is necessary to confirm II priority date without

fail.

2-2 ProceduresafterApplication

2-2-1 Alleviation of Period for Amendment and Division

(1) Contents of Revision

Under theRevision of Law, the;period for an amendment was alleviated and so

the period for the division of an application.

Concretely, it is possible to amendllspe.cificationatanytim~ from the filing of

anapplication to the notification of a first substantiveCOmmunication froID the Patent

orfice(before the deliveryof notificationof a decisionon publication(a decision on the

grantof patentas fromJanuary 1, 1996) and up to a timeallowed for a reply to thefirst

substantivecommunication from the Patent Office).

Applicable are applicationsfiled on and afterJuly I, 1995.

(Incidentally, a summaryattached to an application request can be amended

within a period of timelimitedto 15 months from the date of its application:)

1SMonths Time of Request for TimeforReplyto
Later Examination First Rejection

1_-
(2)Burport of Revision

A period of timeallowed for an amendment to a specification under the old

Patent Law (present law) is 15 months from the date of an applicationand at the time of a

request for examination.

ofa

mistranslation concerningan. original-language (&t~lish) patentapplicarion

substantiveexamination and the provisions of tilePatent HarmoniZitionAgreement(in

principle, allowing an amendlnent(()be made until thetimewhelia patentis due tel be

granted (which can be limitedup to a timeallowed for a reply to the first substantive

communication», it is adequate to allow an amendment at any time until a timeallowed

for a reply to the first substantivecommunication,alleviating theperiod for an
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amendment

Under the old Patent Law, there may occur cases where applications claiming a

priority right under the Paris Convention cannot be amended because of the time limit, a

problem which. needed to be solved.

In light of the period alleviated for an amendment, it is considered adequate to

alleviate the period imposed on the division of an application as well.

(3) Points

When a specification fails to be amended at the time of a request for examination

in the past, there needs to be awaited the issuance of the first substantive communication

from the Patent Office, however a claim needs to be amended.

The Revision of Law makes it possible to amend a claim whenever its mistake

is found (until the notification of the first substantive communication from the Patent

Office) even when a claim fails to be amended at the time of a request for examination.

Thus, it is possible to subject to examinanon a claim with its mistake amended ifany.

From a third party viewpoint, an application needs to be watched as its claim

can be changed (particularly, expanded) until the first substantive examination.

2-2-2 Amendment Procedure for Original-Language Patent Application

(I) Correction of Mistranslation

.To make an amendment to an original-language patent application to COrrect a

mistranslation, a written correction for mistranslation needs to be submitted instead of a

written procedural amendment provided for in Section 17. Paragraph 4 of the Patent Law.

(Section 17bis(2».

A written correction for mistranslation requiring reference materials to allow a

person with ordinary skill in the art to understand its contents and the adequacy of its

reason needs to be accompanied by "reference materials necessary to explain reasons for

correction" attached to it.

(2) Purportof Revision

In case of an original-language patent application. a specification and drawings

can be amended (general amendment) through a normal written procedural amendment

prgyi4ed for inSection gPal'awaph 4 of the This amendment is required
to be made. only with respect to matters described i~ .~ <.

violation of which may constitute a reason for rejection.

However, there may be a case with an ori~nal-language patentapplication

where matters not described in a translated text need tobe amended based on its original

text and drawings. In such a case requiring an amendment exceeding the limit of

matters described in a translated text and drawings. an amendment is required and
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allowed to bemade within the scope of its original text and drawings with the filing of a

written correction for mistranslation different from a writtenamendment which is usually

used.

The major purposes of an amendment to correct a mistranslation needing the

tiling of a written correction for mistranslation and explanation of reasons for a

correction for mistranslation are to ensure thata correction for mistranslation is made

based emdescription in its original-language text and drawings and to less the burden of

a third party or an examiner to ascertain the adequacyof such a correction in comparison

with its original text and drawings. Such a correction for mistranslation was made

applicable to a PCf application along with the introduction of an original-language patent

application system.

(3) Points

CD Original-Language Documents Not Allowed to be Amended

It is stipulated not to allow an amendment to an original-languagetext and

drawings and an original-language summary(Secti()IIl7biS ofthe Patent Law).

When translating an original-language text arid drawings. therefore, it is

, necessary to study carefully whether there is any mistake in its original language and,

when such a mistake is found, to urgently file a new application with its mistake

corrected.

When a translation prepared with a mistalcein its original language correctedis

not considered to constitute new matters in an original language and a mistake is

apparently a simple mistake or the like which is readily understandable from the context

of its original language as a whole, a new application is considered unnecessary.

~) .. New Matters in Original Language and New Matte~inTranslation

a) In case of an original-language patent application, matters not described in ali. .

original-language text and drawings submitted on the dateof an application (new matters

in an original language), if added through their translation after the application or later

through an amended specification, IIlaYconstitute a reason for rejection.opposition or ..

trial for invalidation.. (Section 49, Item 5 of the Patent Law, Section 1is, Item 5 and .

. b) Matters not described ina translation of an original-language text and drawings

:(new matters in a translation), if added to an amended specification, may constitute a:
reason for rejection but not for opJ'OSitionortrial for invalidation. (Section'17bis(3) of

the Patent Law, Section 49, Item I, Section 113, Item 1 and Section 123, Paragraph 1,.

Item 1)

® Omission ofPart of Original-Language Text and Drawings in Translation
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Like Japanese applicationshaving their pandeleted through their amendment

are not considered to constitute new matters in many cases, an original-languagetext and

drawings having their part omitted in translation is not considered to constitute new

matters. However, it needs to be borne in mind that there may be cases where

depending on the part of description omitted in a translation, such an omission is

considered to constitute new matters beyond the original-languagetext anddrawings.

Example)

Againsta description "rubber treated to be heat-resistant" in an original

language text and drawings, there is no description in the original text and drawings that

can be interpretedto mean "rubber" in a generally-accepted concept. "Rubber"!n a

translationis considered as a new matter.

In this case, there is described in an original-languagetext and drawings only

rubber treatedto be heat-resistant, not including generally-accepted rubber within the

scope ofan original-languagedescription. Describing generally-accepted rubber in its

specificationand others is interpreted to mean a new matter in an originallanguage. (In

this case, incidentally, a correction of mistranslationcan avoid a rejectionand other

action having a new matter in an original language.)

@ Correctionof MistranslationAfter Notificationof Final Rejection

It needs to be noted that a correction of mistranslationafter the notificationof

the final rejectionneeds to satisfy requirements set forth in Section 17bis(4)and (5)

(requirementsfor the deletion of a claim, the limitationof the scope of a claim and an

independentpatent). Furthermore, a correction of mistranslationas made in a trial

hearing for correctionand similar process is not allowed to substantially expand or

change the scope of a claim.

As a correction of mistranslationafter the notificationof the final rejectionis

subject to many restrictions, it is important to ascertain whether there is a mistranslation

and.jfany, to correct it at a period from the date of an application to a time limit for a

reply to the first substantive communicationfrom the Patent OffiCe.

® Inclusion of General AmendmentMatters in Written COrrection for Mistrans1ation

'''''';';'; ,;;~;~~li;I;;:f~:~:~~treq.uil1ingacorrectionof mistranslation (general
lIII1endment)is needed in an amencliiiliiif'fC)c:on'ect aj-tiis'ln1IISI~lt.i();lI;il~is ., ", """, """h.i, ," , ""

desirable to include in a,written correction for mistranslationother matters which

amended through a general amendment, making all amendments atone time. It needs to

be noted thatwhen awritten correction for mistranslationis submitted after the

notification for the final rejectionin this Cll$e,thewhole of a written correction for'

mistranslation is rejected if there are described in the written correction for mistranslation,
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including amendment matters which can beamended through a general amendment, any

matter which does not satisfy the provisions of Section 17bis(4) and (5) of the Patent

Law.

2-2-3 New Accelerated Examination System

At present, an acceleratedexamination system is inforce with its application

limited to working-related applications. As from January 1996, however, this system

will become. applicable toforeign applications. For this purpose, the accelerated

. examination system is now under review (new accelerated examination System) as

described below.

(1) Summary of New Accelerated Examination System

Applications eligible for the new accelerated examination system need to satisfy

all the following requirements a) to c).

a) An application (working-relatedjrelates to an in"ention carried out by an

.. applicant or a person licensed by the applicant (licensee):(including exercise within two

years from the filing of ..Explanation of Reason for AceeleratedExamination"); or an
application relates to an invention for which a patent application has beenfiled with a

patent office or a government organ other than the Japanese Patent Office (foreign

application),

. b) A request for examination has been made.

c) Examination by an examiner has not yet to be started.

Accelerated examination needs to be requested by filing "Explanarionof'Reason

for Accelerated Examination" which can beflied after the dateof a request for.

examination with no fee charged.

"Explanati0ll of Reason for Accelerated Examination" is required to include

results of a prior art ~ch and explanation of an invention described in a claim and prior

art incomparison.

The new accelerated examinationsystem now Willbe described in comparison

withthe present acceleratedexamination system.

..(J)~~~AcceleratedExamination System Com ared with Present S stem

EUlygrantofpatentright
to walcing~~lated

a Iications

lntemational
stabilizationofpatent
ri t

.Present S tem
Accelerated examinationapplicable Accelerated eXaminatiOll applitabIe to. in
to working-relatedapplicationS . additionto working-relatedapplications,

forei lications

"Exercise" including exercise Exercise peri~extend:d to within two y
withinsi",monthsfromthedateof fro<n the dale of a rupest for·aced

t for accelerated examination examination
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No target time limit for, Targot time limit (36months from the date0 U.S.-Japan agreement
of applications eligible for a requestfor accelerated examination)set for settinga target to
accelerated examination processing of applications eligible for promote early grant of

accelerated examination natent rizht

Definition of "Exercise" limited to a Oarification of purport
Commercialization amongthoseset forth in anddefinition of
Section 2 of thePatentLaw (to be specifiediD accelerated examination
l!Uidelines andother documentation) svstem

.
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@ Procedural Changes

Present SYstem NewSvstem Reason for Revision
Applicable only to foreign Irrespectiveof applicants, Japanes To ensurecquality of applications
applicants, substitution ofa prior or otherwise, substitutionof a prio irrespective of their applicants.
art searchwithresnltsofas~by art searchwith results of a searth Japaneseor otherwise
a Ioreizn natent officeallowed bv a foreizn natent officc allowed -:".

A requestfor accelerated
...

A requestfor accelerated To make it possible to start
examination on an application not examination evenon an applicatiQll examination withoutwaiting fora
lYetJaidOJl"lll'CqlJiringthe mingo not yet laid open notl'CqlJiring the supplement to be submitted.
a SUl'plementdescribingresnltsof a filing of asupplerrient describing among others
search as required UIJder the results of a searchasrequiredunde
provision of Section 29bis to be the provision of Section 29bis
filed after it is laid oocn .

Prior artdocamentaticnwrincnina Instead of an Japanese-language To simplify application procedures
language other than Japaneseor translation, the descriptionof a

... English '!'qIIiringits ttansiation to patentfamilyforJapanese-lan"ouag
be.attached documentaticmorEnglish-language

documentationacceoted
Prior an dOCumentation even if Prior art documentationif To Simplify application procedures
conccmingJapanesepatents written concerningJapanesepatents wriltel andreduce a load on the Patent

in Japan....~its.copyto be inJapanesenotrcquiringits copyte Officc'selectronicdocumentation-
attached: . .. ... be attached .. . handlinl! svstem
Result of screeningfor accelerated Result of screeningfor accelerated To improve governmental services
eXaminationnot notifiedto an examination notified to an with considerationgiven to

.
applicantbutleft free for an applicant whoSeapplication is not conveniencefor applicants
aonlicant to inSDeet elisible . . . .

A request for accelerated A requestfor accelerated Results of a prior art search
examination ifmade after the start examination accepted even afterth. accompanyinga requestfor
of examination not accepted start of examination and handled accelerated examination helpful for

..
like other written statements since examination and an explanation of

. . an.applicant.is not.in a.l~Q~i~Q!t.!Q reas.onf~r~cel~~d..~~.a!,?i~ti~~, I···grasp the start of examination ;ifull;"'u:i; Mitten. si3iemcllt, not
exactly necessarily~cctiveto non-

. .. .
!aeccotance

(2) Points

Since most applications filed with the Japanese Patent Office by foreign



applicants concern an invention for which a patent application has already been filed

overseas at the same time, most of applications are eligible for accelerated examination.

The Japanese Patent Office is planning to serve the notification of its first action

on a request for accelerated examination within four to five months from the latter. This

is expected to serve as an effectivemeanstoexpedite the.grant of a patent right

Coupled with the extended duration of a patent effective under the Revision of

Law, early grant of a patent right benefits an applicant who can enjoy a patented right for

a longer period of time.

2-2-4 Rejection

2-2-4.1 Recognition of Invention Seeking Patent (InventionRelating to Claim)

In accordance with a revision of Article 36 of the Patent Law(review of

description requirements for a specification), implementing guidelines have been

prepared concerning "the judgment of novelty, inventiveness.etc," Important in the

implementing guidelines is th~ guidelines for the judgmentof an in~entionseeking a

patent have been set because a description specifying an object in a claim with operational

and functional expressions has become allowed.

This pointwill be further explained in detail below.

(1) Consideration to Claim and Detailed Explanation of Invention and Drawings

As in the past, an invention is recognized per a: claim based on descriptionin a

.claim with due respect for the scope ora claim and consideration is given to description

in a specification and drawings other than the claim to interpret the me,arringsofmatters

(terms) described in the claim to specify the invention.

Concrete manners to give consideration to aspecification and drawings other

thana claimllfeexplained below.

CD When description in a claim is clear, an invention is recognized as described in

the claim. In this case, the meanings of terms in a claim is interpreted as meanings the

terms IIS1fIlly have,

® When description in a claimis.clearbut terms described in the claim (mattersto

speCify ariinventi<>n) have Oleanings defined or explained in a specification

.other than the claim; consideration is given tosuch-definition or explanation

the terms.

When description in a claim is not clear and not easy to understand but can be

clarified if terms in the claim are interpreted based on a judgment from a specification and

drawings other than the claim and common technology, all these are taken into

consideration tointerpret the terms.

When an invention relating to a claim is not clear even based on a judgment
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from a specification and drawings other than the claimwith technical knowledge,an

inventionrelating to the claimis not recognized.

® A step @ above only warrants consideration to a specification and drawings

other than a claim and commontechnologyto interpretthe meaningsof terms described

in theclaim.

In other words, an inventionis ~ecognized concerninga claim,excluding

matters not described in the claimeven if theyare described in a specification or

drawings other than the claim. Mattersdescribedin a claim need to be subject to a

judgment but not to be handledas mattersnot described

(2) Recognition of Inventionin Claimwith SpecificExpression

i) Description of Operation, Function, Natureor Characteristics to SpecifyObject

CD In case wherea description to specifyan objectfrom a viewpointof an

operation, function, natureor characteristics it has, except in case where it should be

interpretedas different in meaningaccordingto (1) @ above, it is interpreted to mean

every object performing such operationor functionor everythinghavingsuch natureor

characteristics.

@ In an exceptional case where such operationand others are particularto the

objectsuch operationand others are seeking to specify, the descriptionof such operation

and others is not useful to specify the objectand what such operationand others are

seeking to specifymeans thatobjectitself.

Exam!>I~) Claim for "Compound X havinganti-cancer characteristics"

WhethercompoundX having anti-cancer characteristics is known or not, anti

cancercharacteristics are particular to compoundX which thus naturally has anti-cancer

characteristics. In a case like this, "compound X having anti-cancer characteristics"

meansnothing otherthan "compound X." If compoundX has alreadybeen known,

furthermore, an invention relatingto a claimis rejectedbecauseof lackofnovelty,

ii). Description ofApplication and Use to SpecifyObject(Limited Use)
,-' .. -.... '.' ... .; ... '-. .-..-.

Withconsideration given to description in a specification anddraWings and

commontechnology, an inventionrelatingto a claimis recognizedto have its use limited

a) an objectsuitable for such use,

b) an objectexclusively used for such application,and

c) an object adequate and exclusively used for such application.

Whena "compoundZ for killing insects"does not have a constitution

particularlysuitable for the use to kill insects, have the constitutionof a "compoundZ'

itselfwith no difference at all recognizedin constitutionand is not interpreted from a
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specification and drawings and commonly-known technology to meana productwhich

can be usedexclusively for killing insects (exceptcases a) to c)), for example,the

invention relatingto thatclaimis deemed lacking in noveltyif "compoundZ:' is well

known.

iii) Description to Specify Productby ProductionProcess (Product-by-Process Claim)

A product-by-processclaim can be judged to specifya productfrom its whole.

Except whenan objectdescribed. should be interpreted to meana differel1t object

according to (1) ® above, the claimisjudgedto meana productfinailyObtaineci

irrespective of a productionprocess. Whenan identical productcan be produced from a

prociuction process differentfrom a productionprocess described iii the claim andthat

productis well known, in other words, the inventionrelating to the claim is deemed

lacking in novelty.

[SllIl)e as examination practice exercised at USPrOand EPO]

(3) Points
,.. - -. ".

In the United States, since the Donaldson rulingover a means-s function claim,

a means+function claimhas becomeconsidered in examination as indicating a

. constitution, substance or function and theirequivalents descrlbedin a specification. It

needsto be borne in mind that inJapan, such a claimis handledas it was in the United

Statesbeforethe Donaldsonruling.

2-2-4.2 Violation of Section36 of PatentLaw

With the descriptionrequirements for a specification reviewed in lightOf the

Revision of Law, a reason for rejection as providedfor inSection 36 of the PatentLaw

havealso been reviewed.

(l)Conte?ts ofRevision

<D DescJ;ipticm Requirements for Claim

Non-observanceof Section36, Paragraph5 Ofthe PatentLaw doesnot

constitute a reason for rejection but non-observanceof Section36, Paragraph6 ofthe

!0~tJ..awdoesconsti~te a reasonfor rejection.
® Description Requirements for Detailed Explanationof Invention

(opposition or trial for invalidation) as in the past.

(2) Purportof Revision
, .

Section36, Paragraph 5, stipulatingthat an applicant should describein a claim

all matters deemed necessary to specify"an inventionfor whichit ~k:sapatent right,"

clarifies the positioningof a claimwhere an applicant should describean inventionfor

whichit is seeking a patent, among"an invention"disclosed in the detailed description.
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Therefore, it should be an applicant's responsibility to judge whethermatters described

in a claimare enough to specifyan invention seeking a patent. In this respect, it is not

adequatefor an examiner to say, with respect to matterswhich have beenjudged by an

applicantas enough, thatsomeof thedescribedmattersare redundantand unnecessary or

thereshould be added someother matters. It is for this reason why non-observance of

Section36, Paragraph5 constitutes no reason for rejection (oppositionor trial for

invalidation).

In Table 9, reasons for rejection, oppositionand trial for invalidation are shown

in comparison.

2-2-43 Reason for Rejection Particularto Original-Language Patent

Application

In caseof an original-language patentapplication, mattersdescribed in a

specification and drawingsexceeding the scope of mattersdescribedin its original text

and drawings constitute ~ reason for rejection (oppositionor trial forinvalidation).

(Section49, Item5 of thePatentLaw)

(1) Purport of Revision

In case of a Japanesepatentapplication,matters describedin a specification and

drawings exceedingthe scope of matters describedin its originalspecification and

drawings as a resultof its amendment constitutea reason for rejection. (Section49, Item

1) .Likeinthis case, an original-language patentapplication for whicha translation

includingm.atters not described in its original-language text and drawings(newmaners in

an original language) submitted on the date of its application is submitted is subject to

rejection. A lateraddition of new mattersthrough an amendment is alsojudged to

constitutea reason for rejection. (The same is applicable to a pcr application.)

(2) Points

In case of an original-language patentapplication,new matters in an original

languageconstitutea reasonfor rejection,oppositionor trial for invalidation. New

matters in a translation constitute a reason for rejection but do not constitute a reasonfor

opposition or trial for invalidation. (See 2-2-23 @)
2-2-4.4 Fifects of Original-Language PatentApplication as Prior Art

An original-languagetf:xfarid(lf3~iings areopen topubliclater, serving.as.prior,

art against other applications filed on the same inventionafter thatapplication underthe

provision of Section29bis.

For your reference, comparative relationshipbetweenan original textand

drawings and their translated versions in case of an original-language patentapplication

is shown in Fig. 3.
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3 CONCLUSION

This paper has been introducing the outlines and purports of the Revised 1994

Patent Law, marking their points where.a caution is needed for practitioners filing

applications.

In preparing this paper, we have collected necessary information ll1I~ ~ta as

•much as possible but there are still left many areas we should study, particularly practical

details. Therefore, our efforts need to be further made concerning practices exercised

under the revised PatentLaw.

Lastly, we would like you express our hope that this paper could be useful and

helpful for all PIPA members.

[Materials for Reference]

I. International Division, Japanese Patent Office, "TRIPS Agreement," Hatsumei

(Invention) vol. 91, No. 10,1994, pp. 9-17.

2. Sumihiro Maeda; "Trend ofIntellectual Property," Hatsumei (Invention) vol. 92,

No.1; 1995, pp. 24-29.

3. .General Administration Division, General Administration Departl'l1ent, Japan~e

Patent Office, "Details of 1994Revision of Intellectual PropertyLaws Compiled by

Intellectual Property System Revision Co\lIlcil" . .... ..

4. Japanese PateritOffice, "ExaIDinationGuidelinesunder RevisiClIl•ofSection 36 of

the PatentLaw"

5. -- "Examination Guidelines Concerning Original-Language Patent Applications"

6. -- "Accelerated Examination and Examination Guidelines"

7. -.-·"Outlinesbf 1994Revision of-Patent and Other Laws and Their Practices"
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Table 1: Summary of Revised Patent Law

No. Item .. Summary . EDfo,,",-
ment

. Date

e Extension of Patent ., Term of patent lapsing 20 yearsafter the date of filing July I,
Term(§ 67) ". 1995

® Additionof Patentable "Substancemanufactured by the transf'1"""tion of the atom". Ditto
Subject Matter ( §32) excluded from unpatentable matters . • ... •••

® Expansion of Scope of "Offering forsale" included as anact-infringing on aninvention Ditto .. ,
Patent Right (§2, 101) ..

@ Compulsory License CD Terms andconditionsforassigningandcancelingcompuisory Ditto I

T~
(§ 90, 94) icense revised in apatentee's favor X.. . . ® Arbiaared licensecoocerningsemiconductors strictly ~<Xr regulated

>
I,.® Allowanceof Priority CD Priority light underParis Convention applicable to Ditto X

•••• .>'" ..•.•..•! Right to Application applicationsfrom signatories to TRIPS AgreementI·
l~iFX, •..•.••...•.•

~1
k· from Signatories to ® Priority right applicableto applications from Taiwan and

TRIPS Agreement ...... Thailand ~~~';c'J
i (§ 43bis) ..... .
. r·® ntroductionofOriginal- CD Original-language (English)patent applications acceptable Ditto 1"> .

Lart"auage Patent ® Applications with a translation not submitted within two I".. Application System months from thedateoftheirapplication tobe deemedwi1hdrawn .....
(§ 36bis) ® A translation includingmatters notdescribed in its original,

specificationto be judgedto constitute a reasonforrcjection and
... trial for invalidation >

"
'..

@ A mistranslation allowedto be corrected untila period for a• !. .. .... . .....
reply to the first substantive communication from the Patent -:

Office
® A mistranslation allowedto be coneeted under certain

,
>
•••••

I· conditionsafter the grant of a patent 'r'C.. .lill Shift to Post-Grant CD Requirementforfiling an opposition: An oppositionallowed January l·..·!..,
Opposition System to befiledby anyparrywithin six months from thepUblication 0 1,1996

" T<,>!·••••
(§ 113,114,115.120 a patent

•••

bis, 120 quater. 1'78) ® Opposition procedure: Decision made liy an examiner 1i··········
NewAccelerated CD An app1icant with his application filed with aforeign patent Ditto ;iF

~L·i
Examination System officeallowed to requestaccelerated exarninationwith respect to
(Implementing the corresponding Japaneseapplication on the condition of filing i·7'

••
Quidelines) a searchIepoIt

.....
•••• ® .A decisiClll. to grant or rcje<:t a patent to be~e >Vithin 36.. . ....... .'

I
" months from the dateofa~ foraceelerated e;..minalion,.. , ..

.® Restrictive Grant of Requirements for compulsory liC(:ns~ concemingdependenf ... July I, I;;.,
.Compulsory License of inventions limited to coneeIionof prncticejudgedas tmfair • •..' 1995 i·.
Dependent Invention through legalproceedingsorthrough admiiJistrative prOceduresor

.'!i.. (Implementing public. and non-<:OlllD\ClCiai use
L

Guidelines) . '. . . .....

@) Alleviation of Period for An amendmentand a division allowed to be made freelyuntil a Ditto
Amendmentand . . time limitforar~lyto thefllStsubstantivecommunieationfrom

' ..
'.

-
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Table 3: Exam les of Non-Observance of Section 36. Para h 6. 11eln2

········•·•·····...··········r···.· ..·.IQ) ~~;ri~!~~:rii~~~;k:~~;~~~~::tis~~t.~~:. .. ....•

<ID With a tee:hnical faUlt intttatters to specify an invention. an invention asa~caI.~.~.not
specifiedandunclearfroin a technical viewpoint.

(Example I): Tccbnically incc>r=t description is included;
• An alloy composed of4Oto 60 weight percentof cOmponent A.30 1050weightpe:cent0fcomponent
B and20 to 30 ..eight pe:cent of component C" (A total weight percentage point with component A.
compon';'t B andcmnponenlC added exc:eedslOO percent.)· .... '. . •...

(Example2):Withmatters to specifyan invention being incompatihlewitheachotherinrelationship.

. . Division (§ 17bis.44) the Patent Office .. ,
@ Revision for Description CD Detailed Explanation of the Invention: "An inventiori is . Ditto

Requirements for described clearlyandfully enough to allow a personwithordinary
Specification( § 36) skill in the art 10 carryout the invention."

... ® Scope of Claim: •An invention for which a patent is sought
is clear" and"description in eachclaimis concise." .

@ Restoration of Lapsed Restoration allowed within the expitation ofSix-monthgtaCC Ditto
.' Patent Right period the to delaycausedby zeasons outsidethe control"fthe

(§ 112bis. 112ter) patentee .' .
.."

@ Revocationof CD Language requirements for intematioaal applications Ditto
Reservationof PC'!' . alleviated
Provisions ® Filing of a ttanslation for an amend:nent und:r Section 19
( § l84quater) unrequited ". .."

~ Cl'fDe .. ' RTabl 2 Coe mpanson o senpnon eequirements or 31m .

->
'.

.Old Section Revised Section 36
Japan · Only matters indispensableto constitutean An invention needs 10be clear.

invention for whicha patent is sought needl< . Per-claimdescription is clear.
bedescribed. . An inventionrelating to ,,;'iaim is descnbed

.'
· .An inventioillelatingloaclaimis deseribec in DetailedExplanationof the Invention.
inDetailedExplanationof the Invention. ...

Patent Article4:
Harmonizatioo Maners of which the protection is sought are described.
AgreeDlttlt A claim is clear andconcise.

. A claim is by DetailedExplanation of theInvention.
United States Article 112:

. ....

A technologyidentifying an applicant's own invention is specified.
A claim is made clearly.

·.<:onsti~nts of a combinedarticleare allowed10be described.as meansor process to.
, .. performtheir soecifidunctions. . •..•.. . .

EPC Article84:
..

· .Matt~ of which the protection is sought are clearlyidentified.

' .
. Descriptionis madeclear andconcise.
. Supporting information is provided in a specification. .. < ......

••
. < .
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an invention is not defined c:orrectly andunclear froma technical viewpoint:
•A production methodfor producing a final product (d)comprisinga first processof producing an
intermediate product(b) from a startingmaterial(a)anda secondprocessof producing the finalproduct
(d) from a starting material (c)." (A productin the first process anda startingmaterial in the second
processaredifferent. Interpretingthe meaningof the first processandthe secondprocessfrom
description in a specificationand drawings andcommontechnology,their relationshipcannotbe
clarified.) .

® An invention as a technicalconceptis unclearin scope.
(Example): .

• Negativeexpressions (except,excluding,not .... etc.)
• A rangeof values with eitheran upper limit or a lowerlimit specified (more than, less than).
• Expressionsunclearin comparisonor degree (slightly greaterin gravity, far greater,high

temperature, low temperature, etc.)
• Expressionsofferingoptional choiceor selectionof described matters (as required. as necessary)

• Inclusionof a rangeof values in claim description. including0 (0 to 10 percent, etc.)
• Claim descriptionsubstilUtedwith descriptionin DetailedExplanationoftheInventionordrawings

* A cautionis neededina caseas presentedbelowas it is now consideredas a violationof theprovision
~ the revisedPatent Law.

© A claim specifyingan article with its operation,function,nature or characteristics:
i) Incasesuchmattersas functionsasdescribed ina claimarenot knowntoapersonwith ordinaryskill

in the art and cannot be~iood by a person with ordinary skill in the art from description in a
.'. specification, drawingsandtechnologyknown at the time of an application, other thanthe claim.

.. ... (Example):'An adhesivecontaining acompound with its weightreduCtion measuringfive pereentor
less whenboi1edfor10 minutes in a specificsolution accordingto an X research laboratoryexperiment
method" (TheX researchlaboratoryexperimentmethodis, not defined in DetailedExplanationof the

c . Inventionwithits experimentprocessnot clarified,not a tec1lDiqueknown atthe titueofits application.)
il) In casea claim specifyingan article with its functions andothercharaCteristics is described in an

expression showing a degree which is, furthermore, unclearandcannotbe determined by a personwith
ordinary skill in the art from descriptionin a specification, drawing,andtechnologyknown at thetime
of an application,other than the claim:

(Example 1):•Acontainerwith a hand-fit handle" (Thereis not defined inDetailedExplanationof the
Inventionhow it fits a hand)

(Example 2): •A film capableof keeping shining withouta blur for at least a day" (Anyquantitative
definition of anexpression 'withouta blur"is not includedin DetailedDescriptionof the Inventionand
does not represent technologyknown at the time of its application.)

© A product-by-process claim:.
In casea production process describedina claim is unclearandcannotbe understoodbya personwith
ordinary skill in theart from description in a specification,drawings andtechnologyknownat thetime
of an application.other than the claim:

(Example): •A substanceproduced from processing with an organicsolvent"(A conerete method of
•., .••.. processmglSDoidesciibedin DetailedExplaDJitiOiiof the Inventione>r;ifit is, nothingmoretbanoan .

.' ,.. examplewith a word'processing" neitherdefined nor explained.)

.'. @ The category of an invention for which a patent is sought is unclearor its description cannotclearly
.. . define its category. .

(Example): •A methodor apparatusfor ... : •A methodandan apparatus for .... and'Anti-cancer
effects of a chemicalsubstance"

® With an option provided formatters to define an invention, such optional matters donot havesimilar
charaCteristics or functions. . ..
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(Example): "Specificcomponentsora deviceincorporatingthese components" and'A Transmitteror
a receiver having a specific powersource"

3h6 I36 ParafSfN ObTbl4Ex

Table 5: C?mparison of Description Requirements for Detailed Explanation of

I ti

a e amores o on- servance 0 ecnon , sgrapr , tern

CD Claimdescription is unjustifiably redundant with the same matters duplicately described. From the
purpose of ParagraphS. however.suchdescription is judgedas unjustifiably redundanloniywhensuch
duplicatiou is too excessive. . " ', . ..

@ In a claim descriptionsuch as the Markush claim containing an optional selection of matters, its
conciseness is extremelydamaged by the inclusion of too manyoptional matters.

A degreeof damageto the concisenessof a claimis judged basedon:
i) in case optional matters have iIlJportant elements of chemical construetionthey do not share in

common. the less number of optional matters is judgedto be big as comparedwith a case;",here they
. have iIlJportantelements of chemicalconstructionthey share in common. and
I .ii) in case such an option is conditionaland complicatedin expression. the less number ofmatters
hs judged to be big as compared withacasewhere it is not,

.' . .... . nven on
,. .... Old Section 36 Revised Section 36

Japan '~cription to a ~egreeto allow aperson • Description clearandfully enough to

'; .....
",ithor~skillin the artto cony out an allow a person with ordinaIyskillin the ar

.. ;
invention (Enabling requirement) to carry out an invention (Enabling

.. . oescriptionofPurpe>se.Constitutionand . requirement)
Effectsof Invention (Descriptionof • Description complying with a
Purpose, Constitution andEffects: mimsterialordiIJanceissuedby th7Minisl1)

. Essential) of InternationalTradeandIndustry
(Understandable-patent requirement)

TRIPS Article 29
Agreement • Clear and full descriptionto allow a person with ordinary skillin th~ artto carry outan

invention
... · Description in the best manneran inventor knows to carryout aninvention. as may be

required .

. .

Patent Article 3
HannonizatiOIl · Invention disclosed clearlyand fully enough toallow a personwith ordinaty skill inthe
Agreement art to carryitout

< Rule 2
... ;..." Advantageous effects allowedto be deseribedifllly (VoIuntaryinclusionof effects}-' I··

• No explicit description ofprob!ems consideredessential ifsuch problemsand means for
! their solution are described in an understandable manner

· Other manncr ofdescriptionallowedifconsideredadequate toallow eesierunderstanding
' ... of the invention

; ..
. Imposing on otherrequiranents prohibited

liniled States Article 112

· Invention clearlyidentified to be distinguishable from other technologies(Identifying

..-.\



requirement}
Description including concretemeasuresand methodsto a full extent to allow a person

with ordinaryskill in the art to exploit and use an invention (Enabling requirement)

Description in amanner an inventor considersthe best (Best-mode requirement)
EPC Article 83

....
- Invention disclosedcleariyand fully enough to allow a personwith ordinaryskill inthe

art to carty it out

.' Rule 27
Description of as much conceivabletechnical background as possible

- Invention disclosedin a manner to understand technical problems (not possibly
describable) and means and method for their solution

. Description of effectsrelative to technical background
• At least one form to carty out an invention or descriptionwith an embodiment

f Enabli Re
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fN 0Table 6: Examples 0 on- bservance o Ina- equirement
A.Sterilming from incomplete descriptionin DetailedExplanation of the Invention

<D In casean embodimentneeds to be described as a form of lUI invention Carried out,
(a) technical.means correspondingto matters definingan invention are simply abstractive and

. functionally described. without any materials. devicesor processesmadeclear to allow a person with

I

ordinar)' skill in the art to carty out the invention. or
(b) in the absenceof concrete valuesas manufaeturingconditions. a person with ordinary skill in theart

. cannot carty it out. . ... .. . . .' . ....

@ In the descriptionof an embodiment of an invention. relationship of technical means specifying the
.. .. invention is not clear. so that a person with ordinary skill in the art cannot carty it out.

R Stemming from difference betweena claim andDetailedExplanation of the Invention

<D Claim: Conceptually upperinvention
DetailedExplanation of the Invention: Conceptually lower invention executedwithrespecr to part of,
lower concept included in a conceptually upper invention

- in case where thereis recognized enough ground that the descriptionof an execution with respectto
part of a lower concept included in a conceptuallyupper invention is not clearandfull description ofan
invention to allow. person withordinary skill in the art to carty itout with respect to the whole of the
lower concept of the conceptually upperinvention basedon descriptionin Detailed Explanation of the
Invention. drawingsand known technology.

® Claim: Invention with optional matters
DetailedExplanation of the Invention: Matters of execution with only part of operatiouaI matters

- in case where thereis recognized enoughground that the descriptionof an execution with respectto
part of optiouaImatters of an invention is not clearandfull descriptionof the inventiontoallow aperson

'" with ordinary skill in the art.to carty it out WithrespecttQ.th~ ..".,.ei!1'!!:!:QL!!:leoeliQ~~~~~
on descriptionin DetailedExplanation of the Invention. <!:awings andknown technolozv. ......

:...•....
® In casewhere. specificmanner of executionofaninvention as described in DetailedExplanation of the

Invention anddrawings is a speciflc feature outside the conceptualscope of the invention, and
- in case where there is recognized enough ground that the specific manner of execution of the
invention cannotbe extendedto allow a person withordinary skill in the art to executeother parts of the
conceptualscope of the invention basedon descriptionin DetailedExplanation of the Invention.
<!:awings and technology known at the time of its aoolication.



Table 9: Com 0 son of Reasons for ReOection, itionand Trial for Invalidation

• Concerning proprietary

o Mi;"'Pp!~a~ applica~OD
o Violation of joint applicatioll (Sectian 38)

Reason
for
Rejec
tion

eason
for trial
for
invalida-
tion

Reason
for
Opposi
tion

• Concerning'public interests

o Viol"ti()D pfrigbtsofforeigners (Section 2S) .. .
o· Noo--cOmpliance with patentabilityrequir=enl(Section29,Section29bis)
o Noo-palentableinventioo (Section 32)
o Invention not representingpriorapplication(Section39,Paragraphs I to4)
o Invention violating treaties or conventions
o Amendmenladding new matters (exceptoriginal-lan"auage patent
applications) (Section i7bis(3»
o Specificationandothers exceeding the SC9P".of mailers described in an
original-lan"ouage text and drawings
-: ~OD-<XlIDpliance.with descriPtion requin:ments (Section36, Paragraphs4
and6 (excl,Item4»

• Concemingf°nnaJil)'JIliS"f"
-Violation of'Jllifonnityofipventions (Sectian 37)

- NOIl-compliance wit,h d~Ption requirenlcnts (Noo-obs<CrvanCeofa minislerill1 ordinance)
(Section36, Paragraph6,Item 4)

'.10.~e~f an original,Ian"aua.,"" pal~lapplicati~D, the a<1ditiflD of matters not described in an
original-Ian"auage text anddrawings to a translation through a general amendment
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Fig. 1: Example of Description in Specification

[Document Name] Specification
[Title of the Invention] rv-v-","",rv-v-","",rv-v-","",rv-v-","",

[Claims]

[Claim I] \..A..A.-A../'-..A..A...>'-..A..A../\J-..A..A...>'-..AJ

[Claim2] '-A..A..""-/'-A..A..""-/'-A..A..""-/'-A..A..""-/

.[Detailed Explanation of the Invention]

[0001]

trcechnical Field of the Invention] '-A..A..A../'-A...A-A../'-A...A-A../'-A-"-A..-I

[0002]

[Prior Art] '-A..A.."'-''--'''-.A-'''-''--'''-.A-'''-''Y'-.A-A../

[0003]

[Problems to beSolved by the Invention]

[0004]

[Means to Solve the Problems] '-A..A..A../\..A...A-.l\..J'-A..A.A../\..A..A.AJ

[0005]

[Mode for (;arryillg put the Invention] '-A..A..""-/'--"'..A.."'-''--'''..A..''''-/'-A..A..''''-/

[0006]

[Embodiment] '-A...A-A..-'-A...A-A..-"-/\...A-A..-"-/\...A..A-/

[0007]

[Effects of the Invention] '-A-.A-/'-''''-A-.A-/'-'''-''-.A-/'-''''-A-.A-A../

[Brief Explanation of the Drawings]

[AU. 1] '-A.AJ'...A-"-A,.A../'-A.A.AJ\J'-A...AJ

[FIG. 2] .



Application1---------------.,
.--_--Ji~__.,

Translationnot filed
Filingof translation ... Within 2 months

Application laid open

IApplication withdrawnI
••• Laid-Open Gazette carries an original-language textandcbwings andtheir tmnslation
together with anamencment to correct mis(IaIlSlation if any.

Response to notification of reasonfor rejection

No request for examination__Within 7 years from the dateof

an application

Notification of reasonfor rejection

Decision to grantpatent

Publicationon Official Gazette
Patentgranting decision

Filing of opposition

Patentrejecting decision

Invalidating decision 1---.

Tokyo DistrictHigh Court

Lapse of patent ... 20 years after the date of an application

Fig. 2: Original-Language PatentApplication from Filing to Registration
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SUl!ject to substantive examination

Translation

Translation

invalidation

x Invention other than an invention

. described inan origio.allan.,aua"acconstituting

Translation

Translation

11111Original

In case of PCT applications in the past

Original

o Addition allowed through a correction of mistranslation within the scope of description in an

origio.allanguage

t::. Adition through. J,encn1 amencknent (a procedJral amendmeIll fonn stipulated in Section 17.
Paragraph 4 of the Patent Law) constimtinga reason for rejection(not a reasonfor opposition or trial
for invalidation. because it is only a formality mistake)
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Original

Original

Eligibility for divisioo.al application
or alternate application judged based
on origio.altext anddrawings

<D. Prior-Art Effect (under Section 29bis of the Patent Law)
[Applicable to PCT applications after the Revision of Law]

- Scope of description in original language counted into the consideration of prior art under
the provisions of Section 29bis of the Patent Law,..-----..,

(Reference)
m the past, per applications having only their parts duplicated in an original language and

its translation counted into the consideration of prior art under the provisions of Section 29bis
of the Patent Law Translation

@. Scope Allowed for Amendment and Reason for Rejection, Etc.
[Applicable to PCT applications after the Revision of Law]

X Adition of matters not d:scribed in an
origio.al language constituting a reason for

rejection. opposition or trial for invalidation
(n,,'" malletS inllllorigio.allanguage)

(Reference)

X No addition allowed even within the scope of description in an origio.al language

Fig. 3: Comparison between Original-Language Text and Drawings and Their Translation in
Relationship .
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1. Subject: Accommodation to Reformed System of Opposi tion

2. Preface
In January 1. 1996. a partial amendment to the Japanese Patent Law will be

enforced. whereby the system of opposition is to be reformed in such a manner as
to accept an opposition made to a granted patent.

The planned reform of the system of opposition is reportedly based on the
Japanese commi taents to the Uni ted States in the second package of Japan-b. S.
agreement reached in the middle of 1994. Table 1 below lists those commitments
which concern the system of opposition.

The reform vas already considered. however. in the report submitted by the
Deliberative Council on Industrial Property Rights earlier on December 18. 1992.
Table 2beloIV .Hsts the requests presented in the report.

Both the agreement and the report mentioned above .aake all orance for the
necess.i t s to promote the the process of granting a. patent as well as the
international trend toward harmonization as reflected in the process of
negotiation on Article 18 of the WIPO Harmonization Treaty (providing for
prohibition of opposition prior to the granting of a patent).

Thus. the planned amendment to the Japanese Patent Law fails to reflect the
recent changes in the equilibrium between applicants and patentees in rights and
between third parties and general citizens in interests and therefore leaves
some points difficult to understand in contrast ..iththe conventional amendments
madEf".incons ideration of thepecu liar Japaneses i tuati on surrounding the
domestic industries. the Patent Office, and the existing proceedings. In fact,
thed has been conf i raedalaost no report or document describing or discussing
th i s amendment.

In the present paper, we ..ill lDake an analysis of the planned reform of the
system of opposition tostlldy the reslliting changes in the rights of parties
concerned, as well as possible changes in the practical significance of the
system of oppos i t ion.iand appropr iate accommodat ion to the reform.
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Table 1
Japanese Commitments to the U~ited States
in the Second Package of Japan-U.S. Agreement

(1) To present a reform proposal by April 1. 1995 lith the aim of
implementing the reform of the system of opposition on or after
January 1. 1996.

(2) To ensure that only an opposition made to a granted patent is accepted
in the reformed system of opposition.

(3) To ensure that examinations can be combined for tlO or more
oppos i tions for the purpose of minimizing the period for the process

. of opposit ion. .

Table 2
Requests in the Report Submitt.d
by the Deliberative Council on Industrial Property Rights

CD To ensure that the system of opposition is reformed in such a manner
as to accept only an opposition made to a granted patent.

. .

® To ensure that any person is entitled to make an opposition lithin
6 months after the publ Icatron of a granted patent.

® To ensure that an opposition can be made on a claim-by-C:lailllbasis.
@ To ensure that grounds foroppos it i on i ncl ude Iack of' nove Ity or

inventive steps. indefinite description in patent specifications, and
other factors causing public disadvantages.

® To ensure that examinations can be combined for t s o or more
oppos i t ions.

® To ensure that a correct i on may be made to a gran ted patent in the
process of oppos! tion.

® To ensure that a collegial body of trial examiners may ex officio
examine other grounds for opposition than are pleaded by an
opponent. '

® To ensure that a collegial body of trial examiners conducts a
examination for an opponent.

® To ensure that a patentee is permi tted to insti tute an action to
t.h.e Tokyo High ..Court.,of .•• Jus.t.i cetolliakeananL.a.p.peal.of
dissatisfaction litha decision on cancellation of a' grallted patent
as a result of a examination for an opposition.

~ To ensure that a trial for invalidation may be demanded even during
the period for opposition or during the. pendency of oppos l tion.

@ To ensure nata patent is of tlenty years'durat ion after i tsfj ling
date.
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3. Significance of Reform of System of Opposition.
Conventionally. the system of opposition has formed an integral part of the

system of public inspection together with the system of publication. Namely. a
patent app l ication which all examiner judges to be worthy of patenting is opened
to publ ic inspection in the system of publication. and then subjected to
opposition from any opponents who present relevant information and opinions on
tha tapp Ii cat Ion. inthe system of oppos it ion. thereby achieving the purpose of
improving the accuracy and objectivity of examination and the stability of
patents.

Public inspection requires providing the fixed period for opposition in
which a patent app! ication examined by an examineralld opened to public
inspection is checked for problems by general citizens and the period for
submission of a written reply to such opposition by an applicant. Consequently.
public inspection takes so much time as to hinder the reduction of the time
required for granting of a patent In an extreme case. the 1919 anendaent to
the Japanese Patent Law provided for the system of intervention in opposition
for receiving opinions from all interested parties in opposition. However. this
system led to many cases where an application was made for intervention in
oppos i ti on. after the Iapse of the peri od for oppos i t ion in an attempt to extend
the period (or assessment. and us therefore. abolished in the current 1959
amendment for the reductlonof the time required for granting of a patent.
Meanwhi Ie, the process ofexamination .. bY examiners came to take more time as
patent appl ications became. more sophisticated andcompl icated. Opponents also
took much time in making necessary preparations such as search for proof and
decision making on opposition. This is parti~ularly true of opponents of
foreign origin. who needed more time in making extra preparatIons such as
t ransl at.i onof the Official Gazette or a written opposition. To solve these
problems. there was no. other al ternat ive left than to extend the period for
opposition after publication from 2 months to 3 months in the 1987 partial
amendment.

Further in the forthcoming amendment •. it has been decided that the system
of publication should be abolished so that a patent may be granted subject only
to examination by an examin.er. This I i period opposition and

'~'·'·'_"""_·'''''C''''·_'";C''C' - __~, '1',.•'" ...,",,,";».,, ...•.-,.., ";.;"_..,...;_~._.,,,, .-.,-,,,,.,,....,,',,..,""'"" _,_, """"_.,", ._, _,:...c.,.,~" ·C,," •.• •.... ••• • ••...•

the time requJredfor a examination .on an t i on, a
substantial reduction of the period between requesting of examination and

... grant ing of a patent.
The fact rema ins. how.ever. that a paten t app I icat ion net opened topubl ic

inspection in the .refor.medsystem of opposition is suqjected to less thorough
validation than a patent application opened to public inspection in the
conventional system of opposition. thus arousing a fear for an increasing number
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published in or .before December. 1995 ,i 1\ be published even in or after January
.1996 in the conventional system of opposition.

In this section. ,e wi II study the detai Is and grounds of the reformed
system of oppos! ti oni ncomparison lith the conventional system of opposi ti on.

Figure 1 shows the procedure of opposition in the. reformed system of
oppos it ion.

of cases 'here a patent is granted to a patent application ,hich should
othenise be rejected. lith the objective of enhancing the reliability of the
patent system on the whole. therefore. it has been decided that a granted patent
.should be opened to public inspection during a fixed period. thus affording
general citizens an opportunity to check that application for cancellation.
Hence the reformed system of opposition. which is intended to judge the
propriety of the administrative act of granting a patent for early correctt on in
consideration of the ~pinions of general citizens and to cancel a granted patent
at an early stage should such act prove to be improper.

In the reformed system of opposition. abolition of the system of
publication el iminates the right of temporary protection. thus freeing a patent
from no-fault liability for compensation even during the period for opposition
or during the pendency of opposition.

. Further.whi lean amendment may be made to a granted patent during the
period forsubmission of a tritten reply to opposition in the conventional
system of oppos i'ti on. no such amendment may be made even during the period for
submission of a ,ritten argument against cancellation of that patent in the
reformed system of opposition. In practice. no major problem ,i 11 result from
prohibition of amendment. which. in itself. ,ill be offset by permission of
correction. It should be noted. however. that a divisional application made
during the veriodfor amendment. ,hich has been permitted conventionally. will
be prohibited after the reform.

In addition•. i tshould al so be noted that acceptance of an opposition made
to a granted patent means completion of empowerment to an ordinary patent agent
and requires direct transmittal ofa duplicate cop¥ of a written opposition. a
notice of cancellation. an attested COpy of a ,ritten decision. and other papers
retat lnsto opposition to a patentee in the absence of a patent administrator.

4. Detai Is of Reform of SYstem of Opposi tion
The reformed system of opposition is scheduled to come Into force on

January 1. 1996.. Any patent appl ication made on or afterthis date ,i 11 be
granted a patent directlY ,ithout any decision on publication in the reformed
system of opposition. It should be noted here that any patent application for



Further, Tahle 3 shoys comparisons between the reformed system of
opposition and the conventional system of opposition.

The parenthesized numbers (e. g. ®. ®. and @) marked at the end of the
headl ines in the paragraphs belor indicate the corresponding numbers for the
eleven requests presented in the report submitted by the Deliberative Council on
Industrial Property Rights (listed in Table 2). It should be noted that no
reference is made in this section to Request W, Yhich has already been
described in Section 3, and to Request (II), yhich yas already fulfilledon.July
1, 1995 as a request irrelevant to the system of opposition.

.. (1) The period for opposi Hon has been extended to 6 months after the
publication of a granted patent. (®)

In the conventional system of opposition, the period for opposition is
stipulated as 3 months after thepubUcation·of an unex&minedpatent, allOwing
for 30 days as the period for supplementing grounds for opposition and 60 days
as the period for extension for opponents of foreign· origin. In. the reformed
system of opposition, it can be presumed, the period for opposition has been
extended to 6 months after the publication of a granted patent (more
specifically, issue of the Official Gazette dlscl.oslng-a granted patent), taking
account of the increasing amount of time required for preparation for opposition
due to sophistication of patent applications, no influence exerted by extension
of.the period for opposition to a granted patent upon the reform object of early
granting of a patent, and the demand 'for judgment of the propriety of the
administrative act of granting a patent for early correction.

Inthe reformed system of opposi ti on,theprocedure of oppos i t ien starts
Yith submission of a yritten opposition .to the COl!lmissioner of the Patent Office.
during the period f'or opposition. but given neither the period for supplementing
grounds for opposition nor the option of amendments to the rr lt ten opposition
thus submitted after the lapse of the period for opposition unlike the
conventional ~ystem of opposition. More specifically. there is no making any

• ,C " • _.'" ' _,

addition or alteration of evidential statutory provisions or facts.
Consequently, the conventional practice of so-called "temporary opposition" has
become ins less.

of papers re Iat ing to opposi tion bas been extended to 5 1D0n ths after the
publication of a granted patent.

(2) An opposition should be made on a claim-bY-claim basis. (®)
III the Conventional system of opposition, an opposition should be made to a

patent application on the yhole on the basis of the conventional practice of
conducting a examination for an opposition as part of examination, Yhich accepts
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or rejects a patent application. The fact remains. hosever; that an opposition

made to a granted patent is intended to judge the~ropriety of the
administrative IIctof granting a patent for early correction. thus making it
desirable to minimize necessary amendments to any granted patent. To meet this
need. it can be presumed. provision hasbeenaade for making an opposition on a
claim-by-claim basis in the reformed system of opposition.

(3) Reasons for oppos i t ion do not inc 1ude those rei ating to possess ion of a

patent right, such as derivation and violation of joint appl ica'tion

provisions. <@l>,
In the conventional system of opposition. 'hereby an opposition is made for

exam\nation as part of examination of a patent application. a ground for
opposition is substantiallY identical ,ith a ground for re.iect ion. In the
reformed system of opposition, ,hereby an opposition is accepted only ,hen made
tna granted patent. atrial for invalidation may be demanded during the period
for opposition., Basically a point ofdisllute between interested parties. a
question of possession of a patent right seems not suited for an opposition and

should therefore be handled by those parties through a trial for inval idation

based on the scheme of contestation bet,een parties concerned.
In the conventional system of opposition. grounds for opposition do not

include those relating tcf'oraatnefects, such as unity of invention. in vie, of
thee fact that rejection of any patent application published and vested ,ith the
right of temporary protection for the ground of formal defects alone 'ould only
lead to sheer confusion and should not therefore be desired. Neither is it
desirable to cancel any granted patent in the reformed system of opposition.

Accordingly, formal defects have been excluded from grounds for opposition as in
the conventional system of opposition~

(4) A response is needed not to a duplicate COPy of a ,ritten opposition but to
a notice of cancellation.
In the reformed system of opposition. it is preferable to conduct a

examination for an opposition ,ith accuracy in a short time In order to correct
the administrative act of granting a patent should such act prove improper. In

for instabiI i tyo! a patent rigbt,by establishing, a Ilractice of a
patentee,a notice of cancellation pointing out conceivable problems as
grounds for alleged invalidity of a granted patent on the basis of, a written

OPPosition. making a request to the patentee for submission of a written
argument and other papers relating to opposition. examining such grounds in
terms of ,hether they can be ignored, and refraining ffom sending the patentee a
notice of cancellation and laking a decision on maintenance of the granted
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patent in the event thata trial examiner-in-chief decides that such grounds
should be ignored.

Thus. tbe reformed system of opposition represents the pseudo scheme of
exaal natl on or assessaent-based-exaei nat lon in which opposition in itself
approximates to an act of provision of information in examination in contrast
'Ii th the conventional system of opposi tj on based on the scheme of contestation
between parties concerned.

While a duplicate copy of a written opposition is delivered to a patentee
in the conventional system of opposition. a written opposition is. transmitted
simply to a patentee to whom a notice of cancellation carries more weight in the
reformed system of oppcs it lon. Further. for the purpose of a rapid examination
orin view of non-correspondence between a written argument and a written
opposition. a dupl icate copy of a written opposition is no longer transmi tted to
an opponent in a similar manner to a written reply as in the conventional system
to provide the opponent 'lith an opportunity to submit a written refutation
(provided that the opponent maybe afforded an opportunity to offer his opinion
in an inquiry if so reuuestedbr a collegial body of trial examiners).

As has already been mentioned above. acceptance of an opposition made to a
granted patent requires directtranslIiittal of a dup l icate copy of a written
opposition. a notice of cancellation. an attested copy of decision. and other
papers relating tOllllPosition to a patentee in the absence of a patent
administrator.

(5) In principle. examinations can be combined fort'lo or more oppositions.

~

In the conventio.nal system of. opposition. in the event that two or more
oppositions are made. a granted patent. once canceled as a result of a
examination for one opposition. requires no decision to be made on any their
opposition. but conversely requires a decision to be made on everY one of
oppositions if found to supply no ground for cancellation as a result of
examinations of all oppositions. This situation involves a great deal of
labor spent by a patentee in submitting a written reply to each opposition as
well as much time spent in completing examinations ofalloppositioJls. To solve

srs tem of oppos l ti or! exam inat ions for two or more oppos it ions as a
general rule for the purpose of promoting the process of examination and
minimizing the labor of a patent~e. ..

More specifically. a patentee is requested to submit a written argument
during aspecified period only in response to a notice of cancellation
transmitted from a trial examiner-in-chief 'lith the intention of making a
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dec.ision on cancellation.
IncidentallY, an examination is conducted for an opposition in principle by

·adocumentary examination, IIhich may be replacedbya verbal examination
depending on the nature of proof. HOllever, it is normally difficult to combine
a documentary examination lIith a verbal examination. An exception to this rule,
therefore. is to refrain from combining documentary and verbal examinations and
separate combined documentary and verbal. examinations if necessary.

(6) A correction may be made to a granted patent during the period for argument
in the process of opposi tion. «(ID)

In the conventional system of opposition, a certain extent of amendment may
be made to a granted patent during the period for submission or a IIritten reply
for the purpose of circumventing grounds for opposition. In the reformed system
of opposition. too, a certain extent of correction may be made to a granted
patent during the period for argument for the Slime purpose. Unlike an
amendment, "a correction to a granted patent greatly affects the scope of a
parent right and requires .proprietyjudgment in a trial for correction as a
general rule: If a trial for correction is demanded .and follolled bya decision
on opposition subject to a decision, the process of examination lIill be delayed.
leaving a granted patent in an unstable state open to cancellation for a long
time. IIhich may, in turn, result in reduced reliability of the patent system on.

To avoid this, therefore, permission has .been given to make a correction to
"a granted patent in the proc:essOfopposi tionllHhoutdelilartdirtg a trial
correction. Incidentally, there exists a precedent case demonstrating
permission for correction ina trial for invalidation.

The permitted extent of correctiortis confined to reduction of claims.
correction of erroneous entries, and explication of unclear descriptions in

.consideration of the fact that alteration of the scope of a granted patent
greatly affects the equilibrium bet seen patentees and general citizens in
interests. This extent of correction colncldes vt tf the permitted extent of: ...... ',. ", ", > ',"

amendment in the process of opposition to a patent application vested lIith the
right of temporary protection as a result of publication in the conventional
system of opposition.

correction th.e period for submission of a written argument against a
not. ic.e of c.ancel lation., .a collegial body o. f ..t.. rial examiners e... xam. ines the demand

.:'~ ,', ".,,:." '," ", '. .. .. :' ""~: ~.. ..:' ::~ .~ ....

for correction to check. conformi ty to requirements for correction.. In the case
of conformity, a collegial body of trial examiners examines IIhether to cancel a
granted patent on the basis of the demanded correction. In the case of non
conformity, a collegial body of trial examiners transmits a notice of rejection
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of correction to a patentee, 'ho opts to make an amendment to the demanded
correction to such an extent as not to change its purport. Then. a collegial
body of trial examiners examines rhet her to cancel the granted patent on the
basis of the demanded correction in<the case of conformity to requirements for
correction or on the basis of the non-demanded correction in the case of non

,conformity.
In addition. prohibition has been' laid on demanding a trial for correction

, during thependency of opposition. It can bepresum~d that this prohibl t lon is
intended to simpl ify the procedure of opposition in viet of the fact that a
corre~tIon may be ,made as part of the procedure of opposition during the
pendency of an oppos i t ion in the same manner as in the previous case
demonstrating prohibition on demanding a trial for correction during the
pendency of a trial for invalidation.

(7) A examination is conducted for an opposition bya collegial body of 3 or 5
trialexaminers.'(®)
In the convent ionaI system of opposition. an oppcsi ti on is made for

examination by an examiner as part of examination of a patent appl ication. In
the reformed system of oppos i t ion, ho,ever, such a examioation is conducted to
judge the propriety of the administrative act of granting a patent. a process of
great consequence ,hich may lead to cancellation of a granted patent and the
resulting divestiture ofa patentee of his exclusive industrial property right
or to al teration of the scope of 'patent right through correction to the granted
patent. In vie, of this. it can be presumed. a practice has been establ ished,
whereby a examination is conducted for an opposition by a collegial body of
tr ia I exam inerseach 'i th exceIIent impart ia I i ty, independence. and accuracy as
in the case of the existing system of trial.

(8) A collegial body of trial examiners may ex officio make a examination on
a II eged c lai ms in ter,ms ofothergrounds foroppos it ion thall arepl eaded
bY a opponent. patentee. and other parties interested. «7»
In view of the fact that' the reformed system of opposition is intended to

enhance the reliabi lity of the patent system on the ,hole through judgment of
of the administrative act of granting patentalld cancellation of

that the"P,aientOffi~e should be ,illing to make ,necess,a,r,Y corr,ect'ions and
',' L. '" ',:'_ .:. . -', ',:.... .. '....... .. .... .... _: :." .. ".' ,:' .... .. ", ",' .. ", ....

examine other grounds for opposition than are pleaded by an opponent. patentee,
ando~h~r parties interested. More ~pecificallY. acoIr~gialbodY of trial
examiners shou ld examine grounds forcance IIati on. such as a changed combination
of proofs f'or invalidation (e.g. a combination of proofs presented ~Ydifferent

opponents). citation of other prior art literature than is presented as proof
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for invalidation. and application of non-applicable statutory provisions as
grounds for opposition (e.g. application of Subsection (2) of Section 29 instead
of Subsection (1) of Section 29 as a ground for opposition).

In the conventional system of opposition. too, it should be noted, a
collegial body of trial examiners may ex officio examine other grounds for
opposition than are pleaded before transmitting a notice of rejection to an
applicant. To clarify this exceptional case. it can be presumed. advantage has
been taken of the reform as a good opportunity,

Incidentally. it should also be remembered that provision has been made for
making an opposition on a claim-by-claim .basis as has already been mentioned
above. It 'Ii I I go too far, therefore. to examine non-al leged claims as well
ex officio.. To. avoid this. it can be presumed. provision has been made for
examining only alleged claims.

(9) Any interested party may make intervention in opposition in support of a
patentee.
As has already been described in' Section 3. the 1919 amendment to the

Japanese Patent Law provided for permission of intervention in opposition in
contrast 'lith. provision to the contrary in the current 1959 amendment. On the
othe.r hand, the reformed system of opposition involves a process of great
consequence which may lead to cancellation of a granted patent and the resulting
divestiture of a patentee but also an exclusive or ncn-exc lus lve licensee of
thelrexc Ius ive indus tr iat Ilroperty r ight. As such, the reform faces the
important task of maintaining a granted task. In view of this, it can be
presumed. permission has been given to intervention in opposition in support of
a patentee.

"

On the contrary, no permission has been given to intervention in opposition
in support of an opponent. This can be attributed to the fact that there is no
point in giving permission for intervention in opposition to an opponent. who
needs no other. particular act than. receiving an attested copy of a decision on
opposition after having submitted a wr.itten opposition and may make a request
for cancellation directlY on his own and not indirectly through intervention.

(10) .2nII•..~..Rlite~tee·oran int:r~:ne~ispermitte~ .t~ .. in~titutean actio~rto the ..•.
r

•• •

Tokyo HigIi Court. of Just ieil to. make an' appeliI •• of di ssatisfact ion·'Ii th a
decision on an opposition.(@)
In the conventionalsystemof oppos Itlon, ne itheran applicant nor an

opponent is permitted to make an appeal of dissatisfaction 'lith any decision
made on an opposition. In practice. however,<'both an applicant and an opponent
may make virtually the same appeal by making an appeal of dissatisfaction 'lith
rejection and a trial for inval idation following registration, .respectively.
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In the ~eformed system of.oppo.ition;Ihereby an opponent is still
permitted to demand a trial for invalidation. there seems to be no need to
permit the opponent to institute an action to make an appeal of dissatisfaction.

On the contrary. it can be presumed. permission for such an appeal of
dissatisfaction has been given to a patentee or an intervener. Iho may be .
divested of their exclusive industrial ~roperty right asa result of
cancel Iationof a granted patent.

Further. it can also be presumed. apract ice has been establ ished, Ihereby
an action may be instituted directly to the Tokyo High Court of Justice to make
an appeal of dissatisfaction by skipping the first trial in the same manner as
the existing system of trial. in consideration of the fact that such an appeal
of dissatisfaction is directed at the results of a examination conducted by a
collegial body of trial examiners each lith excellent impartiality. independence
•• and accuracy.

(I1) A trial for inval idation may be demanded even during the period for
opposition or during the pendenCY of an opposition at the Patent Office.

~
In the conventional system of opposition. an opposition is made for

examination as part of examination of a patent appl ication and therefore free
from Overlapping in time lith a trial for inval idationof a granted patent.

In the reformed system of opposition. both an opposition and atrial for
inval idation al ike are directed at a granted patent and have the effect of
inval idating it. Such coexistence of these different proceedings may coapl icate
procedures involved. As 'Iii I be discussed in the next section. hosever, both
these proceed inss, differ ins from each 0ther in nature. shouldbe used for
different appl ications. Subject to aproper distinction betreen the tso, it can
be presuaed, ~ermission hasbeen'givenfor their simultaneous pendency.

Even In the case of simultaneous pendency. it should be noted. examinations
cannot be combined f6rtll~t"0 proceedings. Ihich differ frOm each otller in
nature. Neither is it possible tocondllct examinations for them In parallel.
Both these approaches should be avoided as undesirable in viel of the complexi ty
resu of a request
for correction in another proc:eeding. the probabl I lasting one Pfoceeding
as a result of a decision on cancellation ora trial decision of invalidation in
anotherPfoCeedlng•. thed iff icuI tyl n .5imu Itan,eousa t tendance .to the both
proceedings by .a patentee••and the possibi I i ty of producingd i fferen.t results

.efomthe. same grOUndofPfoof.
In the case of si aul taneous pendency. therefore. a examination is conducted

for an opposition in preference to a trial f'cr inval i!lationas a general rule.
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HOiever, a trial for invalidation takes precedence of an opposition in cases
ihere the examination admits of early decision Grif so determined by a
collegial body of trial examiners in the presence of a patent dispute. This
principle in priority order has been established in consideration~f many cases
ihere a examination fOr an opposition proceeds so rapidly as to aJloi an
i!lImediate decision on maintenance of a granted patent in the. absence of any
ground for cancellat.ion ihi Ie atrial for invalidation often takes much time in
making a trial decision due to such steps as reply, refutation. repeated reply.

5. Comparison betieen Reformed System of Opposition
and SYstem of Trial for Invalidation.

Table 3 'also shois comparisons betieen the reformed system of opposition
and the system of trial for invalidation.

The.reformed system of opposition resembles the system of trial for
inval idation in. that approval of an opposition may lead to invalidation of a
granted patent. .

Nevertheless, an opposition and a trial for inval i dat ion, despite their
possible simultaneous pendency. are independent of and therefore greatly
different from each other in the points listed beloi.

(1)' A trial for invalidation may be demanded by only interested parties ihile
an opposition may be made bY any person.

'. The system of trial for invalidation is intended to judge the propriety of
the administrative act of granting a patent as a solution to a patent dispute as
can be seen from a case of litigationover a patent infringement in ihich a

>trial for invalidation is demanded asa measure to avoid an allegation of
infringement .cr a patent in dispute. As such. a trial for invalidation is
prohibited for any other party than interested parties in conformance iith the
Civil Proceedings Act.

On the contrary. the reformed system of opposition is intended to enhance
the reliability of the patent system on theihole as has already been mentioned
above. To this end, it should be ensured iith propriety that an opposition may
be made by any person 'hether int~rested or not. thereby providing as many third
parties as possible with an opportunity to make a request

''''0. • ..

(2t A trial fOr inval idatTon may be demandedaCany given lime.hi Ie an
opposition must be made iithin 6 months after the publication of a granted
patent.
For the purpose oLthe system of trial forinval idation•. it must be ensured

that a trial for invalidation may be demanded immediately upon occurrence of a
patent dispute. To meet this need. therefore. i.tis permitted to demand a trial
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for invalidation at any time after the granting of a patent in dispute or even
after its expiration instead of restricting the period for demanding such a
trial.

In the Teformed system of opposi ti on, by contrast, a granted patent
subjected to opposition may be considered as val id ..hile that not subjected to
opposition fai Is to confirm the propriety of judgment by an examiner, ..hich may
result in reduced reliability of the patent system on the ..hole. TO avoid this.
it call be presumed, the period for opposition has been specified so as to
confirm the validity of a granted patent found to supply no ground for
cancellation by any third party subject to receiving no opposi tionduring this
per i od. The s ignlf! canes ()(.the per iad for oppos i t ion has al ready been
mentioned in Paragraph (1) of Section 4.

(3)' Reasons forinval idation include those relatin~ to possession of a patent
right, sudh as derivation and violation of joint appl icatiOn provisions
while theY are excluded from grounds for opposition.
This Question has already beenoutl ined in Paragraph (3) of Section 4.

Incidentally, violation of possession ofapatentright, violation of treaties,
and violation correction requirements by foreign residents for grounds accruing
after the granting of a patent are inc luded in grounds for. invalidation but
excluded from grounds for opposition. Considering that the ref'oraed system of
opPQ§i t i on is intended to judge the propriety ofgranting a patent,_ it is only
natural that grounds .ccruing after the granting of a~atent sbouldcnot be
examined as grounds for opposition.

(4)' The system of trial for invalidation permits intervention in support of
both a patentee and an appellant ..hile the reformed system of opposition
permits intervention in support of onlY a patentee.
Based on the scheme of contestation bet..een parties concerned, in ..hich

.. both these parties are supposed to be on an equal footing, the system of trial
f'or Inval idat lonperal ts intervention of interested parties in such contestation
in 'support of their associated parties concerned:

By contrast, not based on the scheme of contestation bet..een parties
concerned. the reformed system of oppos i tion perm i ts intervent ion of only a
paten tee and no t. aa opponen t for the reason men ti oned n Paragraph
Section 4.

(5)' In principle, the system of trial for inval idation adopts verbal
exami nat i on ..hi Ie the reformed system of opposi tion adopts documentary
examliia.ti on.
Based on the scheme of contestation bet ..eenpart ies concerned, the system
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double Jeopardy. Secondly. once an opponent has submitted a writtenopposi ti on,
the subsequent proceedings center around negotiations bet,een a patentee and a
collegial body of trial examiners. ,ith the opponent afforded no opportunity for
refutation; Finally. given a dec is Ion on mal ntenance of a granted patent
against an opposition. an opponent (or an appellant) is likely to suffer huge
losses unless permitted to demand a trial for invalidation based on the same

of trial for invalidation adopts verbal examination in principle in vie, of the
fact that verbal examination promotes procedures involved. such as organization
of points in dispute and identification of evidential facts. In practice,
ho'ever. there seems to be many cases ,here documentary examination takes the
place of verbal examination. ,hich requires the attendance of parties concerned
to the Patent Office.

By contrast. not based on the scheme of contestation bet,een parties
concerned. it can be presumed. the reformed system of oppos i t i on adnpt s
documentary examination for the purpose of simplification of procedures
involved.

adopts the principle of doubie
reformed sYstem of opposition does

of trial for invalidation
making a decision ,hile the

(6)' The system
jeopardY in
not.
In the system of trial for inval idatl on. ,hereby the period for trial is

not restritted ·as has already been mentioned in (2)' above. a trial for
inval idation may be demanded any number of times. On one hand, there is the
posSibi I ity of repeating a trial for inval idation based on the same ground and
producing different trial decisions.resul t i ng in reduced rei iabi I i ty of
trial examination. On the other ha.nd. there is also the possibi I ity of
repeating a trial for inval idation based on the same ground and producing the
same trial decision. costing a patentee and the Patent Office a great deal of

·····I·abor. To avoid these possibi lit les, the principle of double Jeopardy is
adopted in making a trial decision.

By contrast, in the reformed system of opposition, ,hereby the period for
opposition is restricted, a general rule is to make an opposition only once and
consequently combine examinations for t,o or more oppositions. Hence no need to
adopt the principle of double jeopardy.

Incidentally. there seems to be no problem in demanding a trial for
inval idation of a granted patent based on the same ground as for an opposition
against ,hich a decision has been made on maintenance of that patent. No
restriction is laid on such a examination. it can be presumed. to al los for the

Ilo,ing: Firstly. an opposition is examined by a collegial body of trial
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ground as for opposition.

(7)' In principle. the system of trial for invalidation imposes all charges
involved on a loser while the reformed system of opposition imposes such
charges on an opponent.
Based on the scheme of contestation between parties concerned. the system

of trial for invalidation makes it a principle that a loser should bear all
charges involved in conformance with the Civil Proceedings Act.

By contrast. not based on the scheme of contestation between parties
concerned, it can be presumed. the reformed system of opposition makes it a rule
that an opponent should bear all charges involved in consideratinn of the cases

. where a trial examiner-in-chief makes a decision on maintenance of a granted
patent regardless of an opposition without ascertaining the intention of a
patentee and the fact that an opponent is supposed to bear ai i charges Involved
in the conventional system of opposition, too.

(8)' The system of trial for invalidation permits both a patentee and an
appellant to institute an action to make an appeal of dissatisfaction while
the reformed system of opposition permits onlY a patentee to do so.
Both the system of trial for inval idation and the reformed system of

opposition permit a patentee to institute an action to make an appeal of
dissatisfaction. it can be presumed. to allow for .possible divestiture of the
patentee of his exclusi.ve industrJalproperty right (see Paragraph (0) of
Section 4). In the system of trial for invalidation. it can also be presumed,
an appel Iant needs to be permitted.t.o institute an action to make an appeal of
d i ssat i sf'ac.ti on lnicons lderati on of his inability to repeat a trial for
invalidation based on the same ground under the principle .of double jeopardy.
By contrast. in the reformed system of opposi tion. it can further be presumed,
an opponent need not be permitted to make, an appeal of dissatisfaction because
of'fi ls ability to repeat a trial forinvalidationbas,ed on the same ground (see
Paragraph (0) of Section 4 and Paragraph (6)' in this section).

The difference between the system of trial forinval i dat lon and the
reformed system of opposition are derived from their different objectives. In

between parties concerned. there occurs a problem to the disadvantage· of an
opponent. who may face rejection of his grounds for opposition and cannot make a
counter opposition to a,ritten arsuaent submi tted by a patentee as refutation.
At the same time, ,hen two or more oppositions are made. there alSO arises a
situation against a patentee, who maY face an unevadable ground forcan~ellation

as a result of. combination of proofs Presented by one opponent and proof
presented by another opponent.
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With these differences bet,een the t'o systems In mind. ,e ,ill discuss ho,

to use them for different applications in Section 8.

6. Comparisons bet,een Reformed System of Protest
and Foreign Systems of Opposition

TableS also shO's ,comparisons bet,een the reformed system of opposition
and the foreign equivalents to the system of opposition (i.e. the system of
re-exaainatiou under the United States Patent LIl, and the system of opposition

under the German Patent Las.and the Euroilean Patent Conve,ntion (EPC». .

As has already been menti.oned above, the forthcoming amendment to the
Japanese Patent Law is intended partly to establ ish international harmonY among
patent systems of different .countries. To this end. it has nota fe, features
in common ,ith the German Patent Law and the European Patent Treaty. both of
,hich adopt the system of opposition to a granted patent. Further. a simi lar
objective is .refle.cted in the system of re-examination in the United States.

Since its. enforcement on October 7. 1977, the European Patent Convention
has been abiding by the system of OilPosi tion to. a granted patent. According to

one.understanding, this system has been adopted ,ith the aim of harmonizing
differences among patent systems of different countries. such as the system of
opposition integrated'iththe system of publication in the then Germany and the
system of. registration ,ithout examination in France. In this system, a patent

granted after examined by an examiner is registered in a member country of
... app!icat i on, ,here it' is later mal ntalned, canceled,. interpreted, or exercised

in principle in conformance ,ith the governing las, In practice, a granted
patent may be canceledbyt,omethods: a written ,opposition submitted to the

BuropeanPa tent Office(exercising the.effect bf cancellation In all member
countries of appl icat ion) and .a procedure of cancellation taken in each member
country .of' appl lcaticn (involving a trial for inval idation and exercising the
effect of cancet lat ion-In only that country). A 'ritten opposition submitted to
the European Patent Office is handled exceptionally by the European Patent
Office itself after registration of a granted patent in question ,ith a vie, to
early correction of errors In its examination. It had been generally believed

that a patentee could ukl!an opposition on his 090 to make a correction to a
patent·specificat al ion us made to the contrary.
Hean,h i Ie. a procedure of cancellation taken Ineach t;:;;~··.,r······"··F''''''·······

application mayor may not be in a state dfsimul taneous pendency,ith a written
opposition submitted to the European Patent Office depending on .the governing

la, in that country.
In lest Germany. the system of opposition to a granted patent ,as

.introduced In the wake of abolition of the system of publication in 1981 to form
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the basis of the German Patent Law as a consequence of integration of West
Germany with East Germany in 1991. In the system of oppos it ion under the German
Patent Law, whereby an amendment (corl'ection)iDay be made to a registered

-jia tent. there is no permitting a patentee to make an opposition. Neither is it
possible to permit simultaneous pendency of an opposition and all action for
inval idation.

The system of opposi t i on under the German Patent Law and the European
Patent Convention is sImi lar to the reformed system of opposition under the
Japanese Patent Law in providing for making an opposition to a granted patent.
However, they are widely different from each other in tbat the former. is based
on the sc:heme of contestation bet'feen parties concerned while the latter is not
based on that scheme and rather characteristic of assessaent-based examination
(e. g. provision for submission of a written argument in response to a notice of
cancellation from a collegial body of trial exa.minersand not to a written
opposi t ion from an opponent).

The system of re-examination under the United States Patent Law is.simi lar
to the reformed system of opposition under the Japanese Patent Law .In many
oints such as re-examination and correction of a granted patent as well as in
not adopting the scheme of contestation between parties concerned. However, the
former is widely different from the latter in not restricting the period for
re-examination, not aiming at enhancing the reliability of the patent system on
the whole through judgment ofthe'pi'oprietyof the administrative act of
granting a patent for early correction; and permitting a patentee to make a
request forre-exam'ination on his own for· the purpose of correction. In this
connection, it is worthy of note that the former is likely to diff'erj'ur ther
from the latter in the event of passage of a bill now under congressional
del iberation calling for adoption of the scheme of contestation between parties
concerned in the process of re-examination to prohibit a patentee from making a
request for re-examination on his own.

7. Advantages and Disadvantages of Reform of System of Opposition
to Patentee and Opponent

Table 4 lists the the reform of the system
a an opponent.

The parenthesized numbers (e.g. (1), (2), and (6)') marked at the end of
the items in Tabl e 4 ind icate the correspondi ng numbers for the headl lues in
Sections 4 and 5.

Listed in Table 4 are 10 advantages and 7 disadvantages to a patentee and 6
advantages and 8d'isadvantages to an opponent. Although there is no making a
sweeping generalization of these advantages and disadvantages varying in
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significance and interchanging in nature depending on their interpretation. it
seems safe to say that they are ,ell halanced ,i th each other .taken all
together. It should also he noted' that some disadvantages. though marked as
such. are far from being decisive disadvantages to eith~r one party. considering
their underlying grounds.

To a licensee. the reform of the system of opposition also has an advantage
of permitting intervention in oppos i t l.on and a disadvantage of leading to
divestiture of an exclusive industrial property right as a result of
cancellation of a granted patent (e. g.a great disadvantage resulting
from cancellation ota granted patent in 'hiqh an investment is made in
expectation .of vestiture of an exclus ive industrial property right as compared
,ith a disadvantage resulting from failure of registration of a patent
application to ,hich an opposition is made).

Preventive measures to be taken for these disadvantages are described in
Section 8.

8. Practical Considerations in Forthcoming Amendment
to Japanese Patent Law

In this section. we ,ill studY practical considerations in accommodating to
the reform of the system of opposition under the forthcoming amendment to the
Japanese Patent Law on the basis of the advantages and disadvantages listed in
Table 4.

Such practical considerations may differ' depending on ,hether a patentee or
an opponent (and interested parties intervening in ·opposition) is concerned. and
can also be classified according to how to accommodate to the planned amendment
by making active use of the advantages of the amendment or taking a preventive
measure for the disadvantages of the amendment.

. 1 Patentee I

Making Active Use of Advantages of Amendment
(Active use can be made of2 out of the 10 advantages of the amendment.)

(A) Taking advantage of absence of no-fault
ite pendency of oppostt ion a

..•......•.........•.................... " ii;anlfelflPat rema ns s a

patentee to improve his relative position by giving a ,arning to an infringer or
a potential infringer. It should be noted. ho,ever. that a patentee is ,ell
advised to take such legal actions as seizure after a decision is made on
maintenance of the granted patent. 'lest any trouble should result from a trial
decision to the contrary.
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(8) Taking advantage of correction made in opposition
In the reformed system of opposition. a patentee is given permission to

make a correction to a granted patent which is not relevant to a ground for
opposition or cancellation. and recommended to take advantage of such permission
as a good opportunity for making a correction without demanding atrial for
correct ion.

As has already been mentioned in Paragraph (6) of Section 4. wlien a
patentee makes a non-conforming request for correction. a collegial body of
trial examiners transmits a notice of rejection of correction to the patentee.
1'hoopts to make an amendment to therequesieilcorrection. Thus. the patentee
can make a requestfor correction even when judgment of its conformity to
requirements for correction is a question of extreme delicacy.

Making Preventive Measures for Disadvantages of Amendment
(Preventive measures can be taken for 2 out of the 7 disadvantages.)

(C) Evaluating the necessity of divisional appl ication at any other time than
the time of submission of an amendment
In the conventional system of opposition. whereby an opposition is made to

a patent application prior to registration. it is possible to f i le-a divisional
application during the period for submission ofa written reply.

In the reformed system of opposition. however. whereby an opposition is
made. to a grantE!d patent• .l tvi s impossible to file a divisional application
during the period for submission of a written argument against a notice of
re.lectt on.

Thus. any necessary divisional application must be fi led .prior to granting
of a patent. This. in turn. seems to require additional action to evaluate the
necessity for such divisional application at any other time than the time of
application. say. at the time of making a request for examination.

It should be noted in this connection that grounds for divisional
application cannot be supplied for any patent application for which a request
for examination has been made at this time. for which a decision on publication
wi II not be made unti I the last day of December. 1995. and for which a patent
ril Ibegr~nted or ice of
rejection.

(D) Giving an agent a separate commission to handle an opposition to a granted
patent
In the event that a patent is granted by giving an agent a commission to

file a patent application. that commission is supposed to complete upon
registration of that patent except where the agent is a patent administrator.
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As a result, a duplicate copy of a written opposition. and other papers relating
to opposition to a granted patent are normally transmitted directly to a
patentee at a subsequent date.

After receiving the duplicate copy of a written opposition, the patentee
must give an agent another commission to handle the opposition if he opts to do
so.

In the conventional system of opposition, .too, similar inconvenience is
caused to a patentee. to rhom a trial for invalidation is demanded. It rill be
advisable. therefore. to determine rhether to commission an agent to handle an
opposition to a granted patent by referring to previous casesmere a trial for
invalidation ras demanded.

I Opponent I
Making Active Use of Advantages of Amendment
(Act ive use can be made of 4 out of the 6 advan tases of the amendment.)

(a) Searching for sufficient proof for opposition rithin the extended period
for opposition
In the reformed system of opposition. the period for opposition is extended

from 3 months to 6 months. rhich means extensi.on of the period for prior art
search. An opponent is rei I advised to take advantage of such extension to
search for sufficient prior art for use as proof for opposition.

(b) Alleging cancellation based on combination of proofs
In the reformed system of opposition. rhereby a collegial body of trial

examiners may combine examinations and render an ex officio ruling on other
grounds for opposition than Pleaded. there is a possibility that a combination
of proofs presented by different opponents may constitute an unevadable ground
for cancellation in spl teof rejection of an allegation made by any opponent.
It rould therefore be advisable for an opponent to cite as much pertinent prior
art as possible for use as proof for opposition. Horever. there is also a
danger that a combination of too many proofs may create difficulty in
identifying their interrelation. thus making against the advantage of opponents.

of joint appl ication provisions. and other events supplYing no ground for
opposition
As has already been mentioned in Paragraph (ll)of Section 4. an opposition

is examined in preference to a trial for invalidation as general rule in the
case of their simultaneous pendency. However, a trial for inval idation may take
precedence of an opposition in such cases as where it can be consider~d that
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the examination admits of earl ier decision. For example. Yhen two or more
examinations are combined and left pending until the expiration of the period
for opposition, priority may be given to any trial for invalidation that may be
demanded based on a simple and clear ground and proof. As yill be described in
(d) below. permission for the simultaneous pendency of opposition and a trial
for invalidation can be interpreted as a suggestion that a trial for
inval idation should be demanded as required after a decision on oppcs! tion is
lIIade. In particular, interested parties would be yell advised to consider a
trial for invalidation immediately upon derivation, violation offoint
application provisions, and other events supplying no ground for opposition.

(d) .Demanding a trial for invalidation by supplementing grounds for opposition
after a decision on maintenance of a granted patent
As has already been mentioned In Paragraph (1) of Section 4. an opposition

is examined in preference to a trial for invalidation as a general rule in the
case of their simultaneous pendency, Thus, there is not much point in demanding
a trial for inval idation during the pendency·ofopposi tion. Rather, i twould
be more appropriate to consider a trial for inval idation as an alternative to an
appeal of dl ssat isfact iOI19itha decisi on on mai ntenance of a granted patent to
which an opposition is made. In this connection, while admitting that the
principle of double jeopardy is not adopted in the interval between opposition
and trial for invalidation. it would be problematic if a collegial body of
trial examiners were to make different decisions on an opposition and a trial
forinval idation despite examinations based on. the same ground and proof. In
this case, there is much probability .that a decision on the former affects that
on the latter. To avoid this. it ,ould be advised to make an adequate analysis
of rejection of anal legation made in opposition and then demand a trial for
lnva.l idation on a completely different allegation. such as an al legation based
on different grounds. an al legation based on more proofs. and an allegation
based on a combination of proofs. Thanks to the abstention fr.om adoption of the
principle of double jeopardy. even .Yhere a retrial for invalidation is demanded
after a decision has been made•. a coLlegial body of trial examiners is most
likely to accept the re-examination. ,hich yould other,ise be dismissed for

Making Preventive Measures for Disadvantages of Amendment
(Preventive .measures can be taken .ror 4 out of the 7 disadvantages.)

(e) Making active use of the system of information provision
Once a patent is granted, it lasts from the time of registration to the

time of cancellation in the form of an exclusive industrial property right
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vested in a patentee. It is desirable. therefore. that an opponent should make
an allegation of unpatentability prior to granting of a patent. In the reformed
system of opposition. however. whereby an opposition is made to a granted
patent. an opponent should make active use of the system of information
provision as the only means for making an allegation of unpatentability. 'It
should be noted here that the system of information provision wi II also be
reformed on January 1. 1996. for enforcement to patent appl icationshandled in
the system of reformed system of opposition. The planned reform of the system
of information provision is intended to address the need for more precise
examination in the reformed system of opposition. whereby a patent is granted
without being subjected to publ ic inspecti on. The reformed system of
information.provision differs from the conventional one in giving permission for
provision of documents and lither forms of information giving . proof of public
use. More specifically. these documents include publications or their duplicate
copies. and duplicate copies of patent specifications. as well as lecture
manuscripts giving proof of public knowledge. documents describing embodiments
of apparatus or equipment in situations allowing public knowledge and giving
proofofpubl ic use. and certificates of experiment records giving proof of
imperfect descrlpt ton. In the ref'oraed system of information provision. it
should also be noted. no search is raqu i red for proofs outside the scope of
search ex officio: neither is any opportunity afforded for vindication or
interview'ing by an information provider. An examiner accepts provided

cinformati on' aSTproofbfilY"hefi heeafifOflfiaelinv ieli onThat it Is'an a.ctua I
fact.

(0 Considering making an opposition to as manY claims as possible
An opposition made to only a specific claim may make a patentee aware of

what an opponent is interested in. thus making to his advantage from the
viewpoint ofa business strategy. To avoid this. an opponent should be
recommended to consider making an opposition to as many claims as possible if so
requi red,

(g) Making use of a written report
In the reformed system of opposition. once an opponent has submitted a

patentee and a collegial body of .trial examiners. with, the opponent afforded no
other opportunity for refutation except in an inquiry in which he may offer his
opinion if so requested by the collegial body. lith this being th situation.
an opponent should. be recommended to consider demanding an opportun ty to offer
his opinion by such means asa written report for insisting on the need fOr an
inquiry.
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I InterestedParti es I
In the reformed system of opposition, interested parties are permitted to

make an Interventf onIn.oppos.l t lon in support of a patentee.. An example of such
. interested parties is .aIicensee for a granted patent.

Making Active Use of Advantages of Amendment

'.

I s.
however, that the reforllledsystem of opposi tl on aims at achieving newly
envisioned objectives such as promoting the process of granting a patent and
judging the propriety of the administrative act of grating a patent for early
correction. and then balancing the advantages and disadvantages of alI parties
concerned by tak i»s account of these object i ves. Noh i thstand ing soae
disadvantages resulting from the reform. it is possible to take a preventive

<*) Making an active application for intervention in opposition whenever
possible
Part les permitted to .make aninterventi.on in opposition are those who are

I ikel.y to .suffersome form of .loss as a resul t of cance lJatl on of a.granted
patent in which they are interested. and naturally required to support a
patentee in an effort to prevent cancel Iat i on of the patent, Further.· even
where a patentee abandons his patent as a result of its cancell atf on, any
applicants for such intervention (Includ ingj-efected appl icants) may opt to
institute.an action for making an appeal of dissatisfaction as a means of last
resort for defending their own right. Thus. interested parties should be
encouraged to make an active appl ication for intervention whenever possible.

WhiJe registered interested parties. such as I lcensees, receive a notice of
opposition from the trial exaainer-f n-ch ief, unregistered interested parties
receive no such notice. Accordingly. such unregistered interested parties. e.g.
non-exclusive licensees. need to make.preliminary arrangements for ensuring
their intervention in opposition, such as making provisions for immediate
notification of ~pposition by a patentee in a license agreement and other
pertinent papers.

9. Conclusion
As has. already been mentioned in Section 2. the forthcoming reform of the

. syst~m of opposition under the Japanese Patent Lawis intended not to reflect
the recent domestic situation but to make allowance for the international trend
toward harmonization. Not being a direct extension of the conventional system
of opposition featuring public inspection. the reformed system of opposition
appears to invo Ive a mu It i tude of probIems when vieYed from the int of
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measure for a lnosta l.l of them. with the exception. for example. of the case
ofaplurali tyof oppositions. where a patentee may face an1lnev~dabl e ground
for cancellation as a result of a combination of proofs presented by different
opponents. In fact. these disadvantages must be acceptable on a footing of
equal ity.

All factors considered. the reformed system of opposition could safely be
judged as a veil-balanced one.
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Transmittal of -~-- To patentee
duplicate COpy of :
Iritten opposition:

(§ 115®)
Notice of -...:.----------To registered

······~opj)ositioIF:~""'" ...........•... ···:IJfterested·parties·I···········•···· ·.··140;,····
(§ 115@) :,
!: : (Where necessary)
! ..:- ..:-Appl Icat lon for
! . intervention in
! opposi t ion
! (§118)

!

i
within 6 months
from Issue of
Official Gazette

,
No perm iss ion for:
amendment to : .,
wri ttenoppositioll :
wb ich changes its
purport after
exp iration of
period for
opposition

(To be continued.)
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interested parties

Permission for
intervention in
opposition prior

to decision

Patentee

,,,,
•,
•,,,,,,,,, ,

-+-+-+--t--+-+-+-+ ......-+-+-+..................-!-
! !

To Patentee To intervening
! parties
! !,

Submission of written argument
. (§ 120N) .

Request for correction
(§ 120N®)

: l: l
: !:!, .

.•:,.. ,,'c.. ',""," ,..1.... .:. t,
: !: J, ,
: Appeal oydissatisfaction 'i th

decision on cancellation
(by instituting action to

.Tokyo High Court of Justice)
(§ 178)

Figure 1 (2)

!+-4-+-+-+-+-4-
. .,

•, ., .,, ,, ,, ., ,, ,
! : :

Presen'ce :
! -: :
! .: :, ,
l : :
Iiicls ion :,

on cancellation: (Appl icants for
! : intervention
! : including
! : rejected
! , : appl Icants)

-:..-.. .......-. ............-+-+-+........:...-+............ l

!
Presence

!
Notice of
cancellation

(§ 120N)
!
!
!
!

,.
Ground for
opposi tion

Patent Off ice

Presence or
absence of

ground for
opposition

,
••,,,,,
•,,,,,,,,,,,
, l...- ..J
: ~

Opponent

Prohibltion on
wi thdravalof
opposi t lon after
issue. of notice

of cancellation:
(§ 120llI) ,

!
Absence

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
! !
! Absence
! !
!+-+-+-

!
Decision

on maintenance
!
! Decision on
! opposition

, ! .(§1l4@)
! +-+-+-+-~ Transmittal of

No permission : attested COpy of
for appeal of : decision.

" .... I

".,e., .e', "",,,,,,,,,,,, ..,1 e,d issaUsf.action...: ••on....opposition...
wi·thdecisionon.:. ( §120V)

'} ',. - - I -.

mai ntenanceof.:
granted patent:
(§ 114(9) :

•,,
•,,



Table 3 (I)
Com~arlsons among Reformed System of Oppos i t ion. Convent! onal System of Opposi t ion.
System of Trial Jor lnval ldat lon, and Foreign Equivalents To System of Opposition

Refdrmed Conventional System of System of System of
SYstelll System Trial for Re-examination Opposition

of OpPds It lon ofOpposi t lon InvaIi dat Ion (US) (Germany)

System of.
Opposition

(EP)

.)Appllcable provision

-- . ~----~-----_._-._--~_._------------~--I----_-------------~-----------------

_ '.. ;. '_ - ""_ -'_ --- '- -- "-'-,- -_ .. -.,,, - ..

Permission for
opposition to

any party

Registration of
establishment of
patent right (on
a claim-by-clallll
basis)

(Rule55(c»

lithin 9 months
after granting

of patent

Permission for
npnos! tion to

any party

Registration of
establishment of
patent right (on
a claim-by-claim
basis)

IIthin 3 months
after granting

of patent

No resli'iction
after

registration

Permission for
opposition to

any party

Registration of
establishment of
patent right (on
a claim-by·claim
basis)

(§ 302)

Registration of
establishment of
patent right (on
a claim-by-claim
basis)

( § 123(D)

No restriction
even after

registration of
estabilshment or
ext! ngu i shmen t

of patent tight .

Permission for
opposition to

onIy Interes ted
parties (*)

Permission for
opnos iti on to

any party

Publication of
granted patent
(on an
application-by
appl Icat ion

basis)

lith n 21110nths
aft r issue of

Official Gazette

lithin 3 months
after

publication for
oncost tion

"vesting only Interested parties with the right of Iltigatj.jln" in Clvi I Proceedings Act)
" (To be continued.)

Regis
establl
paten t
a
basis)

(§1

Inspection
of papers

relating to
opposition

Period for
opposition
(trial)

Object of
opposl tion
(trial) .

Opponllnt
(Appe IIant)

ow



~

~

Ground for
opposition

(trial)

Method of
oppos it ion

(trial)

Reformed
System

of Oppps it Ion

Conventional
System

of Oppos it Ion

Same as ground
for rejection in

in principle
(excluding

violation of
unity of

Inventlon, etc.)

Submission of
lIr Itten

oppoal tlon

Table 3 (2)

System of
Tr"lal for

Invalidation

Same as ground
for rejection
in principle
(excluding

violation of
unity of

Invent Ion. etc.)
and including

subsequent
ground for

invalidation and
viQlatlon of
correction

prov is ion. ,etc. )

Submission of
If i tten demand

for trial

System of
Re-examination

(US)

Novelty and
invent Ive step
In light of
prior art
I Iterature

Submission of
prior art
literature

(by appe Ilant
or

any other party)
Submission of
,If itten demand

for
recexamlnation )

-------- .,. -- - -- ---

System of
Opposl tlon
(Germany)

Same as ground
for rejection
in principle
(excluding

violation of
unity of .

invention. etc.)

-_._-----------~--

Submission of
"I!ritten
opposition

System 'of
Opposit ion

(EP)

Same as ground
for rejection
in prInciple
(excluding

violation of
un Ity of

Invention, etc, )

Submission of
Ir itten

nppos i tion

(To be con t Inued.)



-------------~----.-------------.--~---------------~-----------------~-----~---r--------

o
U1

Amendment to
wri Hen

opposition
(,nnen

deland for
trial)

Trial for
inval idatlon

Re~ormed
SYlstem

of Opp:os iI.Ion
-------~---_._---!,
No per)nlsslon

for am~ndment to
wrlitten

J
opposlltlon to

change Its
1 .

purpor:t after
expi raitl on of

perlpd for
oppo~ltion

+

I

to

Conventional
System

of Opposition

No permission
for amendment to
ground or proof
for opeos it I on
after Iapse of
30 days after
expiration of

period for
opposition

No permission
for simultaneous

~E!ndency
(OPPOl; it ion to

patent
appl icatlon

before
registratlon~nd

trial for
lnvalidat Ion of
gl"antedpatent

. after
registration)

Table 3 (3)

System of
TI'l al for

Invalidation

No permission
for amendment to
If iHen demand
for trial to

. change
its purport
excluding
ground for

demand for trial

System of
Re~examinatlon

(US)

Acceptance of
commencement of
re-examination
asjusti fiable

ground for
suSpension of

ruI I ng on
an actl on for

inval idation
(counter-actIon
to an action for

infr ingemen I.)

System of
Opposition
(Germany)

Permission (or
supplementation
of ground for

opposi tlon
during·perlod
for opposition

No permission
for appeal for

Inval idatlon to
patent courts
during period
for opposition

or during
pendency of
oppns! I.Ion

System of
Opposition

(EP)

Permission for
supplementation
of ground or 7.>

proof for
opposition after
expIrati on of

period for
oppos i t lon

at discretion of
Oppos iI.Ion
Department

Permission for
appeal for

Inval idation
depending on

member countries
of application
and permission

for simultaneous
pendency

depending on
governlnglu of
member countries
of appl ication

(To be con I. Inued.)
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Refdrmed
System

.u.u_._._u... -.1.~.~ ..~.~~.~....•.•........~!~!~~--.FII ing of Prov Isl)on for
two or more combination of
oppositions examinations

Inprljnciple
t

······--····-t-····-·-~r---·----

Intervention I Permission for
intervention· by

int~Gested

par~ies.

In supq.ortof
patentee

' ~ __ .,,; ,w'_:,', ..

Conventional
System

of Opposition

No need for
ruling on one

opposition
In thencase of

ralect lon based
on another
opposi. t ion

___________ w _

No provision for
Intervention

In opposition

Table 3 (4)

System of
Trial for

Inval idati on

Permission for
combl nation of

trial
examinations

Permission for
separation of

trial
examinations

------ -'-';' -----.;. -.;.-

Permission for
intervention by

interested
part ies

In support of
patentee

or appellant

System of
Re-examination

(US)

Provision for
comb Inat lon of
examinations

_ w_~---._

No provision for
Intervention

System of
Opposi tion
(Germany)

Provis ion for
combination of
examinations

Permission for
intervention
by alleged
infringers

within 3 months
after

commencement of
an action for

In rr Ingellen t or
an act Ion for

connraat ion of
non-Infringement

System of
Opposition

(EP)

Provision for
noti f1cation of

opposition.
response. etc.

Permission for
interven t ion
by alleged
infringers

within 3 months
after

commencement of
an action for

infringement or
an action for

confirmation of
non~infringement

Subject of
examination

Co II eglia I body
.Qr

trial examiners

Examiners Col h!gial bodY
of

trial examiners

Examiners Collegial body Collegial bodY

-------------~----- .. ------------.----------~-.-----~-----~-w~--------~ r-~------t------------------~ _
(To be con t inued. ")
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Method of
exallination

Exallination
ex officio

Appeal for
correct ion

(amendmen t)

Divisional
appLI<:at ion

Ref~rmed
Sy~tem

ofOpPQsltion
---~--.~--------
Provision for
docum~ntary
exalliqatlon
In prInciple

;________ ~~ __ ----A-

Examl~atlon

ex officio
(Odly

nleadediclales)
J

--;;;~~~~~~~-~~~--
reque~t for
corr~ction

duringjperiOd
for submission

of'eHlen
argtlment

No.pe"~ission
for dl~lsional
appl ibation________ 1 _

s..
OJ

i

-j
I

Convent ional
System

of Opposition
------------------

Provision for
documentary
exam ina t ion
In principle

Exam Ina ti on
ex officio

Permission for
amendmen t and

dIv isi onal
app Iicat! on

during period
for submission

of'ritten reply

------------------

Table 3 (5)

System of
Trial for

Inval idation

Provision for
verbal
trial

examination
in pri nciple

Examination
ex officio

(Only
pleaded claims)

Permission for
request fot
correct Ion .

during period
for submission

of wriHenreply

No permission
for divisional
aent icatlon

-----~-----------

System of
Recexamination

(US)
------._-~--------

Provision for
documentary
examination
in principle

Examination
ex officio

------------.-----
Permission for
amendment in

'I' iHen rep Iy.
etc.

System of
Opposition
(Germany)

------------~~~---

Provision for
verbal

exaalnat lon
In principle

------------------
Ilxamlnat ion
ex officio

------------------
Permission for

amendment

Peralssj on for
divisional

application

System of
Opposition

(EP)

Provision for
verbal

examination
In principle

Examination
ex officio

Permission for
amendment

(To be contlnued.)



Table 3 (6)

........................ --...-- -- -: - - t -- -1- -:- ..

System of
Opposition

(EP)

!

Submission of
written

opposition

Examination

Permission for
withdrawal
subject to

continuation of
proceedings
ex officio

-('r"o- "b-e -c-O'nf fRued. ')

System of
Opposition
(Germany)

!

Submission of
wri tten

opposition

Exam I na t ion

Permission for
withdrawal
subject to

continuation of
proceedings
ex officio

-_.. _.. _------~ .. _----------------~--_ .... _------_ .. _-..

Ci tat Ion of
prior art

System of
Re-examination

(US)

No permission
for withdrawal

Submission of
appeal for

re-examination
!

System of
Trial for

Inval idation

Submission of
wr i hen demand

for trial

Designation of
trial examiners

!

Permission for
wi thdrawa I

(subject to no
perm iss ion for

withdrawal after
trial decision.

need for
approval of
other party

after submission
ofwri tten replY

and perm Iss] on
for ,withdrawal

on
claim-by-clalm

basis)

Conventional
System

of Opposition

Permission for
wi thdrawa I

Submission of
wrl tten

npposl t i on

Transmittal of
dup I Icate copy

of wrl tten
opposit Ion

!

of

Ref:ormed
System

of Opp'os it Ion

Peratsslon for
wi th(lrawal

(subj~ct to no
perllli~'sion for

withdrayal after
notification of
cance I i1at Ion and
perllls,sion for
wI thdriawal on
clalmiby-claim

b~si s)
i
\:

Withdrawal

Out! ine
process of

exam Inat ion

(To be
continued.)
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Table 3 (7)

System of
Opposit ion

(RP)

Trial decision

submission of
,rltten

correction)

(Submission of
wri tten reply.

-(Tii -b-e- -coni f"ned. ')

System of
Opposition
(Germany)

Trial decision

(SubmisSion of
,ri tten reply.

submission of
wrl tten

amendment. and
submission of

written
refutation over

divisional
application)

------------~-----

Transmittal of
dupl icatecopy
of decision on
re-examination

Submission of
written reply

(Submission of
wri tten

refutation)

Decision on
re-examination

System of
Re-examination

(US)

Examination and
trial decision
-. 1 •

TranSmittal of
dupl icate copy

of ,ritten reply

Transmittal of
dupl icate copy

. of appeal for
re-examination

_'. - - - - ... ,....... _C_", _

System of
Trial for

Invalidation

Submission of
,ritten reply

Transmittal of
dUPlicate copy

of,;ri ttenreply

TrailSmi ttlil of
duplicate copy

of ,ritten
demand for trial

.. _--.--------- .....

(Notice of
rejection)

Decision

Conventional
.System

of Opposition

Submission of
wri tten renl y

(Submission of
written

refutat Ion)

Transmit tal of
dupl lcate copy

of ,ritten reply

- - ....... __ - w·.· .... _.;. _'.'.'"

-------------~--------_.. _-------.------------------~-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Outline
process of

examination

a

'"



Table 3 (8)

Reformed
Sy~tem

of Oppclsltlon

Conventional
System

of Opposition

System of
Trlal for

Inval idation

System of
Re-examination

(US)

System of
Opposition
(Germany)

System of
Opposition

(EP)
........................-_ .. -".- -,·4 ~ - ;. -,- -- -.- -- -I",,"" -,-""" -. "-",-"" -.-""".-"" -_ .. -,.- -," - ,. _to -.- ..

Val id
continuation

or
pervasive
extinct ion

Provision for
burden

of charges
by parties
concerned

Demand for trial
to Complaint
Department

'i thin 2 months

Val id
continuation

or
pervas ve
extine ion

Permission for
complaint to'

patent courts

Provision for
burden

of charges
by parties
concerned

Val id
continuation

or
pervasive
extinction

Re-exam nation
by co rts

Provision for
burden

of charges
by opponent

Demand for trialLitigation over
cancellation of
trial decision

Provision for
burden

of charges
hy trial loser

in principle

Val id
cont lnuat lon

or
pervasive
ext lnct ion

.(subject to
sU,bseQ\len t

inval ldat lon
upon ,occurrence
lIfgro\lnd for
inval.ldat Ion)

Doub Ije jeopardy

Granting or
rejection 0 f

patent.

Provision for
burden

~f charges
by opponent

Demand for trial
In

dissatisfaction
'i th reject! on

Valid
con t IDuatlon

or
pervasive
extinction

!

Provisilon for
burden

of charges
by opponent

Litigat'lon only
In ~ase of

decision on
cancet lat loa

f

.------- ---------

-_ .. --_... ~-_. __ .. ---
Burden

of charges

Effect of
decision

Appeal of
dill- .
satisfaction

~

'.;.;.a,
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Table 4 (I)
Advantages and Disadvantages of Reform of System of Opposition

Patentee I Opponent
Advantages of Reform I Disadvantages of Reform I Advantages of Reform I Disadvantages of Reform

The system of opposition Is reformed in such a manner as to make an opposition to a granted patent (see Section 3).
'There is less timelrequired ·There.is no permission for 'There is no fear that a 'There are fe, opportunities
forestablishme1nt of a filing a divisional divisional application is to interrupt the
patent right. . ••..•. apol Icat lon a t the time of f i I ed in defense to an establishment of a patent

'There is no provision for submission of a Hltten opposition. right. (e)
no-fault I iabillity for reply. (C) ... ,There Is no provision for
compensation.. ,A:3eparat.e po s e r of nu-jauf t I iabll ity for

,. a tt(lrneyIs requ i red to e.oap.e ns at l o n., .. aa k lng
give an age n t i a nc t he r opposition more liahl e to
comm.Lss i onto handle an •warning,
opposi t Ion due t o direct
transmittal of a-dupl Icat~
copy of a "ritteD
oppus it i OD, a Dot i ceof
cancellation, and other
pap e r s rei a tin g .... to
OPPos It ion to a patentee.
(D)

The period for oppos i tlon has been extended to .6-months after the publ leation oTagranted patent. (I)
'There is a possibility that 'It is possible to search ·There Is novt l ne for
s u f tlc l en t proof for for sufficient proof for replenishing a ground for
oppesit i on may be searched 0 ppus I t I on duri ng the opnos Iti on.
dur lng the extended period ext end e d per I 0 d for
for opposition. opposition. (a)

(To be continued.)
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f Patentee ! I Opponent
Advantages of Reform I Disadvantages of Reform I Advantages of Reform I Disadvantages of Reform

" ; An opposition should be made on a claim-by-claim basis. (2)
·There is no possHbility ·It is possible to made an ·Tbere is much likelihood
t ha ta I I clai"s are opposition to only a claim that an opposition made to
canceled should _ny one sought to be canceled. only a specific claim makes
claim be cancel6d as a a patentee a,are of 'hat an
result of examinatipn of an opponent is interested in.
opposition .ad~ on a (f)
claim-by-claim basi~.

·T her e I s a bie t t e r
understanding of p~lnts in
dispute in a notice of
cance IIat Ion. \'

Grounds for opposition do not include those relating to the possession of a patent right.
such as derivation and violat ion of joint application provisions. (3)

·There is less diffipulty in . ·There is a reduction in the
handling an opposlt)on made number of grounds for
on a reduced nuMber of oppost t ion.
grounds.

i
A response is needed not to a duplicate COpy of a ,ritten opposition

but to a notice of cancellation. (4)
·A response Is required only ·There is nuch-poss i bll l ty ·There is possibility that a
to ,ell~organlzed P61nts In t hat a ground for decision on maintenance of
dispute. cancellation cannot be a granted patent may be

·A decision on maintenance overcome if a response is made ,ithout taking note of
of a granted patentrls made made ,ithout correction to a pleaded ground for
in the absence of a, notice a notice of cancellation in opposition as a point in
of cancellat Ion un less the ,hich the trial examiner- dIspu teo (g)
trial examlner-In~chief has In-chief expresses his ·There Is no procedure
any I n ten t ion o f Intention of cancellation. e qui val e n t to the
cancellation. conventional written reply.

(g)
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Table 4 (3)

Patentee Opponent

Advantages of Reform DisadvantageS oflleform Advantages of Reform Disadvantages of Reform

In principle. examinations can be combined for two or moreoPPllsitlons. (5)

~

~

-I>

'There is no need toihandle
two or more opposltlpns.

'There is possibility that a
combination of proofs
presented in two or more
oppositions as a result of
.an ex officio examlnat.lon
may co nst t t ute an
u",eva~lbleground for
c~ncellation in sp l te of
evasiveness of each proof.

'There Is poss lbl I ty that a
com binat i 0 ri 0 proof s
presented In tw or more
oppes i ti ons as a resuIt or
an ex officio examination
may con s tl t u t e a n
unevasible ground fnr
cancellation in spite of
evasiveness of each proof.
(b)

Acorrec ion may be made to a granted patent
duringf the period for' submissi n of a written argument in the process of opposition. (6)

(To be-continued.)

'Hlgh costsare reQulrell'for
mak ing a correct Ion.

'There Isno need[ for a
trial fore 0 r r e¢ t Ion.
I eadin g to a sll 11 pie
procedure and ~apid

progress of examl nat!ion.
'It is possible to ~ake a
correction not relatnng to
a ground for oPPosition.
(8)



Table 4 (4)
1 Patentee .Opponent

Advantages of Reform Disadvantages of Reform Advantages of Reform Disadvantages of Reform
Acollegial body of trial examiners may ex officio make a examination on alleged claims

In terms of other gtounds for opposition than are pleaded by a opponent. patentee. and other parties Interested. (8)
-There is possibility that a; -There is possibility that a
combination ~f proofs combination of proofs
pre sen ted I n pre s en t ed i n
tlo or more oppositions as tlO or more oppositions as
a result of an ex officio a result of an ex officio
examination may constitute examination may constitute
an uneva,sibleground for an unevasible ground for
ca~cel.lati??ir sp}teof cancellation in spite of
evasiveness of each proof. evasiveness of each proof.

(b)
Only a patentee or lin intervener is permitted t.o.insti tute an action to the Tokyo High Court of Justice

ito make an appeal of dissatisfaction lith a decision on an opposition. (10)
~ -The only means for making -There Is no means for~

VI an ap~eal of dl ssa t ls- making an appeal of
faction is an action taking dissatisfaction. (d)
milCh cost and time.

A trial for invalldat.ion may be demanded even during the period for protest or
i during the pendency of protest at the PatentDrf lce. (11)

- It iaposs ibIec· to. a, tteapt
Invalidationofa patent. , . .,.

through bothanoppos it Ion
and a Vial. for
i nval I dation 0 n sue h
groundsasderivat on and
v I 0 I a t 10 n Oc f j 0 I n t
application provision. (c)

(To be continued.)
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Table 4 (5)

Patentee Opponent

Advantages of Refprm Disadvantages of Reform Advantages of Reform Disadvantages of Reform
.

~he system of trial for invalidation adopts the principle of double Jeopardy
in making a decision while the reformed system of protest does not. (6)'

! -There is possibility that a -It is possible to demand a
trial for invalidation may trial on the same ground as
be demanded on the same that for an opposition to
ground as that for an which a decision on
opposition to which a maintenance of a granted
decision on maintenance of patent is made. (d)
a granted patent is made.

,
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Software Disclosure and Patentability in the United States

The statutory standards for patentability and disclosure ofinventions in the United States. as
set forth in Title 35 of the United States Code. were primarily enacted in 1952 when the computer
industry was in its infancy. For more than forty years. the courts have struggled to apply .these
statutes to new technologies via a series of confused and often contradictory decisions.

During the past year, the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit had a number of
opportunities to clarify the patentlaw as applied tocomputer-related inventions and software.
Unfortunately, however, the court's decisions did little to dispel the confusion. It appears that in this
area the judges ofthe federal Circuit are strongly divided and the recent decisions seemto depend
as much on the make-up ofthe individual panel hearing a case as on the particular fact pattern being
reviewed.

Moreover. there stillappear to be strong philosophical differences between the Patent Office
and the Federal Circuit. and perhaps even between the Commissioner's Office and the heads of the
relevant examinationgroups. all orwhich make itextremelydifficultto predict the fate of claims in
any individual patentapplication.

Inthe firstpart ofthis talk, lam going to briefly summarize andcontrastthe most important
case holdings which affect software inventions and I will in particular. give my views ofthe impact
of the recent decisions in Trovato, and Lowery.

On June 2, 1995 the Patent Office published Proposed Examination Guidelines for
Computer-ImplementedInventions (60 FR 28778- Appendix A) and the Federal Circuit appears to
have deferred to this process. (in re Trovato US App. Lexis 20022 (Fed. Cir. July 25. 1995 ». The
second partof'this talk will reviewand comment on the Proposed Guidelines with particular emphasis
on the level of disclosure which is necessary to satisfy 35 U.S.c. 112 when inventions are
implemented in software.

Finally, in the third part of this talk. I will comment on the current state of"record carrier"
claimsin the United States. In Lowery the Federal circuit held that a computer program fixed In a
computer readable memory (for example on a magnetic disk) is an article ofmanufacture and thus
statutory subject matter under 35 U.S.C. 101. However. it appears that the Patent Office intends to
give this decision a narrow interpretation and to continue to reject many record carrier claims as
obvious under 35 U.S.c. using reasoning analogous to that used in rejecting "printed matter".

PART 1 -- A GENERAL SUMMARY OF THE KEY CASE LAW

Gottshalk 1'. Benson. 409 U.S. 63, 155 U.S.P.Q. 673(1972) A claim which read on a digital
computer doing mathematicswas unpatentable because it also read on a person thinking (even though
a shift register was recited).
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in re de Castelet, 562 F. 2d 1236, 195US.P.Q, 439 (CCPA 1977) A claim limitation reciting that
software generates output signals was not sufficientto cause the software to be patentable

Parker I'. Flook. 437 U.S. 584.198 U.S.P.Q. 193 (1978) A mathematical method for updating an
alarm limit(ie.a mathematical quantity) with no hardware or software recitation was not.patentable.
There was dicta to theeffect that the competent draftsman could not make a claim patentable simply
by adding insignificant post solution activity.

in re Freeman, 573 F.2d 758, 205 U.S.P.Q. 397 (CCPA 1980) In order to fall within the prohibition
against patenting mathematical algorithms, a mathematical algorithm must be claimed. NOll

mathematical algorithms are just processes and presumably are statutory subject matter. For
example, the Patent Office today seems to regularly allow claims directed to "genetic" algorithms.
because theyate not deemed to be mathematical.

in re Bradley, 600 F. 2d 807, 202US.P.Q. 480 (CCPA 1979) aff'd by an equally divided court sub
nom. Diamondv. Bradley 450 US 381. 209 U.S.P.Q. 97 (1981) A data structure is patentable where
it is stored in a ROM and the claims recite that the data structure interacts with specific hardware
elements ofthe computer.

Diamond 1\ Diehr, 450 US 175;209 U.S.P.Q. 1(1981) A rubber molding press is patentable subject
matter eventhough the point ofnovelty is repeated applicationofa known formula by a programmed
computer.

in re Pardo, 684F. 2d 758. 214 U.S.P.Q. 673 (CCPA 1982) An optimizingcompiler which reorders
software code is not a mathematical algoritliiri. because reordering code is not mathematics.

inreAbele, 684 F. 2d 902,214 U.S.P.Q. 682 (CC?AI982) A mathematical algorithm is made
patentable when the claim recites that the algorithm is implementedin an Xsrayscanner. (hard to
reconcile with Parker v. Flook)

in re Iwahashi, 888 F. 2d 1370. 12 U.S.P.Q2d 1908 (Fed. Cir. 1989) If the claim recites a piece
ofactual hardware. i.e. a ROM, it is patentable. (appears to contradict Benson)

in re Grams, 888 F. 2d 835, 12 U.S.P.Q. 2d 1824 (Fed. Cir. 1989) Claims recited a method for
medical diagnosis. Ifthe claim reads on a doctor thinking (ie. no computeror software ojany kind
was recited) it is not patentable subject matter.

'.

Arrhythmia Research Technology Inc I', Corazanix Corp., 958 F. 2d 1050,22 V.S.P.Q. 2d 1033
"CFed:'Cit:"'1992)"WIlere"['sof!ware"cliiim'recites'taIOngsignalsrromanEKG,iherel.spatentabfe '

subject matter. Strong dicta to the effect that signals are patentable subject matter. (appears to
contradict in re de Casteletv
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computer or

in. re Schrader, 30 U.S.P.Q. 2d 1455 (Fed Cir 1994) Very like in re Grams. A method for
determining anoptimal combination of bids was unpatentable. mathematics. The only structure
recited in the claim was entering data into a "record" .

.. ,

inre Alappat, 33 F. 3d 1526,31 U.S.P.Q. 2d 1545 (Fed. Cir. 1994)(inbam;) Where a hardware
embodiment is disclosed, broad means plus function claims reading on software for smoothing a curve
for an oscilloscope display recite patentable subject matter.

inre JJlarnrertiam,33 F.3d 1354,31 USP.Q,2d 1754 (F~d. Cir. 1994) A data structure per se is
not patentable subject matter. However. a computer with a memory storing such a data structure
is patentable subject matter.

. .

in re Lowry, 32 F. 3d 1579, 32 U.S.P.Q. 2d 1400 (Fed.Cir. 1994) Differences between the
organization of a stored data structure and the prior art must be considered when determining
obviousness under 35 U.S.c. 103. Data structures storedin a memory are not analogous to printed
matter.

in re Trovato, 42 F. 3d 137633 U.S.P.Q. 2d 1194 (Fed Cir. 1994) vacated.and withdrawn __
F.3d , __ U.S.P.Q. 2d . US App Lexis 20022 (Fed. Cir. July 25, 1995) The
patent application described a data structureand a computer program which operated on the data
structure. There was no explicit disclosure ofcomputer hardware.mot even a block.diagram of a
computer. .A three judge panel ofthe CAFC found that neither the data structure stored in a memory
nor a method of path planning using such a data structure were patentable subject matter. On
rehearing bane, the panel's decision was vacated and the case was remanded to the Patentoffice for
considerationconsistent with the as yet unpublishedexaminationguidelines

ex parte Dossel, (Appeal # 93-0094 Bd. Appls. 1995 linpublished opinion See Appendix A) Ifthe
. function of the structure (i.e. a black box) isdescribedonlyin terms ofmathematics. and thereare

means plus function claims, then the claims are indefinite under 35 U;S.c.. §112~2.

PART 2 -- THE PROPOSED GUIDELINES

A complete copyoftheproposedExamination Guidelinesfor Computer-Implememed
Inventions is contained in the Appendix B. The aspects which 1believe are most relevant to the cases
noted above are:

programmable apparatus whoseactionsare directed by
a computer program or other form of software is as a "machine.."

* A computer-readable memory that can be used to direct a computer to function in a particular
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manner is patentable as.an "article of manufacture". Articles (If manufacture encompassed by this
definition consist of two elements: (I) a computer-readable storage medium. such as a memory
device. a compact disc or a floppy disk, and (2) the specific physical configuration of the substrate
ofthe computer-readable storage 1'lIedium that represents data,(e.g., a computer program), where the
storage medium so configured causes it computer to operate in aspecific and predefined manner The
composite of'the two elements is a storage medium with aparticular physical structure and function
(e.g., one that will impart the functionality represented by thedata onto a computer).

* A series ofspecific operational steps to be performed on or with the aid of'a computer is patentable
. as a "process". The specific words or symbols that constitt\te a computer pr(lgramrepresent the

expression ofthe computer program and as such are a literary creation. A claim in this.format. should •
be rejected as being obvious over the known machine-readablestorage medium standing alone.

* a compilation or arrangement of data, independent (If any physical element is not patentable
subject matter.

* a known machine-readable storage medium that is encoded with data representing creativeor
artistic expression (e.g., a work of music. art or literature) is not patentable subject matter.

* a "data structure" independent of any physicalelement (i.e .. not as implemented on a physical .
component of a computer such as a computer-readable memory to render that ~omponentcapable
ofcausing a computer to operate in a particular manner)is not patentable subject matter.

* a process thatdoes nothing more than manipulate abstract ideas or concepts (e.g., a process
~nsistin¥solelyofthe steps one would follow in solving a.lTlathematica1 problem isnot patentable

.subject matter. Claims in this form are indistinguishable from abstract ideas, laws of nature and
natural phenomena.

* If elements of a claimed invention are defined using "means plus function" language, but it is
unclear what structure, materials or acts are intended to correspond to those elements, the claim will
be rejected under §l 12, second paragraph.

* Computer program-related elements of a computer-implemented invention may serve as the
specific structure, material or acts that correspond to an element of an invention defined using a
means plus function limitation. For example, a series ofoperations performed by a computer under
the direction ofa computer program may serve as "specificacts" that correspond to a means element.
Similarly, a computer-readable memory encoded with data representing a computer program that can
cause a computer to function in a particular fashion, or a component of a computer that has been

structure" corresponding to a means element.

* Claims must be defined using the English language. A computer programming language is not the
English language. despite the fact that English words may be used in that language. Thus. an applicant
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may not use c~Il1PuW program code. in either source or object format, ,to d~~ne the metes and
bounds of a claim. A claim which attempts to define elements ofan invention using computer
program code, rather than the functional steps which are to be performed, will be rejected.

PART 3 'SOME OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS

Therecentbases liaveintrClduc~d~greatdealofJncertaintYas to the l~y~lof
disclosure in software patent applications which is necessary to satisfy 35 U.S.c. 112. At this time
the co~servative, draftsmanwill include a descriptionofa preferredcompute~sYstem(includi~g,

for example. mentiollofspecial har~warefeatur~sor~omponents)for executing the so:fu.v~~e to
avoidrejections ofthetyl'edescribedthevacat~dTrovalOdecision. Ifthes0itware is embedded
ina larger machine or system, it wouldbe.wise to describe the machine/systemin the patent ' ,
specification and at least in the preamble of some ofthe claims (perthe Abeie decision). Ifthe
invention is prillcipally an algorithmic pro~ess, be sure to explicitly mention in the spe,cifi~ti(),n

that it will be performed in/on computer software (to avoid rejection per the Dassel decision)

Many attorneys and commentators have characterized the Lowry andWamerdal1ldecision as
ending "printed matter'; rejections for computer software, It seems, however that these
conclusions are premature. The Proposed Guidelinesmake clear that programs for controlling a
computer or machine which are fixed in a memory orphysicalmediu

m
willbe considered

patentable subject matter whileliterary works (for example, the text,of a book or composition of a
.musical work) will not be patentable e",en ifthey are ~xedin physical form in amemory.The
guidelines leave a middle grounduncertain. For example. they do not address the patentability of
a data structure fixed on a disk. Would a novel data links between the text of a book and its index
be patentable 'if flxed in a m~1110ry? Would novel copyprotectioncodebe patentable ifit is,.
incorporated 'into a literary work? Warmerdarn and L0Wl}'strongly suggest that these inv~ntiohs
should be patentable. but Patent Examiners appearto have been instructed at the examining group'
level that this is not patentable subject matter. We will have to wait for the cases to reach the
Federal Circuit for definitive answers.
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APPENDIX A

THIS OPINION WAS NOT WRITTEN FOR PUBLICATION

~he opinion in support of the decision being entered today
(1) was not written for pUblication in a law journal and
(2) is not binding precedent of the Board.

UNITED STATES PATENT .AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Paper No. 27

BEFORE THE BOARD OF PATENT APPEALS
AND INTERFERENCES MAILED'·

MAY .251995
Ex par~e OLAF H. COSSEL
and .WALTER H. Kl1LLMANN PAT.&T.M. OFFICE

IlOAAC OF PATENTAPF"EALG
AND INT5RFERENCEO

to

Appeal No. 93..0094
Application 07/543,6001

ON REOUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION

of c,.r·t.a~n new grounds cf rej ect~i',o:)lntl. made I='U2~SlJalr1t, to.. " ,_." .. j•.• , _

Application =or paten~ filed :rune 25, 1990.

Appell;il.nts l1a~q reCJ\lpstedreconsid,aration and, in substance,

37 CFR§ 1.J;96 (b) in cur. decision da~ed :ralluary lJ;, 19.95.

Before McCANDLISH, ?END:;sGFlASS, and ABRA~1S, Adn:inistrative Patent
:rudges.

McCANDLISH, Administrati\;e pate1l.L.:rlldge.
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In that decision we reversed the exa~iner's rejection of claims 5

and 7 through 9 under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b). reversed the examiner's

rejection of claim 6 under 35 U.S.C. § 103. reversed the

examiner's rejection of claims 8 and 9 under 35 U.S.C. § 101.

affirmed the examiner's rejection of claim 5 under 35 U.S.C.

S 101, and added new>grounds of rejection against the appealed

claims pursuant to 37 CFR § 1.196(b). Specifically, the new

grounds'of rejection ihvolve a rejection of claims 5 through 9

under 35U.S.C. § 112, ~ 2, and a rejection of claim 7 under

35 U.S.C. § 101. In their reguest for reconsideration.

appeJ..J.a.nt;s have takell'.lSSUe with our :newqround of rejection of

only claims 8 and 9 and not ..our new grounds of rejection

pertaining to claims 5 through 7,

'On page 2 of their request for reconsideration, appellants

·argue that because the reconstructio~ unit 11 "mathematically

determines a distribution of surfacecurren't:s on specified

surfaces" the function of unit 11 may be performed by a properly

programmed computer. Appellants concede. however, that their

specification as nled does not disclose tl1at such a properly

prograrnrnedcomputermay be elllplOyed fbrperforming the functions

of the

those of ordinary" skHl in the r.ledlCal imaging art "would be

guite aware of this given the extensive convent,ionall.lSB pf
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programmed computers in all sophisticated medical imaging

equipment •.• " (request for reconsideration, page 2). As a'
result, appellants contend th'at the lack';)f disclosure of

specific structure for the reconstruction unit "is not fatal

under the enablement'[requirementJ of 35 U.S.C. § ~~2 ! 1, ••• "

(request for consideration, page 2).

Appellants' argument regarding compliance with the

enablement requirement in the first paragraph of§ ~~2 is

misplaced. The issue here is not whether appellants'

specification is enabling. Rather, the issue here is whether

appellants' specification discloses any specific structure or

hardware that may be regarded as being "corresponding structure"

under 35 U.S.C. § 112, ! 6. Compliance with the sixth paragraph
, '

of § 1~2 requires the disclosure" of .a 'corresponding structure in

the specification. In In re Trovato, 42 F.3d ~376, ~382.

33 USPQ2d 1194, 1199 (Fed. Cir. :994) ,the c:ourt focussed on the

issue of what structure was disclosed in the Trovato specifica

tion. There. the court determined that the only disclosed means

was software instructions which the court did not regard as

structure as required under § ~~2. ~ 6. Thus, according to its

review of the Trovato specification, the court observed that it
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In the present calSe, appellants even failed to disclose any

software instructions or flow charts, let alone specific hardware

such as, that found in In re Alappat,33 F.2d 1526, 21 USPQ2d 1545

(Fed. Cir. 1945) (en ,,bane). Accordingly, appellants' specifica

tion, dccs not, c:omport with t.he ,six,th para9raph ofS 112 in that

it lacks a disclosure of the correspondin9 structure required to

make a determination of cquivalen~5 and hence a determination of

the scClpeof the means plus function limitations in the appealed

claims with regard to the reconst~uction unit 11.

Furthermore, appella~ts' argument that the functions of the

reconstruction unit may be carried out by a properly programmed

c()mput~r is not suppor~ed by any evidence in the record before

us.' In this regard, it is well set'l:led that arguments of counsel

may not take the place cf evidence. See In re pe Blauwe, 736

F.2d699, 222 USPQ 191 (Fed. Cir. 1984).

Accordingly, appellants' request for rec:onsidera~ion has

been graryted ,to the extent that we have reviewed our prior

,ciecis~on ~.;ith respect to the new ground of rejec'l:ion of claims 8

and 9 under the second paragraph of § 112. It is, however,

denied insofar as it seeks any change in that decision.
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No time period for taking any s~bsequent action in

connection with this appeal maybe extended under 37 CFR

§ 1.136(a).

Judge

JUdge

~ DENIED

~ fle r~ISON ~NDLISH
Administrative Patent Judge

-zt. e .•~ ~ ~?A_'_
VERLIN R. PENDEG~SS
Administrative patent

.• ./7~~~~.. ~,
/N6~i:'ABRAMS

Administrative Patent
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APPENDIXB

FEDERAL REGISTER
Vol. 60, No. 106

Notices

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE (DOC)
Patentand Trademark Office (PTO)

[Docket No. 9505 31 44-5144-01]

Request for Comments onProposedExamin~tiQn Guidelines for Computer-Implemented
Inventions .

60FR28778

DATE:Friday, June2, 1995

ACTION: Noticeandrequest forpubliccomments.'

SUMMARY: ThePatentaridTrademark Office (PTO)requests comments from any interested memberof the publicon
proposedinternal guidelines to be usedby Office personnel in theirreview of patenlaeplicationson
computer-implemented inventions. Because theseguidelines govern internal practices,they are exempt fromnoticeand
comment rulemaking under5 U.S.c. 553(b)(A). .

DATES: Written conunents on theproposed guidelines willbe accepted by the PTO untilJuly31, 1995.

ADDRESSES: Written comments should be addressed to theCommissioner ofPatentsandTrademarks, markedto the
attention of Jeff'Kushan, Comments submitted bymail should be sentto Commissioner of Patents andTrademarks, Box
4, PatentandTrademark Office, Washington, DC 20231. Comments mayalso be submitted by telefax at (703)
305-8885 andbyelectronicmail through theInternet to "comments-softwaregtusptc.gov." Written comments should
includethefollowing information:

-nameand affiliation of the individual responding;

-an indication of whether comments offered represent viewsof the respondent's organization or are the respondent's
personal views; and

-ifapplicable, information on the respondent's organization, including the typeoforganization (e.g., business, trade
group,university, non-profit organization) and general areasof interest.

Partiespresenting written comments whowishto have theirconunents included in a publicly accessible electronic
databaseof comments mustprovidetheircomments in machine-readable format. Suchsubmissions maybe providedin
the form ofan electronic mail message sent through theInternet, or on a 3.5"floppy diskformatted foruse in eithera

Machine-readable submissions mustbe provided as unformatted text (e.g.,ASCIIor plain text).

All written comments, whethersubmitted on paperor in machine-readable form,will be available for public
inspection no. later thanAugust 18, 1995,in Room902 of Crystal Park Two,2121 Crystal Drive,Arlington, Virginia. in
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addition, comments providedin machine-readable formatwillbe available no laterthanAugust 18, 1995, through
anonymous file transferprotocol(ftp)viatheinternet (address: comments.uspto.gov) and through theWorld Wide Web
(address: www.uspto.gov).

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:JeffKushan by telephone at (703) 305-9300, by fax at (703) 305,8885,
byelectronic mail at kushan@uspto.gov, or bymailmarkedto his attention addressed to the Conunissioner ofPatents
and Trademarks, Box 4, Washington, DC 20231.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

I. Guidelines for Examination of Computer-Implemented Inventions
A. General Considerations

Thefollowing guidelines have beendeveloped to assistOffice personnel in theirreviewof applications drawnto
computer-implemented inventions. Theseguidelines respondto recentchanges in the lawthat governs the patentability
of computer-implemented inventions, andset forth the official policy of the Office regarding inventions in this fieldof
technology. . .

It is essential thatpatent applicants obtaina promptyetcomplete examination oftheir applications..The. Office can.
best achievethis goalby raising anyissuethatmayaffect patentability in the initial action on the merits. Under the
principlesof compactprosecution, eachclaimshould be reviewed for compliance witheverystatutory requirement of
patentability in the initial reviewof theapplication. evenifone or moreclaimsis found to be deficient with respectto
one statutory requirement. Deficiencies should be explainedclearly, particularly whentheyserveas a basis of a
rejection. Wherepossible,examiners should indicate howrejections maybe overcome and problemsresolved. Afailure
to follow this approach can lead to unnecessary delays in the prosecution of the application.

B. Procedures To Be Followed When Evaluating CODlputer-Implemented Inventions
Thefollowing proceduresshould be used when reviewing applications drawnto computer-implemented inventions,

I. Determine what the applicanthas invented by reviewing thewritten description and the claims.

(a) Identify anyspecificembodiments of the invention thathavebeendisclosed, reviewthe detailed description ofthe
invention and notethe specificutility thathas beenassertedfor the invention.

(b) Analyze eachclaimcarefully, correlating each claimelement to the relevant p()rtion ofthewrittendescription that
describes thatelement. Giveclaimelements theirbroadestreasonable interpretation that is consistent withthe written
description. Ifelements of a claimed invention aredefined in meansplus function format. reviewthe writtendescription
to identify the specific structure,materials or acts that correspond to eachsuchelem"llt.

,t) Considering eachclaim as a whole, classify the invention defined byeachclaimas to its statutory category (i.e.,
process,machine, manufacture or composition ofmatter). Relyon thefollowing presumptions in making this
classification.

(I) A computeror otherprogrammable apparatus whoseactionsaredirected by a computerprogram or otherformof
"software" is a statutory "machine."

(ii) A computer-readable memory thatcan be usedto direct a computer to function in a particularmannerwhenused
bythe computer[I] is a statutory "article of manufacture"

.. .' ..~ (iii,) Aseries oj'specificoperational stepsIto be performed on

A claimthatclearlydefinesa computer-implemented process but is not cast as anelementofa computer-readable
memory or as implemented on a computershould be classified as a statutory "Process'" [2]Ifan applicantrespondsto an
actionof the Office based on this classification byasserting that subjectmatterclaimed in thisformat is a machine or an
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article of manufacture, reject the claimunder35 U.S.c. 112,secondparagraph.for failing to recite at least one physical
element in the claims that wouldotherwise place the invention in eitherof these two "product" categories.TheExantiner
should also object to the specification under37 C.F.R. 1.71 (b) if such an assertionis made, as the complete invention
contemplatedbythe applicanthas not been cast preciselyas being an invention within one of the statutorycategories.

A ~13im thatdefines an invention as anyof the following subjectmattershouldbe classified as non-statutory.

-a compilationor arrangement of data, independent of anyphysicalelement;
-a known machine-readable storagemedium that is encodedwith datarepresentingcreativeor artistic expression(e.g.,a
work of music,art or literature) [3], [4];

-a "data structure" independent of anyphysical element (i.e.,not as implemented on a physical componentof a computer
such as a computer-readable memory to render that component capableof causinga computerto operate in a particular
manner); or

-a process thatdoes nothingmorethanmanipulate abstract ideasor concepts(e.g., a processconsistingSOlely of the
steps one wouldfollow in solvinga mathematical problem [5]).

Claims in thisform are indistinguishable from abstract ideas,laws ofnature. andnatural phenomenaand maynot be
patented. Non-statutory claimsshouldbe handledin the mannerdescribedin section (2)(c) below,

2. Analyzeeachclaim to deteimineif it complies\;'ith§ 112,secondparagraph, andwith §112,first paragraph.

(a) Determine if theclaims particularly point out and distinctly claim.the invention.. To.do this, compare the invention
as claimed to the inventionas it has been describedin the specification. Pay particularattention to the specificutility
contemplatedfor the invention-features or elementsof the invention that are necessary to provide the specific utility
contemplatedfor that invention mustbe reflectedin the claims. Ifthe claimsfail to accurately define the invention, they
should be rejectedunder §112,secondparagraph. A failureto limit the claimto reflectfeaturesof the invention.that are
necessary to impart the specificutilitycontemplated may alsocreate a deficiency under§112, first paragraph.

Ifelements ofa claimedinvention are defined using "means plus function" language, but it is unclear what structure,
materials or acts are intended to correspond to those elements, reject the claim under§112, secondparagraph. A
rejection imposedon this basis shiftsthe burdento the applicantto describethe specificstructure,material oracts that
correspond to the means element in question, and to identify the precise locationin the specification where a description
of that means elementcan be found. InteIpretation of meanselementsfor. §112,secondparagraph purposes mustbe
con~istent With interpretation of suchelementsfor§§ 102 and103 purposes.

Computerprogram-related elements ofa computer-implemented (6]inventioilmayserve as the specific structure,
material or acts that correspondto an elementof an invention definedusing a meansplus function.limitation. For
example, a seriesof operationsperformed by a computerunderthe directionofa computerprogram may serve as
"specificacts"that correspondto a meanselement. Similarly, a computer-readable memory encodedwith data
representing a computerprogramthatcan causea computerto function in a particularfashion,or a componentof a
computer thathas been reconfigured witha computerprogramto operatein.a particularfashion,can serve as the '
"specificstructure" corresponding to a meanselement.

Claims mustbe definedusingtheEnglishlanguage. See, 37 C.F.R. 1.52(a). Acomputer programmingIanguageis not
theEng1isbl~guage, despiteth,:fact thatEnglishw~r~ ~~ybe used U1th~t l~gua¥':Thus'~' aJlJllif~! "-'~Yilot~

'temputerprogramcode; in eitherSollrco orobj&;tformat, to defirietheinetesana bOundS ofa c(ann: ACiOin-i which .. ,."
attempts to define elementsof an invention usingcomputerprogram code,rather thanthe fimctional steps whichare to
be performed,shouldbe rejected"Ilder§ 112,.~d paragraph,and shouldbe objectedto under 37 C.FR 1.52(a),

(b) Construethe scope of the claimedinvention to determine ifit is adequately.supported by an enabling.disclosure. .
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Construeany elementdefined in means plus functionlanguageto encompass all reasonable equivalentsofthe specific
structure,material or acts disclosed in the specification correspondingto that means element. Special care shouldbe
taken to ensure that each claim complies with the written description and enablementrequirements of35 U.S.C. §112.

(t) A claim as a whole that defines non-statutory subject matteris deficientunder §101, and under §112, second'
paragraph. Determining.thescope ora claim asa whole requires aclear~derstandingofwhat the applicant regards as
the invention.The review performed in step I should be Used to gain this understanding: .

(1)Ifthe inventionas disclosed in the written description is statutory,but the claims define subject matter that is not,
the deficiency can be corrected by an appropriate claim amendment. Therefore,reject the claims under §§ 101 and I 12,
second paragraph,but identifythe features ofthe inventionthat, ifrecited in the claim, would render the claimed subject
matter statutory.

(ii) Ifthe invention, both as disclosed and as claimed,is not statutorysubjectmatter, reject the claims under § 101 for
being drawn to non-statutory subject matter, and under § 112,second paragraph, for failing to particularlypoint out and
distinctly claim an inventionentitled to protection under U.S. patent law.

An inventionis not statutoryif it falls within anyof the non-statutory claimcategories outlined in section (1)(c) above.
Also, in rare situations,a claim classified as a statutorymachineor article of manufacturemay define non-statutory
subjectmatter. Non-statutory subject matter (i.e., abstract ideas, laws of nature and natural phenomena)does not become
statutorymerely through a differentform of claimpresentation.Such a claim will (a) define the "invention" not tIuough
characteristicsof the machine or article ofmanufacture claimedbut exclusivelyin terms ofa non-statutoryprocess that is
to be performedon or using that machine or articleof manufacture, and (h) encompass any product in the stated class
(e.g., computer,computer-readablememory)configuredin anymanner to perform that process.

3. Determine ifthe claimed invention is novel and nonobviousunder §§ 102 and 103. When evaluatingclaims defmed
using "means piusfunction" language, refer to the specific guidanceprovided in the in re Donaldson guidelines[1162
OG 59] and section(3)(a) above.

C. Notes on the Guidelines

[I] Articles of manufactureencompassed by this definitionconsistoftwo elements: (I) a computer-readablestorage
medium,such as a memorydevice, a compact disc or a floppy disk, and (2) the specific physical configuration of the
substrate of the computer-readablestorage mediumthat represents data (e.g., a computer program), where the storage
mediumso configuredcauses a computer to operate in a specificand predefinedmanner. The compositeof the two
elementsis a storagemedium with a particular physicalstructureand function (e.g., one that will impart the functionality
represented by the data onto a computer).

[2] For example, a claim that is cast as "a computerprogram"but which then recites specific steps to be implemented
on or using a computer should be classified as a "process."A claim to simplya "computerprogram" that does not define
the invention in terms of specific steps to be performedon or usinga computershould not be classifiedas a statutory
process.

[3] The specificwords or symbols that constitutea computerprogram represent the expression of the computer
program and as such are a literarycreation.

storage medium standing alone.

[5] A claim to a method consisting solelyofthe steps necessary to convertingone set ofnumbers to another set of
numbers withoutreciting any computer-implemented steps wouldbe a non-statutory claim under this definition.
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[6] ThismcllJl!el;!he softwareand anyassociated computer hardware .thatisnecessary.toperform thefunctions
directedby the software.
n. Additional Information

An analysis of.thelaw supporting the examinationguidelines for computer-implemented inventions is beingprepared.
Interested l1!embers of the.public are mvited to commenton this legalanalysis. Copiesof the legalanalysis can be
obtainedfromJeffKushanon or afterJune23,19~5,who cap be reachedusjng the information indicated above,

Dated:May 30, 1995.

Bruce A. Lehman,

Assistant Secretary of Commerceand Commissioner of Patentsand Trademarks.
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simply of a color, long disputed among the Courts of Appeals, has been recently
addressed by the U.S. Supreme Court in its Qualitex Co. v. Jacobson Products Co.,
Inc.d~ion•. SpeciaUegai rules adopted by the CounsofAppeals, which in the
past have precluded a color trademark from being entitled to registration and
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I. Introduction

The Supreme Court (hereinafter referred to as the "Court") in its Qualitex Co.

v. Jacobson Products Co., 'Inc,' decision has settled the inconsistent positions taken by

the Circuit Courts regarding the registration of color per se (color alone). The Coun in

ruling that the lanham Act?- permits the registration of color alone has both embraced and

ratified the policy of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office' which permits registration

of color as a trademark.

The Court's decision, however, merely puts an end to the different approaches

among the lower federal courts regarding the right of registration of color per se under

the Lallham Act. Registeringmuch less maintaining rights in a trademark which

consists purely and simply of a color remains a difficult proposition. Color marks are

rarely inherently distinctive and typically require substantial investment in their

promotion to acquire secondary meal1ing. More importantly; the color trademark often

serves a competitive need and therefore is not registrable.

This paper will briefly review by way of background the controversy over the

registration of color per se among the Circuit Couns preceding the Qualitex decision

followed by a discussion of the Qua/itex decision itself and conclude with proposed

guidelines for increasing the likelihood of obtaining and maintaining a trademark based

on color alone in view of the Qualitex decision.

Until the mid~I980's,· a. single color applied to an entire article could not serve

as a trademark. The bar to registration of color per se had been supponed among the
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Circuit Courts primarily based on the problems associated with color depletion and/or

shade confusion. The problem arising from color depletion assumes a limited number

of colors being available for use as a trademark resulting in an anticompetitive monopoly

of individual colors (including all shades of the individual color) to alimited number of

competitors.' Shade confusion concerns the 'uncertainty and unresolvable court disputes

about the shades of a color a competitor may lawfully use."5

The Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit in its In re Owens-Coming' Fiberglas

Corp.6 decision was the first Circuit Court to break away from this general policy among

the Circuit Courts of denying trademark registration to a single colorapplied to an entire

article. The Owens-Coming decision held that the color pink for fiberglass insulation

was entitled to registration under the Lanham Act. The Federal Circuit found nothing

in theLanham Act which barred registration of color marks andagr~ that .. the color

pink for fiberglass insulation had acquired secondary meaning. As pointed out by the

Federal Circuit, 'pink has no utilitarian purpose; does not deprive competitors of any

reasonable right or competitive need and is not barred from registration on.the basis of

functionality."? In other words, the color pink met all ofthelegal requirements

ordinarily applied in determining the registrability of a mark.

Decisions by the Circuit Courts since Owens-Coming have~n inconsistent with

respect to the registration of color per se. Aside from the Federal Circuit, the Eighth

Circuit also has held color per se to be 8 The~~~,~yelltIJl !!f~tl~i.!1!!!L,~qRyj!$, ~ ,.. . ""'«,~.~. ",~,,~
• ~ ,. .~, «"" ~.~~.~~.""

however, have been unwilling to enforce trademarks based on .color alone."

Consequently, no great degree of comfort could be placed.on. registration of a singIe
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color trademark in view of the split among the Circuit Courts regarding the enforceability

orcolor perse as a trademark. The dispute among the Circuit Courts regarding

registrability andproteetability ofcolor per seunder the Lanham Act now has been

resolved by the Court in fayorofthe policy adopted by the Federal Circuit and Eighth

Circuit, that is,in recogni:dngthat a mark based on color alone can be registrable under

the Lanham Act.

III. ·TheQualitex Decision

A. District Court

Qualitex and Jacobson are. both manufacturers of green-gold coloredpress pads

for use on dry cleaning presses. Qualitex began the manufacture and sale of its green

gold colored press pads in about 1960, approximately 30 years earlier than Jacobson."

QuaIitex sued Jacobson in 1990 for infringementof Qualitex's trade dress and for

passing off its goods as th~ofQuaIitexin violationof Section 43(a) of the Lanham Act

(15) 11.S.C:, § 1125(a».11 Subsequent to the filing of this lawsuit, Qualitex filed for and

..obtained registration of its green-gold color. The complaint in the .Iawsuii was amended

to include .a claim for infringement by Jacobson underQualitex's federally registered

trademark in violation of section 32(1) .of the Lanham Act (15) U.S.C. § 1114(1».'2

The District Court held thatJacobson infringed Qualitex'sregisrered trademark

inthegreen-gold color and that Jacobsonhadfailed to meet its burden in proving that

by~pyingQt1lilitex'Strade dress under Section 43(a) ofthe Lanham Act. ' 3 .
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B. Ninth Circuit

The Ninth Circuit affrrmedthe District Court's holding that Jacobson had

infringed Qualitex's trade dress in violation of Section 43(a) of the Lanham Act. In

view of having found )acobson in violation of Section 43(a) for-trade dress infringement,

theplaim pf passing-off.wasnot addressed>- the remedy for violation of Section 43(a)

being thesame regardless of the theory involved. The Ninth Clrcuit.ihowever, reversed

the District Court's decision regarding trademark infringement.I' Inholding that color

alone cannot form the basis for a trademark, the Ninth Circuit relied on the problems

associated with. shade.confusionandcolor.depletion.

c. Supreme.Court

(i) Colorperse Can Qualify AsA TradelTlark

The Court found no special reason to 11Pply other than ordinary legal trademark

requirements in determining theregistrability.of.a.trademark whichconsists, Purely and
"".--'j"';-'

simply, of a color. "Both the language of the.[Lanham] Act arid the basic underlying

I'riJlciples of trademark law.... include color [ perselwithin the universe ofthings that

can qualify as.a.tradellllU"k. "IS •.'The trademark.universe as defined under the Lanham·.Act

includes "any word.iname.isymbol, or device, or any combinatiorithereof")6Ctilor

persecan beviewedasa symboJl'.and therefore literally falls within the language of the

Lanham Act as subject matterwhichcan.qualifyas a trademark. Color .perse alsocan

distinguish his ofller goods, including a unique product, fromthosemanufactured or sold
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by others and to indicate the source of goods, even if that source is unknown. "18 That

is, color per se can be distinctive.

.' (ii) Registrability

(a) Colorper se Can Be Distinctive

For a color mark to be distinctive. it must befanciful/arbitrary, suggestive or have

. acquired sec<)ndary meaning. "[A] product'scolor[,however,J is unlike 'fanciful,'

'arbitrary, , or 'suggestive' words or designs, which almost tlUtomatically tell a customer

that they n~fer to a brand . " [b]ut,over time'customers.may come to treat a particular

color on a productor its packaging .i.: as signifying abr.md. "(emphasisin onginal)"

Once aparticuiarcolor on a productor its packaging colliestosigIlify a brandthecolor

has then "come to identify and distinguish the goOds ~ Le.'toinclicate'their source 

much in. the way thatdescriptive words on a. 'product . . • Can come to indicate a

product'sorigin.?' .Color perse similar-to adesCfiPtive word therefore generally needs

to attainsecondary meaning in order to establish its distinctiveness.

(b) Functionality Doctrine

"Tile functionality doctrine . . . protects competitors' against a disadvantage

(unrelated to recognition or reputation) that trademark protection might otherwise impose,

namely .•. [thecompetitors'] inability reasonably to replicate important non-reputation

. related producrfeatures"." Color, however, ca.noo associatedwith only the recognition

••••••••••••G••••..oir0r~put;Ltiorlof:a·pr·odulct;······fI':lhis···lattl~r··u[ct;··lliedacr·thilffs()Iiie'l:iiileifiXilorlsinot

essentiaItoa product's useor pllrpose andd6es not affect COSI()r qJiliity~ indicitesthat

the doctrine of 'functionality' does not create an absolute bar to the use color alone as
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a mark. "22 In other words, color alonecan come to indicate the source of the goods

without having a utilitarian function (i.e. without being needed ill the operation of the

goods) or an aesthetic function (i.e. without being aesthetically required by the

consumer)."

(iii) Shade Confusionand Color Depletion

. The problems ~$OCia~ wlthshadeconfusion and color depletion relied upon by

the Sey~nth and Ninth (;ir(;uits fordenyiItgproteetion to color markswere alsodismissed
, ',' '.' .. ~,

bythe Court. Inrejecting.theproblemsarising from shade confusion, the Court

reason~that .color is no more.sPecilil than other subject matter suitable for trademark

protection. "Court'sjraditionally decidequitedifflcult questions about whether two

words or Plu:llS~ Or sYIllbols lll'e sufflcientlysimilarvin context, to confuse buyers...

Legal standards exist to guide. courts in making such compansons.t" In rejecting the

color depletion/color scarcityproblem, the Court reasoned that "[wjhen a color serves

as a mark, normally alternative colors will likely .beavailablefor similar use by

others" .2S Furthermore, the functionality doctrine is always available to protect against

an.iti-.. competitive co.. ncerns.that might arise where alternative colors are scarce. 26
. .. ..-'.- '" ','," - ", '. ..

(iv) Summary

The Court's decision can be summarizedas.follow:

L A trademark basedon a siJ1gle colorcan be-reglstrable-under-the Lanhll.m Act.

a color. trademark...Thesamerequiremeatsas.are applied to other types of marks should
;...-... ",','-" .•..... ,.. -', ". .. > ,c- .,.>.,........... ..
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be used in determiningwhether different shades ofa color trademark are confusingly

similar.

3. The colordepletioitlcolor scarcity problem falls under the test for
. .

functionality. When competition will be hindered, the color in question is functiollal and

therefore not registrable.

4. A trademark based on a single colo{is tobe accord~the same right to

protection under the Lanham Act as anyother trademark.

IV; Guidelines For Increasing Likelihood OfObtaining Anci Maintaining Enforceable
Trademark Rights In Golorper se

1. Color marks, as noted by the Court in Qualit~,.are usually not inherently

distinctive like some fanciful, arbitrary or suggestive words or designs. Accordingly, in

seeking to obtain trademark rights in color per se, the color mark should be.promoted

as an identifier of the product until the mark has acquired secondary meaning. .That is,

.. similar to a descriptive word or sysmbol, color per se mustattain secondary meaning in

the minds of the consumer.

2. Achieving secondary meaning generally requires a. substantialinvestment in

advertising and can take many years. In Owens-Coming, consumer advertising for. the

color pillk cost approximately $42M. An aggressive advertising campaign should be

coordinated with use of the chosen color on as much .of jhe prodllqt andproduet

packaging as possible.

as a trademark should be chosen so as

to minimize and hopefully avoid the mark hindering competition. Where a color or
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particular shade of a coloron a prqduct or its packaging serves a competitive need, the

color mark is functional and therefore not registrable.

4. Where thecolor of the trademark can be considered important to a consumer,

there is a competitive need ti.e. utilitarian purpose) for the- color. Examples ofwhere

a single color trademark can be viewed as fulfilling a competitiveneed and is therefore

not registrable asa trademark include:

a. Colors identifying the.presence of an ingredient. See, e.g., Nor-Am

Chemical v. a.M. Scott, 4 U.S.P.Q.2d 1316 (B.D. Pa.1987) (fertilizer's-blue'eolor

indicating the presence of nitrogen).

b.' Colormaklng an object appear desirably different. See, e.g.,

Brunswick Corp.:v. British SeagullLtd., 35 F.3d 1527 (Fed. Cir. 1984), cert. denied,

199?U:S. LEXlS 2432(1995) (all black color of outboard motors made motors appear

smaller than when paintedwithlighter or brighter colors).

c. Color beingcompatible with a wide variety of colors typically used

with the product. See, e.g., Brunswick, (all black color of outboard motors considered

more desirable by prospective purchasers because of color compatibility with a wide

variety of boat colors).

d.Color being aesthetically functional. See, e.g., Deere & Co. v.

Farmnand, 'Inc., 560F. Supp, 85 (S.D. Iowa 1982), aff'd, 721 F.2d 253 (8th Cir. 1983)

(customers wanting matching green colored jfarrn~.~?e:9~iie?"1.elJit? _.._.. , "'" ._.._.' 1.+....... _.
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e. Color being associated by consumers with a kind of product. See,

e.g., Inwood Laboratories, Inc., 456 U.S. 844 (1982) (competitors free to copy color of

a medical pill where color identifies kind of medication).

5. Obtaining trademark protection in a single color/shade of COlor is significantly

improved where the market is small and there is no apparent need to use color on or in

connection with the product.

6. Color should be chosen which avoids affecting the cost or quality of the

product. See, e.g., Inwood Laboratories, Inc.

7. Depending on the nature of the product and the market for the product, it may

be difficult to prevent the mark from becoming useful or aesthetically desirable all(hence

functional. The color mark should therefore be chosen that is as arbitrary as possible,

that is, where the color would not normally be associated with thepr()duct.

V. Conclusion

The Qualiter decision by the Court has made it easier to protect and enforce color

marks under the Lanham Act. Registration of a color mark is not subject to special

rules. The same requirements of distinctiveness and non-functionality as are applied to

other marks are to be used in determining the registrability of a color mark.

Nevertheless, it will continue to be difficult to obtain and maintain rights in a trademark

based on color alone because of the relatively wide latitude permitted by the Court in

establishing and low standardl.E~~~~·~ i!l ~I~!!)12!!!1!I'I!!t.inB:~lqQIIIPeltith~ellleeCLJortl:lecolor ~.. ·.. tt:········.···.···

mark.

W:\BK\PIPA.2
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(b) Infringement preventio%;l measures. (i) ana (ii)

IV. Afterword
Attachment: Tables of assembled questionnaire results

II. Current State of. Tradtamark Protection in Japan
Hereunlier, we will .fixpJ.ain the outline. of the principlll laws

relating to trademarkprotectiCln and clarify the current state
of protection of trademarks in Japan.

1. Protection by .Trademark Law
Ca) Subjects of protection

The Trademark Law was established with the objective
of realizing protection of the delivery of products and
the profits of users. Specifically, ·Trad~rk· means
characters, figures qr signs or any combination thereof,
or any combination thereof with colors. Which ·are used
in respect of goods or services in the course of trade
(Article 2). In other words, it isunder~tood that

and that three-dimensional
'I'M) (e.g. cOl1tainers themselves I ,colors

light, smells., etc. are not ..': subjec·t to. '. . ,

However, an amendment is.scheduled for
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(with some
trademarks
only, sounds,
protection;

I. Foreword
Studies are proceeding in every fidd starting with patents,

in many organizations such as GAT'!', WIPO, OECD, etc. and in
many regional organizations for the international harmonization
of Intellectual Property (IP) protection. H8wever, ~iven a
background of nati.onal interests, it is a fact. that many
problems accompany real harmonization.

This group researched how the bu~iness people responsible in
enterprises in Japan deal.with trademark infringeIi1ent actions
which they llrefaced .witlievery day. This group also aims
toward mutual understanding ·by throwing into relief Japanese
responses and busiIless sense to deepel1overseas.enterprises·
under~tandiIlg of Jap~,

Hereunder, we will broadly explai:>. the r".levant laws.and
regulations concerning prevention I countermeasures against
infringements. '!'he questionnaire results will. also be analyzed.
The questionnaire is a .. collection of replies from 71 member
companies of the PIPA Japan Committee.



1997, and is intended to include 3-D TM among the
subjects of protection.
(b) Methods of protection .

The Trademark Law regulates the registration system.
The owner of a trademark right obtains exclusive right
on designated goods' (designated service) by the
registered trademark, and also a prohibitive right to
prevent: use~f the same or similar trademarks on. same 01:"
Similar products (service) by others, aiming to, support
business trust between users of t.rademarks. '.I'he
'l'rademark ,Law employs the examination sy:st,em ••, (Article
14). 'l'he examiner conductsexaminadons of, abllolute
registrability and relative, registrability (Ar~icle 3.
4) •.'1'hefact of use is not a registration requirement.
However, the int,ention o,f use, has, been stipulated as a
registration requirement (Ax:ticle 3, column 1) .

Of course there are regulal;ioriil for non-use
registeredt:rademarks: For ~ample, trademarks which
areregistereClbut not in ,use shall not receive. 10
yearly renewal (Article 19) and, there is, trialfo,r

,.. cancellation system for demanding the cancellation of
the registered trademarks ·whichhave riot been in use for

,3 years (Article 50).
Also, there is a protection regulation for

">cunregistered., trademarks. For "example,unreg:l.ste~ed
trademarks which are well-known among consumers and
which are used in respect of such goods or services
shall be rejected (Article 4§1(x», and, furt~erwhere a
well-known trademark is accidentallyregistereci by
another,the userofthewell"kriown, trademark huthe
right to continue using ,the trademark under certdn
conditions (Article 32). Although in 'l'rll.demarkLawl;he
user of·the well-kn6wnunregisteredtra.cl.einarkmay not
prevent use, BUChregulationhas~eenprepared in the
Unfair Competition Prevention Law explained below.,
(c) Contents of Protection

The Trademark Law specifies rightl\nd
prohibitive right. Exclusive d(l'ht i) aright

. for exclusive possession of a registeredtr~demark

with respect to a cl.esignatedprodtict or designated
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service (hereafter referred to as· specific products)
~ the owner or owner of an exclusive right to use
(hereafter referr~d to as owner of trademark right)
(Article 25). iiI a right to prohibit use of the
registered trademark by another person (Article 36).
Prohibitive right .is a right of the owner of
trado;omarkrightto prohibit use· of a trado;omark

.. similar to the registered trado;omark ~ other party
(Article 3751). This relationship is shown in Table
1 below.

Table 1 .

.: .

1 I· .SlllI\e Pr<\duc:t' S~milar Pr"duc:b
Same 'I'M <. o Article 36 e Article 37

Similar 'I'M o Article 37 0 Article 37
..

A defensive mark registr~tion may be obtained.
when the registered trademark has become well-known.
and it is recognized that conl:usion al;>0ut the origin
may occur in products other ;han thosedes!gnated

. (ArUcle641. Use of the registered defensive mark
in respect of the designatfi!d goods will be

. considered to be an inlringement of the basic
r~gistered tr~demark(Article67). The covered range
of effectiveness expands. making the right stronger.
However, the effects of trad~rkright shall not
extend to the following (Article 26). For. example,
trademarks indicating. in. a .cOllllllon. way, .portraits ,
names, famous ~Feudonyms. professional namfi!S or pen
names. or a·famous abbreviation thereOf (Article 26
§l(i».· Al.so. where the ,"$~' in a given manner of a
registered trado;omark conflicts .with another person's
design right under a design application filed prior
to the filing dll.te of the trademark application

effect date. the owner. of the
trademark right shall not use the registered
trademark in such a manner on the part of the
designated goods or designated services which gave
rise to the conflict (Article 29). Note that where
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use pf the trademark dpe. npt cpinc1dewith use as a
business, ,the effectiveness of trademark right does
not ~tend thereto (Article2).
(ii)A,ctions which are infringements

Infringing of exclusive right and prohibitive
right shall be considered, infringement of trademark
right. Specifically. using registeredtradernark for
business with respect to the designated products
without sUitable source for their right (such as
exclusive right. non-exclusive right.' priority
right. intermediate right or subsequent right tp
use), is regarded as an infringement of the
exclusi'J'~ right. Althoughu~ewithinthe,s~larity
range of the registered trademark 'is not an
infringsment of exclusive right. it is taken as an
infringement ~ legal fiction' (Article 37§1)., This
is knpwn as 'An, infringement of prohibitive right or
indirect, infringement.

Further,the following acts~hallbedeemed to
be an' infringement: i) ',a~ts of, hol~ing products to
which the tr~demark is attache~, for the purpose of
assignment or deUver.(, H) acts of~ufacturingor
importing for use by other person. iii ) acts of
manufacturing, as~igning. delivering orimpprting,
in the couree of trade. articles to be used
exclusivelY for manufacturing goods bearing a
reproduction of the ngistered trademark or a
similar trademark are i1pecified as infringements
(Article 3712 to §8). similar regulations are
provided with respect to actual use or preparatory
actions for displaying registered protected marks
(Article 67 51 to §7) •
(iii) Relief of trademark owners ,

Here wewilld1scuss, the relief recognized by
the owners of tra:d~k rights .

• Relief civil court
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right or of a right of exclusive use may demand
the destruction of the articles by which the act
of infringement was committed, the removal of the
facilities used for the act. of infringement, or
other measures necessary to prevent the
infringement (Article 36 i2).
Those infringing parties are considered at fault
with respect to the action of infringement
(application of the patent Law, Article 103).
This makes it easier for the owner of the
trademark right, not having to bear the burden of
proof.

When the infringer has gained profits from the
action of infringement, the amount of compensation
may be estimated based on the amount' of such
profit (Article 38 ill. Determining the amount of
damages is made easier by this regulation, and
returns the burden of proof of the amount of
damages to the infringer. consequently, this does
not cover cases where the infringer has proven the
amount of· damage;

The owner of the trademark right may demand
compensation of an amount which the owner should
have gained a as royalty (Article 38§2), but is
nc;>t limited thereto. However, this is only to
apply where there has been a direct infringement
as indicated by @ in Table 1 and does not apply
to infringements indicated by 0: (because this is
not originally within the scope of an exclusive
:l:'ight) . Also, with regard to the regulation
(Article 38 §1), which takes 'profits gained by
the infringer by an infringement action' as the
amount of damages by legal fiction, there has been
criticism that this regulation is lacking in
validity.

concerning non-used registered

recognized, 38 (1) is not. For the owner of the
trademark right etc. to demand more than a royalty
amount (Article 38 il), it is necessary for the
owner of.the trademark right to prove the
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existence of the use .of the trademark and damage
to business by the act. of infringement. When
business confidence is damaged by the
infringement, the owner has the right to request
to the court that the infringer recover the
confidence of the owner of the trademark right
etc. (application of the Patent Law) ;
• ~elief under criminal court actions (penalties

to infringers)
Those who have infringed a trademark right or

exclusive use right are subjected to a prison term
of UP to 5 years or a fine of up to 5 million yen
(Article 78), (criminal penalties require [by the
regulations of the general provisions of the
Criminal Law Act] that the infringer had the
intention of infringement). Because trademark
infringement has the important aspect of
disturbing .. the order ·.of commercial society and.
p~lic profits. it is not. an offense subject to
proseC;!1tion only upon complaint. . Where the
infringer is a legal entity. the person who has

.committed the action ofinfringament is also
subjectecLto a penalty (Ar.ticle 82) • Changes are
expected in the 1997 amendments. regarding compound
taxl"Yied on legal entitieS and penalty amounts.

2 ; Protection by t;he unfair Ccnrg;letition Prevention Law
Thisl.aw is to contribute to the . sound development of

the national economy by providing measures for the
prevention or. and compensation for damages from. unfair
competition in order to ensure fair competition among
business ·entities and the full implementation of
interne.tione.le.gre&ments related thereto (Article 1). As
pe.rt of .. this objective. regule.tions related totre.demarks
etc. have been dete:t'mined. This le.wwu amended in 1993
regarding subjects of unfair. competition, de.me.ge
co;~'m.!,at:i"n regv.lations and penalties .

of
are given as examples of

~.......:r; cOtnpetit;i"n.
(i) The act of using indication which is identical

.. or similar to indication of goods of another person.
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(b)

which is widely known among consumers, or the act of
assigning, deli't>ering, aisplaying for the purpose of
assignment or delivery, exporting, or importing of
gooQs with such indication of goods, and thereby
causing confusion with another. person's goods or
business (Article 2, §l (i» . An .. "indication of
goods" is an indication such as a name, trade name,
trademark, .product content or packaging, and other
products/businesses related thereto. However, it'is
necessary to provide a function of distinctive
identification or display of origin to receive the
protection of the unfair competition prevention law.
When known within a certain region, it is considered
widely recognized (well known) among users.
(ii) The act of using inaication which is identical
or similar to another person's well-known (Article
2 §l(ii». ·Well-known" indicates a s~ate of being
famous nationally, sU~h displays being considered to
have value in their trust and reliability.
Consequently, unauthorized use of such displays is
prohibited even where there is 'no confusion. Use of
a we.ll known display can be prohibited even in
different products or services.
(iii) Article 2 51 (iii) prohibits transaction of
products which imitate the form of other products
(i.e. dead copies) (within 3 years of sale).

Content of protection
(i) Civil compensation

~he right to demand prohibition (Article 31,
compensation for damages (Article 4) andllleasures
for recovering gOOd will (Article 7) are recognized
for the owner. ~eserights have the same content
as the rights specified in the Trademark Law, the
re\7Ulation of estimation. of t;be amount of damages
(Article 51 .also being the same as that of. the
~rademark Law. However, the penalty r~gulation is
not applied to actions using descriptive trademarks .

...•.... "relating ······to····the··product ;iffidone's"owo' .name for'"
products without an .unfair~~ose, etc. (Article 1
51 to §6). In the case of. negligent use it is the
owner is has the. right to demand labeling of ~heir
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products or services in order. to render them
distinct from those of others (Section 11 §2).
(ii) criminal. compenliation (penalties to infringers)

Those who cominit unfair cOlllpetition with unfair
purposes are liable to a prison term of up to 3
years or a penalty of up to 3 million yen (Article
13 §l). This is lighter than the penalty stipulated
in the Trademark Law. Also, where a legal entity
has committed unfair competition, there is a
compound tax regulation which, as well as imposing a
monetary penalty of up to 100 million yen on the
legal entity, imposes the above-described penalty on
the infringer (Article 14).

3. Protection of Trademarks by other Laws
(a) Civil Law

In civil 1aw, with regard to damage resulting from
unfair advantages, illegal actions, etc. "Those Who
infringe the right of . another ·hy intention or fault
shall be responsible for compensation for damages
incurred due thereto" (Article 709), "those who receive
profits from the property/labor of others without legal
precedent and thereby extend a loss to others, shall
bear the obligation of repaying sUch within the limits
in which such profits exist" (Article 703) and "those
receiving profits of bad inten.tion are reqUired to repay
such received.profits with interest included therein.
Where there are damages they shall be responsible for
compensation" (Article 704). These should be adapted as
general law where there is an infringement against. a
registered trademark.
(b) Commercial law/others

Regulations relating to trade names are provided in
the Commercial Law Act, Chapter 4 (Articles ·16 to 31).
Registration. of the same trade name in the same region
is prohibited (Article 19). One who has l!l. registered
t:rade na1l1e cendemand suspension. of .Use and a damage
compensation to those who use same or

regulation (Article 22)A1soprovided). In addition,
where the trademark is recognized as a literary work,
prOt:ect:ionunderthe Copyright Law (Article 112) is
assumed. Where it is 3-D traaemark (package etc.), it
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is protected as a design riSTht by the Desi'gn Law.
However, with the 'Copyright Law and the Design Law
protection will De.nullified in set period. The Customs
Fixed Rat!! Act specifies prohibition, confiscation,
disposal and reshipment of iznports. which infringe
intellectual property right (Article 21).

Iii. Measures against ~rademark infringement in Business
in this chapter, we will explain how companies deal with

~nfringement cases elld material.1S which w!1.l become
reference' in the work of companies in carrying out
instructions or studies of measures which should De taken
at each stage, in the form of the processes followed from
discovery of the infringement to the oonclusion of the
case. Concretely, we will describe these in the order of
1. biscovery of Infringement, 2. Study ·of Nl!!cessity to

E",ercise Right after Dis~ovlOrYof infrinSTement, 3.
Exercise of Right, and 4., Settlement of Case. In :this
chapter the results of,a questionnaire carried out on PIPA
Ja~l!Ulese committee member,companies are cross-referenced
wIth regard to part of the items describe.d herein (number
of respondents: 71).

1. biscovery of Infringement
(a) How to. discoverinfrinsrements

FirstlY, how to obtain informatio.n relating to
infringements will be described from. the viewpoints of
personal relationships. locations of discovery, etc.
(i) in-house sales di'vision or technical division:

mail1ly persons il:1-charge .of products competing
with infringing products.

(ii) Associated companies, or wholeSalers (both cases
are expected): direct to the division in
charge/thro~ghaffiliated divisions.
Persons in charge oftradema,rkdiscoveries.

neceuij;y of oppositions with respect to
misappropriate llpplications leads to discovery of
infringements.
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(v) Information from other companies: other companies
in the same field of business and/or members of
various associations of companies.

(vi) Exhibitions. store sales, distribution networks
sueb as brochures' etc. and advertising such as
posters, etc.

(vii) Articles. in newspapers, magazines, etc.
(viii) Complaints and/or reqUests for repairs to broken

articles from customers/consumers who buy inferior
products without:. realizing that they are copies,

(ix)Tradernark Gazette (Publication).
(b) Positive c:ountezmeasures to discoverinfririgernents

Inorde.r toprotei::t one's company's rights, ra~her than

using passive methodS such as simPly responding .to
information on an infringement discoyery. i ~. is
necessary to take positive actions for I:>eing .able to
discover an infringement whenever an infringement
exists. Therefore; "to reinforce the above-described
llIeans could be the mosteffi7ient and effective metho~.

(i) . In-house education, communication with associated
or subsidiary companies and representative
offices, etc,
The probability of dillcovery of infringements
would rise if understanding of che necessity of
protection of trademark.s rises as a result of
education on trademark infringements. When being
notified of aninfringernent, it is important to
notify !:he person who r~ported the infringement of
the results. si.m:ib.rly, information from
associated companies etc.. must be positively
gathered. . Wi~hregard to any and all of the
above, the person in charge of tradelllarks must be
confirmed as the person to contact the other party

..",.,...","' ,."'''' ''''.;:. ··•··.. ·!Ec····,

discoverer does'not rumeUe the independently.
(ii) Job assigrlinentof trademarkSl

Since the person in charge of trademarks in the
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company could have the highest sensitivity to
infringements, it is necessary for the persons in
charge .of trademarks to check the media either at
every opportunity or at fixed periods.
Specifically, there are ways of scanning ~ver a
wide range such as collecting brochures etc.,
visiting stores, reviewing newspapers and
magazines, etc. However, since there is a
limitation of the capacity of the person in charge
of trademarks (from the aspect of man-power), as
well as the person in charge of trademarks taking
the initiative in responding, it is preferable to
coach someone by way of in-hollse education etc. to
give suppox-t.

(iii) C911ecting information from other cOlI\Panies in
the same field of business and members of
associations of companies
Trademark committees in the Japan Intellectual
Property Association or various business

. associations aealwithvarious matters relating to
trademarks, ana' there .wol.llli also be places to
collect information. Although opinions are not
always the same in each company, at least
counterfeit matters are of cp~on interest and
such mutual sl.lpport would lead to the
encoUX'agement of infringement discoveries.

(iv) Checking Gazettes
Checking gazettes is an important item because
information relating to applioations and
registrations can leaa to opportunities for
dbcovering infringements. There are not A few
oompanies which request searches by search

with to important
." ,. names. 1r~;at:;ala~;r~;ea·:··· ......•,..... . •...••...•.,[!",..•....•

also :oompanies which ask their agents' for
inf9rmation on status in overseas countries, since
they are unable to see a large part of such
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information directly.
2. Study of Necessity to Exercise Right after Discovery of

Infringement
At the second stage, it is thought that there are the two
:judgment requirements "certainty of own right" and
"necllli:sity .of exercising right", such as bY a warning
letter, lit~gation,. etc,. We should make a comprehensive
judgment by considering the specific circumstances of each

case.
[Viewpoint of Certainty of OWn Right]

(a) Confirmation of right
(i) Confirmation of own cOmpany's right

Firstly, what is needed isconfil:'lnationof one's own.
right to make what kind of assertion based on what
kind of right. It is necessary to carry out checks
as set out below.

Assertion Of right based gn trademark right

case) .
5) It is also necessary to confirm agreements and it

should'be known whether an authorized licensee
exists or not. Also, with regard to imPorts,. an

1) Confirmation of own trademark right by
registry/gazettes (for publication) ,

2) Confirmation' of .current use : the existence of
reasons for cancellation and the property value

of the trademark can be known by checks on
whether or not it is being used, the subject
product, the specific conditions of use, the
frequency/period of use, -etc.

3) Generic terms , descriptive tems etc.: where
there is a possibility that the use of the
trademark Illay be covered by Article. 26 which

'specifies limitations of trademark rights, such·

that an opposing party may counterclaim, this
should be checked at this stage.

4) If a trademark is a device mark, it may also be
necessary confirm no
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in-house system is needed for promptly confi:rming
whether the. product concerned is a legal parallel
import or an imitation.
Note that special attention is required that a
division w:l1ich has no authority of allowance
should not give. licenses to customers. In-house
education etc .. is needed so that licenses are not
given arbitrarily.

Assertion Of, right bAsed on, Unfair· Competition

PreventioD Law

.In the case of ehevnfair Competition Prevention Law,
the possibility of cqllectingas much material as
possible to assert that the trademark is a well-known
trademark is themostimportantrnatter. Specifically,
it .t..Il· necessary·· to present data· such as the sales
period of the product, nUll1bers sold, sales amount,
frequt!Ilcy of advertisements, etc. with such materials
as products or catalogs; vouchers. etc.
Although there may be·no difficulty in proving that the
company's brand names have been used over many years
(well-known or famous), it would be difficult to prove
thewell-knownness of trademarks·other than those used
as the company's plain brands. If the Vnfair
Competition prevention Law can be used in association
with the Trademark Law, exercising this right can be
easier. One may have to exercise one's right when
using unregistered trademarks which have not yet become
famous. .However, ·this may not be said· to be unfair
from the content of the trademark registration system
IUld .the purpose of theVnfair Competition Prevention
Law.
AdyiSability of protection ynderqtber 'laws (yiewpoint

other thaD trademark)

1) Where the subject of protection is a character
mark or such, there are cases where this
corresponds to copyright. If the infringing
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product is a dead copy. since this is a
particularly Unfair action, adou!::li'e approach of

attacking from amoral viewpoint and asserting

one's own right can betaken.
2) Where the shape of 'the product also functions as

a distinctive trademark, there may also be the
possibHityof becoming the subject of design
right infringementif't:here is a 'design right.
,If the design functions as a dilltinctive

tradelilll.rk within 3 years from 'start of sale. the

Unfair 'Competition PreventionI.aw,Article 2
§l(Hi) can be applied to imitations of the

product 'shape.
(ii) Confimation ofopposingparty's right

It is necessary to confirm'whether the opposing
party is using the tradell\8,rk without ani right at
all. From the viewpoint of the Trademark Law,
even where one may think thlltit is similar to

. one's own trademark. there may be cases where the
opposing party has· another registration or hils
obtained a license' from a third party. ,'J:f this

wasfHed beforetbe filing date of the trademark
regietration of one's own company, this will most
likely lead to a reversed situation between the
owner ,of the right and the infringer due>to an
inyalidation trial.
Further, it is necessary to confirm whether the
trademark of the opposing party may receive
protection under the Unfair CompetitiOn Prevention
Law due to use. If the opposing party began using
its trademark beforehand and if it is a well-known
trademark. ,the opposing party' can initiate a
counteraction and demand >,aninjunctionbAsed on

tllisbrand 1l!as well-known prior to the application
,date, of ,'One's own registration, ' this can become a
reason for invalidation of registration. Even if
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it does not go as far as a counteraction or
invalidation trial, there may also be a case where
the opposing party poses a defens.e of right of

prior use or right of intermediate use.
It may also be necessary, according to the
situation,··to confirm whether the opposing party
has a right based on a copyright or design right,
i.e. corresponding to the requisites of Article
29. Where the opposing party is a foreign
company, there are cases where ov~rseas use must
be considered. For trademarks which have had
substantial results overseas, especially thO$8
trademarks whose names are also known. in Japan, it
must be assumed that one's own. company may be
subjected t? a counterattack. of misappropriation
or inappropriate assertion of right. . However,
since this is.by no means reason for anyone who
has a. trademark which is used ..in their own country
to Unconditionally receive. permission to use it in
another country, it may ultimately be a
comprehensive judgment.

(b) Confirmation of current use by opposingpar,ty
It is necessary to secure materials indicating the fact
of infringement by the opposing party.. Although it is
acceptable for the information sent at the time of
discovery to be obvious materials corresponding to
'use" of the trademark. sU9h as the product itself or
brochures, since newspaper and magazine articles are
not sufficient as' evidence of "use", it may.bebest to
argue the existence of an infringement after confirming

investigation .of stores etc. Where one
collect enough materials to. prove an

materials should be acquired D.Y using an.investigative
agency.

(c) .Ju~gment of exil;ten9.e of infringement
(i) . Judgment of similarity etc.
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Similarity of trademarks is a point of contention
common to both the Trademark Law and the Unfair
Competition Prevention Law. In initiating an
injunction under the Trademark Law, a study of the
similarity of the trademarks and the similarity of
the product/service will be carried out. Although
the general criteria for judging similarity is

indicated in examination stand~~ds et~., depending
"on thec!rcumstances of each individual case there
may be a rengeof judgment without uniformity. For
example, in cases of 'company names which are already
·well-knownto a certain extent and' which have some
connection with judgment of the necessity of
exercising right, it is possible to exercise the
right in a range wider than the normal range of
sim!laritystandards.
In the Unfair Competition prevention Law, judgment
of similarity oftradeinarkS is related to the act of
causing confusion as specifiedln Article 2 §l(i)
and the act of using of a well-known indication of
goods as specified in §1(il) ·of the same article.
On the issue of similarity, where necessary one
should obtain the opinions or legal advice of patent
attorneys and/or attorneys rather than, relying

. .

solely on the judgment of the l(erson in charge
within the company.

(il) Actual ElXistence of confusion
. Wher.e'notidentieal or very similar, there are
cases where judgment of similarity differs between
the owner and-the infringer, so that the decision
of &imiladty depends on a court. in
such cases exercise of one' s right be
negative. Xf at that time

positively exercise one's right.
When profitability is the main concern of
exercising right, the ~istence of confusion would
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be an important element. Regarding the act of'
causing confusion under the Unfair Competition

Prevention Law, 'likelihood of confusion' is
certainly a requisitll' and if there, is actual
confusion, it may become a powerful basis for
exercising one's right.

[Viewpoint of Necessity of Exercising Rightl
[General items)

(d) 'Requirements ,for dete:rmining exercise of right
(Questionnaire se,cdon II

In 'responding to an ,infringement case, provided there
is" a certain possibility of exercising one's right,
whether or not the right ,will actually be exercised can
then be decided by comprehensively regarding the
various elements Slet forth below.' with regard to this
matter, a survey was carried out t9 investigatll the
elements which affect, c1ecision', of the exercise of
right, based upon which ,this matter shall be explained.
The assembled results of the series ,of ,questions in the
questiolUla1re referred to hereafter arllincluded in
full at ,the end of this article for your reference.
Among the items set forth for selection, ,Whether each
element was considered important or not considered at
all was investigated (refer to Figure 1). A two-way
answering method of @ and o was prl!!pared for elements
considered important"and according thereto the ,most
important were 'importance of trademark", 'condition of
use" and •scale of infringement". Most notably,
"importance of trademark" was considered an ,important
element by almost all of the companies.
All other items were considered important by half or
more of the respondents, and since there were scarcely

".""""""""",,' ' .,.'," .•,.'",,' ',."" B:%1~r,,%1,!galtiv,e .fl;l1s,~'E!1"I;iitt can bl:>,e!lSa:i,~lJ:.l~~5 .t::I:1l!!l!l!~i~,l!!,II~.","'.,' "",.,,"""""""'" "..' .,. ... ".,fj&....

are subjects for investigation. Looking at the content
of @ and 0, that approximately half of the answers to
"condition of use-were, @) and 0 in contrast to

• importance of trademark" of which 80'15 of the'answers
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were Q)can be considered as meaning that although

"condition of use" is an important element, "importance
of trademark" has priority overall else. It is

thought that giving clear priority to the existence of
use of each individual product or the scale thereof
arises with regard to important trademarks such as
company brand names Gtc.
However, an "important trademark" is one, which
originally amassed good will by its 'use over a long
period of time and has eXtremely high propertyvdue.
Also, in "extentofdamage'incurred"current'useof the
trademark 'and the scale of that use,' (numbers and unit
value) m.llybecome prerequisites. Therefore,
comprehensively"with the recognition of whether the

trademark' is bein~ used and the value thereof as a
prerequisite the three elements of
importance/condition'ofuse/amount'of'damages incurred
with respect to the trademark which have a mutually
close relationship maybe said to be results reflecting
the most serious consideration. Withregard.to,these
three items, that ,the number' of> x 'answers was 0
supports thi/3tendency.
What it very interesting here is that thenUlllber of

"answers of serious consideration ,of ":l:elationship with
opposing party" was large . Combining @ and 0 • in fact
80% of' the companies answered that they would give this
serious c:onsideration, and so it seems to be an
indispensable element.

[Individual elements]
(e) Importance ,of;trademark

Questionnaire Section I indicated that the ·!mportance
Qf the· trademark" is given the most serious
cQnsideration. Elements which determine the

could, De gradell of trademax-kSIluch as
company name, pet name and"lIIe:ritiridicat1on,therange
of' the product in us~, advertising expenses, period of
use, howwell,..known', 'the' trademark .is etc. In
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particular, cases of company names or brands
corresponding thereto are dell! twith specially. It
would cause serious damage to take no action against
infringement, especially for a trademark which has
already amassed good will by its .use over a long period
of time. Not a few companies would take I8verypossible
measure such as the Trademark' Law and/or. Unfair
competition Prevention Law even if actual 'damage does
not occur, 'and legal expenses would amount to a larger
sllIIl.than.usual.
'rhere are some cases where exercise of right'· had been
given up for .business-relilted .reasons . Recently the
.value of the brand is given. more serious consideration
than the business-related disadvantages thereof and the
number of· cases to take action with respect to even
trivial infringements is rising from previous:levels.
Since there is also a possibility of receiving a
eounter-arglllllent from the opposing party to the effect

.. that the owner of trademark right has ignored
infringement by other companies, it is necessary to

. take .positive action witha strictpoliey• 'l'hisis not
limited to brand names which require a morepo~itive

response thana no=l ease as' an important trademark,·
e,g, trademark in which a large amount of money had
been invested for advertising,a trademark used Over a
long period, ora trademark possessing a known neme as
a res;ultof.these.

(f).Unused trademarks (Questionnaire section III)
Wherell.sin the Questionnaire Section I there was the
result that the fact()r of 'use' had the greatest effect
on judgment of the necessity to exerCise right, in this
section', opinions of companies on the matter of

one's right to an unused trademark':.: ""''''.''' ."," .

on the responses to the questionnaire.
The owner profits from those trademarks which are not
actually used but are being used in other classes, have
been used in the past, or had been registered ,in order
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to protect comp~ybrands. Therefore, action 'of some
kind would have to be taken against an infringer with
respect to such m.arks. Thus, when drafting the
questionnaire, we excluded such marks from the
questionnaire on the grounds that they may be

considereCl'useCl"
Regarding th.e exercise of right of unused trademarks,
therems.y.be two t;ypes of argJ,lments about the condition
of: not requiring 'use"as a requisite .for: exercising
right under the trademark system of Japan; Onels the

logic of 'a trademark in use should be worth being
protected ,therefore the right of an 'unulled trademark
shouldinprinoiple not be:exercised" and the other is
·unClerthe C.l1rrentJapanese trademark system, ·it is
fair to exercise one's right against trademark
infringements eVen if the relevant trademark register
is not. in. use. and there is no reason why the :exercise
of right itself should be Clenied" in the light of the
trial system of canoellationtrials, which provide the
opposing party with a.countermeasure. However. these
are.not cOlllpletelyopposingyiews'and maybe the

dilelllll\a .whichaJ,l companies .inevitably· hold'because
theywishto~eroisetheir right as a trademark owner
and at·· the.. same time wish to:adopt another's trademark

if it is not in use.
According to the responses to the questionnaire (Figure
2), many companies want to give :a warningl:>ut worry
al:>out cancellation. Approxim.ately 40% to 50% of all
resPClndents ohose the > substantially equivalentitem.s of
·Where. within 3 years from registration" and
"Initiating cancellation trial troublesome. therefore

.hesitate to exercise right·, there seeming to be a

tendency that whether a canoellationtrial .b::.e: f:;.••................................... tw.:iought i5iii~i5t'

It is.' remarkable that 'companies' considering
·opport\ltlity on business· amounted to one-third of the
total. Comprehensivelye.. we can say that an action
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against infringement of a registered trademark in use
would be taken as a general rule, depending on
necessity, which increases in proportion to the degree
of importance of the trademark. Conversely, we could
also indicate that the owner of a non-use registered
trademark has morl!! flexibility of choice to obtain
income through an assignment with consideration or a
license with royalty, by which remunerative measures no
damage will be .incu=ed.. Generally speaking, it is
appropriate in the current .systemandmostcompanies
would agree that is not unfair to exercise'a right for
unused trademark against an infringement within three
years from the date of registration, therefore the
possibility of. exercising such a right could be
considered. Being able to exercise one's right even
with regard .toan unused trademark, or being able to
demand consideration, 'is recently .one of the measures
for -unused trademark" and has been adopted by the
Patent Office which provides that a decisJon of
cancellation would be given at cancellation trials when
the party receiving the demand does not reply within
six months from the filing date of the trial, and not
because an exercise of right of an unused trademark is
essentially equivalent to a trademark in use, so that
it maybe said that adjustment from the viewpoint of
'use" has proc:eedeci furtht!!r.

(g) Relationship with opposing party (Questionnaire
sectioriII)

The fact that 80' of companies gave serious
consideration to 'Relationship with opposing party" in
Questi9nnaire Section I when deciding ,the possibility
of exercising one's right has already been described,

regard to important trademarks .for example, here
...."'.". +if·.. ·

exercising . ene ' sright so that the
conclusion thereof does nOt change will be investigated
from the viewpoint of to what.extent they affect the
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judgment of exercise the right. The response to 4 was
positive and although a tendency to either direction is
not clear, these items are ways to be considered, when
exercising ol1e's :right, to obtain data concerning the
opposing party (refer to Figure 3).
Accoraing to the questionnaire respollses attached
liereto,what clearlYllhoweci a 'positive' inclination' in
exercising one's right were 'competitors etc.' and 'no

business relationship at all", which were the replies
of half the companies . However, there was a combined
response of 20% for 4 and x in 'competitors', and
althought:heviewPoint here is that of the user of the
:right,it b'reasonable to ,add the consideration that
someday a case where roles are reversed may occur. On
the other hand, regarding an opposing party with whom

one's company has 'no business relationship', the
nl.Ullber who responded x was O,SO that' one may be 'able
to exercise one's right withouthesitat:ion if there is
no relationship with the opposing ,party. Although.it
was predicted that there would be a positive
inclination to 'your company buys opposing partY'5
products"' the responses did not show a clear
inclination. This mayreflecttbet:hinking that even
where one's owncolllpany is in an effective position,
one would prefer to settle out of court with an
opposing party with which one's company has a
relationship, or that where one' s company is a
purchaser, one' s company need not necessarily be
confined to a strong position where the oPP05ing party
is a company from whom one I Ii company is purchas ing,
i.e. the purchaser does not always take a strong
position.
In contrast withtbis, what clearly showed' a "negative

negative responseexceededlialt and the positive
,response was O. Also in tbecasElof 'opposing party
buys your cornpany's produets'; that the x response was
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~al~ and approached 70% when added to the ~ response
shows certain considera~ion to customers. The case of
·cooperative business relationship· also requires
consideration, the combined r~sponse 'of ~;and x thereof
blling close to 70%. However, the.'~ response may be
'becaJ,lsethere is no clear relationship.
Where the rate of 6 responses was relatively high was
for •overseas undertaking etc ••. an"-·· ·acquaintance with
the opposing party's person in ·charge of trademarks·.
40% of respondents consider them effective elements.
As described bllfore~ there an .cases where products
which have had substantial results overseas are also
marketed in Japan and, ,,"ue .ee culeural differences,
including the legal system, there may also be cases
where the Japanese;side does not. receive the intended
response and/or cases where the danger of an
international problem due tOll. mistaken response must
also bll considered. However, on the other hand, if one
·neglects a necessary exercise of right because the
opposing party is an overseas undertaking, that this
would circulate throughout the marketplace and lead to
one being in a situation where it would be more

"'difficult to further exercise one's right becomes an
established fact. Although respon~es to ·overseas
undertaking" cannot be put into a definitive grouping,
it is thought that there are many more factors
requiring caution than in exercising one's right
against a Japanese business and a prompt decision would
be necessary. The acquaintance of. the other ·perllon in
charge. of trademarks· tends toward a personal matter.
Due to the extent of interaction at groups outside of
the company etc. there may be cases where delivllring an
infringement warning in the manner of a 'stranger is

.............•.......................................,.....••....•.....•.. dl:t:ticiJIi:.:tii toward the contact i;,;rls;;;'···············,································It·····.···
should be fUlly considered. Also, if it is well known
what type of response the opposing party will make, one
may change strategy by .looking at the opposing party
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and become cautious· etc. '!'his tendency also appears in
'business which has detailed knowledge of trademarks'
in which almost 40% made the same choice.
Looking at the . results in general, in spite of
sup.erioritY/inferiority of position ..sa whole, it
seems that there is consideration towards the overall
business relationship with the opposing party and a

noticeable tendency to exercise one' sright without
"': hesitation whereone'sicompany has no relationship with

the opposinl/partY. Also. it can be said that
acquaintance with othetepeople in charge of trademarks
has a certain effeet~

(hlCouritermeasures of opposing party
. (Questionnaire section IV)

Other thanexercising<one's right. it is reasonable to
expect a counterattack from the opposing party,. and the
ability to withstand such a counterattack should be
made a prerequisite . Here, thequestiorinaire was
carried out from the opposite viewpoint of what one's
company would do up.on. receiving a warning of
infringement (refer to Figure 4);

What almost all .companies answered was 'confirm the
effectiveness of the trademark right' and "investigate
use". These items, which are also checkpoint.s for
one's owncOUlPiUlY' s trademark rights, can be said to be
items which absolutely cannot be ignored. In contrast
to this, 'ex=ine cancellation trial" stopped at 70%.

Meanwhile, 'investigatebusiness with opposing party".
which approached 80'·, . could. be remarkable. A notable
·tendency.tQ. respond after confirming .the relationship
with the opposinl/ party when receiving a notice of
infring,ment can be seen. Also, if there are parts of

the responses· to'other intellectuaa.l~,~p~~r~oGP~eir:.~t.'iY;,~;,~~7; n •.• '•..•.....•....•...... 'n' •.....'...., ,~t " .
" ·0 party's

~nfringementof your own company's t.radelnark rights·,
etc. which may be common to each. if sOllie Which may be
used in transaction material were to l;>ecome "attack
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opposing party's other.trademark rights' which does not
have even half the number of responses, only S
companies responded positively thereto. Since this is
'an approl1ch to a different case, there may be some
hesitation about .actually initiating such an action.
In general, the party receiving the warning against
infringement may basically consider a dispute mainly on

items relating to·the trademark right, but since half
'of the companies. would carry OU.t a general check if
there are factors Which maYl:>ecome materials for
negotiation, whether to conclude the case with a
response limited Only to the present case .is difficult
to judge. It may become a case which. involves factors
such as other tradelllark rights, patent disputes,
business, etc. to the extent that it becomes a very
serious matter. Consequently, by no means should the
owner of the right exercise that right easily, but the
response to the warning should be decided after
c0rrq:>rebensively checking the various relationships with
the opposing party.

3. Exercise of Right
The three kinds of approaches against infringement of
warning (oral/written), civil litigation (temporary
me.asure/main action) and criminal proceedings can be

considered as measures of exercising one' s r ight.
Normally, cases begin with a warning at first, reaching
the stage of litigation (civil litigation for demanding
prohibition and damage compensation) only When a

..resol\l.tion cannot be rli!ached.l:>y negotiation between the
parties concerl1ed. It is very rare to lodge a criminal
suit from the beginning (other than in extremely' hostile
cases) .
(a) Gatheril19 evidence

as a
'o(=1og, it is necessary to gather sufficient IIl!lterials
to support tbe fact of infringement. Before exercising

one's right, one ItlaY need toonc:e more review whether
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only the materials at hand are sUfficient, considering
the condition and who the opposing party is, and where
necessary also gather evidence on the assUmption of
litigation. For example, where the opposing party is a
manufacturer of counterfeit products and there is a
,possibility 'of evidence being destroyed, it is

necessary to have' s'ecured suffi.cient inescap~le

materials and to use an investigative agency in order
to gather evidence if the materials are inSUfficient.

(b) Contact for negotiation
There lsthe choice of the division rllsponsil:lle within
the company or a patent attorney as representative.
RespOnses by the division responsible within the
company are common where such division has ample
experience and the capacity to handle the cian. In
normal domestic cases, it is thought that the scarcity
of cases leading to: litigation may also be a
co=esponding background for divisiOns responsible. In

cases where lftigation is expected, or when dealing
with hostile or 'large groups of counterfeit
manufacturers, it is preferable to have a
~epiesentative (such as an attorney etc~), arid it is
thought that even where the person responsible for
trademarks within the company controls the case it is
preferable 'to have a representative and to not have
direct '·contact.

(c)Meanscf eXerciSing right
, It .is usually recognized that litigation is the last
means of exercising right, and is only performed When
discussion between the .parties concerned could not
reach an agreement,an.dthere are no other choices than
litigation. ConsequentlY,it is extremely rare to
initiate from

a should be
delivered in Writing, and the questionnaire includes a
question regarding oral warnings (refer to Section
V/Figure5). Firstly, with regard to the question of
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at the beginning of
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the case Qepends· on the ¢ountry.
One theot::her, .in Japan, since it is recognized that
litigation is the lasti"esort, if II suit is filed at

"Have you ever given anloral notice of infringement?",
more than half !il'ave an liiffirmative reply, leading us to
understand that not a few oral warnings have been

. given.

With regard to what ki~d of cases oral warnings were
given in, the major11tyof cases considered. the
relationship between t~e parties concerned, such as
·where there is a relat+oIlship' anQ "acquaintance with
person in charge of trademarks. Zn ccntrast, there
were relatively few res;ROnses of "quick resolution', so
that it seems that' the, main reason for delivering an
oral warning is a relat~onshipwith the opposing party
rather than the effectiVeness of the method. However,
since an oralwarninll' does not remain objective
evidence which would p~ove when one met the opposing
party and what was su1m.itted, depending on the case,
even where the opposing party is the same party, the
proper means should be ~hosen from among the oral way
and a written form, and when receiving a notice it is
necessary to request a ~itten notiee.
Contents-certified mai:j. is often used when sending
warning letters . Zn hOiStile cases and cases expected
togo to litigation, i~ may be necessary to consider
whether to send the ~arning letter by contents
eertified mail QepenQin~ on the other party. OVerseas
there are countries where a tMlporary restraining order
and/or seizure order is' given on the day that
litigation is filed, as in the United States. Zn such
countries, the effective procedure· could be filing
litigation without delivering I!. warning letter after
carrying out a suffil:ient investigation of the
infringement action, and thereafter carry out
negotiations for
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mostrare andare
by negotiation after

6)

in the questionnaire
hj,ghnUl1\l:)ersof@ and 0 ......................·..······lii···

se·tt.lleJIILent; of case Creflar to

leading to suits
cases are resolved

cases
infringement
warning,

there is a common understandinl1thatawarning
must be sent first in cases. where a possibiJ.ity fo:!:
negotiation with the opposing party still!l'Cists,

unwillingness to complicate matters,
litigation procedure costs more money than a

warning and n.egotiation, and
because a suit may lead to damage to the company's

image, .
4. Conclusion of Case

Cal Requirements f07
Questionnaire section
The requirements
(especially items which

was inclUded top the necessary requirements
when settling cases. "Termination ofthe.infringing
action" was .not included on the grounds that>it was

first, the opposing party would harden its attitude so
that it would be imp05iliblll to come to an agreement by

negotiation.
In Japan, the following are set forth as ..conceivable
reasons for directly filing a suit or issuing charges
without warninl1 or negotiation,

The infringement action 0# the opposj,ngparty is

extremely hostile,
there is the possibility of destruction of

evidence, and
it is the case that the atrial ....ill have the

greater impactQn the opposing party.
On'the other'hand, the following a:;::ethe reasons why
they prefer a warning against infringeml!!nt rather than
a civil suit or cr~nal change

A warning usually.resolves the case faster than
litigation,



considered indispQnsablQ.
Those choices which have been checked as ·0, 0 or .l1 in

this question might be requested in negotiations. As
shown in Figure 6-1, roughly equal nlllllbers of cOllilanies
marked· each choice, and especially there were responses

from over 60 comp~e5·with respect to the four choices
of "retrieval/disposal of infringing article etc." and
"damage compensation". The contents thereof are as
described below. Regarding retrieval/disposal of
"infringing products anCl. sales. materials such as
brochures etc.", it is understood that close to 80' of
companies thilt answered @ and 0 consider this an

indispensable requisite. In comparison thereto, few
companies conSider.ed "damage compensation'
indispensable and this may indicate that prohibition of
the infringement in any event is a higher priority than

financial comPensation.
j3 companies among the 53 which marked. the item
"requirement of apology" have a choice for exemptions.

A apology means that the company ~esponsible

. aCkn~WledgeS its infring:.m.ent action to 1;l1e public, and
it is thought that this may affect the~urvivalcf the
company in serious cases. Consequently, it could be
considered that the opposing party woul.d strongly

resist an. "apology'. .. If the prohibition of the
infringement action can be ensured. it could be better

to make concession after nego1;iation .as 10l),g as it does
not affect the other company's honor.

Regarding "previous acknowledgment of changed
indication" where the product is. coptinuously sold, of
56 companies 39 who answered @ and 0 had an

inclination towards requirement thereof. Where use
under changed is permitted it be .... •.•....

definitely does not infringe the trademark right.
There were also some c.,mpanitts which listed in
particular acquisition of a written oath or written
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agreement as conditions in negotiations.
Meanwhile. a question was included in the questionnaire

from the point of view of what would or W9uld not be
admitted in a cas~ where the opposingp~7ty requires
concessions. Approximately 50 companies answered A and
o for each. question. leaving a possibility of

concession (refer to Figure 6"::n. However, "sale of
stock" was never approved by the 15 companies who chose
the. x response. t,his 1>&ing the greatest~umber to give
a negative response among all the questioIls •. and the A
responses also should not be taken as affirmative When

·considering the above-descri1:led ten.d!ilncy .. ~o give
priority toprohibiti.o~.This may. be basically
rejected. .There were a large number of c><ll.llswers to
"not > publicizing to others'. with regard to importl!.nt

trademarks in particular there may ~ ~aselil where it is
better to make a press release with th!il intention of
making an example of the result to other potential
·!nfringe:rs.

Gene~allY ~ealting, it seeIl\S that sl1sp~si9n. of use and
. preservation of sale owne~ship of the tradema:Sk right

have priorities over all things and damage c9lllPensation
"'ould not necessarily I:>e required wi..th respect
requirements other than suspension. including exemption
from compensation, and there is a general tendency to
be .flexible to the opposing party's requ!ilsts.

(b) Infringement prevention 11le~sures
Prevention ofa recurrence of infringement should not
be neglected in the settlement of an infringement case.
Not onlypre",ehting repeated infringement by the same
infringer, but also blocking the possibility of a
similar cass a third party be n~cessary.

a constant.. might be necessary .as I1snsral
measures for preventing infringement.
Ii) Prevention of repeated infringement

It is necessary to obtain a promise to the effect
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that the infringer will henceforth not commit any
infringements at all in the form of a written
agreement or written oath. If by any chance a

problem should arise it can be pursued as a
violation of the obligation of the agreement.
The content thereof is basically· each of the
elements intend in the requirement of the
settlement of the. case. concerning the obligation
of retrieval/disposal for products etc., a
'deadline and obligation fOr reporting should also

be provided for retrieval/disposal so that such
.obligation would be effective. In addition,
depending on the case, it would be necessary to
cut off at the source the means by which the
trademark is placed on products' by disposing of
metal molds, printing presses, and so forth.
Further, in the case of counterfeiting products,
because the distributor and manufacturer are not
necessarily the same, it may be necessary to
eradicate· the infringing products by getting
information on" thelllanufacturer behind the
distributor. Where permitting sales of stock it
is neces'sary to provide a deadline, amount, and
other conditions in the contract so that the
infringing product does not continue to be sold in

·the same manner.
J:n particular, where the production source is
overseas, infringing products can be stopped at
customs. Where there is no registration in
countries overseas, the importation of.infringing
products could be prevented by an application for
SUBpension of importation at the Customs Office'
based on the Customs Pixed Rate Act. This can be

......................................................'app,liidmn,ot but also

to cases Where theproduct:ion source exports via
anC?ther cOl1lpany.

(ii) Effect on the general public
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Since.well-known and famous trademarks have a
restraining effeot on other oompanies beyond the
extent of the registration thereof,
oountermeasuresfordilution should be oonsidered
on a daily basis to maintain its effect with
respect to important trademarks. However, because
the deterrent effect does not necessarily extend
over the entirety of trademark protection only bY
the fact of being wdl-known or famous, planning
of a special level application/registration
pOlicy, a oondition where use bY other companies
is effeotively blocked, etc. should be
investigated.
Specificill.lly:

1) .unify the manner. of use as a trademark
(specification documents, display method, etc.)
and apply them. thoroughly. within the company,
associated subsidiaries, etc.
Although basic requirements, with regard to
company names or brand names . corresponding
thereto inparticular,it isnElcessary to prevent
inconsistency of the company image and to not
give. other companies the opportunity to uee them
even in other business fields in which there is
no registration.

2) Zf use as a product name bY another company is
neglected, there is the possibility that it will
become ill.. generic term.or descriptive term. In
.such a case, the following prevention measures
"are .necessary.

"Zndicate N or ~ with trademarks.
Obligation in agre$lllents to indicate that the

trill.demark ilS your .cOlI\Pany· s trademark.

Jlot to use tbe trademark as a product mune.
Improvement regarding usage conditions in your

company where is mistaken for a generio term or
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descriptive term.
Advertisement bY newspaper advertising etc.

3) Advertising an infringement case example in press
releases etc ..is an effective means of deterring/
restraining counterfeiters in particular.

4)· The. following means exist as an applicationl
registration policy.

File a defensive lIIUkapplication.
File applications for all possible

products/services. . .
File applications· forsimilaJ:" trademarks· sO that
other companiescllmlot obtain such trademarks.

However, regarding similar tra'demark al'plications,
since these are not identical trademarks to be
protected, there could be different opinions on
whether such applications are necessary measures
or not. Al though this depends on company policy,
there is no necessity to continuously file
applications for all variations and combinations.
and the necessary application would be limited

according to the value of the trademark.
Note that the subject of the above consideration
is limi ted to mainly company brand names and/or
names Which correspond to them. Applications to
protect important trademarks which are related to
individual product" should be strictly limited
only to the extent to which there is a possibility
of confusion of the specified product/servi<:e.

'IV. Afterword
As can be understood fram the responses to the questionnaire
from various companies within Japan, the business people
responsible within

Naturally, although there portions in which
~ifferences in responses occur depending on the type of
business or scale of business of the member companies, it
should be strictly taken all total overall tendencies.
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Accompanying the increase in the speed Clfinformation
transmission, the scale of world trade, arid complexity, a

further i.l:lcreue in intellectua.l property disputes is

f9.rE!c~13t,but it cannot be said that resolution of such
Clispute~ by legalharmoniza.tionissufficient~ The purposes
of~~;:Il\0r;~:I;ationcanbe achievedonJ.y to<theextent of
efforts which are made towards mutual understanding of the
customs and national characters born of the historical
backgro~d andenvironmentpf eachcCluntry.Depending on the
condition of the documentation,theremaybejiortions where

l!lrla.:\'Yl3tS is.insufficient or wording is insufficient,
therefq;~take this intoconsiderationcOIlcerning the result
tables ;fthe ques~~onnaire.
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Will youraction differaccordins: to yurrelatiOnship with theopposing party?

o x

54 17

In the ease of O.
which elements have particular effect'!

(0: easier to assenrls:hrx: llarlItoassen riihl, d: depending Qnesse, buthas largeeffect) .

Table2

Table I

(0: parlicuIar lIlICIllion. 0: IItleIllion, X : IlIIor)

I. Blemenw kQDSjdeRd when taking ACtion

II.·Re1stiM$hjp with the PP!2O$ing PIny

Questionnoim· '!'rIdcm8rl< Infringement
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• Other opinion:
• Seale of opposingparty's.
• Dllution.
• Allsubjects are orconsideration. .

• Other opinion:
• Nochange due to opposing party, bol would co"';c!er theabove ilcms.
• Would consider the above butnotessenlial.
• Would assertrightifopposing party were down,the-line lII8IlufaClUre<.
• Would assert severely lfit wasdead copy, JepeI1lCd infJ'ingcmen1, etc.
o In thecaseof unfBiruse, would no! hesitate 10 exercise.

. ... ' .
,

, s 0 x

extentor-e SO 12 0
MAJimancy 22 34 4
Imoor1llllee ofTM . 56 14 0
Reladonshin with oooosl..DartV 5 52 2
Useof thcTMb. youreemoanv 35 34 0
License a.-ment! with third tl8rties 7 40· 8
Exnenses expected inaction 6 42 3
Action 13keninorecedent ease 0 38 9
Commnv's Cl'ood name 8 41 4

"
. 0 " x

Oooosi.. nanvis comeetitor (same busIness\. 35 12 2
Havecooperative business reJationshin . 2 18 29
OODOsin2 nartv Is vour tomoanv's cusomer 0 12 35
Your eomeanv is oDoosin2 partv's customer 19 13 7
NodeaJin.. 3S 2 0
:>ntnsina Darty is larRe cornoanv 14 10 10
:>nnnsin17 nartv·is medium-small comnanv 10 II 2

--.;=n2 Danv is lar2escale eomeanv 0 6 37
--i osi.. nany hasdelailed knowled.oe ofTM 9 15 3

TM snecialists in oonosi.. narty's com""ny 10 10 0
Aceualnlance withtheo!lllOSino nnrty's nerson inchar.eofTM 7 19 3
OnoosinQ' eerrvis forcililncomoration. 7 20 . 1



In. Non.llg Tradwlll'!s (ExceptTMusedinpastlused inother Class)

Whatdoyouthind of asserting your riihl based ona non-use TM?

. Table3
. .. . ..

0
.

Essentiallv no dama.e. therefore nonecessity 16
hesitate in fearof cancellation trial~ 'lean; afterre';stIlltion1 .. 28
would consider when within 3ve.... from reRisuation 33
holder ofTM has soleri.ht to use Will assertri.ht 12

.....re.isteredtheTMwith a nlan tousein future Will assert riRht 29
when notin usein should notassert ri2ht Onlv used TMshave value innrolectin_ 8
Anoooonunitv forE!'aininillisence fee 24

• Otheropinion:
• would assert rightif thel'O is inlenBe-use llIld Withill3 yean ofregisti'ation.
• Possibility of anassignment is higher than license.
• License/assignment to apx. recover the appllcation costs (not considered .. anasoert).
• Would decide bypossibility of theTMbeing cancelled, sizaofdamage, amount ee.,butnecessit)'

for asserting righlis lower.

IV. RS;ejvjoR jnfringment DQdee

Whatchecks would you make?

Table 4
. 0

confirm oooosin. Dartv'S effective TM 70
invastiuata TM's condition of use bvoonnstn. nanv 7S
consldar lack-of·use cancellation trial invalidation trial. 48
checkDODOsin_ oanv's infrin.emants on'lourTMs 27
consider attackin_ other TMs owned bvDOoosin_ partv, 5
check whether there areother lP disoutes between twocompanies 34
Lookfor business relationshio between tWO comoanies ... .. S4

• Olheropinion:
• seekpossibility of amicable resolution through lop-level relationships.
• check business condWons andcontent ofopposing party (especially unknown company).
• check whether TMis used ascommon term orproduc! display terminology.

v, Qml nntiQMofjofringment

Haveyouever given anoial notice?

lltwhalcases

Table 5

oral notices common Amon our com anie's business field
de of infrin ement isIi_hi.
ac uaintanee with sin~ t 's erson inchar e ofTMs
have destin s with the 0 sin artv.
Tosolve theeasemore uickl
not to leave an record.
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• Other opinion:
• Tosee·oposing party's reaencn before delivering wriuen notification.
• PoliC)' is 10 givewriuen notice.

VI. COnclpding tAA Pst .

In onIer10 conclude a case, wIlat COIlditions '"mqWred? (other ihan ltlIlIinatIoo of infrlnIementaction)

<0 :essential, 0: depeIlding on_ 4: PJeferable)

Table6
~ c 4

Retrieve di"""sa1 of infrinain. article 34 21 g
Rettie sal of documents such .. manuals etc, 18 ZI 15
Rettiev disnosal ofsales IlUbJications suth asCBralo... etc. 26 27 9
Paymentordams~e comoenSlltion 5 33 23
Reauire oublished allO!02V 5 15 33
reeulre Drior concent IS 24 17

. .

• Othe:opinion:
o Documents recording theinlent of liability for theinfringement
o Submission ofdocument srating nover 10 re-infringe.
oConclusion of agreement or submission of wriaen oathreconling necessary conent
o ManufSC:lllre information (when opposing party is salescompanyandis not the msnufac:t=r)
o Agree10damsgecompeDSlltion incases of fulUre infringement
o Theschedule corn:eming withdraw, ere.

Will)O"~cept anyof thefollowing condllions?

(x: unacceptable. 4 : acceptable depending onesse. 0: easily sc:ceptable

Table7
.. " 4 0

admit stock 15 50 2
license 7 55 4
nottoreauire dams2eS 4 45 4
not to oublieiz. to others 4 45 10

• Olheropinion:
4 Oncases based on unsuitable instructions from subsidiaries of the company, We will admitdisposal
ofstotlqrenouncemcnt ofdamage compensation.
4 Retrieval of infringing articles already on themarket

vn. Your mmmmy's field prbll$incss

. Does yourcompany produce orell goods for theconsuming public? .

llIlllll Med,CI' tr:OYI o,"",ClI ncCUlon Autoo 1- 'OM.. "'abet lOW
Textiles Ahchin.. molive

um r. een no.. ",~.7>. ,-,"" .. ~~"-~~,,_._,,<",-.' .•~,,",,-""'.

~.ncm .,
Product! c

·RoopondenlS: IspanesaPIPA Members (71)

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION
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PATENT EXHAPSTION AND LICENSE AGil.EEMENT

I •. INTRODUCTION
pnder the present trend that the intellectual property

right is regar(led as important, an aggressive utilization of
patent right is.generalized as a means to proceed the
business more advantageously.
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Under such cireum~tance~; it seems that. there is a move
ment by a patent owner, who believes to have found some high
value on a specific patent, to enforce its right more effec
tively by asserting its right to several accused infringers
in different stages of distribution such as manufacturer,
dealer, retailer or user on a same product.

However, in case the enforcements of right are made
against such plural accused infringers on a same p~oduct or
the duplicated en;,orcements9fright are made by using
categorical difference, it may be related to so-called
"Patent Exhaustion".

Accordingly, we would li,ke to summarize the basic theory
of "Patent Exhaustion", considering various presumed'ty'pes
of "the exercise of patent right" and to investigate into
the claims of patent ownerEl and of defendants for your
reference.

Recently, juridical decisions with respect t.o, the
"Patent Exhaustion" have been rendered in the U.S.A. The
"Patent Exhaustion" in a domestic market, in which the goods
under patent are distributed in the same domestic market,
will be specially focusEled on in. this paper.

2. PATENTEXBAUSTIONAND ITS CASE IN JAPAN AND IN THE
'U. S.•A.

2-1:Patent Exhaustion' in Japan
(1) "InCiependencyof infringement act" and "Patent
Exhaustion"

We explain you.a relation bet.ween"Independency of
infringement act" (to make, t6 Use,to sell, to lease, to
exhibit, to import etc) and "Patent Exhaustion" as follows;

"Independency of infringement act" is a principle that
,

import constitute independent infringement. For instance,
an act by ~ as abllsinessto make a patented goods illegally
is itself an act of infringement, regardless whether or not
the goods are sold. In the case whenB purchases the goods
from A, and B sells them commercially to C, and'C uses it,
an act to make the goods by A, an act to sell the goods by
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B, an act to use the goods by C, constitute independently an
infringement on the patent right.

A has no patent license

Each act of A. B. and C. constitues independently an
infringement ofthe patent right.

A

To manufa
cturethe
patented goods
as a business

B

Tosell the
patented goods
as a business

c

To use the
patented goods
as a. business

"Patent Exhaustion" is a theory to explain the
exceptional case from the above mentioned "Independency of
infringement act", and means that a person, who bought the
patented goods from its patent owner or licensee, does not
infringe the right, even if he uses or resells the same.

In brief, once the patented goods have been sold legally
by the patent owner or its licensee, such patented goods are
freed from the patent right according. to the "Patent
Exhaustion".

2.2: Cases on "Patent Exhaustion" in Japan
(1) The case of automatic pin setter for bowling (Decision
by Osaka District Court on 9 June 1969)

By this court decision, "·Patent Exhaustion" was

sale abroad of the patented goods does not constitute the
exhaustion of domestic patent in Japan, however,the "Patent
Exhaustion" caused by an domestic act is admitted as a
proper one.

The outline of this case is as follows;
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..

According to the decision: "As the goods was legaHy
sold in Australia by the sub-licensee B.of X's A~stralian

patent, it is a4mitted that the Australian pat~nt has
"··eXhaiist"e".d:1~u.t··B····hasra·"SUD~lidensewn;tiin·······il:.f~fritory······of····

Australia o~ly, and it is never a4mitted that the said sub
license wiHcover the grant of sub-licensing right to be
extended to Japan.

The plaintiff X( Nationality: U.S.A. ,themamifacturer
and the seHer of the bowling equipment, ·the .patent owner)
has the patent right in Japan and in Australia, as to the
invention regarding "automatic pin setter for bowling",
while the defendant y ( Nationality: Japan, the owner of a
bowling alley) imported the used equipment from Australia
via Hong-Kong to Japan and commercially used it. The
concerned used equipment· is the legal goods utilizil1g
Australial1 Patent owned by· X.'
The usecfequi.pment was lnadebysublicensee B und~rtl'1e

subli,C:~ll~~gra,l1ted by lic:ellsee A an4was sold to C. The
defendant Y obtained the equipment in Australia imported it
from C via Hong-Kong into Japan. X filed a suit that Y's act
infringesX's patent in Japan.

(import)
Y(own usefor
business)

Japan (Patent owner
X)Hong-Kong

(license) (subllcense) (sell)

X '---+A '---+ B '---+ C

(""""\/::
(import)

Y Y

Australia (Patent owner X)
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The effectiveness of X's Japanese patent right shall
never be affected by the practice of X's Australian patent
right."

applied. (Invention: V'0192M~ "aJU.1.y:a

(2) The case of laver pick-Up equipment (The supreme court,
dismissal an appeal, 25 Oct.1994)

This was the case that, due to the reason that an
original judgment of Osaka High Court mentioned hereunder
contains no-illegality, an appeal was thus dismissed by the
Supreme Court. Osaka High Court decided to admit that the
patent owner is entitled to receive the damages from the
manufacturer (A in the next figure) having manufactured the
patented equipment as weJ.l as the compensation from the
seller (B in the next figure) having bought the equipment
from A and sold them to its customers, on the basis of the
infringement on the same patent right respec;tively. The
Supreme Court did not say the detailed reason why the appeal
was to be dismissed and did not adopt the "pat~n;

Exhaustion" theory.
In the original judgment, it was decided, as shown in

the below-mentioned figure, thatthedamage.sustainedby the
patent owner (calculated on the basis of the profit gained by
the manufacturer A) through an act of manufacture and sale
of the patented equipment by the manufacturer A was to be
paid. In addition, the selJ,er B shollld pay an am9unt
corresponding to ther9yalty ••

The case seems to be that the "Patent Exhaustion" theory
is to be applicable. However, it was so explained and
understood that because the necessary premises to constitute
the doctrine, "authorized sale of a patented product" was
not at the time of the
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(3) The case of plastic door ·frame (Nara District Court: 28
1975-Showa SO No 287

*1: compensation to dalllageca1culated on the basis of the
profitgainedbyA
*2: royalty as compensation to damage sustained by the
patent owner due tOB's sales act:;

The manufacturer A

Sales

ThernanufacturerB

sue

sue

damages (*1)

damages (*2)

The patent owner

However, according to this judgement, the "Patent
Exhaustion" theory may be applicable only whEina patented
product is legally bought: from thepat:Eillt: ownEii, and if the
license was not obtained by themanufacturei:at the time of

~ . ~.

sale of .a patented product, a .person whobO:llght, such
patentedprodtictmay be brought pn action~nderthe civil
law.

And suppose if it is possible to bring an action under
the civil law to each infringer,themanufacturer shall,
theoretically, bear all of t:he royalties accrued on every
steps of distribution, which is not cl1ways appropri<ite.

This is a case that an act· to sellthEi products obtained
from licensee is normally the proper act within scope of a
license of utility model, and that the alleged infringement
was therefore rejected.



Right holder of
Utility model X
(Licensor X)

license Normal Licensee
(processerB)

Transfer Material
supply

sue Distributor I

(Material manufac-
turerA)

.. .

. . ...

,

Sales

The case was disputed if, on the premise that B is the
licensee of Utility model X, the distributor .A's sales act
infringes the right of utility model, when A, being t~e

material producer, supplies the material to X's licensee B
and.Bprocesses the material to complete the licensed.
products for A, and A sells the same as its own products on
the market.

The judge decided that the sales act of the goods,.which
were legally manufactured by the proper licensee Band
legally transferred to A, was a proper act to be included in
a license conditions.

'0

from a double ga1n1ng by the patent owner.
The person who bought legally the patented goods, which

should be used only to •. utilize for execution of the patent,
is entitled to use or to resell sU9h goods witho~t any
restriction~y the patent owner. The patent owner is not
permitted to make any restriction of the resale price.

2-3: Domestic ~xhaustion Theory ~n the U.S.A.
(1) Patent ~xhaustion

"Patent ~xhaustion" i$la theory that an exclusive right
of patent owner has to be exhausted at the first sale of the
patented goods by tl:).e patent. Qwner or ~ts proper licensee •

..................................•..•.. '.0 .ol??~
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(2) Implied License
In the U.S.A. ,there is another concept named "Implied·

License", in addition to the concept of "Patent Exhaustion"
which is accepted in Japan.

"Implied License" is the right on basis of estoppel,
effecting that a person, who has once granted its property
license, is not permitted to injure the right of licensee by
an act to be done later than its conclusion date. In the
case when a person buys the goods to utilize the patented
combination process from the patent owner, assignee or its
licensee, it comes to the question if the "Implied License"
is granted at the same time. In' order to impose an
affirmative existence of "Implied License", it is usually
necessary to fulfill two conditions mentioned below:

1) The sold goods shall not have "non-infringement
usage"(Once the goods are used, they shall automatically
infringe on the patent)

2) It is inferred that the license has been granted at
the sale of the goods.

2-4: Precedent of Court Judge regarding the "Patent
Exhaustion"
(1) Patent EXhaustion

Adams vs.Burke, 84 US(17 Wall.)463,21 L. Ed.700(1873)
The patented goods: Coffin Cover
plaintiff: A licensee, who has the sales right of the

patented goods outside Boston.
Defendant: A person, who has bought the patented goods

from such aperson,ha:ving a sales right of
the sallie in Boston, and has used the same

.,

JUdgl'nent:

undertaker and the goods was··used for a
business purpose.)
Once the goods was properly manufactured and
sold, no limitation should be given to its
use. when the machine or equipment are
sold, which are worthwhile only when they
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are used, it is deemed that the>patent owner
or its assignee have already received a
license fee at the time of their sale, and
have parted from any restriction right of
its use. The goods are to be distributed
free from any limitation caused by any
exclusive right whatsoever.

United States vS. UnivisLens Co.,316U.S.241,86
L.Ed.1408,62 S. Ct.1088(1942)

The sales right owner of double focus lens blank is riot
entitled to control the selling price of the lens polisher
or of lens distributor. (The patented goods seems to be the
double focused lens.) The sale of the goods accepted by· the
patent owner, which is to be used exclusively for the .
practice of "the patent, shall cease the exclusivity of the
patent-on the concerned goods. There is no other way for
the double focus lens blank to utilize it other than to
make the spectacle by its polishing •

. Cyrix Corp. vs , Intel Corp. , 32USPQ2d 1890, Eastern
District of Texas 1/21/1995

The "Patent Exhaustion" is to prevent from the double
gainirigbythe patent owner, and if anon-infringement use
of the goods licensed by the patent owner pould be invented,
the theory can not be applied.

(2) Implied License
Met Coil Systems Corp. vs. Lorners Unlimited Inc. (231

USPQ 474, Fed. Cir.1986)
Patent: Patent concerning equipment and process about

duct.

ducts and flange for the patented equipment, and also· sold
special cornerpiecE!s to be used together with the flange.

Defendant: sold corner pieces.
The plaintiff asserted that the patent infringement was

induced by the sale of>c::orner piebes by the defendant, but
the District Court judged that the patent owner granted an
"Implied License" to its customer by selling the forming
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machine and that there was no inducement of nor contribution
infringement by the defendant, as no direct infringement
existed.

The Fe.deral Circuit also.rendered .the decision to
acknowledge the "Implied License". It was necessary to
fulfill two conditions that the "Implied License" was to be
recognized.

1) The goods sold by thepatent.owneJ: had>no
application in the non-infringement field.·
- The J:equisj,.tewas fulfilled concerning the forming
machine.

2) The condition .of sale should clearly indicate to .be
able to induce that the "Implied License II nad been granted.
- This requisite was also fulfil.led. Although the defendant
was responsible to prove theJD<l,tt:er,theexecutionofthe
claimedproce~sandtheexistence.of the machine .only to
make the claimed products.wouldhave been a prima facie to
kick back the burden of proof to the patent.owneJ:,whogave·
no contra-evidence ·.whatsoever.

The plaintiff asserted that the second requisite was not
fulfillE!d, because the plaintiff advised to the customers
that the corner. pieces might n.o.t be bought without license,
however, the court rejec:t:ed this aSl;lertion due to t.he fact
that the advice after the sale of'l;he forming maci,line was
not acceptable. (If this advice would have been made before
the sale of the machine, the plaintiff's ass.ertion migi,lt
have been accepted.)

2-5: aurden of proof .as to the First Sale
In order that the "Patent Exhaustion" or the "Implied

is sale
..C.CC..-C.C.CC..cC..•.•;C•.•C·.CC•..C. ,..,..•· W,....

of the go.ods has been performed legally under a license or
an approval by thE! patent owner. It is inc:.ol'lsistent.in the
judges of the U.S.A. which party,.Le.the plaintiff.orthe
defendant, l;lhall have the. burden of proof 1;0 this point.

B~ssick Mfg.Co. vs .,.Adams Grease Gun c:orp., 54F. 2d285,l2
UPSQ78(2d Cir.l931), .cert.dismissed,286 U.S.567(1932)
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Patentowner

3 • CASE STUDY
3-1: Enforcement of Patent Rights on Each Distribution~~

Stage on basis of Differep,tClaims in the Same Category in
the Same Patent.
(1) Enforcement on basis of the claims on the components
and on the ~omplete goods.

User

exerciseofthe right

1saleof complete goods

Complete Goods ManlJ- .
facturer

sale of components

exerciseof the right

1
Components ManlJfac
turer

... .... ..

Claim A ClaimB

claim on the components
... claim onthe complete

goods .

. . I
I

"the defendant has the burden of proof to establish an .
implied license."

Green vs.Electric Vacuum Cleaner Co.,132F.2d 312,313,56
OSPQ 127(6th Cir.1942)

"There is authority for the proposition that one who
buys patented articles from a vender who has himself
purchas~d them ~rom qnknown manufacturers, does not carry
the burden of showing tha't he is a licensee"

It is a question whether· or not the patent right to
capture complete gOOdS has been exhausted by an authorized
act to make and to sell 'the components by the components
manufacturer, in case a patent claim to cover the components
as well·asa patent claim to cover the complete goods are
included in the same patent. In other words, whether or not



the patent owner is able to assert its right under the claim
on the complete goods, to the complete goods manufacturer.

Suppose that the components manufacturer is the licensee
who can legally practice inventions in claim A and B as
-well.

The -goods sold properly by the components manufacturer
are the components covered by the claim A only, and the sale
of the complete goods covered by thec:laim Bby the SamE!
manufacturer has not yet been done. Because the sale of the
complete goods including such components is firstly dorieby
the completE! goods manufacturer, 'the patent has not yet been
exhaustedinconnecticln with.th.e complete goods claim B, and
it is difficult to consider that the patent owner has
alreadyrecei'l7ed a sufficient remuneration for his/her
disclosure of the whole invention and for the pi~ctice of
invention done by complete goods manufacturer.

However, there may be a case that the concerned
components aloneean not function by itself (e.g., in order
to utilize the components, another element must be added and
the combination of such components and such additional
element constitute the claim B), where the "Patent
Exhaustion" theory might be applicable, therefore, it seems
to be necessary that the content of claims of the patent
right, content of the license agreement, and the business
structure of the components manufacturer etc shall be
carefully studied, before the application of the "Patent
Exhaustion" theory is decided.

In connection with this case study, there is also a-case
where such patent in which a claim on the complete goods
exists, and where a license for the components, which are

exclusively used for such compl~l~e~t;~e;iir~i~::~'ii~(~i~;n;;:tilh:;i~;s;~;;~~~!~~~2~"""""~"'"'~'~'!r'''''''''
infringement may c is granted to such

manufacturer, who manufactures and sells the same 'to the
complete goods manufacturer. It is the question whether the
patent right can be enforced on this' complete goods
manufacturer, but ,before the decision is made,it should be
also necessary to study on each case so carefully as the
cal?eof the .foregoing example.

. ("
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(2) The Referential Precedent in the U.S.A.
"Cyrix Corp. vs. Intel Corp."
(32 USPQ 2d 1890, Eastern District of Texas 1/21/1994)
The patent (owned by Intel Corp.) disputed by the suit

concerns about a memory control system of CPU,in which the
claim 1 covers CPU itselfal1d the claims 2 and 6 cover the
combinati~ns of the said CPU and an outside memory.

Cyrix had manufactured CPU for its own use by i'exas
. Instruments Inc. ("TI") and SGS Thomson Inc., who are the
authorized licensees of Intel, and since Intel was not
entitled to sue Cyrix directly (see next SectiClrt3"';2),
issued warning letters to Cyrix'sus~rs like Compaq etc.
stating probable patent infringement due to. its claims 2 and
6 of the patent. Against this action, Cyrix asked a
declaratory judgment ofnoI)...infringement,due to the fact
that the .concerned patent right has been exhausted thl'ough
the manut:acture under the proper license·. Cigreement.

The court decided clearly that the agreement between
Intel and TI is not extended tp TI's customer(in this case
Cyrix) with respect to Intel's claim on the system, however,
because CPU (in this case, the CPU infring;ng the claim. 1 of
Intel's patent) itself does not function without an outside
memory, the court rendered the judgment that the claims 2·
and 6 have been exhausted.

3-2: To have manufactured the Patented Products> to the
Proper Licensee, .having the Right to Make and to Sell the
same.

For instance, in the field of computer or semi
conductor, the designs of products is done by its own hand,

..... ····~:'L".~ " are to such . .

enterprise having manufacturing technology and necessary
equipmel1ts. A.nd there is such a case, that the enterprise,
being sub-contracted in manufacturing, has concluded a
license agreement with the patent owner in question.

That is to say, as shown in following figure, the patent
owner (X) exercised its right on the alleged infringer(Y),
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while the alleged infringer(Y) sub-contracted the
manufacturer(Z), who received the license from the patent
owner (X) •

Patentowner (X) ..

In such il case, it is a question whether the patent
right of its holder(X) has beenexhallsted or not, by the
manufactu.re and sale of the goods for the alleged infringer
(Y) by the manufacturer(z), who is the licensee of the
patent owner(X).

In this connection, the following decisions have been
recently rendered in the U.S.A., but there was not any
reliltedcasesin Japan.

(1) IntelCorp.vs. ULSI Systems Technology Inc.
In this case, ULSI System had manufactured the semi

conductor chips designed by its own by Bewlette-Packard,
being the licensee· of Intel.

Intel and Bewlette-Packardhave made a·verybroad cross"
license agreement, by which all of patents including their
future applications up to the year 2000 have been and will
be mutually licensed.

Intel asserted tha.t anmactdone
sholildbemerelymanu.facturin9 service, not constitute the
sale of goods, however, the court judge decided that the
concerned license agreement did not prohibit Bewlette
Packard from supplying the manufactured goods, arid that an
act done by Bewlette-Packard constituted the first sale of
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the goods, consequently Intel's patent right had been
exhausted.

(2) Cyrix Corp. vs. Intel Corp.
In·this case, Cyrix designed the semi-conductor chips

and had manufactured the chips by SGS-Thomson, being Intel's
licensee.

The court judge decided that because all of right on the
manufactured goods were possessed by SGS-Thomson until such
time when the goods were delivered to Cyrix, the patent
right was exhausted by the transfer of the goods to Cyrix:.

(3) Intel Corp. vs. Atmel
In this case, Atmel designed the semi-conductor chips

and had manufactured the chips by Sanyo,- being Intel's
licensee.

Contrary to the judges of the preceding cases, the court
decided this time that because Sany6waspermittedto sell
its own products on.ly according to the Agreement between
Intel and Sanyo, Intel was entitled to en.force its right on
Atmel.

3-3: Invention of Process and "Patent Exhaustion"
Because the process itself can not be sold as the

trading goods, "Patent Exhaustion" theory can not be applied
to the process patent. The "Patent Exhaustion" concerns when
the process patent exists together with the patent on the
equipment to perform such process.

The key points according to each case is described
below:

(1) The case that the patent owner retains the patent right
of the process as well as the right on the equipment to
carry out the process.

The process can be carried out only with the equipment
and the equipment is used for the said process only.

Patent: Process + Equipment
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Process .. = possible to carry out only with the
said equipment
Equipment = can be used only for carrying out
the said process

In this case, there is no difference with such case when
the patent right exists on the equipment only. The patent
exhausts when the equipment is sold. Because it is deemed
that the implied license on the process has been granted at
the time when the equipment is $Clld.bythe patent owner.

(2) The caSe that the patent owner retains the patent right
of the process as well as the right on the equipment,
however, the process can be carried out witQ other equipment
not covered py the pateAt.

Patent: Process + Equip~ent

Process = can be carried out with other
equipment

Also in this case, the..patent right is exhausted when
the equipment .is sClld. liowever, the purchaser of the

.equipmeAt is. -not entitled to. carry out the patented, process
with other equipment.

If the process is carried out with other equipment, the
,corresponding license agreement must be concluded with the
patent oWner.

4.CONCLUSION
In, this paper, we have studied the "patent Exhaustion"

theory, considering various cases of enforcement of the
patent right.

The "Patent Exhaustion" provides the limitation with

~__~~': ~ ~__;r~~j~¥_~tiof=a~n~ie~n~~f~o~r~c;iecimciecln~:t~o~,fu~~p:;e=:er~:~:~tO~Ao=:ehand, in

as the. sale Clf thepaj:entedgoodsor the
licensing by the patent owner, and on the other .hand , ,in
view of ~mplementation of the smooth busine$s activit~es of
the purchaser of the patented.goodsor of the licensee.

In so far as the patent system is to contribute to the
industrial development, excessive enforcement of the patent
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right does not meet the spirit of the patent system, and
from the requirement of the proper protection of the
invention, it shall be assured that the patent owner can
enjoy sufficient remuneration from those who will utilize
and carry out his patent.

The issue of "Patent Exhaustion" is to be settled in
balance of such requirements of both sides.

Recently in Japan, Tokyo High Court rendered the
judgment about an international exhaustion of the patent
right, and this problem became a matter of concern together
with the problem of parallel import.

The further development is highly worth noticing.
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1995 U.S. Antitrust Guidelines
for the Licensing of IntellectualProperty.

Donald L. Corneglio
The Upjohn Company

IntroductioJ1:
On April 6, 1995, the U.S. Department of Justice and the Federal Trade
Commission issued a new set of guidelines for the licensiIlg of intellectual
property. These Guidelinesstate the antitrust enforcementpoliey.ofthe U.S.
Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission (Agencies)with
respect to the licensing patents, copyrights, trade secrets. and know-how-,T.his
paper is a condensation of those published guidelines. Readers are strongly
cautioned that these are. only guidelines to assist in predicting whetller the
Agencies will challenge an intellectual property licensi~ arra.D¥ement as .
anticompetitive; however, as the Agencies stated in their publication, each case
will be evaluated in light of itsoWIi facts and circumstances.

The intellectual property laws and the antitrust laws. share the commozl
purpose of promoting innovation and enhancing consumer welfare. The
intellectual property laws provide incentives for innovation, dissemination and
commercialization by establishing enforceable property rights to the creators.
The antitrust laws promote innovation and consumer welfaIoe by pI'()hibiting
anticompetitive acts.

Generalprinciples: . ... .
For the purpose of antitrus.t analysis the. Guidelines have three gen.eral
principles:

(1) the AgencieswiU regard intellectual property as being essentially
comparable to any other form of property;

(2) the Agencies do not presume that intellectual property creates
market power in. an antitrust context; and

(3) the Agencies recognize that intellectual propertYlicensi~is
generally procompetitive and will allow parties to combine complementary
factors of production.

~. , .
Principle '1: Standard antitmstanalysis applies to intellectual pIAAtt!<Y.

.. ....,'!'!l~AgEl~l:!El~.~viJt.!lPE!y..$~.~.B'I!\e.geJ::l,eral •. /:l.lltitrust..principles.to.agreements······· .
involving intellectual property that they apply to agreements involving any
other form of tangible or intangible property. Except that, it is recognized tba.t .
thejlrocurement of intellectual property can in itself involv.e fraud and
inequitable conduct in the Patent and Trademark Office whichcrea~s special
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circumstances and facts for an antitrust analysis. Enforcement of intellectual
property known to be invalid or obtained by fraud or inequitable conduct is an
antitrust violation.

The Agencies recognize that intellectual property law bestows on the owners
certain rights to exclude others. These rights help the owners to profit from the
use of their property. However,certain types of conduct may have
anticompetitive effe~ against ",hich the antitrust laws.can and do protect.
Patent.miiluse is an liD.titrustviolation and includes. knowingly attempting to
broaden1;}ie scope of a Pa.tent's valid claim or demanding a royE1Ity beyond the
patent's expiration. .'rhus, Intellectual property is neither free from scrutiny or
suspect under antitrust laws, .

The Agencies.recogni2;ethat the licensing ofinteilectual property is ofte.n
internati()nal. 'rhereforeth~ princ:iplesofll.p.titrustl!D.a1ysis described in the
Guidelines apply equally todoIQ.e~tic and. internationallit:ensing arrangements.
However, considerations particular to international operations, such as
jurisdiction .and comity, may affect enforcement decisions when the
arrangement is in an international context.

Principle #2: Intellectp.al property and marketpowef.
Market power is the ability to maintain profitable prices above, or output
below, competitive levels for a significant period of time. The Agencies will not
presume that a patent, copyright, or trade secret necessarily confer market
power. Although the intellectual property right confers the power to exclude
there will often be.sufficientac:tuE1l orpoten~ial close.substitutes to prevent the
exercise of market power. If a patent or other form of intellectual proPE!rty d()es
confer market power, that market power does not ~y itself ()ffendtheantitrust
laws. Nor does such market power impose ()n. the inteUec:tual propel'tyowner
an obligation to license the use Of that property to others. As in other antitrust
contexts, however, market power could be.illegally acquired or maintained, or,
even if lawfully acquired and maintained, can be an antitruilt violati.on ifit is
used to harm competition through unreasonable conduct.

Principle #3: LiCensing has procompetitiye benefits.
Generally, licenses will be regarded as p:rocompetitive.. Theguidelines
recognizethatintellectuE1l property .owners IQ.ayfihd itIn0re efticient to

···········contract·with·others'tdSUpply;.··manUfaetUre:Ordistril:iuuftlieintelleCtiial············
property, or to sell rights to the intellectual property, or t4) E!n.ter into a joint
ventUre arrangeJD,ent for its development,.rllther thansJlpplying these factors
themselves.•Thus,licensing, cross-licensing, or otherwisekansferring
intellectual propel'tycan lead to more efficient exploitation of the intellectual
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property, benefiting consumers through the reduction of costs and the
introduction of new products. Such arrangements also increase the value of
intellectual property to the developers of the technologyby increasing the
expected returns from the intellectual property and creating an incentive for
further innovation and development.

The guidelines recognize that licenses necessitated by improvement patents
dominated by the more basic patent.are procompetitive becallSe licensing may
promote the coordinated development of technologies that are in a blocking .
relationship.

The guidelines also recognize that licensing restraints can be procompetitive.
Field-of-use, territories, and other limitations on intellectual property licenses
may serve procompetitive ends by allowing the licensor to exploit its property
as efficiently and effectively as possible. On the other hand these restraints can
give a licensee an incentive to invest in thEl commercialization and distribution
of patented products and to develop additional applica1;ions for the licensed .
property. The benefits of licensing restrictions apply to patent, copyright, trade
secret and know-howagreements. However as will be discussed below,
restraints are the key points of analysis by the Agencies.and must stand the
test of not being anticompetitive to the extent that they cannot be found to be
reasonably necessary to achieve procompeti1;ive efficiencies.

Framework for evaluating licensing restraints
Rule;ofReasOD
Normally, restraints in intellectual property licensing arrangemElnts are
evaluated under the rule of reason. The Agencies' general approach is to
inquire whether the restraint is likely to have anticompetitive effects and, if so,
whether the restraint is reasonably necessary to achieve procompetitive
benefits that outweigh those anticompetitive efi'ects.

Application of the rule of reason generally requires an inquiry into market
circumstances. If the Agencies conclude that a rElstraint has no likely
anticompetitive effects, they will treat it as reasonable, without an elaborate
analysis of market power or the justifica1;ions for the restraint. Similarly, if a
restrai.nt facially appears to be of a kind that would always or almost always
tend to reduce output or increase prices the Agencies will challenge the

m ••• restrlUlltwithlSutanelaoorateanalysiEfofpamcwlirmiiirlie'fareiiiiiStances; ..·... m ··.··.•···•······

UnlaWfu.lPer Se
In some cases, the courts have conclude that a restraint's nature and necessary
effect are so plainly anticompetitive that it should be treated as unlawful per
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se, without an elaborate in,quiry into the. restraint's .likelycotnpetitive effect.
Among the restraints that have been held per se unlawful areprice-fizing,
output restraints, market division limonghorizontal competitors,and certain
group boycotts and resale price maintenance. .

Which Applies?
To detel"IIline whether a. particular restraint in a Iicensingarrangement is .
given per se or rule of reason treatment, the Agencies.will.assess whether the
restraint. in questi()n ca.n,' be expected .to.contribute to an efficiency-enhancing
integration ofeconomic activity. If the type of restraint is one that has been
accorded per se treatment, the Agencies will challenge the restraint under the
per se rule. Iftherestraint.has no efficiency-enhancing effect then the Agencies
wiUapply a rule of reason analysis which will require an 8na1ysis of the
relevant market andthe parties relationsn;p, Le., vertical or horizontal.

vertical relationships: . '. . .... . i'" .... . .
A licensing arra.ngement has .a vertical component when it affects.activities
that are in a complementary relationship. For ~plf:)' the licensor's primary
line of business may be in resea,rch and development, and the licensee's is as a
manufacturer. Alternatively, the. licensor maybe a.C()mponent manufacturer
owning intellectual.Pl'ClpeI'ty rights in a prodllctthatthf:)1iceIlSee tnanufa~es
by combining the component with 0tb.e~, or .the liceIlSor may tnanufacture the
product, and the licensee may operate primarily in distribution and marketing.

Harm to competition from a restraint in a vertical Iicenslng arrangement can
occur if a licensing restraintroordinations entities in a horizontalrelationahfp
to raise prices oneduceoutputin,a relevant market. For ~ple,ifownersof
competing technologies impose. similar restraints on"their licensees,. the .
licensors may find it easier to coordinate tIleir pricing. The risk of
anticompetitive coordination is increased when the. relevant ma,rkets a.re
concentrated and difficult to enter. .

Horizontal Relationshjps: . . .. . . .'
A relationship between a licensor andits licensees is horizontal when they

would have been actualor likely potential competitors in a releVant market.in
the absence of the license.. When a..licensing arrangement affects parties ill a
horizontal relationship, a restraint in that arrangement may increase the risk

..... ~ ofcooz:dinated.. pricing,·outputl'4:lS:trieti,OIlS'·Ol'tIle.acquisitionormaintenan~of···············
.market power. Harm to competition also may occur if the arrangement poses a
si~cant risk of retarding or restricting the development of new or improved
goods or processes.
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The Agencies will.analyse.whether the licensing arrangement may harm
competition among entities in a horizontal relationship at either the level of
the licensor or the licensee, or possibly in another relevant market. Harm to
competition from a restraint may occur if it anticompetitively forecloses access
to, or increases competitorsteosts.of obtaining imporlantinputs, coordinations
increases in price or restricts output; Alieensing arrangement does not
forl:lclose competition merely because some or all of the potential licensees in.an
industry choose to use the same licensed technology to the exclusion of other' .
technologies because exclusive use can be the result of a technology having thl:l
lowest cost or highest value.

Market Analysis:
Licensing arrangements raise antitrust concerns if they are likely to adversely
affect.prices, quantities, qualities,orvarieties 'of goods-and services either'
currentIyor potentially available. In such cases, the Agencies will analyze only
markets related to the final or intermediate goods made using the intellectual
property. This analysis may require the delineation of markets for technology
or markets for research and development (innovation markets) which means all
close technology or goods that may be substitutes for the product covered by
the Intellectual property.' The Agencies will delineate an innovation market
only when the capabilities to engage in the relevant research and development
can be associated with •specialized assets or characteristics of specific parties.

To identify a technology's close substitutes the Agen.cieswill icientifythe
smallest group of technologies and goods over which a hypothetical monopolist
of those technologies and goods could exercise control over price, market share,
competitive intellectual property, competitive goods or close substitutes.

If a licensing arrangement adversely affects competition to develop new or
improved goods or processes, the Agencies will analyze such an impact either
as a separate competitive effect in relevant goods or technology markets, or as
a competitive effect in a separate innovation market.

Licensing Restraints Analysis- Efficiencies and Justifications
If the Agencies conclude that the restraint has, or is likely to have,an
anticompetitive effect, they will consider whether the restraint is reasonably
necessary to achieveprocompetitive efficiencies.:If the restraint is reasonably
necessary,·the··Agencieswillbalance'the··procompetitiveefficiencies'a:n.dthe...•.
anticompetitiveeffects to determine the probable net effect on competition in
each relevant market.

The Agencies'comparison ofanticompetitive harms and procompetitive
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efficiencies is a qualitative one. Therefore, as the expected anticompetitive
effects Increase, the Agencies will require greater evidence ofexpected
efficiencies.

The existence ofpractica1 and significantly less.restrictive.alternatives will-also
be evaluated. If it is clear~at the parties could have achieved similar
ej:ficienl;ies by means that are significantlyless restrictive, then the Agencies
will not give weight to the parties' efficiency claim.

The duration of an anticompetitive effect is an important factor in determiniIlg
whether it was reasonably necessary to achieve the procompetitive efficiency.
The effective duration of a restraint may depend on a number offactors,
incillding the option of.theaft:ected party totenninate the arrangement":
unilaterally and the presence of contract terms that encourage the licensee to .
renew a. license arrangement. In particular the Agencies will.look.fbr situations
in which the restraint's duration clearly. exceeds the period needed to achieve
the pl'Ocompetitive efficiElnCY.

AntitruSt Safety Zone
The Guidelines have established Safety Zones to provide owners of intellectual
Pl'Operty with a degree ofcertainty for.situations that the Agencies will not
view, as. anticompetitive. However licenses outside the Safety Zone are not
anticompetitive if they can pass the rule of reason test and achieve an
efficiency-enhancing integration of economic activity,Also,the status of a
license falling within a Safety Zone can change overtime because the
determination for inclusion in the Safety Zone is based on the factual .
circumstances prevailing at the time. of the. conduct.

Thus, the first Safety Zone is, absent extraordinary circumstances, an
intellectual property licensing arrangement where:

(1 ) the restraint is notfacially anticompetitive; and
(2) the licensor and its licensees collectively account for no more than

twenty percent (20%) of each relevant market significantly affected by the
restraint. (This .safety zone .doesnot apply to transfers .of intellectual property
rights in which case merger analysis is applied.)

Ifan examination ofthe. effects on competition among technologies or in
................. ~ rellearM.deyelQPme.ntis..required,..and..ifmarket share.dataare..unavailable··or··.·~·······

do not accurately represent competitive significance, the following Safety Zone
criteria will apply:

(1 ) the restraint is not facially anticompetitive; and
(2) there are four or :more independently controlled technologies in
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addition to the technologies controlled by the parties to the licensing
arrangement that may be substitutable for the licensed technology ata
comparable cost to the user or that possess the required specialized assets or
characteristics and the incentive to engage in research and development of a
close substitute.

Antitrust Analysis Based on Agreement~
Non-exclysive Licenses
A non-exclusive license of intellectual property that does.not contain any
restraints on the competitive conduct of the licensor or the licensee generally
does not present antitrust concerns even if the parties to the license are in a
horizontal relationship, because the non-exclusivelicense normally does not.
diminish competition. .However a non-exclusive license may have the effect of
exclusive licensing if it is strueturedsuch that the licensor isunlikelyto license
others or to practice the technology.itself. An example is where the licensee
faced a significant increase in costs if it used unlicensed.technology. However, a
licensing arrangement will not automatically raise these concerns merely
because a party chooses to deal with a single licensee or licensor, or confines
his activity to a single field ofuse or location.

Exclusive Licenses
Generally, an exclusive license raises antitrust concerns only if the licensees
themselves, or the licensor and its licensees, are in a hori,zontal relationship.
Examples of exclusive licensing that may give rise toantitrustconcel'IlS include

.cross-licensing by parties. collectively possessing market power, grantbacks and
acquisitions of intellectual property rights. Regardless, Agencies will take into
account procompetitive effects in evaluating the reasonableness of the
arrangement. Therefore, exclusive dealings which may restrain the licensee
from licensing, selling, distributing, or using competing technologies will not be
pro forma considered anticompetitive. For example, a licensing arrangement
that prevents the.licensee from. dealing in other technologies may encourage
the licensee to develop and market the licensed1;e$nology or specialized
applications of that technology..

Joint Ventures
The .Agencies will analyze proposell joint venture by defining .therelevant

rrmarkets··andthen·identifyingany··other ·entities···that··would be actual··o:rlikely···
potential competitors with the joint venture. This would include :firms that
have the capability and. incentive to undertake research and development
closely related to that of the joint venture, even if.they are not competitors in
relevant .markets fQr related goods.
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Having defined a relevant innovation market, the Agencies will assess whether
the joint venture is likely to have anticompetitive effects in that market. A .
starting point in this analysis is the degree of concentration in the relevant
market and the market shares of the parties to the joint venture. If, in addition
to the parties to the joint venture (taken collectively), there are at least four
other independently controlled entities that possess comparable capabilities
and incentives to undertake research and developmentof the subject product,
or other products that would be close substitutes, the joint venture ordinarily
would be consider by the Agencies to not adversely affect com.petition in. the
relevant innovation market.

If there are fewer than four other independently controlled entities, the
Agencies would considerwhether the joint venture have an incentive and
ability to reduceinvestm.ent in or retard the pace or scope of research and
development efforts. If the joint venture cre.ates a significant risk of
anticompetitive effects in .the innovation market, the Agencies would proceEldto
consider efficiency justifications for the venture, such as the potential for
combining complementary research and development assets in such a way as t()
makesuccessful innovation more likely or to achieve cost reductions in
research and development.

The Agencies would also assess the likelihood that the joint venture would
adversely affect competition in other relevant markets. The Agencies would
examine whether the joint venture imposed collateral restramtsthat might
significantly restrict competition among the joint venturers in the relevaIlt
marketplace, and whether such restraints were reasonably necessary to achieve
any .efficiencies.

Tying Arrangements
A tying or tie-in or tied sale arrangement is deflnedas an agreement where
one party agrees to sell one product on the condition that the buyer also·
purchases a different (or tied) product, or that the buyer agrees to not purchase
the tied product from any other supplier. (Kodak aftermlU"ket antitrust
situation Eastm.an Kodak Co. y, ImageTechnicat Services. Inc.. 112 S. Ct. 2072,
2079 (1992». Conditioning the ability of a licensee to license one or mOlC'E! items
of intellectual property on the licensee's purchase of another item ofintelliectual
property or a good ora service hasbeenhel!~dl"jin~..~~~~~~;~I!:~ ~to~".~t~.~i~.!~~:~~E!~~L" ..".........•."•".. ~0"••.•••••••••••

However,such arrangements can also result in signifietQl,t efficiencies and
procompetitive benefits. Therefore, Agencies will consider both the
anticompetitive effects and the efficiencies attributable to a tie-in. The Agencies
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would be likely to challenge a tying arrangement if: (1) the seller has market
power in the tying product, (2) the arrangement has an adverse effect on
competition in the relevant market for the tied product, and (3) efficiency
justifications for the arrangement do not outweigh the anticompetitiveeffects.

Exclusiye Dea1in~

Exclusive dealing occurs when a license prevents the licensee from Iicensing,
selling, distributing, or using competing technologies. Exclusive dealing
arrangements are evaluated under the rule of reason. In determining whether
an exclusive dealing arrangement is likely to reduce competition in a relevant
market, the Agencies will take into account the extent to which the
arrangement:

(l) promotes the exploitation and development ofthe licensor's
technology; and

(2) anticompetitively forecloses the exploitation and development of, or
otherwise constrains competition among, compet;41g technologies.

The likelihood that exclusive dealing may have anticompetitiv~effects is
related, inter alia, to the degree of foreclosure in the relevant market, the
duration of the exclusive dealing arrangement, and other characteristics of the
input and output markets, such as concentration, difficulty of entry, and the
responsiveness of supply and demand to changes in price in the relevant
markets.

Cross-lic:ensin~and Poo1jn~Arrangements
Cross-licensing and pooling arrangements are agreements between two or more
owners of different items of intellectual property to license one another or third
parties. These arrangements are procompetitive when they integrate
complementary technologies, reduce transaction costs, cl~ar blocking positions,
and avoid costly iIlfringement or interference litigation.. On the other hand they
are anticompetitive when they cause collective price or output restraints which
does not contribute to any efficiency-enhancing integration of economic activity
among the participants. Also, they can be anticompetitive if they are between
horizontal competitors where the result of the settlement is to diminish
competition among potential competitors. In the absence of offsetting
efficiencies, such settlements may be cha1lenged as unlawfulrestraints of
trade.

.• m • ••••••• ••••••

Pooling arrangements generally need not be open to all who would like to join.
However, exclusion from cross"licensing and pooling arrangements among
parties that collectively possess market power can harm competition. In
general, exclusion from a pooling or cross-licensing arrangement among
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competing technologies is unlikely to have anticompetitive effects unless:
. (1) excluded firms cannot effectively compete in the relevant. market for

the good incorporating the licensed technologies; and
. (2) the pool participants collectively possess market power in the

relevant market.
If these circumstances exist, the Agencies will assess the net effect.of those
limitations in the relevant market.

Another possible anticompetitive effect of pooling arrangements may. occur if
the.arrangement deters or tllsCQuragesparticipants from engaging in research
and' development,thus r~tarding innovation.

AcQllisitjOn ofIntellectual Bm»ertv RiIMs
The Agencies will apply a merger analysis to an outright sale by an intellectual
property owner of all. of its rights to that intellectual property and tQ a,
transaction in which a person obtains through grant, sales, or other transfer an

........... exclusive..license..for.intellectual··property ·(ioe;,alicense·that···precludes··all'other·· .
persons, including the licensor, from using the licensedinteliectual property).
Such:transactions will be assessed under Section 7.of the.Clayto~Act,.Sections
I and II ofthe Sherman Act and Section 5 .of the Federal Trade CoIIlIl1ission
Act (see, Antitrust Law Summllty', below).
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Antitrust Law Summary

The Sherman Act (15 U.S.C. 1 et.seq.) passed in 1890
Section I: Every contract, combination in the form of trust or otherwise,

or conspiracy, in restraint of trade or commerce among the several states, or
wit foreign nations, is hereby declared illegal.

Section II: Every person who shall monopolize, or attempt to monopolize,
combine or conspire with any other person or persons, to monopolize any part
of the trade or commerce among the several states, or with foreign nations
shall be guilty of a felony.

The Clayton Act (15 U.S.C. 12 et. seq.) passed in 1914
Outlaws agreements for the sale of goods which would substantially

lessen competition or tend to create a monopoly in any line ofcommerce. The
Act identifies various act which are per se illegal such as tying different
products together, vertical price restraints or resale price maintenance and
other practices which may be suspect to lessening competition.

Section 3: unlawful to make agreements fixing prices or exclusive
dealings that will tend.to substantially lessen competition or create a
monopoly.

Section 7: unlawful to acquire stock or assets of a company to create a
monopoly, i.e., mergers. This is further covered by the 1976 Hart Scott-Rodino
Antitrust Improvement Act).

Federal Trade Commission Act (15 U.S.C. 41 et seq) passed in 1914
prohibits unfair methods of competition and commerce and unfair or

deceptive acts or practices in commerce. Also, empowered the Federal Trade
Commission to enforce the Clayton Act with the Department of Justice.

Robinson-Patman Act (15 U.S.C. 13 et. seq.) passed in 1936
Amended the-Clayton Act Section 2 regarding price discrimination

providing that price discrimination occurs when a seller, selling substantially
similar goods, to different purchasers at different prices where the effect is to
lessen competition or create a monopoly.

ANTITRUST ATTORNEY'S MOTI'O: "LAw AND GOOD, SOUND BUSINESS JUDGEMENT RUN PARALLEL ."
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6. Abstract:

This paper is a review of issues. concerned with the involvement oflicensing of

intellectual property rights in the creation of joint ventures in the Peoples' Republic

of China ("PRe), and more particularly with joint ventures involving technologies of

both the Chinese and the foreign parties. Other intellectual property issues may

Involve the use .of the. foreign partners' trademarks (and the associated quality

licensing issues). Copyright becomes important if software is a portion of the

technology transfer. With Joint ventures, <unlikesolely technology transfersituations),

the foreign party is a part owner and therefore has a long term commitment. Both the

influx offoreign advancedtechnology as soon as possible. However, it should be

recognized that in the long run the joint venture may require additional training and

assistance.and further technology. transfers from. the foreign party roachieve and

continue in the future with. a desired level ofproduct . performance.
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A. IntroductiQn:

A joint venture is a process by which foreign parties can enter into a business

association in the Peoples' Republic QfChina in which their total investment can be

reduced by an investment by a Chinese partner, while at the same time acquiring the

added value of the Chinese party's knowledge Qf doing business in the PRC along

with the equally important knowledge of various ministry requirernents.. which

combination can enhance the likelihood of a success. In certain technologies, due to

PRC regulations, it is only through the creation of joint ventures or by technology

transfers can foreign parties continue to effectively do business In the PRe. For

example, in the telephone exchange technology (central offices and private branch

exchanges), pursuant to Article 20f the State Council Notice, the PRCgovernment

closely controls the authorization Qf and limits the number of telephone exchange

joint ventures and/or technology transfers that can be made in the PRe. Once all

such business arrangements are complete, it is understood that telephone exchange

product imports are to be discouraged except through the existing foreign joint

venture partners or technology transferors.

Most PRC joint ventures involve the introduction of new products into the PRe. On

the other hand, sQmePRC joint ventures involve the Improvement ofexisting PRC

products by updating such products with the useofforeign advanced technology. In

the latter situation. the intellectual property rights Issues become more complex. The

joint venture will be required to obtain technology from two sources; i.e., the present

PRC technology of the Chinese party and the advanced technology from the foreign

party. The purpose ofthispaper. is to concentrate on the intellectual property

licensing issues involved inthelalter type of joint venture.

For the purposeofthis paper a hypothetical situation will be considered in which a

joint venture is to be created including a Chinese party (Beijing Communications

.Cornpany) which has an existing business and technology that will be merged into

the joint venture with a more advanced technology of a foreign party (Ajax
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Communications Corporation). Further, it is understoodthat, in order to achieve an

uninterrupted flow of business from the creation of the joint venture, the joint

venture would be required to continue to manufacture and sail the Chinese party's

products while updating such products with the foreign party's technology over a

period of time. It can be further assumed that the foreign party's more advanced

product is digital and involves software. Finally, it can also be assumed that the

foreign party's trademarks (AJAX and ADVANCED) are necessary ingredients needed

to successfully Penetrate the Chinese market.

c. PRel Qwsand ReguIQt;oQs:

1 Article 25 of the PAC loint venture Law

In order to be able to transfer technology as part of the investment in PRC joint

venture, the technology must meet one of the following conditions:

a. capable of manufacturing new products urgently needed in China
products suitable for export;

b. capable of markedly improving the performance quality of existing
products and raising productivity;

c. capable of notable savings in new material, fuel or power.

2. Article 8 paragraph 4 Foreign Investment Regulations:

The value of the technology transfer of the Chinese party and the foreign party can

be used as part of the contribution by the parties to registered capital of the

company. However, pursuant to the Foreign Investment Regulations, It should be

noted that the total value of the technology transfer (intangible assets) of a foreign

investment enterprise (an equity joint venture, a corporation joint venture, or a

wholly foreign-owned enterprise) of all parties cannot exceed twenty (20%) percent

of the total registered capital. Hence, there is a limit that can be assigned to the value
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3. . Chapter VI of the PRC lojnt Venture law (AcQuisition of T",chnologyl

Someof the provisions of Chapter VI are as follows:

a. The technology acquired by the joint venture shall be appropriate and

advanced for products to display conspicuous social econ0rTlic results

domestically or to be competitive on the International market;

b. Technology transfer agreements shall comply with the following stipulations:

i. Expenses for the use of technology shall De fair and reasonable,

payments are generally made in royalties, calculated on the basis ·of net

sales of the products;

ii. The technology shall not put any restrictions on the quantity, price or

region of sale of the products;

iii. The.term for a technology transfer agreement is generally no longer than

ten(J 0) years;

iv. After the expiration of a technology transfer agreement, the joint venture

shall have the right to use the technology continuously;

v. Conditions for mutual exchange of information on Improvements shall

be reciprocal;

Vi; The joint venture shall have the right to buy the equipment, parts, and

raw materials needed from sources they deem suitable;

vii. No irrational restrictiveelauses prohibited by Chinese law and

regulations shall be ineluded.

4 Article 15 ofthe PRC loiot Veotllff law

The provision provides that the formation of a joint venture contract, its validity,

Interpretation, execution, and the settlement of disputes under it shall be governed

by the Chinese law.
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D.·~

1. United States Tax - IRe SectiQn 3BZldl

An important issue that needs tQ be considered by United States companies, is the

tax impact of contributing technology to the joint venture as registered capital.

Congresstook the position that U.S. companies would take advantage of the U.S. tax

incentives for research and development and then would transfer the intangible

property to a foreign entity that could use the intangible property free of U.S. tax.

Hence. the U.S. tax law treats the U.S. transfer as though the .intangible property had

been sold In exchange/or deemed annual payments treated as ordinary income.

intangible property covers all aspects of intellectual property rights including

technical services and assistance provided thereafter. According to the IRC Section

36Z{d), the United States Internal Revenue Service will tax the ..United States partner

of a foreign joint venture for the value of the technology transferred in the form of

registered capital as income the year of the formation of the joint venture. In effect,

the Un ited States company will have to make iln income tax payment on money it

hasnot received at the time.

2 •. PRCTaxes

Of course, it is also important to review the impact of all. the PRC tax laws. An

important aspect to consider is the potential reduction of taxes and/or import duties

on the contribution of technology, equipment and inventory as registered capital of

the joint venture.

E. Intellectual PrQperty Lirenses

Under this hypothetical situation, there. may be a need for the following licenses as

appendices to basic

·1. a technology transfer from the Chineseparty to the joint venture for the Chinese

product line:
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2. a technology transfer from the foreign party to the joint venture for the foreign

party's advanced technology;

3. a trademark license;

4. a copyright license;

5. a patent license, and

. 6. .a software license with aright to sublicense with the saleofthe licensed

product.

F. Technojogy Transfer of the Chinese Party

1. ThircJ PartyTechnology licenses

An important issue to be addressed is whether the technology of the Chinese party

had grown out to a previous technology transfer from a third party, and therefore

Whether the Chinese party has the right to t;a~sfer its technology. This becomes

somewhat complicated when attempting to determine where the technology of the

prior third party licensor ends and where the technology of the Chinese party begins.

In addition, there is a need for a determination as to whether all restrictions on the

subsequent transfer of the third party's technology and the associated confidentiality

restrictions have expired. There should be at least the consideration of an assignment

of the prior third party's technology license, ev~~ifthe contra~ term and the period

of confidentiality have expired.

2. Chinese Party Technology

There may be situations where the Chinese party may only have limited

documentation for producing its products , The pnxrucuon information may exist

the Chinese party exist, they shou Ie! beidel1~ified asearly.aspossible so that a

determination can be made as to how best this know-how can be transferred to the

joint venture. Usually, a technology transfer includes technical training and technical

assistance in the manufacture and test of products that are the subject of the
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technology transfer. This possibly may not be the situation with the Chinese party. In

such case, the most likely technology transfer would take place by hiring employees

oftheChinese party that are involved in the production of its product, or at least the

key employees. Hence, as can be seen, it is very important to, in such situations. to

Identify as early as possible the Chinese party's employees to be selected for transfer

to the joint venture.

3. Fore;gn Party Know-How

The foreign party is probably in the position to provide good documentation, and

will be able to provide technical training and technical assistance to aid the joint

venture· in ··its manufacture of· the licensed products..The technology requirements

and restrictions of the PRCTechnology Import Regulations and the PRC Technology
. .

Import Rules as presented in the October 1993 PIPA Conference, are still

applicable. However, now that the foreign party is a part owner of the joint venture

(and often as a majority owner), the applicable PRC rules governing the import of

technology transfer tend not to be as strictly enforced by the PRC examination and

approval authorities..This. is because the.foreign party, as a part owner of the joint

-venture, is in the position of not only contributing technology, but also investing

monetarily in the joint venture, and therefore is incentivized in making the joint

venture a success.

G. Fore;gn party Trademark I ;cense:

In some situations. there appears to be a marketing advantage for a joint venture to use

well known trademarks of the foreign party on its products. However, a trademark

license may pose several problems for a foreign party. For example. In the United States

and elsewhere, maintaining quality control of products produced by a trademark

licensee is an important factor in protecting trademark ownership. The trademarks that

secondary mark (ADVANCE), or both. The question soon arises as to which products of

the joint venture are to be licensed for trademark use, and in what form. There may be a

need to differentiate between:
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1} the licensed products manufactured with the technology of the Chinese
party;

2) the licensed products manufactured with the technology oftheforeign
party,and

3). combination products involving the technologies ofboth the Chinese party
and the foreign party.

Are the trademarks to be applied: 1} on the licensed products of the Chinese party;

2) on combination products as enhanced by the foreign party's technology; or 3)

only to the licensed products ofthe foreign party?

Should the foreign party's trademarks be used in the same form as used by the

foreign party's products, or should the trademark license include specific rules for

differentiating the joint venture use, such as, for example, the use of the mark M AJAX"

only with a prefix such as MBEljlNG AJAX"? The same considerations are needed

with regard to the foreign party's product mark "AOVANCEO"; .i.e. "BEIJING

AOVANCED"?

Along with the trademark rights, there is the corresponding issue of the trade name

license rights; i.e., what is the name of the . joint venture "Beijing Ajax

Communications Company, limited"?

Of course, there is also the issue of territory. What territory does the trademark

license cover; i.e., PRC only, or export countries?

lastly, what if the Chinese examining and approval authorities insist that the PRC law

con.trols the trademark.li.cens.e con.tract? Is the for;ign party willing to risk one of Its

most Important assets (the tradem~rk AJAX) to the application of the PRC.Iaw?

H. Copyright! jcense:

serious discussions between the PRC and United

State.·s...a.bout. the enforceme.n..t of COpy.ri.g.ht protection for software. '.am not sure that
" .,' .•........... ',' ", " . ,',. ,'",' '... '

this issue has as yet been sufficiently resolved to the satisfaction of United States

software companies. This is a serious problem for general application software that

has appl ication focused on a variety of hardware products. The problem is less
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serious in the case of software that is specific to the licensed products of the

technology transfer. The software issue can, in such case be controlled to some

degree by contracts, through confidentiality clauses, and the requirement to grant

software licenses to joint venture customers for use solely with the licensed products.

A form product software license can be included in the joint venture contract, as a

separate copyright license or as part of the technology transfer contract, as the case

maybe.

I. Prod"c! Issues:

Initially, as mentioned above, the joint venture company may manufacture and sell

the Chinese party's products. In such case, there is the necessity ofentering into a

purchasing contract with the Chinese party for the continual supply of parts and

components for such products.

However, it is usually the intent of the parties to move the foreign party's technology

into the joint venture as soon as possible. Hence, as in the case of the Chinese party,

there may be a need for a purchasing contract for buying parts and components from

the foreign party, particularly if quality is an issue and licensing of trademarks Is

involved. It is usually the foreign party's desire to provide such parts and components

as long aspossible, both from a point of quality control and for minimiiingproblems

with production.

Unlike the Chinese party, the foreign party sales of parts and components to the joint

venture may be faced with problems concerning the availability of foreign currency.

Article 75 of the PRe Joint Venture Law states that the joint venture shall keep a

balance between its foreign exchange income and expenses. Pursuant to the PRC

Foreign Exchange Regulations, the PRC requires all joint ventures with foreign

investment to submit information on an annual basis concerning its foreign currency

venture's foreign currency is balanced, the SAICwill issuea certificate that will allow

the joint venture to convert Chinese RMB to foreign currency. If the joint venture's

foreign currency is not balanced, it may bemore difficult to convert RMB to foreign

currency (depending upon the PRC's reserves of foreign currency).
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J. Addjtional Training:

As mentioned above, there will be a desire on the part of both the Chinese and

foreign parties to upgrade the joint venture's products with the foreign party's

advanced technology as soon as possible. Once this is accompl ished, a question

soon arises as to who is responsible for ongoing product improvements and future

product developments. Normally. this should be the joint ventures job. However, the

skills may not yet be present at the joint venture. Hence, there may be a need to

provide additional training to employees of the Joint venture. to upgrade their

technicalcapabillty so as to allow them to proceed with the product improvements

. and do product development. However, training alone may not be sufficient. There

may also bea needfor ongoing supervision and consultation so as to further aid the

joint venture employees through their first series of improvements and .product

design cycles, until they can proceed on their own.

Any such training and/or supervision by the foreign party may raise intellectual

property .issues as to who owns. the product improvements and product designs,

particularly since this arrangement will probably involve additional technology of the

foreign party. Hence, the contract for such additional training and supervision needs

.)0 address the potential additional technology transfer that is likely to.be transferred.

K. Miscellaneous IsslIes:

As part owners of the joint venture, the Chinese and foreign parties need to address a

number of other practical business issues so as to provide for the effective transition

of the Chinese party's products into the joint venture. The following additional

contract issuesshould be considered;

1) a non-competition provision by the Chinese partner with regard to their licensed

2) the possible assumption and the performance of contracts for the Chinese party

licensed products that are outstanding at the time the joint venture is

established;
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3) a. short term service contract with the Chinese party to provide purchasing,

maintenance, cafeteria, infirmary, etc. servicesto the joint venture; and

4) a short term sales representative contract with the Chinese party to allow the

joint venture to make sales while building up its own sales staff.

L Summary

Although the applicable PRC rules and regulations concerning import of intellectual

property contracts maynot be as rigorous for joint ventures due to joint ownership,

the joint ownership by the foreign party itself creates a number of additional

intellectual property issues that may be needed to make the joint venture a success.

There maybe 9 need for ongoing technology trainingand transfers of technology to

continue the growth of the joint venture to improve and develop products, There

may be a desire on the part of the Chinese and foreign parties to create the ability in

the joint venture to be self sufficient· in its product improvements and designs.

Hence, there maybe a need for additional training, technical assistance and

additional technology transfers from the foreign party to the Joint venture to further

increase the technical capability of the joint venture.

A trademark license will, of course, raise the usual issues concerning product quality.

So it can be seen that the trademark owner will also be concerned with, at least for

trademark purposes, the quality of the joint venture products and how best to

incorporate the technology transfer to achieve the desired quality as soon as possible.

Often this is done through purchase of parts end components from the foreign party,

but problems may arise as to the ability of the joint venture to convert the Chinese

RMB into foreign currency for purchasing such imports (depending upon the degree

to which the PRC wants to control its foreign reserves).

property is to be licensed to the joint venture; l.e., as part of the registered capital

contribution or by separate payment.
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M. Stat!ltory Provisions and Publications:

1) Regulations for the Implementation of the Law of the Peoples' Republic of China

on joint Ventures Using Chinese and Foreign Investment, China Law No. 173.

promulgated September 20, 1983 ("PRCJoint Venture Law").

2) Interim Regulations on Foreign Exchange Contract of the Peoples' Republic of

China ("PRC Foreign Exchange Regulations").

3) United States Internal Revenue Code, IRO Section 367(d), Special Rules Relating

to Transfer of Intangibles ('US IRCSection 367(d)").

4) Regulations on the Administration of Technology Import Contracts of the

Peoples' Republic of Ctlina(985)("Tectlnology Import Regulations").

5) Detailed Rules for the Implementation of the Regulations on Administration of

Technology Import Contract of the Peoples' Republic of China (1988)

("Technology Import Rules").

6) "Technology Licensing in the Peoples Republic of China", October 1993, 24th

PIPA International Congress.

7) "Regulations of th~ Peoples' Republic of China Regarding the financial

Management of Foreign Investment Enterprises" june 24, 1992, ('Foreign

Investment Regulations").

8) Notice of the State Council Office Soncerni~& the Reinforcement of Strict

Controls On the Importation of Production Lines for Digital PABX on Mobile

Telephone Products, january 22, 1994, ('State Council Notice").
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Laws and Practices in Asian countries
Concerning Techno1ogy transfers

:t. Status Quo
in Asia Concerning :tnte11ectua1 Property

1. Investments in Asia and Asia's Economic Growth

Since the mid-1980's, the economic growth of China and

Southeast Asian countries has been amazing. One of the

reasons for it is that Japan and the United States have been

aggressively investing in. those areas, both directly and

indirectly.

Japan has been investing in those countries to counter

these circumstances like ·the high;-appreciation of ··the Yen

caused by the Plaza Accord of 1985, constantly r1s1ng

personnel expenditure year by year, and mozecvez,. to. solve

trade. friction with foreign countries caused by Japan's

mounting trade surplUS and to acquire overseas markets.

Moreover, in US as a result of that consumption was

stimulated by Reaganomics, domestic demand could not be met

by it:s supply alone. Therefore the US has increased its

imports from South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong and other

countries. On the other hand, the US has become investing in

and aggressively transferring technology to Southeast Asian

countries as promising markets for it. (Table 1)

As a result of direct investments by foreign developed

countries, China and Southeast Asian countries accumulated a

vast of transferred technology and are now firmly

establishing eccncmrcs based on the manufacturing of high

technology products as opposed to the low-technology goods

for which those were identified in

Asian

countraes tells .us how rapidly those countries develop, as

the rate is much higher than that . in . any other regions.

(Table 2 and 3) Among· these .•. countries, the rate of economic

growth in China is especially remarkable: by adopting

economic reform policy and opening its markets to foreign

countries, China has easily recovered from the damage caused
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by economic sanctions inflicted by advanced countries after
the Tiananmen Incident. A certain international research
institute issued a report stating that in the early 21st
century, the market scale of the Chinese Economic Zone, in

other words, the integrated regions of China, Hong Kong and
Taiwan, will surpass that 'of the US This report deserves
credibility, considering the fact that this economic zone is
being gradually developed into a promising market with
sufficient purchasing, power, as it obtains a large amount of
foreign currency through export of its products. (Table 4)

2. Adjustment of Legal Systems of Intellectual Property
Concomitant to Economic Growth

In parallel with technology transfers by developed
countries, the protection systems of intellectual property in

Southeast Asian nations are gradually being adjusted, though
there are time lags between these, countries • Today, in these
countries, the framework of the legal system of intellectual
property has been completed to a large extent, in

participating in international conventions or treaties
concerned. (Table 5)

This is attributed to the aggressive drive of the
governments of these nations to legislate or revise the laws
with an eye toward stimulating technology induction. There is
also strong political pressure from developed' countries,
particularly from the US urging them to protect intellectual
property.

3. The Perception Gap for Technology
While the adjustment ,of legal system is ,steadily "

advancing, however, some developed countries point out the
need' of these countries for practical improvements. Even if

the goverriments of China an~ ,Southeast Asian countries adjust
their 'legal system of intellectual property, there are many
cases .when technologies possessed by foreign companies are

illegally .used _or applied, because. the people who are to
respect intellectual property rights (especially what foreign
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companies possess) do not have a proper perception of such
rights.

For example, there are a string of cases in these
countries when imitation products or pirated versions of
products are manufactured and sold. Since the people in these
countries have originally a strong consciousness that
technology is a gift t.o everyone, it is required to advance
their consciousness> to respect intellectual property right
and to adjust enforcement system if· they want to promote .
technology .: transfer. ·.from developed countries, i.e. , foreign
enterprises can assist and transfer technologies to these
countries without any anxiety.

Statistically, there are~ny cases concerning trademark
and design. (Table 6) Classifying the imitation cases
.according to product categories, we can see that the numbers
of imitations of electronic apparatuses and .industrial
machines by far exceed those of any other products. (Table .7)

)\s technology develops in Southeast )\sia,there is cause
for' concern that there will be an increase in the instances
in which native enterprises in Southeast )\sia will
manUfacturetheirqwn-bJ:'and prodllcts,illegally llsing only
high-technologies possessed by enterprises in developed
countries, thereby leading to incJ:'eased and more complicated
disputes over intellectual proPerty. rights between Southeast
Asian countries and enterprises in developed countries . In
anticipation of such incidents or cases, the US and Japanese
enteJ:'prisesare positively applying for patents in these
countries. (Table 8)

4. Perception of Technological ~icens~

...~... .. S'J:";~~wcii,~~l:l.J:'l:l':!S~.~..i,!:l~~iC~~~;QI1JqJ:'tgchnOlogYlicense...
can be found between developing countries and advanced ones.
Advanced countries •. come to positively giv; technological
assistance and transfl:l.r their technolog-y to the dl:lveloping
countries with the adjustment of legal system of intellectual
property in developing countries. Currently, there is nq fear
among the developing countries that 'the advanced countries
will dominate thedevel9ping countries in the industrial
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Protection of Intellectual Property in Asian Nations by the
Research Center of Intellectual Property, a foundation

SouthChina,

introduce below

system and its

contracts on

of

orpractices in relation to agreements

technology transfers, particularly those

Korea, Taiwan, Vietnam, and Thailand.

field' (UNCTAD G77). Nonetheless, the developing countries

can not dispel the fear completely, therefore they -have

protected their industries by legislating various kinds of

laws advantageous to.them.

As one of these examples, developing countries have

adopted a compulsory license system under the laws concerning

intellectual property under which advanced countries as

licensors should grant patents or technological license to

the developing countries as licensee on terms with

advantageous to the developing countries. In another example,

almost all countries have adopted regulations which, in

rece~v~ng technology licenses from a foreign enterprise,

require official permissions to receive the license before

the license agreements may be concluded. Even if the

agreements are concluded, they will not come into effect

without the approval from the official agencies concerned and

the registering of the contents of the agreements. Moreover,

these countries make it clear in their attitudes that they

are protecting and fostering their industry by laws through

such measures as the setting of : upper limits to the terms

of agreements, the terms when secrecy concerning

technological know-how should be maintained, and royalty

rates. (Table 9: This table represents a revision of what was

affixed to the paper submitted by Committee 2 to the

Cincinnati General Conference of 1993)

In consideration of the above, we will

the latest revised laws and the legal

Manual on Protection against Imitation of Design and
Copyright, by the Daily Necessity Promotion Center

A General View of Intellectual Property Right in China by
Commerce Create Co., Ltd.
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Laws and Practices in Chinese Btisiness, by NippbnHyoron
Publishing Company

Systems -. in East Asi.a t.o Settle Cases of Infringement of
Intellectual Property, "Intellectual Property Management
-ver.
45N'o. 1

Relief Systems Cqncerning I~tellectual ProPerty Right
Infringements in Hong Kong, by CIPIC Journal Vol.. 32
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(Table 1) Trends in investment in OIina by Japan and the U.S. (Source:MitsubishiResearch
Institute)
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(Table 3) Forecast of the ecooonic grtlWth rate
in the world (Souree:International
Financial Information cmter)
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(Table 4) GPof the world's 4 ecooomic zones
(Source:Survey.and estJlll!ite of World Bank)
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(Table 2)Trends in ecooomlC growth of AsIan
eomtrfes and regions (Source:Asia
Developnent Bank) «;[P, \IIli t :1:)

(note)••• Figures for 1993/94 denote actual
resul ts and. 1995196 are eStimates
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Notes:

Table 6
..

Name of
.

country Name of case ..... Outline of case .

. Sharp's radio cassette Company A in Hong Kong forged "a permission
assembling case (1987) to use Sharp trademark: printed trademark. labels, manuals and package in China before the

company exported the products to China and
ordered a Korean company to manufacture the

.. . f!roduct on a commission basis.
Luo Oemingcase(1992) Guizhou people's high court sentenced Luo to

I death on charges that he manufactured and sold
., '. 400,000 bottles for imitation Mao Tai alcohol

. . . . ' drinks and eamedan illegal orofrt of 200 wan.
Wei Shu UnCcise (1993) Kunming people's middle-class court sentenced

· the ringleader Wei Shu Lin to death and punished..
six others with various prison sentences on

China
charges thafthey eamed an iIIegalprofrt of 1.20
million yuan by manufacturing and selling

.'. '. imita.tion"Red Pagoda Mountain Cigarettes'
. . . ." . manufactured by the Yuxi Ciga~ette Factory..

Yamatake-Honeywell Yamatake-Honeywell filed a suit with KangzhQu
patent infringement case middle-class court against a machine-

'" manufacturing maker in Zejiang Province on the.. ground thatthemaker infringed Yamatake-
I .. Honeywell's Chinese patent conceming the

positioning device for its automatic adjustment
valves. The dispute came to a compromise

· settlement as the defendant agreed to stop
producing the product and to pay a compromise

.. monev.· . ". . .
.. Case of selling imitation Fine of 3,300 yuan,

SONY video taoe
Case ofassembling ..•. Fine of about 660,000 yuan,
imitation IBM computers '.

· 9ase ohelling imitation' . Fine of 5,000 yuan, · TOK audio tape .
. .

In China, the production of imitation cigarettes, alcoholic drinks and
pharmaceuticals is dealt with heavy punishment, including a death

.~.. .... ·····j5enalfY:"On·theconffary;·damagesforindusfiialimffiifionprOduas'" .
are quite low.
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Name of
country

Korea

Name of case

JEEP case
(1992)

WALKMAN
case (1992)

Outline of case
An American company, JEEP Corporation, registered in
Korea the trademark JEEP as designated trademark of its
automobiles, trucks, buses and tractors. A Korean
surnamed Shin applied for a trademark" JEEP CASUAL,
integrating the figure of an elephant's head with
corresponding Korean letters,' as a trademark for work
clothes, business suits and children's clothes and other
goods and got permlsslon to register it from the Patent
Office in Korea in 1988. JEEP Corporation claimed that
the trademark is null and void on the ground that it is
similar to a universally-known trademark, demanding that
the patent office tum down the application. But the
Supreme Court ruled in 1992 that "JEEP' was a common
noun that the registered trademark "JEEP' was not of such
a nature.as would nullify the "Korean lettering of JEEp
CASUAL.'
Japanese enterprise SONY registers a trademark
WALKMAN in Korea as a commercial trademark for its
electric and electronic gQods.A Korean foOds company A
applied for "WALKMAN and the corresponding Korean
letters' for its green tea, coffee and aerated drinks, and this
application was accepted. SONY appealed to the Patent
Office that it was null and void, but the Supreme Court of
Korea ruled that "WALKMAN" does not fall into the
category of trademark so well-known to traders and
consumers in Korea as to exclude the trademarks of
others.

Taiwan Street Fighter Japanese enterprise Capcon charged four Taiwanese
case (1994) enterprises to police, charging them with illegally copying

the printed circuit board of ·Street~FighterII," game
software, and selling the copied software without
permission. Capcon had no copyright and had not
registered itstrademark so that this dililputewas treated as
a case of breaching criminallaW!il and the fair trade law. As
a result, the court sentenced the defendants with nine-
Illonth imprisonment, finding them guilty of forgery of
documents and a violation of the fair trade law.

.,. ··lffiplisofiffiefiffoffourffii5ntfisoi"a·fjne.of··~Cl··yuan

multiplied by four.

Penal servitude for a definite term of one year and six
months, with stay of the sentence for three years and
confiscation of infrin ed roducts.
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('Ilble 7lIDrl:er or imitatim am> cl8,$ifie:l ty JI'CXlcl(Sln'a:l:Japlll IrrlIstry 15iWl Prarotim Ass:x:iatiml

!bIlXI' or registratim
4.000 8. 000 cases

1!lS9)elr

1991)'EBI'

1992,yalr

~

1994.}'El1l"
L..-_-'-~"-I....;._'_ __-'

(mtelN:> statistics fer llDJ available

('Ilble8l .wlimticm fa'!IlI (II[l:Jteltic ~am)
n:gistraticm or pltalts in \llJap(ese LJJ""'''
«d1 amtry

1. ChiIll ltDi:a' or fWlimtim .
o 10.000 20.000 cases 0

1!lS9)elr

1991.}'El1l"

1992,yalr
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25.000 SO.OOO cases o
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1900yelr
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1992,yalr

1~
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'------'-------'
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~
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Table 9
China Korea Taiwan

Application.
Procedures
for getting
pennission

. .

System of application andgetting
permission

On condition that the independent
technical development shouldnot be
hindered. Application shallbe made
within30 daysafterthe conclusion. of
the contrael.

The system of notification andgetting
permission

No report is necessaryexceptfor
the introduction of technology. such
as aeronautics, atomic industry,
defense industryand high
technoloov .

The System of application
andgettingpermission.

•• •

No specialregul~tions

However. ft is ajudg"!f
whetherthe clause is
unreaspl)ab!eornot

. .

Nospecialregulations '. . •.

.

Unfairclauses
.

Notpennftted
ft is agreedto impose

restriction on the countries to
begivena monopolistic
imolementation rioht
Nospecialregulation

Not recognized (This
constitutes an.untaittrade·
oraelicel. •.•.•
It is not permitted to impose
restriction.

.. Unfairclauses
Unfairclauses.

No regulation

No regula(ion

ft is not permftted to impose
restriction. (except in case of a
monopoly agreem6lit)

unfair clauses
unfair clauses

Not permitted to use knowhow after
the terminationof the agreement

However,the use ofkrl.o'olihClW
cannot be prohibfted in casethe
knowhow becomespublicnot
because of the faunof the licenSlle.

Impossible
It is agreedto reslriel the .. '

countries to begivenmonopolistic
IK:ense right

Not recognized
..

ft shouldbe guaranteed that the
induc:led technology doesnot infringe
other'spatent The guarantllethat
the patentright~I not.be nullified
is alsoneeded.' .
This is not permitted (treated as an
unfairtradepractice)

Conceming all introduced
technologies, thee!fed of technology
induction shouldbe guaranteed. ft
shouldalsobe guaranteed that the
Dalent is not nullified.

.'

Unfair dauses
Unfairclauses

.' •. unfair clauses

Guarantee of
product
quality

Patent
guarantee'

R Grantback
e

sh::==':::""-+=====;:-::==---+=-:'::==~~=:::-~---t-rr.:7.:::=:===r:::::."=--1

Usageof know-. ft is possible to use ft afterthe ...
howafter agreement terminated. lt is possible
expirationof •... to reslrid ft whilethe patentright
agreement remains in force.

Nospecialregulation
It is sometimesbenefited

that the compensation rate .
goesbeYDJld 5%

No special regulation

In prin<:iple. the contra~ term
is 3-5 years. but the term may
exceed 5 years The patent
licenseright is valid duringthe
termof aareement.

.'

No special regulations

II does not conslilule an unfair .
agteement to set aeertaln amountof
minimum royafty.

The condition of "minimum· can not
be included as a condition (II Is not
permitted to conclude a monopolistic
aoreemenl!.

Running formula shouldbeapplied.
However. both lump-sum payment
and payment by inslallmentare
possible (two-three% is reasonable.
" sh?uldnotbe abovethe levelof
3.5%J.

The confidenfialfty obligation will No special regulations N~ special regulations
.lerminaleupontheexpiralionof the "... .w.:....... .. "" c "., " "•• ...

agreement In casethe .
confidenfiarrty obligation survives the I .
expiration of theagreemenl,the . I .
reasonshouldbenotedin advance
at the time of aDDlication. .

. ..• II is not allowed to exceed 10~ No special regulations
afterthe recognition. However. the .
upperlimit is five years in special
dislrids.

Royafty.

Settingofa
minimumroyafty

Term of
agreement

Confidentialfty
",,",W ......".\ obligation
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I:I:. The Peop~e's Repub~ic of China

Economic reform and the 'Open-door' policy in 1978 have

changed Chinese society drastically, and enabled China to

achieve an outstanding economic development as a pivotal

nation in Asia. Joint undertakings with foreign enterprises

are becoming actrve ," more than 90,000 foreign companies have

invested in China, and a great deal of technology has been

transferred into China. Although the intellectual property

laws in China have similar aspects to those in Germany, the

United States and Japan, there are not a few regulations

peculiar to. China. Therefore it is important for foreign

enterprises to grasp how these regulations are actually

applied to business in China, as well as to understand

provisional interpretation of those.

1. Recent Law Revision

As to laws for protection of intellectual property,

Unfair competition Prevention law and Product Quality law

were revised remarkably to harmonious with international

legal standards to in 1993, but Technology Induction

Ordinance which impose strict restrictions on . foreign

licensors has not been relaxed yet. Legal system of China is

being moqernizeq, but there is no sign that counterfeits will

are major revised 1993

to technology transfer.

1) The revised Patent law and its enforcement regulations

Adoption· of a material patent· system, legal effects of

process patents cover products manufactured directly

utilizing the process, importing patented products should
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constitute infringement, extension of the term during which

patents are protected (to 20 years), establishment of a

sYste~ of Domestic priority, abolishing the system of

examined publication and opposition, relaxing .conditions for

granting a.'. compulsory license

2) Participating in the PCT (Jan. 1, 1994)

3) The revised Trademark law (imple~entE!d on JUlY 1, 1993)

Establish a registration system of service marks,

heavier punishment for violations of trademark. right,

obligation ,of the licenseE! to label his name and thE! country

of ori,gin of products.

4) Promulgating the Anti Unfair Competition Prevention law
(implemented on Dec. 1, 1993)

Pr
ohibition from misleading people such as to confusing
other's well-known trademark with unauthorized one,
prohibiting exaggerated advertisement and propaganda, the

systematization of protection for business " secret,
prohibitic:m of thE! acts to obstruct. busdness by means of
spreading false information

.; .

5) Promulgating the product quality law (implemented on
Sept. 1, 1993)

Obligation to label the name of the product; the name of
the factory and the address in Chinese ·on the product or
packing package.

2.

Here are regulations which we should pay attention to in

business when concluding a technology transfer agreement .Ln

China.

'n) Report ona technology transfer agreement

The Technology Illductioll Ordinance stipulates that when

concluding a technology transfer agreement, the application
form for' approving the agreement should be submitted within
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30 days from the date of signing and that the agreement

should be examined and approved by the official organization

(the Department of External Economic and Trade or other

organizations empowered by the Department of External

Economic and Trade). When foreign licensor receive.s royalty

from Chinese Licensee without applying for approving the

technology transfer agreement, such an act sheLf : constitute

an object of administrative penalty (there is nb limit to the

content of penalty to the administrative discretion), and

shall be punished as a breach of the Foreign Exchange law.

Since licensing industrial property is a sort of Technology

Transfer under the Ordinance, it should be submitted for

approval and be permitted from the authority concerned. On

the other hand, licensing trademarks or patents without

accompanying any technical documents cannot be regarded .as

Technology Transfer under the Ordinance.·· However, because a

license agreement on patents may be regarded as Technology

Transfer under the Ordinance according to circumstances, we

had better report it to the Departmeritof External Economic

and Trade.

Within three (3) months from the conclusion of the

agreement, .a person who concluded an agreement on licensing

trademark should be reported to the Trademark Bureau and be

applied for approval by a prefecture Administrative Agency

(unless such reports are submitted, the licensee shall be

fined) ,and in the case ofa patent license agreement,· it

shall .be reported to the Patent Office. The name of parties

who reports to the Patent Office or the Trademark Bureau

shall be made pUblic, but the content of the agreement is

kept secret.

Even if a agreement on joint undertaking with foreign..-":::~:.:..., ··.··········..···········I~· '.. .

approved, it is separatelY· needed to get approval concerning

a technology transfer agreement under· the Ordinance . In . the

case a joint agreement, which includes a clause of technology

induction, dose not take the form·of technology introduction,

the agreement. needs to be approved as Technology Transfer. As

both a technology transfer agreement and a joint agreement

are.handledbythe same government Bureau, you may argue that
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a joint agreem~I1t naturally includes. a technology transfer

agreement. But it can not be argued actually.

(2) Language;used for Agreements

It is stipulated that, in the Case of foreign language

used for.the technology transfer agreements, translations of

them into Chinese should be attached with them in application

for approval of them. When two linguistic. stiles ·ofan

agreement is prepared between the parties concerned, . it is

necessary to provide a clause stipulating which of the two

stiles is authentic. Otherwise, there is a danger of·

disputing of its interpretation after concluding it. Although

both Chinese and Japanese use Chinese characters, the

meanings of certain Chinese .characteI:'soccasionallydiffer as

to cause mutual misunderstanding. The Japanese side had

better prepare a draft of the agreement written in English in

order to negotiate smoothly, because in such a case Chinese

side. will engage a person acquiring an international way of

thinking.

(3) Obligation to specify Registered numbers of licensed

industrial property in technology .transfer agreement

In· a technology tranl:;fer agreement with .. assigning or

licenl:;ing patents or trademarks, registered numbers or

application numbers of patents or registered numbers of

trademarks should be specified in it. It is stipulated that

specifications of licensed. patents or trademarkssnould be

attached to .the technology transfer' agreement. Therefore, the

agreement shall be regarded as invalid if it does not specify

the number suchas.regil:;tered n~er of licensed> patent.

Moreover even if there 'is a clause of .granting certain

trademark license in an approved joint agreement,' the

be regarded as a license
" '" •............

not specify the registered number of

trademark. Without a legally effective trademark license

agreement, licensee· shall suffer . from official Lnjunct.Lcn to

·produce in China what licensed trademark is attached to,

(4) Guarantee for achieving target

1) The licensor. of technology should guaI:'antee that the

technology, documents and materials are perfect, accurate and

effective so that the technological target stipulated in the
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agreement may be attained. 2) The licensor should be

responsible for filing a countersuit and/or for compensation

for economic loss suffered by the licensee in case the

licensed technology should infringe an intellectual property

possessed by a third party in executing the licenl3ed patent

and/or unpatented technology pursuant to the agreement. Thus

there is still a strict regulation that the 'licensor ahouLd

compensate for the economic loss the licensee has suffered.

However, in case the Chinese government judges the technology

absolutely necessary to introduce, an agreement which has no

guarantee clause such as mentioned above, may be approved.

(5) The patent license agreement

1) Guarantee of patent

In the case of a patent license agreement, the licensor

has the obligation to guarantee that the licensed patent

exists effective, and as the case may be, there is a

possibility that the licensor shall be required to guarantee

not only the effectiveness of the licensed patent at the time

of concluding the agreement but also its future

effectiveness. In concluding an agreement of licensing a

registered patent, in order to avoid the guarantee, we may

take'measures to add registered utility models to the

agreement as an object of the license.

2) Obligations of licensor and licensee

The patent licensor should provide technological

materials concerning the licensed patent to the licensee and

give technological instructions necessary for licensee to

execute. The licensee shall not be allowed to license any

third parties other than those approved in the agreement to

execute the patent. It is also stipulated that the licensee

in

Specification Agreement

In case licensing a patent the object of a technology

transfer agreement, the following items should be specified

in the agreement: title of invention or innovation; name of

patent applicant; name of patentee, date of application;

application number; registered number; term of validity

(6) know-how a~reement·

'The Anti-Unfair Competition Prevention Law' was
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c:.-.- -,

promulgated on Sept. 2, 1993, .andenforced on Dec. 1, 1993.

The protection of know-how and business secrets is being

strengthened under the Law, but its legal effectiveness

remains uncertain and we have to wait for judicial

precedents.

(7) Term of Agreement

The term of technology transfer agreements should be

within 10 years, but the longest term act~ally permitt~dis

7-9 years from the point of concluding an agreement. Ufling

the licensed technology cannot be prohibited after the

termination of the agreement. However, in case a patent is

also an object of the license agreement, the licensee shall

be prohibited from executing the patent. It is stipulated

that the term of secrecy should not exceed t.he term of

. validity of the agreement. The term of copyright license

agreement should not exceed 10 years, but it can be renewed

when the agreement is expired.

(8) The statute of limitations concerning disputes on

agreement

The right to file a suit concerning disputes over the

technology agreement and to applying for arbitration are.

barred by statute of limita~ion in one (1) year. The base

date for reckoning of the limitation Ls ..'when the parties

concerned shall notice that their ·legal rights and his

interest has been infringed.

(9) Trademark license agreement

The principal purpose to conclude trademark license

agreements is for a licensor to prevent its trademark from

being illegally used or pirated. After concluding a trademark .
J..ic:nse:~~:~e~~~.t~e ..... lic.:~s()r •sllollld .. sllI=>eJ:Vis:~!l~ ~aJ.it}' c... ..,... .~.... "of ..... product:swIth·the· TIcensecr··trademark"the·· Iic;ensee."h';s·
manufactured, and. the licensee should guarantee the quality

of products with the licensed tradeIllark as commercial ones.

In the case of importing products together with catalogues

from a foreign enterprises and marketing them directly, it is

not necessary to conclude a trademark license agreement. On

the other hand, when product are marketed in the name of a

Chinese corporation, it is necessary to conclude a trademark

_-.~. i
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license agreement with foreign enterprises. Even though the

corporation· is a subsidiary to which a foreign corporation

has invested all the finance, if it is registered as a

Chinese corporation under the law, concluding such an

agreement mentioned above should be needed between the

foreign corporation and the subsidiary. Printing packages is

under the control of the government and official injunction

to print shall be issued against the. licensee without a

trademark license agreement.

3. Legal System and Obligation in Business Operations

(llHow to deal with corporate inventions in China

rt is legal to demand in an agreement that all the

inventions made in a local affiliated company or a joint

company as part of its business operations should be assigned

to the foreign parent company, the investor. However, an

appropriate compensation should be taken locally as there is

a law concerning offer of encouragement funds to an inventor,

a law similar to.a comparable German Invention on Law. It is

stipulated that a sum of not less than 200 yuan should be

paid to an inventor as an encouragement fund upon

registration of a patent; During the time whEm the patent

right continues effective after registJ::ation, the inventor

should be paid 0.5-2% of the after tax profit earned by

execution of the patent after execution in the company and

the inventor should be paid 5-10% of the royalties received

from outside companies, in case the: patent is licensed to

others. The number of cases of appeal to the courts of patent

control organizations over disputes concerning encouragement

funds and corporate Lnvent.Lons ' La on the increase, as the

calculation of license fees is quite difficult.

Filed in China first

In case an enterprise transfers to others. the right to

apply for a. patent right or a registered patent, it should
, . . .. "

get permission from a competent upper-class organization.

When a person or organization transfers the right to apply

for.a patenttoa foreigner, it should obtain permission from
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the competent -authorities concerned in the Board of State

Affairs. Moreover, a transfer becomes effective after an

'agreement is concluded, registered with the patent office and

published.

In the case of'transfer of an invention created in China

to a foreign enterprise, the tra~sfer is not permitted

without permission by competent upper-class authorities. The

'invention made in China should first go to the Chinese patent

office through a Chinese patent attorney before an

application for a patent is filed in a foreignc::ountr~.It is

not permitted and is punishable by law to apply for a patent

not in China first but in a foreign country. (administrative

or criminal disposition)

(3) Patent control organs

The patent control organs include the patent control

bureau of the Patent Control Department of the government in

every province, autonomous region, and a central one under

direct government control, and these bureau' cities open to

foreigners' and special economic zones in China. The patent

control organs are administrative organs, whose

responsibility is to formulate plans for local patent

activities and give guidance in patent activities, solve

patent disputes and train patent experts. However, their main

task is to deal with and solve disputes related to patent

problem.

(4) Statute of limitations concerning lawsuits about
patent infringements

The statute of
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The registration in Chinese characters is also essent~al

because a trademark in China cannot be protected only with

that written in English. Unless we carefully select and

z::egister a trademark in Chinese in compliance with English

characters, there is danger that carelessly filed Chinese

trademarks may be rejected by a third party's registered

trademarks or the mark may be registered in a strange Chinese

translation against the intention of the trademark. applicant.

It is not necessary to file. a combanatIon .J:nark.of chinese and

English, because a single language mark is enough to prevent

use of such a combination mark by third parties. It is

strongly recommended, however, that a Chinese, company which

has the principal place of business abroad, should register

use its name used in China incompliance with a Chinese

company name registration system. There are cases in Which,

if a joint venture company with its main company. abroad

registers itself first in China, not only its ·related

companies with similar names but also the main company itself

cannot register its name in China.

(6) Measure against cancellation of a trademark due to
non-use

With a view to preventing cancellation of registered

trademarks in China, it is advisable to place a newspaper

advertisement at an interva:L of not more than three years.

There is. no need to conclude a consent agreement to-prevent

the cancellation of a trademark due to non-use.

(7) Infringement of trademark right

The exclusive right to use a trademark is :Limited to the

trademark that is registered. and the designated products.

Although it constitutes a breach of the trademark law to sell

a product,knowing that the registered trademark was

concerned simply because of the infringement, in case it is

insisted that he had no knowledge ()f inf:;-ingememt of other's

registered trademark

(8) Indication of registered trademark

When using a registered trademark, letters "registered

trademark, @ or ® mark should be labeled. In case it is

diffic1.l.ltt()label it on the product itself, it is stipulated
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that the mark should be labeled on packages, manuals or other

attachments. Even without ® mark, the trademark owner may

demand that a third party stop infringement, and avoid the

danger of his trademark being canceled. Although it is

stipulated' by law that ® mark should be put on a product to

demand compensation for damage, yet present precedents show

that thetrademarkownerc:an demand compensation for damage

without1.abe1±ng his marks.

(9) No statute of limitations in trademark lawsuits

The trademark law provides for no statute of limitations

to lawsuits unlike the patent law under which the licensor

can file a suit within two years after the ihfringemertt came

to light. However, it is advised to issue a warning whenever

an' infringement is found. Concerning the infringement. of the

excluSive right. of use of a registered trademark, the victim

can lodge a complaint .with an above-xian class industrial arid

commercial administration control organization in the place

where the violator resides or where the act of inf:dngement

occurred and get the violator arrested. The person who had

his trademark right infringed can directly bring the case

before the court.

(10) The industrial and commercial administrative on
control bureau'

The bureau is endowed with the power to detain the

violator for rtotmore than several weeks, as SOOR as it

received the victim's petition . to punish the violator with

material evidence, and is able to make a decision within

several months. It has a greater authority than the police.

If a claimant is not satisfied with its decision, he is

allowed to report to an . upper-class control bureau. However,

the claim not when it is not stated, , ,,,..,,,,..,,,,,.,,,..,,,,..,,.;;.,'.,.,,,,.,,,,.,,,,,'"'''''''' ."" ',."'. 'I"",,· ,.,
the petition. The content of the adlllinistrative

includes:

-suspension of infringement; a fine as an administrative

punishment (For an Enterprise unit to up to 50% of illegal

profit or a fine of more than 5 t.imes of the profit earned

through the act of infringement; 'a fine of up to 10,000 yens

imposed" on a .person directly responsible for an enterprise);

civil! compensation (compensation for damage claimed by the
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victim} are specified. Apart from "the administrative

disposition, there is a people's court (trial) as a judicial

measure. However, it costs the plaintiff much money and

requires time, while the compensation is low.

(II) Name of licensee, "indication of place of

production

According to the revised trademark law (July 1, 1993),

the licensee in a trademark usage agreement is obliged to

indicate on products the name of the licensee and the place

where it is produced" (Clause 26" of the trademark law) to

protect consumers. If the label is written in English, it

must be accompanied with Chinese translation.

In order to protect consumers, Article 15 of the product

quality law promulgated in 1993 stipulates that the names of

the product and the name and address of the factory where it

was produced should be marked in Chin<:se language on the

label of the product or its package.
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:r:n:. The Republic ofltorea(ltorea)

The economy of Korea saw a rapid development after the

adoption of the foreign currency induction promotion law of

1960 and the of 'the foreign currency transfer

dollars with its national" income per person amounting to

8,483 dollars in 1994. Korea ranks among the 12 biggest

trading countries in the world and the 5th largest

automobile producer. Nevertheless, for five years from 1988

to 1992, the competitiveness of the Korean products in the

world market weakened due to the mounting demand for

democratization, activation of labor unions steep wage
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increases. This led to a situation where Korea is on the way

to decline as the NIEs (newly industrializing economies) in

Southeast Asia are rapidly catching up with Korea which is

strong in labor-intensive industry in. the world. In this

situation, 'Korea is compelled to upgrade its industries, and

is searching a way out in technology-intensive industries.

In order to convert its industries to tec~nology

intensive industries, the key question is how fast Korea can

develop its high-technologies which Korea lacks. It is quite

difficult to achieve, this target ina short period if it

,depends only on independent development, So, it is an urgent

task for Korea to push ahead ,with its industrialization by

inducting technologies from foreign countries. Until the

early 1990s, the Korean Gover~ent had imposed various kinds

of restrictions on foreign enterprises which could Possibly

provide the' country with technology licenses . However , as

there were conditions disadvantageous to foreign enterprises

among the restrictions, there were a big obstacle there

ahead of, foreign enterprises whohac:i a chance to proyide

Korea with technology licenses .. On the ot.hez' hand, for the

Kor,ean companies whichi!lccumulatedeconomic potential" the

reporting system imposed on them by the government

concerning international agreements is being not favorable

for a smooth transfer of technology.

The Korean Government which was intent not only on a

smooth technology transfe17 from abroad to its domestic

enterprises but also on adjusting the system in keeping with

internationalcrite17ia, spurred by the inauguration of the

WTO (the world Trade 'Organization), revised "the types and

standards of the acts of unfair transaction in international

",·, ".".agreements,/~"which, ",is~~e".go"vernment~ s,.guic:ieline.,.•to,.17.el?l,!t """,.".,.

the regulations on monopoly rest17iction or unfair

transactions and on technology license transfe17 from abroad.

1. Latest Revised Law

~he main laws relating to the technology transfer from

abroad to Korea include : the foreign capital induction law,

the law ,on monopoly regulation and fair trade (hereafter

called "lIIonoP9ly regulation law"), "the types and standards

of . unfair, transactions in international agreements"
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(hereafter called Ucriteria"), foreign exchange control law,

patent law, utility model law, design law, trademark law,

copyright law, computer program protection law and

semiconductor chip protection law. Among them, below we

introduce the laws which were recently revi~ed and its

general aspects.

1) The revision of the patent law (utility model law)
(implemented on Jan. 1, 1994)

The mad.n reason for revision is to protect property

right by making the government return the patent' and

registration fees when the patent right or utility model

right becomes invalid, and to supplement yet-to-be adjusted

problems arising from implementation of the law.
2) The revision of the design la.w (implemented on Jan.

1, 1994)

The main reason .for revision is to .protect the property

.right Of the licensee, by making the government return the

registration fees, when the design right becomes invalid,

and, to extend the validity term of a utility right from 8 to

10 years in accordance with the GATT Uruguay round. TRIP

agreement.
3) The revision of trademark right (implemented on Jan.

1, 1994)

ThE'! purpose in the revision was to make the law more

rational in content, for instance, by abolishing the

obligation to submit. evidence of. its use in applying for a

trademark or in applying for its .renewal and by giving a

claimant demanding revocation of trademark a chance to apply

for the trademark on a priority basis. In connection with

this, a proposed law for the revision o{ the patent law,

utility law, the trademark law and the design law, which

provides for the abolition of the existing judgment and

arid creation of a new Upatent court" for the . purpose of

simplifying patent judgment procedures, was approved by the

Parliament and was promulgated on Jan. 5, 1995.

However, the revised law mentioned above is planned to

be implemented on Mar. 1, 1998, timed with the setting up of

a "patient; court." Besides, in connection with the proposed

law, the following matters are under consideration : (1) A
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right -to lend

profit-making

after July 1,

The enlargement: of protective period·for copyright'
neighboring law (Article 70 of copyright law)

The protection term of actual performances, phoncqzeph

· review of the term of patent, (It is-proposed to be 20 years

uniformly from the application date of patent") , (2)

enlargement of the scope of patent infringement, (3)

enlargement of the object of protection by patent

("substances obtained from the conversion of atomic nuclei).

(4) a system for earlier application and publication and (5)

the indication system Of contents of technologies.

As for the trademark law, the revisi.onof the law is

now under way in 1995 to introduce the color trademarks and

preparation is in progress for· the implementation of the

revised law in 1996.
4) The revision of the copyright law (implemented on

July 1, 1994)

a) Article -_6 of the copyright law

Collections of particles, numerical values, diagrams

and others arranged in such away as to permit search by

means of an information- processing device have come to be

inCluded in the category of copyrighted' creations. In

connection with this, various kinds of data bases have come

to be protected as special copyright products -as long as

or.iginality is recogl1ized in. the selection of materials and

their arrangement.

b) The recognition of the right to lend phonograph
record rights (AFticles 43, 65._ (2) and 67 (2) of the
copyright law)

Distributors and players are given the

for profit photographic records for· the

purposes which contain -their works produced

1994.

cJ

extended from 20 years to 50 years, counting from"l;he year

next to the creation of a copyright,.-neighboringright, is

established for the copyright,.-neighboring right became

effective after July 1, 1994.

d) Special recognition of the right of performers
concerning transfer of their right to image works
(Article 75(3) of copyright law)
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of

wasprograms

protection

Contrary to the previous provision which stipulated

that the music and pictures recording and performance

broadcasting rights of performers who agreed to cooperate

with movie .producers, were regarded as transferred

unconditionally to the movie producers concerned, the new

prov~s~on stipulates that these rights are regarded as

transferred to the movie producers unless there is no

special agreement. By so doing, the new provision recognizes

a special agreement on the transfer of performance right,

However, this provision is not to be enforced for five years

the date of enforcement of the. revised copyright.law.

e) Theenlargement.ofJ:he acts regarded as infringement
(Article 92 of the copyright law) .

The previous law was revised so that the acts of

distributing knowingly the products made by infringing the

right .duly protected by the copyright law, or the acts of

possessing such products .for the purpose of distribution,

constitute a breach of the law.

f) Strengthened punishment (Article 98 of the copyright
law)

Under the previous law, a person who infringed the

right was sentenced to up to three years or fined up t03

million won, but the revised law stipulates that the

violator is sentenced to up to three years·or fined up to 30

million won or these punishments may be combined. ~oreover,

a person who falsely or illegally publish.es a product is

sentenced to up to one year or fined up to 10 million won.

5) The protection law of the computer programs
(implemented on JUly 5, 1994)

The protection law for· computer

promulgated in 1987. It is true that the

poor because the punishment of infringement of the copyright

of the computer programs is light. These is also a problem

that a quick solution of a dispute is difficult as it is

provided for no mediation function for the solution of

disputes about programs. In order to solve this problem, the

computer program law was revised in keeping with a tendency

toward intensifying copyright protection.



2. Regulations concerning technology transfer agreements

The Korean Government has mainly applied the following

regulations about technology transfers from foreign

enterprises to domestic companies:

1. The obligation to report shall be fulfilled in the

concluded agreement according to Article 33. of the Monopoly

Regulation Law which stipulates that "When an enterprise. or

a business asaccd.at.Lon concludes·· an international agreement

within ian certain range (agreement fees and terms), the

con'tzact.: shall be reported to the Fair Trade Commission

within 30 days from the date of conclusion.

2 .1-.rUde 32 of the MonopdlyRegulation Law stipulates

that "an enterprise or a business aSsociation shall not

collc1ude an international agreement whosecontentconce.rns

unjust coordinated acts, acts of unfair transactions and the

acts of maintaining resale prices." The .article provided

that "criteria" concerning the technology transfer

agreements which are to be regulated bylaw, shall be' made

public and enforced in 1990 tdmake enterprises concerned

observe the criteria. There were prov~s~ons in the law which

were not .accept.abLe .to the licens~r. Jiowever, the criteria

were later:r;evised .to ease the ;regulations and to chanqe

.them to accord with international criteria.

Here We ..introducesome main changes from the previous

provisions, con.cerning the transfer of technological

licenses, consequent upon the revision of the Monopoly

Regulation Law (implement.ed Apr. 1, 1995) and the revision

of the "criteria" and of "regulation.s on technology

transfer" (implemented on Apr. 1, 1995, instruc.tion .No. 95

15 of the Korean Financial Economic~oard)
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Made After Latv RevlslMalnCh ..... -- _n
Item I Before Revision .. .. . After Revision

Agreement which All the technology transfer agreement were required to be reported The regulallon to standardize royalty Is abolished. It Is not necessary to
requires report to the'.competent ministerand banks, respectively, as to the termof report on technology license agreements other than those on high.

agreement and royalty fees. (Regulations on technology Induction) technology, Including of aeronautics, atomicenergy anddefense Industry
technolooies. IReoulatlons on technoloov transfer\'

Contract certification In case the term of agreement was less than one year, the The certificate on an agreement by a class A bank Is abolished. (June

by bank applicant shouldreceive thecertificate of agreemen~lfrom a foreign 1994) (RegUlations on technology transfer)
. exchan!le bank.(re!lulatlons on technoloov Induction . ..

Multiple application In casethe term of an agreement Is lessthanoneyear, a certificate Examination of an Intematlonal agreement by the fair trade commission
by a bankwas required to be obtained. If the termof an agreement can be requested only Incasethe contract term exceeds three years. It
wasmorethanoneyear, a reportshould be madeto the competent Is not necessary to report In case the term of an agreement is iess than
ministerandthe fair tradecommission. Thereport to thacompetent threeyears. (Article 33 of the Monopoly Regulation Law)
mlnlstly was regarded as having made to the fair trade
comnjlsslon. (Paragraph 1 of Article 33of the Monopoly RegUlation
Lawl" .' . .'

By this revision, 'numll9r of application of technology license agreement to the government Is expected by 96% comparing to those of 1994. (thenumberof technoiogy
transfer agreements concemlng ',aeronaullcs and space, and atomic energy and defense Industry technologies In 1994 Is 20 out of the total number of 523 technology
license soreements.! . ..\ '.' . .
Main changes due Typef and standards were strictly specified. Types and standards of unfair transactions In the 13 provisions are

N to the reVision of classified Into'gray" and'white' provisions to dealwith them flexibiy. .<n «
<n

"criteria' '. .

Non'-dispute The clause of licensee's non-dlspute obllgallon constituted a The clause of licensee's. right to non-dispute obligation does not
obligation of breaclJ of the Monopoly Regulation Law. (Paragraph 10 of Article 3 constitute a breach of the Monopoly Regulation Law. (This clause was

licensees
of the(criteria) decided to bedeleted fromthe revised criteria)

The escape clause The eScape clause for the licensor on the Infringement of his right The escape clause for the licensor does not constitute a breach of the

for the infringement by a third party constituted a breach of the Monopoly RegUlation Monopoly RegUlation Law. (This clause was decided to be deleted from

of licensors
Law.(~aragraph10of Article3 of thecriteria) the revised criteria)

"; .

Designation of high- The following 10 Items In 105 areaswere included In the scope of Thescope of the high-technology was revised to InclUde the following 94

technology high-technology. Items In7 areas.
1. Machinery Industry 2. Electric andelectronic Industry 1.The fieldsof electronlcs,lnformallon andelectricity
3. P~clsion machine Industry 4. Newmaterial industry 2. Precision machinery and high-tech Industries andthefieldof good
5. L1f1! science 6. Aeronautic anddefense Industries distribution process
7. Ol!-altematlve energy andelectricity generallon 3.The fieldsof materials endrawmaterials
8. The prevention of environmental pollullon andothers 4. The fieldof newmaterials andprecision chemical andthe field of
9. Atomicenergy biological Industry

10, C~talyze 5. Optical science and thefleldof medical appliances
6. The fieldof aeronautics andtransportation .

. , .: 7. Thefieldof DrosoerilV. enerov resources andtheconstruction Industry
The licensor shall b~lexemPted'from tax on royalty received by the licensor of high technology as previously stipUlated. (An Income tax or corporation tax shall be
exempted for 5 vears. , . .

..
o.

"'" :.: .., . .... ..:., ..... !"',!' ···.'i..·: ...".. t>...c: '. •.,......,.,." -, ........ '.. '...
.. ,0



ol)tiiillilrlg approval from the

As there actually existed strict Government restriction

in the past in Korea, there were cases where it was

difficult to get permission for technology license

agreement. However, a prospect is now obtained as the

regulations and criteria concerned .will be revised in the

coming several years. The situation is such that in view of

the Korean Government's· intention to ease restrictions, the

regulations can be regarded as almost the same as those in

advanced countries.

In the future, when Korean companies are given

technology licenses, attention·should be paid to regulations

mentioned above, including. "the criteria." Moreover, there

have .been some cases in which the Korean Government gave

permission under the following condition.

(1) When an applicant submitted a technology license

agreement ito the competent minister, there Came an order

from the fair trade commission that the wording "subject to

the .... prior consultation and mutual agreement of the both

parties," be deleted concerning the export by the licensee.

The.licensor who judged that the root cause of the order

lied in Paragraph 2 of Article 30f the old "criteria,"

stipulating that to excessively restrict sales areas and.the

district to which goods are exported sh()uldberegarded as

an unfair transaction, paid attention to the proviso in the

Article which stated "the restriction on export to the

regions where the licensor already registered his contract

technology or where the licensor gives a exclusive sales

right to a third party, is not regarded as an unfair

transaction," and listed the names of all countries to which

the proviso appeals, and obtained approval from the Fl'C on

these , he can

licensor in advance.

(2) In case the royalty rate exceeded 5% in the past,

it often became a problem as an unreasonable price. However,

today, there are some cases where, if an agreement is

reached with the licensee, there is no problem insetting a

higher royalty. The Korean Government recognizes suchan

agreement as a·case of freedom of agreement.
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(3) It was true that in the past to provide Korean

company with a technology license was a synonymous with a

technology transfer. It was impossible for the licensor to

impose restrictions on the use of know-how by the licensee

after the expiration or termination of an agreement.

However,. in the past. for several years, it has become no

problem in an agreement to prohibit the use of know-how by

the licensee after the conclusion ¢f an agreement. However,

the use of know-how is not prohibited when it has been known

public for reasons for which the licensee is responsible.

(There are many cases in which the licensee asks, for the

continuation of the use of know-how after the termination of

an agreement.)

(4) The "criteria" r~vised this tim~ clearly stipulate

is that "to set; a certain amount of minimum royalty is not

an unfair transaction." In the past, the setting of a

minimum royalty was approved only in an exclusive ·license

agreement and the setting of a minimum royalty was approved

in such an agreement even under actual contract conditions.

As it is expected in .the future that. the laws and

regulations relating to technological transfer license w~ll

change, it is necessary to pay attention to it. In

consideration of the fact that Korea aims to become a member

of ~he club of advanced countries, some time Korea will .have

laws and regulations the same in content as those in 

advanced countries~ Though Korea ~as corne close to the level

of.the advanced countries in respect of the legal system

relating to intellectual property .right, practical

improvement are hoped for, jUdging particularly from the

fact that not so much improvement is seen in comparison with

the past in the of J,:::ll~='~~:llc.:::: ...•.. .•......... .••......•..... c···· ~.
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cooperation by

by Investment

technical

approved

From 1989 to around 1990, there had been brisk

investments in Taiwan by overseas Chinese and foreigners

along with trends in opening of politics and liberalization

of economy in Taiwan.

Especially, for the Japanese people who feel

geographical and linguistic (the use of Chinese characters)

af£inities, Taiwan was a favorable country for their

iml'estrnenfs. However, from 1991, . the investment environment

has been deteriorating due to wage hikes and a rise in

protection of the environment, it resulted in a sharp

decrease in Japan's investment. Investments in commercial

and service sections, includingsl.lperrnarkets arid department

stores, increase remarkably in the last 3to 4 years, while

foreign manufactures once occ:upiedan overwhelming portion

of foreign investments.inTaiwari.
The trends .in .' the' . cases of

year and industry; which are
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The laws to protect the intellectual property right in

Taiwan are;

"The patent law (invention, utility model and new design are

included) ," "the trademark law," "the copyright law

(computer programs are included)."

In order to strengthen the protection of intellectual

property in the s.ituation where the United States
.......... ~ ~."Ii¥»...... ".

designated .Taiwan as a nation' to be watched by priority in

connect.Lon with Special 301, the Taiwan Government amended

two laws, namely "the patent law (enforced on Apr. 21,

1994)" and "the trademark law (enforced on Dec. 22, 1993)."

Furthermore, "the protection law of the integrated circuit"

will be enforced on Feb. 11, 1996, and "the law on trade.

secret" is expected to be enacted.
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Besides, to become a member df GATT, Taiwan government

has made considerable effort practically and politically to

improve enforcement of intellectual property laws in order

to satisfy the requirements of GATT/TRIPs agreement. In

consequence, new amendment of the patent law and trademark

law are also expected.

The i.nvestment:-related furidamental laws in Taiwan are

"thetaw.toripr~IlIotion.of·industriCil<c(evelopment," "the law

for investment by foreigners" and "the law for. investment by

overseas Chinese". Technical transfer to Taiwan had been

governed by "the technical cooperation act" until quite

recently.

The Taiwan Government is preparing for various types of

investment encouragement measure.s for investors . Among them,

"the law. for. promotion of industrial development" was newly

enacted in January 1991 to replace "the law fOr

encouraqernent; of investments," .which was formulated in 1960

and completed its role at the end of. 1990. This law gives a

defi.nitiono~reducti9rl ofand~xemption from taxes, and

intr()duced a more effective investIl\l:!nt encouraqement; system

by fa~ci~in~ the £"\lIlcti.on--based. errdouragemerit system rather

th~n the fOrmer product-based one.

"The law for investment by foreigners" was formulated

to guarantee the investments in Taiwan by foreigners. This

law was enforced in July 1954 and revised on May 26, 1989.

The law mainly assures the remittance of profits gained by

investments to foreign countries.

In case of technology transfer agreement, licensing

practice had to be subject· to "the technical cooperation

control over the examination, and then, "the technical

coope.ratLon . act" was abolished on Aug; 2, 1995. "The

technical cooperation. act" owed its creation to special

circumstantial backgrounds which called for speCial

protections of the industries of Taiwan and a control of the

foreign remittance. A technical cooperation agreement which.

usually consLst.s of a patent or know-how license, had to be

submitted to the Investment Commission for examination. In
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regard to the agreement, the government assisted to prevent

unfair terms and conditions, such. as too high royalties or

incomplete technology transfer. An approval from the

Investment Commission also constituted a basis for tax

exemption for royalties paid.

1. Recentlv amended laws

l)The specific points of the amended patent law

The amendment bill for the patent law passed the

Legislative Yuan on Dec. 28, 1993, and promulgated and

implemented on Jan. 21, 1994. And the enforcement

regulations for the amended patent law were promulgated and

implemented on Oct. 3, 1994. The specific points of the

amended patent law. are as follows.

(1)Enlargement of the objects to patent protection

. Regulations of the old law, which did not allow the

patentability for food, beverages, habit-forming articles,

new varieties of microorganisms, and discovery of the new

use of the articles, were deleted. Nevertheless, new

varieties of animal and plant are not yet regarded as

objects of patent. Patent right on microorganisms is not

obtained for the people of the countries which have not yet

concluded a reciprocity agreement with Taiwan, but this

regulation is expected to be amended again.

(2)Force of patent right

The nature of patent right changed from a "the sole

right of the use" to an "exclusive right." In the past, even

when the basic patent was infringed, there were no

alternatives but to demand guarantee money (not damages)

from the accused if he possessed patent right of the

dependent invention.
" . •..............•.

(3)Duration of the patent right

The duration of invention patent, utility model patent

and new design were extended to 20 years, to 12 years and 10

years respectively, calculating from the date of

app1ication.(Under the old la.w, the duration of invention

patent, utility model patent and new design .were 15 years,

10 years and 5 years from publicati.on, but not exceeding 18

years, 12 yea.rs and 6 years from the date of application
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respectively.) -As TRIPs regulations provide that the term' of
protection of design should be at least 10 years, the
duration of new design is expected to be lengthened to 12
years from the date of application.

Concerning the patent of pharmaceuticals and
agricultural chemicals and the method of production thereof,

the duration may be extended for, additional 2-5 yE!ars but
not exceeding, the time which he spent to get the manufacture
approval stipulated in the law. (However,the people of the
countries which do not conclude a reciprocity agreement with
Taiwan are not allowed to extend the term of patent. This
regulation cis planned to be amended again.

(4)Restriction in license agreement (patent misuse)
Under amended Patent law, the following contract terms

provided in a patent license agreement should be invalid:
"prohibiting the licensee from using or place restriction on
the use of certain article or method not furnished by the
licensor" and "Requesting the •licensee to purchase from the
licensor products or raw, materials not protected by the
patent."

(5) Priority right
Foreign applicants can require their priority rights on

the principle of reciprocity. The applicants should declare
priority rights simultaneously when they submit their
applications. The priority certificate can also be submitted
W,ithin. three months after the date of application.

(6) Employees' Invention
Basically, employees inventions belong to the employer.
(7)The right of pledge
,Patent right can be used as the right of pledge.

right of pledge.
(8)P~rallel imports
The regulation of, the old law, the articles imported

from a foreign, country and, manufactured, by the. licensee' or
assigneE! of the original inventor shall, be excLuded from
patent right ef~ecting, in Taiwan, was deleted from a
standpoint of the, principle of, territorial privilege, for
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jurisdiction. The amended regulation provides that the court

should decide whether to prohibit parallel imports or not.

(9)Compulsory license right

The permission for compulsory license was restricted to

the cases of an emergent n~ed of the nation, augmentation to

.t.he public. interest without any action to make profit, or a

request for Ld.cense vhaa not been agreed by the patentee when

reasonable commercial conditions have been provided by an

interest party afterconsi<:l~rable time . put in vain. After

the patent law was· amended, the demand for ~ompulsory

licensepy reason .of non-working of a patent can not .be

claimed.

However, the patentee license the other for t.he patent

Which compulsory license has been permitted. In other. words,

the amended law clearly stipulates that the compulsory

license is not an exclusive license.

Moreover, in order to become a member of GATT, in

connection with the TRIPs, it is expected to add a condition

that compulsory license of the patent related to

semiconductor te~hnology shall be limited to non-profit use

.of. a patent for enhancement of the publ.Lc benefit. or unfair

competition by th~ patentee.

(lO)Labeling ot patents

It .is necessary to indicate the patent numbez. on a

product or its packag~ related to the patent or their

covers. If not, the patentee cannot demand compensation for

damage. (Under the old law, the patentee was not obliged to

indicate the patent, but should prove the fact that the

accused manufacture knew that the product was patented.

(ll)Legal procedures against infringements

In bringing a charge of infringement against the

opinion and a copy of the written warning by which the

patentee demanded the violator stop the act of infringement.

(Ad~votedorgi:inization fo:r; making int:r;ingementopinion is

expected to be established.)

(12)Additional cOmP~nsation due to willful infringement
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In case of willful infringement, the court can set an

amount of compensation in excess of the damage but not more

than twice the damage.

(13lStatute of limitations for infringements

The complainant should apply for the compensation for

damage and call for stoppage Of acts of infringement within

two years after he came to have the knowledge of can

inf:i:ingement. If not, he will lose the right of claim. The

right will also lapse if theirifiingement continues for more

than 10 • years without any claim by the complainant. (Under

the old law, there was no stipulation about the statute of

limitations. l

(14}Others

Provisions for pllnishmentweretightenedtoclamp on

infringements, and other provisiol1swere a Lso amended, such

as multiple applications, divided applications, application

for objection, counter argument, etc.

2)The main points of the amendlllent of the trademark law

The amendment bill of the trademark law was approved by

the Legislative Yuan on Nov. 19, 1993, and promulgated and

imp1ementedon Dec. 22, the same year. And the amendment;

enforcement regulation for the trademark claw was promulgated

and implemented on July 15, 1994. As a result of the

amendment; regulations, the international classification

system is used to classify goods and services. This

amendment; of the trademarkla.w is the.largestone since the

amendlllent in 1972. The main points of the revision is listed

below;

(llPriority

Priority can be claimed within 6 months from the next

6ragreement with the Taiwan for reciprocal. protection of

trademark.

(2lLimitation of the scope of trademark right

The exclusive right of use a trademarkisc restricted to

the designated goods. Under the old law, the scope of the

trademark right covered all goods in the same class.

(3lRegulations on licensing of trademarks
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The owner of trademark right can license others to use

his trademark. This license for the use of the trademarks

should be recorded with the agency in charge of trademark

matters; unrecorded license shall not be valid as against

third parties. This provision shall also apply if the

licensed user sublicenses others to use of the trademarks

with the consent of the owner of the trademark right. Under

the old law, the licensing for the use of the trademarks

requires approval and sublicense was not accepted.

In addition, "The standard on acquiring a trademark

right from a foreign enterprise" was abrogated on July 30,

1993. This standard provided for the approval of the use of

registered trademarks possessed by foreign enterprises.· In

case the person to be approved was a foreign enterprise, it

was usually easier for it to get the approval of the use of

its trademarks, but in case a Taiwanese company wanted

approval of the use of a trademark possessed by a foreign

company, it is considerable number of restrictions. However,

as a result· of the abolition of this standard, the same

procedures as licensing for the use of the trademarks

possessed by domestic Taiwanese enterprises can be applied

in. c:::ase the registered trademarks of foreign enterprises are

licensed Taiwanese companies.

(4)Establishment of the right of pledge

It is stipulated that the trademark right can be the

object of pledge. The creation of a pledge by the owner of

trademark right and change or extinguishment of a pledge

shall be recorded with agency in charge of trademark

matters; unrecorded pledge, chanqe or extinguishment shall

not be valid as against third parties. The old law did not

recognize the establishment of the right of pledge. During

trademarks unless it has been licensed by the 0101nerof the

trademark right.

(S)Cancellation of registration due to non-use

The effective term of non-use was lengthened from 2

years to 3 years. It is stipulated that the cancellation of

registration due to non-use of a trademark can be exempted

by means of proving the .fact that licensee uses .the
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trademark. The regulation of the previous law, which

provided that the cancellation of registration could also

exempted through use of a defensive trademark, was deleted.

A.nd, a new regulation stipulates 'that the cancellation of

registration can be applied for the goods which did not use

the trademark. It is stipulated that those who have the

trademark right are totally responsible for proving the use

of their trademarks.

(6)Well-known non-registered trademarks

Regulations of the old law concerning infringement upon

well-known trademarks which were not registered, was deleted

because the fair trade law is applied to such cases.

(7)Regulations on the termination of trademark right

Incase the goods bearing trademarks are traded and

circulated in market by the owner of trademark right or the

licensee, trademark right shall not extend in respect of the

said goods .. However, this provision shall not appl.y where

for the prevention of deterioration or damage of the goods,

or having other justifiable reasons. This means that

parallel import does not constitute trademark infringement.

(8) Others

Regulations were either amended or newly formulated

such as, the distinctiveness of trademark, the definition of

interested party, the definition and assignment of

associated trademark and defensive trademark, the system of

certification mark and collective trademark.

2. Regulation concerning technology transfers

As already mentioned, "the Technical Cooperation Act"

concerning agreements on technology transfer was a.bolished

formulated to cope the cases in which a person

concerned get a certain amount of profits after providing

the Taiwanese government, individuals or corporations with

know-how (technical secrets) or patent' right possessed by

foreigners based on the regulations of "the law for

investment by foreigners." The competent authority for the

law was the Investment Commission of the Ministry of

Economic Affairs. Technical cooperators had to conclude an
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"agreement on technical cooperation" and they had to submit

the said agreement before the Investment Commission for

getting approval.

Basically, the Investment Commission respected the

contents of the agreement .between the parties concerned, and

examine. whether the content of technology was with.in the

SCOpe. of the Technical Cooperation Act; whether the

condition of paying license .feeswas appzopz'Lat.e r whether

the term of agreement was appxoprLat.e ill view of .t.echnf.caL

innovations and technical transfers; whether there were

restrictions on export markets; whether there were

prov~sipns for the obligation to purch!ise materials

excessively, and others. Corresponding with the situation of

internationalization and liberalization, the examination

process for obtaining approval had been becoming

considerably loosened.

In the past, Taiwan government control strictly on the

foreign exchange. Therefore, the parties would apply for

approval of the technical cooperation agreement from the

Inve.stment Commission to obtained the right t o .remit the

royalty out of Taiwan. The situation changed when remittance

ofmoney to foreign countries has peen liberalized under the

amellded "Foreign Exchange Control Law." Therefore, the

Technical Cooperation Act loosed its efficiency on that

important point. Now, to abolish the Technical CoOperation

Act, the principle of liberty of contract with .. respect to

technical assistance agreement has been established.

However, as mentioned above, the Patent law restricts

the patent misuse which is known as tying arrangement. In

addition to the tying arrangement, other conducts causd.nq

competition, such as price license,
·.m .•. ·....••• ·

and involving patent right arew:ell defined by the Fair

Trade Law.

The old trademark law provided for stringent conditions

as prerequisites fro trademark licensing. Under the old law,

a trademark owner could license others to use his trademark

only when the manufacture of the goods bearing the trademark

was under the supervision and control of the trademark owner

so that the trademarked goods could maintain the same
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quality, and when the specific requirements prescribed by

the Ministry of' Economy Affairs were an met and such

license had been approved by the authority in charge of

'trademark matters. However, the amended trademark law

revokes the restrictions on trademark li.censing to allow

trademark owner to license their registered trademarks to

others 'upon mutual agreement. As aforesa.id, "The standard on

acquiring a trademark right 'from a foreign enterprise" was

abrogated, there is nospec:iai regulation to license to use

trademark in 'l'aiwan.

3. Matters to be attended afterconcludinq a technoloav

transfer agreement

(1) Matters related to patents

The amended law stipulates that infringement opinion is

needed to file a suit on a patent infringement, and

mozeovez , it is necessary to warn the violator in advance.

Inactions aneging infringement of manufacturing method, an

accused can raise an opposing-evidence if the accused can

produce the same product by using other method different

from that of patentee's method described in his patent. In

other words, the said other method which is d.ifferent from a.

method actually applied by the accused is regarded as

rebuttal. (This provision is planned to be amended again.)

As stated above, attention flhould be paid to the fact

that there are peculiar regulations concerning patent

infringements, such as "A parallel import is jUdged by the

court case by case," and "without the label of a patent, the

patent holder cannot demand compensation for loss."

Besides, under the old law relating to the claim of

license was approved due to the non-working. More precisely,

in case the licenser produced all or most of the goods

relating to an invention abroad and imported them to'l'aiwan,

it was not regarded as properly working of a patent. The

amended law does not permit a demand for compulsory license

of a patent due to the reason of its non-working. However,

the present patent law in Taiwan includes still special

regulations, so that those who are engaged in business
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related to these regulations should be well aware of that

peculiarity.

(2)Trademark relations

. As the trademark law was vastly amended, including the

liberalization of trademark usage approval and its renewal

conditions, it is necessary to do business, paying attention

to the amended law. There is no room for dispute because it

is clearly stated in the law that the parallel. import of

genuine products -does not constitute an infringement of the

trademark law.

To block the export of products bearing false trademark

from Taiwan to other countries, "the monitoring system on

the export of products bearing false trademark." was adopted

on Aug. 17, 1994, and was enforced on Oct. 1, 1994, by the

Board of Foreign Trade-in the Ministry of Economic· Affairs;

In the monitoring system, .the Board of -Foreign Trade

examine the trademarks, the list of the authorized. users,

and duration of rights of exclusive use which are supplied

by the registrants, and then key that information in the

computer data bank. The officers of each custom office will

review the trademarks used on the exported goods to see

whether they are infringing tihe registered trademarks . This

computerized monitoring system may efficiently protect the

intellectual property rights of trademark owners and block

the export of the falsely identified products Eo other

countries.
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V. Socialist Republic of Vietnam

Socialist Republic of Vietnam (hereinafter called

Vietnam) is, as the name shows, is a socialistic countizy

where the communfst. party rules, However, facing up to its

economic andsoc~alsituationwhich suffered from p9vertyand

aftermath of Vietn;am War, Vietnam set forward I Doi..,Muoi I

(economfc. reform) policyinl986 i.n· order to restore and

deve.Lop itseJ,f. 'l'his policy is a new economic reform one

introducing capitalistic competitive principle on a large

scale, which models after Perestroika initia.ted by Gorbachev,

Who was the last General Secretary in the era. of the Soviet

Union.

Originally, Vietnam is blessed with material .and human

resources·, i. e. abundant uriderground . resources and

agricultural products and. industrious workers and students.

As Doi-Muoi policy proves effective, Vietnam has got much

attention from other countries as a new market.

On the. other hand, in

technology from advanced

adjusting laws concerned

standard.

1. The latest revised laws

order to introduce capit.,l and

countries, Vietnam has been

to accord with international

patent, model, design trademark, in order to

protect technology and •. ~ntt:llt:ctual property right Ln. such a

level as advanced countries do. (Marc:h, 199.0) Vietnam also

revised its copyright law in December, 1994 .preparing for

membership in the Verne c;onvention. Moreover, Vietnam is

actively making efforts to adopt the international protection·

system of intellectual property right and ..other legal system,

after participating the Paris Convention, WIPO, PCT and :the
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registration of trademark was based on

As registrations by unlawful users .had

Madrid Treaty. We will introduce major revisions below.

(1) Copyright law

Under the revised Copyright Law, Computer software is

also the object of protection. Works made public outside

Vietnam .are not treated as objects of protection unless .Lt; is

made public in Vietnam within 30 days after the first

publication. Of course works made public in countries with

which Vietnam confirms r~ciprocityinbilateraltreaties, and

which are members of the Verne Convention (on the premise

that Vietnam should join the .convent.Len) are automatically

protected in Vietnam in accordance with the law . The term of

protection continues during the copyright holder is alive and

successive for 50, years after his death. A corporate works

are protected for 50 years from their publication.

(2) Patent, Utility Model and design

The National Industrial Property Office (hereinafter

NIPO) should start preliminary examination to applications

within three (3) months after the date of application, and it

is stipulated that substantial examination should be finished

within eighteen (18) mcnt.hs after the application in case ,of

patents and within nine (9) months in case of utility model.

Moreover, as the Vietnamese examiners' ability ,to examine

applications is totally high and as t.hey aie supported by

WIPOin substantial examination (The Patent Agency·of Japan

sends Japanese examiners to Vietnam and receives' Vietnamese

examiners for training), the judgment of patentability can be

said appropriate. Application papers or documents should be

written in Vietnamese language, however, in case of urgent

need to acquire date of application, we, can submit

specifications written in Japanese as a provisional measure.

registered without examinations, but' there is a system of

complaints against registered designs. (At any rate, these

cases are few.) As a major point of the revised' Patent law,

medicines and materials have become objects of protection.

(3) Trademark

In the past, the

the Prior-Use-System.
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succeeded one after anot.hez, registratiQn system was changed

t o the First-tQ-File System. However , as unlawful

registratiQns did nQt decrease at all, a nQtificatiQn by NIPO

was issued, stating that NIPO approve a claim fQr retractiQn

Qf illegally registered trademarks tQ thQse with authQrity Qf

the trademarks.

and its

tWQ parties

Qf the technQIQgy

guaranteed. by the

quality

shQuld beresPQnsibility

2. The law cQncerning license inductiQn

In December, 1988, "Ordinance Qn fQreign technQIQgy

transfer" and "Ordinance concernanq license agreements" were

enacted. The adjustment ox revisiQn Qf laws ment.Lonedidn l

is designed fQr . the 'protectiQn and .transfer of technQlQgy

frQm fQreign .enterprises. on the contrazy,these Ordinances

were fQrmulated fQr the purpose of restraining bot.h

Vietnamese and fQreign enterprises frQm cQncluding agreements

disadvantageQus tQ Vietnamese .

. The Ordinances modeLed after China's .Contrro.L Ordinance

QnTechnQlQgy InductiQn which was promulgated in May 1985,

and accQrding tQ the Ordinance all technQlQgy license

agreements between Vietnamese and fQreign enterprises are

obliged tQ take examinations whether .the cQnditiQns Qf

agreements are permissible QrnQtby . Science and TechnQIQgy

CQmmittee (hereinafter SCST).

First Qf .all, in case Vietnamese intends t.o receive a

t.echnc.Loqy Lf.cenae.. frQm a foreign enterprise, it is .ni:lcessary

tQgetpermissiQn·in·advance.from SCSTas. tQwhether they can

enter Lnt.o neqot.LatLon Qr not, ThEm after VietIlamese" concfude

the agreement with the fQreign enterprises, they must get

apprQvalQf SCST on the agreement as soon as pQssible. BelQw

are the main pQints necessary fQrgetting permissiQn:

...................................... (a) of the. cQncre:~t~.~e~ IC:.lo~ln:~tt~e~~n:jtt !O?:f~. :~=:~~.e~e~.~.·. . .. . .. . .... . . .k.;... ..
(b) The economic value Qf' technQIQgy and the

eCQnomic, technQlQgical and sQcial effect expected tQbe

achieved by the technology

(c) Royalty, terms of payment and. its term

(d) RQYalty shoul.d be within 5% of the net sales

(service) price

(e) The.



concerned.

(f) The term of agreement should be less than for 7

years (However, it can be extended in special cases)

(reference to the Ordinance on foreign

technology transfer)

SCST should decide whether the agreeznent ca be approved

or npt within 30 days after the application is made for

approval to it. In case SCST makes no decision within 30 days

from the date of application, it is regarded that the

agreement should be approved. Then the content of approved

agreement should be registered with NIPO. Vietnamese <agents

should be employed for the. register.

Without the r§gister, (1) it is impossible to get

official permission of export and import and exchange foreign

currency, (2) Technology, invention and know-how which are

objects of license can not be protected under the

intellectual property laws concerned, (3) it is impossible

for the. vietnamese. licensee to be financed from banks in

Vietnam necessary for the business under the agreement, and

(4) both parties shall· suffer· disadvantages, such as

administrative>punishment or a law suit.
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VI. Thai1and

Thailand has unique conservative aspects in the

national system because it has never been Colcmized by West

European countries. While the country developed its economy

by industrialization to the extent where Thailand has earned
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a reputation as an "excellent" nation among OECD members and

in the ASEAN, it has been reluctant to join international

treaties, and in this respect, it is a follower rather than

a leader in comparison with other ASEAN countries. Thailand

is a member of the Verne Convention, WIPOand GATT (WTO) ,

but not the Paris Treaty, PCTs, the Budapest Treaty or The

Universal of Copyright Convention, The Thai Government,

however is becoming active in regulating counterfeit

products.

1. Status Quo of the intellectual prOperty system

Thailand, though it is not a member ,stateof·the Paris

Treaty, is expected to join the Treaty in the near future.

For the time being, whether or not assertion of priority

right may be accepted in Thailand is fluid.

(1) The patent law (design patent law)

The revised patent law which was promulgated in 1979,

came into effect as of Sept . 30. 1992. Under the new patent

law, the scope of protection enlarged to the field of

pharm~ceutical products and agricultural machinery. In

addition to this, the term of the patent right was extended,

the mutual priority system was introduced, the right of

patent holder was improved and the regulations were induced

concomitant to the patent.protection of pharmaceutical

products. Design patents are also protected under th~ patent

law. Along with the design patent examination,the delays in

patent examination are a problem. Careful attention should

be paid to the· fact that in case an application filed ina

foreign country and is not filed in Thailand within 12

months thereafter, it cannot be registered as a patent .for

the

even if it is not made public.

(2) The Trademark law

The revised trademark law, which was originally

pzomu.Lqatied in 193:1., came into effect. as .of Feb. 13, 1992.

The following were newly provided for; introduction of

service marks, certification trademarks or collective

trademarks, a mutual priority system, pr()hibition of.

applications covering all kinds of related products, and
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obligation to file the patent

after the conclusion of the

the licensor shall not allow

fees and other agreed terms

receive license fees after the

2.

adoption of the international classification method of·

commercial goods and service.

(3) The copyright. law

The revised copyright law, which was originally

promulgated in 1B93,came into effect in April, 1995. Under

the new law, computer programs came to be protected by the

copyright law.

(4) The unfair competition prevention law

Although the unfair competition prevention law is yet

to be promulgated, prominent if not yet registered,

trademarks are protected by "passing-off" system. The

special law concerning the protection of trade secrets is

not promulgated. However, concept to protect was defined in

the criminal law, civil commercial law, labor-related laws

and the consumer protection law.

The regulations on technology transfers

(1) The patent, trademark license

License agreements em trademarks and patents have to be

submitted to the patent office of the Kingdom of Thailand,

approved and registered.

License agreements, which include the payment of the

royalty for patent, have to be approved by BOl (The

investment committee under direct control of the prime

minister) •

The licensor has an

license within 3 years

agreement. When approved,

unfairness in the license

conditions and shall not

patent expired.
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VIr. Conclus.ion

Asia is said to become the world's No.1 economic market

in the 21st century. Consequently, t.he economic investments

from tile advanced countries have been active, and higher

technology is being transferred to those Asiap countries.

Many Asian countries actively accept capital investments

from foreign countries. It is t.rue t.hat; . the legal system of

intellectual property has. been be mociernized. and rampant

illegal commercial productsilave been exposedandp1.lnished.

However, although thE!se counties have ;n1:roduced excellent

legal systems from advanced countries, local business is

oft.env.done against the law, because the consciousness of

intellectual property in these countries is low. It

sometimes happens ~hat in case a forei~n enterprise is doing

business at the same level with local business people, only

the foreign ent.ezprLae which has no knowlE!dge of prCictice of

local laws may be punished fora breach of .Law, It would be

ironic that the improved .. legal .syst~ results.;n punishing

foreigners. We expect that not only the legal system is

improved put illegal pzoduct.s are exposed and respec·t f,Clr

law is promoted in those Asian countries. We that

-, and ~Ilforcemellt legal system

withihe int~rnational rules regarciing intellectual property

can lead Asia to a course of sound economic: development.
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IP LEGISLA....ION ..~. 1995

PATENTS: TERM - H.R. 359/S.284

PATENTS: APPl.ICATIONPl.JBUCATION- H.R. 1733

PATENTS: REEXAMINATION REFORM - H.R. 1732

PATENTS: PRIOR USER DEFENSE - H.R. 2235

PATENTS: PTO AS GOV CORPORATION - H.R. 1659

PATENTS - BIOTECH PROCESSES - H.R. 587

TRADEMARKS: MADRID PROTOCOL - H.R. 1270

TRADEMARKS:FAMOUStV1ARKSANTI-OILUTION -

H.R.1295

COPYRIGHTS: CRIMINAL PROVISIONS - S.1122

COPYRIGHTS: COMPUTER PROGRAMS - H.R. 533

COPYRIGHTS: PERFORMANCE RIGHTS - S.227

COPYRIGHTS: TERMS - H.R. 789

TELECOMMUNICATIONS: OBSCENITY - S.314

PATENTS: GOVERNMENT SUITS - H.R. 632
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PATENTS· 17 ·OR 20 YEAR TERM

H.R. 359/S. 284

Sponsors:

. H.R. 359 - introduced by Representative Rohrabacher on

January 4, 1995 (over 100 co-sponsors).

S. 284 - introduced by Senator Dole on January 26, 1995.

Description:

These bills will amend Section 154 of Title 35 of the United States

Code to change the patent term so that it ends 17 years from the ~ate

of grant of the patent or 20 years from the earliest effective filing date

on which the application was filed in the United States, vvhichever is

later. The bills also open.for inspection by the public, any conti~uing

application and the original application if, but only if, the contin~ing

application claims the benefit of a parent application filed 1110re than60

months earlier.

The bills would overturn the GATI Implementation Law in .

had changed the patent term so that it ends 20

years from the earliest effective filing date. This GATI Implementation

provision had gone beyond the strict requirements of the GATIIWTO

Treaty, for the purpose of expressly preventing the issuance of

submarine patents. A submarine. patent is obtained by an applicant

legally manipulating the patent system to prevent its application from
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issuing until m;:lny years after the original filing date.. Several such

submarine patents issued in 1994,one of which had pended through

procedural manipulations for 40 years. The 20 year term was also

passed to implement a bilateral agreement with the Government of

Japan. Japan agreed to accept Japanese patent applications in the

. English language, with a translation to be submitted 2 months later,

and to allow the correction of translation errors.

Proponents:

Small Inventor Organizations argue that many of America's most

important inventions take longer than 3 years to move through the

Patt:l.nt and Trademark Offiqe so that U.S. inventors are disadvantaged.

Opponents:

The National Association of Manufacturer~, American Electronics

Association,Intellectual Property0V\'~ers,BusinessSoftwareAlliance,

Software ...~ublishers Associat.ion respond that if there is to. be an

amendment in this area, then it should be an amendment to permit

patent term extensions tied directly to U.S. Patent Office delays.

There should not be compensationfor applicant-caused delays. There

.... ..........~.. 'sfioUla"n()fl5e'~rnopen:enaed'oppoffuilitYforselecfeaaj5j5licailfs]')·····

delay patent issuance indefinitely.

Status

Sfill in the House JudidarylP Subcommittee.
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PATENTS· APPLICATION PUBLICATION

H.R.1733

Sponsor:

H.R. 1733 - introduced by Representative Morehead on

May 25, 1995.

Description:

The bill amends Section 122 of Title 35 to provide for the publication

of patent applications 18 months from the earliest filing dale or claimed

priority date. The bill does not include a definition ofplJblication,

thereby leaving to the discretion of the Commissioner such details as

whether copies' of the application will be placed in the search files.,

whether a copy of the a.pplication will' be available on"lirie, and what

type of access will be provided to the file during pendency. Note that

this 18 month period will begin running from the filing date of any

provisional application.

The bill inCludes aprovision to address' the concerns' of inventors

. regarding the potential for the loss of trade secret protection for their

"""""""'"~'invefifions'6efcrrEnfie'invefifors'Know"wWarpriorarfwrrrbeClteOag·arnst·······

their applicatic)nsl:>y the patenfexaminer.SpecifiCaJly, Section 122(b)

provides thafllpon request, an application will not be published until

3 months after the USPTO provides a first examination action.

Applicants that claim the priority of a foreign application or the benefit
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of an earlier filed U.S.:application are not eligible to make this request.

Eligibility is limited to independent inventors who certify that their

application will not be filed overseas.

The bill also amends Section 154 of Title 35 to provide for a

provisional righttoa "reasonable royalty" fromianyperson who made,

used, offered for sale, sold or imported into the U.S. theinventionas

claimed in the pablished application during the period between

application publication and patent issuance dates. The right is.limited

in that the infringer must have had "actual notice or knowledge of the

published patent application" ancithe. invention claimed in the patent

l'Tlust be identicaI to the invention as claimed in the published patent

application.

The bill.also.amend.s Section .102(e) of )"itl.e 35 to mCikea pUblished

patent application effective in the United States as prior art as of its

..• U.S. filingdCite:

Finally, Section 8 of the bill provides for patentterm extension where

there has been an unusual administrative delay by the PTO. The

Commissioner .will prescribe reguliations setting out the PCirtic::ular

... c:ircLJmstanc~~ that wiUqe.cieE3med to b~ unusucilCicil'11iJ')i§trativeqelays.

on

.. in the PTQless. than 3 years.... The.bill. sets the totCiI·C::LJI'TlLJtativeterm

extension that may be. given in compensation ford~ICiysduE3Jo
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interference proceedings, secrecy orders, appeals to the PTa Board

of Appeals and the Federal Courts, and unusual administrative delays

at 10 years.

Proponents:

The U.S. PatentandTrademark Office, theAmerican Bar Association's

Intellectual Property Section, the American Intellectual Property Law

Association, the NationalAssociation of Manufacturers, the Intellectual

Property Owners, the AmericanEleetronics Association,and·. the

Information Technology Industry Council (CBEMA) support this

legislation based on the 'advantages to early publlcanon of
, ,

applications, the right to provisional royalties,andtheneedto provide

some flexibility in the 20 year term for situations where PTa

processing is the cause of unusual delays.

Opponents:

The bill is opposed by certain independemt inventor's groups.

Status:

d •.• q •• d
Still in the IHoLlseJuclicialryJI' SIJbc1omlmittee... .
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PATENTS· REEXAMINATION REFORM

H.R.1732

Sponsor:

H.B. .1732was introduced by. Represemtative Morehead on

May 25,+9~.?

Description:

The billexpancls th.ird.party rights in patent reexamination procedures.

SP.f3cif.ica... lIy,the.bill.amends Section 302 of Titl.e 35 to broaden the
" , .. '.' . ....., ...

basiS.Jor reexamination .. to include Section 112 issues. The bill

amends Section 305 of Title 35 to allow a third party requester to file

written comments on each of the patentee's responses to the PTO.

Section 306 is amended to provide the third party requester with a

right tc>.~ppeal any JinaldElcisionOftnf3 PTOtnatis. favorable .. to

patentability. However, if the third party requester chooses to appeal,

then it is estopped from later asserting invalidity of the patent basf3d ...

on any ground which the third party requester raised or could have

........raised..duringtneree)(ia.rnirlation...proceeclirlgs~ •.•AclclitionaIIYj··the··biII·····.··...··· IS············

adds a new Section 308 to Title 35 to prohibit the patent owner and

the third party requester from filing a subsequent request for

reexamination on the same patent until the ongoing reexamination

proceeding is completed. Section 308 also prohibits a third party

requester from filing a request for reexamination on grounds that it
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raised or could have raised during a previous suitin.federal Court

where the Federal Court had entered a decision that the third party

had not sustained its burden of proving the invalidity of any patent

claim.

Proponents:

The legislation is sepported by the American Bar Association's Section

on Intellectual Property, the American Intellectual Property Law

Association and the Intellectual Property Owners Association.

Opponents:

Various independent inventor's groups.
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PATENTS· PRIOR tJSERDEFENSE

H.R.2235

Sponsor:

H.R. 2235 - introduced by Representative Morehead on

August 4, 1995.

Description:

The bill provides that a person shall not be liable for patent

. infringement if such person had, acting in good faith, commercially

used the subject matter before the effective filing.date of the patent.

"Commercially used" is defined as use in the United States in

commerce or use in the design, testing, or production in the United

States of a product or service which is used in commerce, whether or

not the subject matter is accessible to or otherwise known to· the

public. The phrase "used in commerce" is defined to require an actual

sale or other commercial transfer of the subject matter at issue or an

actual sale or other commercial transfer of a product or service

resulting from the use of the subject matter.

The bill clarifies that this defense is not a general license under the

patent, but is a personal defense extending only to the subject matter

that the person actually used before the effective filing date.
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The person has the rigntto vary the volume of u~e oftbe subject

matter and to make improvements, so long as those improvements do

not infringe additional clalrnsot the patent.

The person will not be entitled to the defense unless he has

commercially used the subject matter in question.or reduced. it to

practice more than one year prior to the effective filing date of the

patent. Also the person may not assert the defense if he derived the

subject matter from the patentee or those in privity with the patentee.

Proponents:

Intellectual Property Owners, American Intellectual Property Law

Association, National Association of Manufacturers.

Opponents:.

Small inventor's organizations.
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PATENTS -PTO AS GOVERNMENT CORPORATION

H.R.1659

Sponsor:

H.R.1659 - introduce~by Repre~entatiy~Mor~h~ad onMay 17, ..1~95.

Description:

The bill would make the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.~.

government corporation independent from the Department of

Commerce, Specifically, th~ bilfWoulg amend Title 35 to Qrant the

PTO the power:

a. To purchase, lease, construct and manage property;

b. To award contracts

c. To retain and use all of its revenues in carrying out tne
functions of the Office;

d. To have flexibility in creating positions and in

compensating its personnel;

.......I!I~QJ!IWQyld.j~ppQiOtJh~.CQmmissiQoero.t.e.atents ...andlrademarks ..

for a 6 year term.

Additionally, the bill would create a Management Advisory Boardof 18

members: 6 to be appointed by the President, 6 to be appointed by

the Speaker of the House, and 6 to be appointed by President pro
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tempore of the Senate. The Advisory Board is intended to represent

. the interests of the usersand is required to report annually to both the

President and the Congress on the functioning of the PTa.

Importantly, Section 42 of the Bill would end the Congressional

practiceoftaking several million dollars of PTa userteesand paying

it into a PTa Surcharge Fund not accessible by the Commissioner.

Section 42 requires that user fees be used exclusively for the

processing of patent applications and other PTa services. Also,all

user fees remaining-in this PTa Surcharge Fund would be transferred

to the PTa on the date of enactmentofthis legislation.

Note that the authority.to set the level of PTa tees is retained by

COl"lgress.

Proponents:

The American.Bar Association'slP SeCtion, the American Intellectual

Property Law Association, and the Intellectual Property-Owners, Inc.

support the bill based on the need to allow the PTa more flexibility to

retain experienced examiners, to manage its own and the

necessity to end the Congressional taking of user fees.
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PATENTS - BIOTECH PROCESSES

H.R. 587/S.1111

Sponsors:

n.R. 587, introduced by Rep. Morehead on January 19/1995.

S.1111 - introduced by Senator Hatch on August 2, 1995.

Description:

The bills would requireaperseholding ofnon-obviousness, at.the

election of the applicant, for claims to a "biotechnological process"

using or resulting< ina composition of matter that is noveliunder

Section 102 and non-obvious under subsection (a) of thls-sectlon..."

Claims to the process and composition of matter must be either

contained in the same application, orin separate applications having

the same· effective filing date, and .theprocess arid .composition .of

matter must,atthe·timethe process was invented; havebeen.owned

by the same person or have been subject to an obligation of

The bills requires that if the process and composition of matter claims

issue in two separate patents, that they be set to expire on the same

date as the composition of matter patent.
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Finally, the bills amends Section.282 of Title 35 to clarify that if a

composition of matterclaim is held invalid and that claim was the basis

of a determination of non-obviousness under Section 103(b)(1), then

the process shall no Jonger be considered non-obvious solely on the

basis of this section.

Proponents:

The biotech industry argues that the bills would ease the issuance of

patents in the biotech area. The bills would also allow patent owners.

who have patents covering biotechnology starter materials used in

creating a biotech product, to obtain a patent on the biptech process

(which may be old) for using the starter material to make the biotech

product. Such a process patent would give the owner the right to

enjoin under 35 U.S.C. 271 (g) the importation of products made

overseas with this patented biotech process.

Opponents:

The lntetlectual Property Owners argue that per se PCitentability will

result in badpatents. Some versions of this legislationi.ntroduced in

prior Congre~sEls have notbeen limiteq to biptechnological processes.

.·········SUCh~a:rli~rvt=jrsi6nsWt=jrt=j6pposed···bylfjeBUsiness$oftWafeAlliance ...
,_.---.- -. -- _ -. -. .-_.- --- ----.J - __ .w

and the Software Publisher~ Association, a.~ well as the Information

Technology Industry Council (formerly CBEfy1A) beCB.LJse ot.aconcern

over the impact of the legislation on software processes.
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TRADEMARKS· MADRID PROTOCOL

H.R.1270

Sponsors:

H.R. 1270 - introduced by Representative Morehead on

March 21, 1995.

Description:

The bill was introduced in preparation for the expected ratification of

the Madrid Protocol. The bill would amend the lanham Act to facilitate

aone~stepi~ternatio~aJ registration for u.s. trademarks. AbUI with
'. . ' ..

identical language (H.R. 2129) was passed last year by the House of

Representatives.

The features of the bill are as follows:

Article 61 permits a domestic applicant or an applicant having

an industrial or commercial establishment in the U.S. to file an

..int~.rnationaL.trademark. application. in . the .U.S.Ratent and. .

Trademark Office, if it has an identical basic application pending

. before the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office or has an issued

U.S: trademark registration for the mark.
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Article 62 requires the U.S. PTO to certify that the information

contained in the international application corresponds to the

information in the U.S. basic application.

.Article 63.requiresthe U.S,PTOto notify the International

Bureauifthebasicapplication or registration has been restricted,

abandoned, cancelled, or has expired with respect to some or all

of the pertinent goods or services.

Article 65.and66allowthe holderof an international registration

torequest6xtensionof protection of thatinternational registration

to the U.S. if the request includes a declaration of a bonafide

intent to use the mark in U.S. Commerce. This request for

extension will constitute constructive use of the mark unless

there has been a refusal under Article 68.

Article 67 grants thehoJder of an international registration a

. right of priority under certain conditions.

Article 68 sets forth the procedures for examination, opposition,

and refusal.

Article...69 ... states.that ....aU.S... certificate···of extension-shall-have->

the same effect and validity as a registration on the Principal

Register, as well as the same rights and remedies.
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Article 70 clarifies that a cancellation ora failure to renew an

international registration will result in a comparable cancellation

or recision of validity in.the U.S.

Articles 71, 72, and 73 cover the, requirement for affidavits,

assignment issl!es,~nd incontestability,respectively.

Proponents:

The U$. Patent&TrademarkOffice.supportseventual U.S.accession

once clarification isreceived .. that E.U;. member countries cannot vote

in JI:l~iriown right and also .through theE.U. The International

Tr~delTlarkAssociation. supports the legislation.

Status:

The bill wa.sfavorably reported. out> of .the House Judiciary

Subcommittee and willnQwbeconsidered by the full Judiciary

Committee.
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TRADEMARKS -ANTI DILUTION

H.R.1295

sponsors:

H.R. 1295 was introduced" by Representatives Morehead,

Sensenbrenner, Cable, Canady, Goodlatte, Bono, and Boucher on
....

March 22, 1995.

Description:

The bill would amend Section 43 of the Lanham Act to allow the owner

of a famous registered or unregistered mark to obtain an injunction

against another person's use of a mark or trade name in Commerce

if such use began after the mark became famous and. would cause

dilution of the distinctive qualities of the famous mark.

..

Indetermining whether a mark is famous a Court will consider factors

such as the mark's distinctiveness, the duration and extent of use, the

duration and extent of advertising, the geographical extent of trading,

the channels of trade, the degree of recognition of the mark in the

trading area, and the nature and extent of use of the same or similar
.•...............•................•...... mlirk~;ib)vy third parties.

"Dilution" is defined as a lessening of the capacity of the famous mark

to identify and distinguish goods or services. The definition states that

competition between the registrant and the other party is not
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necessary. Likewise, the definition states that.prqofof likelihood of

confusion, mistake or deception,is not necessary.

Only injunctive relief will be available under this law, unless it is Pfq\ffil9

that the other party willfully intended to trade on the owner's reputation

or to cause dilution of the mark.

Proponents:

The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, the International Trademcuk

Association, the American Bar Association's Intellectual Property Law

Section, Samsonite Corporation,Campbell S()up Gompany, and

Warner Brothers Company support the legislation.'

Status:

The bill has been favorably reported out of the House Judiciary IP

Subcommittee and will now be considered by the flJ IJlJ~i9iCiry

Committee.
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COPYRIGHT - CRIMINAL PROVISIONS

S.1122

Sponsor:

S.1122 was introduced by Senator L~ahy on.. A.ugust 4, 1$95.

Description:

The bill was dratted as a response to the recent LaMacchia decision

wherein a defendant Bulletin Board System (BBS) operator (an MIT

student) was brought up oncrimlnal charges. that he. solicitedBBS

users to upload copies of copyrighted software programs onto the BBS

and then encouraged BBS users to download copies of the illegally

copied computer programs at no charge resulting in losses of over $1

million to the copyright owners. The Court determined that he could

not be prosecuted crIminally under wire fraud statutes. He was not

charged with criminal copyright infringement because it could not

establish that he profited from his actions.

The bill amends Section 506(a) of Title 17 to make a person subject

to criminal for the

or distribution, including by transrnisslon, or assisting others in such

reproduction or distribution, of 1 or more copies of copyrighted works

with a retail value of $5,000 or more, whether or not the person

profited from the transactions. The bill also adds a definition of
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"financial gaill" t9$ection1 01.of T~le 17·to cla~ify that it encompasses

the bartering for or trading of pirated software.

Note that the monetary threshold of $5000 combined with the normal

criminal scienter requirement will insure that merely casual or careless

conduct resulting in the distribution of onlya few infringing copies will

not be subject tocriminalpfosecutiorl.

The bill would provide penalties of a fine and up to one year of .

imprisonment where the total retail value of the legitimate infringed

W()rks are between $5000 ~nd $10,000. Where ttl~total retail value

of the infringed works exceeds $10,000, the offense is punishable by

a fine and up to 5 years of imprisonment.
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COPYRIGHTS - COMPUTER PROGRAMS

H.R.533

Sponsor:

H.R. 533 -introduced by Representative Knollenberg on January 17,

1995.

Description:

The bill would amend Section 117 of Title 17 to permit the "rightful

possessor" of a copy of a computer program to make or authorize

another.to make a copy or adaption of the computer program if such

new cOPY9r adaptation is createdas an essential step in the utilization

.of the computer programinconjunction with a machineanc:f it is used

in no other manner, or for archival purposes,

Proponents:

Representative Knollenberg argues that thi~ legislation is.necessary to

permit independentcomputer service companies to service computers

that use proprietary operating systems. The Ninth·GircuitcaseMA!.

1458(GA91993),

held that a copyright infringement occurred when a service company

loaded MAl licensed software into a computer's RAM in order to

service the computer.
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COPYRIGHTS· PERFORMANCE RIGHTS

S. 227/H.R.1506

.Sponsors:

S-, 227~introducedbySenator Hatch on January 13, 1995.

H.R. 1506 -introduced by Representative Morehead on April 7, 1995.

Description:

The bill would add a new paragraph (6) to17U.S.C. 106 creating an

exclusive right "in the case of sound recordings, to pertormthe

copyrighted work pUblicly by meansofadigitaF transmission."

However,,17U;S.C.114is amended insucha manner tolirnit the new

paragraph 106(6) to sound recordings pertormed public::IY;:lspart of a

subscription transmission service.

Section 114 is also amended to make subscription transmissions

(whichwould now be subject to this public pel'formanceright),sLJbject

to statutory licensing under that section. Section 115 is also

.... ,..,;:lPPIopriate.lyamendedJo.al.lowphono.cecdrd....makers, ..dperating..undeL....... lip•...............

compulsory license, to distribute soundrecoIdings by means of digital

transmission.

Under current law, the owner of the copyrightinasdund recording

does not have a pertormance right. Thus, the pertormer of a sound
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recording has no right to compensation for the public performance of

his work. In contrast,the owner of the copyright in the music or lyrics

. in the recording does currently have a right to compensation for a

public performance.

Proponents:

Senators Hatch arrd Feinstein argue that subscription transmission

services, which allow a consumer to call up and record individual

sound recordings, have the potential to put the recording industry out

of business without this change in .the law. Negotiations between the

recording industry and the music publishing industry continues on the

precise language of this legislation.

Status:

S. 227 was passed by the Senate on August 8,1995. H.R. 1506 was

reported out of the House Judiciary IP Subcommittee and will next be

considered by the full Judiciary Committee.
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COPYRIGHTS· 70 YEAR TERM

H.R.789

Sponsor:

H.R. 789 - introduced by Representative Morehead on

February 16, 1.995.

Description:

The bill would amend Title 17 of the Cqpyright Statute to increase the

term of copyright from life of the a,uthor plu~ fifty years to a,Jerl11 oUife

of the author plus seventy years. The reason for proposing the

increase in term is to obtain reciprocity for the works of U.S. citiz~os

in Europe. European countries currently provide their citizens with a .

copyright term of life of the author plu$ seventy years, but provide U.S.

authors with the same term offered to Europea,rraythprsin the .U.S.

life of the author plus fifty years.
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS -OBSCENITY

S.314

Sponsor:

S. 314 - introduced by Senator Exon on'February 1, 1995.

The bill is now inserted as a Chapter in the Telecommunications

Reforrn Legisl~tion.

Description:

The bill proposes to amend the Communications Act of 1934

(4TU.S.C. 223) to expand tile prohibition on obscene or indecentor

'--harassing telephone calls and the restrictiollsOn dial-a~porn services

t6communications by' telecommunicationsdkvices. Importantly,

network service providers are exempted from liability for

communications where they lacked editorial control, or when they had

taken good faith, reasonable steps:

a. to provide users with a means to restrict access to the

obscene communication; or

users

access to such communications.

Service providers are also exempt from liability if their facilities are not

used in the creation or alteration of the obscene communication, but
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only in thepr()vi~ionof~ccesstosuch a ComlTll1nieationoriginating

from a service not under their control.

Finally, it is a defense that the service provider is not engaged in<

commercial activity that has as its predominant purpose the provision

of obscene communications.

The penalties avaitable for activity found to violate the la.¥i ¥i()uldbe

fines up to $100,000 and imprisonment of not more than two years.

Opponents:

AGl,.U, the Electronic Frontier Foundation. AmE:!ripa.Online, Prodigy,

C()mpU~E:lryE:!' ClOd thE:lJntE:!rac:tiye .~erv.icesAssoci~tio.Hh~~ opposed

th~l~giSI~ti~~lJ~til the nE:l~orl< service provider deJenSE:lS were added
" ',' "_.,,.';,' ,,', ,"0- .. ',"".' ',' ,'_, '0_ .. ,'- .. ,' ,', ••••• '." ."_ .. ' ' •• 0 ".0 •••• _ •• '.. ,'" ,_,0., '_ . '0 ".. '.

to theJ:>ill.
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PATENTS - GOVERNMENT INFRINGEMENT SUITS

H.R.632

Sponsor:

H.R. 632 - introduced by Representative Martin Frost on January 23,

1995.

Description:

The bill would amend 28 U.S.C. 1498(a) to allow the recovery of "the

owner's reasonable costs, including reasonable fees for expert

witnesses and attorneys, in pursuing the action if the owner is an

independent inventor, a non-profit organization, or an entity that had

no more than 500 employees at anytime during the 5-year period

preceding the use or manufacture of the patented invention by or for

the United States."

Proponents:

Rep. Frost argues that independent inventors and small and medium

sized companies should be recompensed for their enormous legal

costs if sue the U.S. Government.

Status:

The bill was favorably reported out of the House Judiciary IP

Subcommittee and will next be considered by the full Judiciary

Committee.
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will be effected despite a huge pile of problems
involved. The present paper studies the modified
proposal of the Harmonization Treaty, one fruit of the
efforts made by the WIPO International Bureau, in terms
of its provisions for the grace period in Article 12 and
interpretation of claims in Article 21.

A study of Article 12 indicated that
implementation of the provisions in this article would
lead to various problems unpredictable under the
conventional first-to-file system. In a study of
Article 21, we reviewed the latest judicial precedents
concerning judgment of equivalents in Japan, the United
States, Germany, Great Britan, and Korea, including a
study of the recent trend of interpietat~ClnOfClaimsin
these countries relative to the provisions in this
article.

I. Introduction
In Ap:r;il, 1994, j:.he TRIP talks in the Uruguay Round of

the GATT reached an agreement, and in accordance with the
agreement, the WTO member countries are now in thepi6cess
of making appropriate .adjustlllents to their respective patent
law.

Me.anwhile, the basic proposal of theWIPOHarmonization
Treaty was worked out after seven ~xpert Committee Meetings
held from July 1985 to November 1989 for deliberation at the
First Diplomatic Conference held in June 1991, where the WTO
member countries presented their opinions on the basic
proposal. By. reviewing. the.se opinions., the WIPO
International Bureau formulated an modified proposal of the
Harmonization Treaty with some provisions reflecting the
initial proposal prepared by the Expert Committee (PLT/DC/3)
and others replaced by revised provisions (PLT/DC/6- 68).
The modified proposal thus formulated was presented in the

Bureau. in July 1993 and supposed to be discussed for
l::onclusionat 'the Second Diplomatic Conference scheduled for
the same month. Prior to this conference, however, the
extraordinary plenary session on the Paris ConventionwCls
held at the WIPO headquarters in April 1993, where the
unites States requested postponement of the conclusion of
the BarmonizationTreaty. As a result, the Second Diplomatic
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Conference scheduled for July in the same year wa~. postponed
accordingly never to be convened in any subsequent year.

Later, the Consultative Meeting was held in Geneva on
May 8 to 11, 1995, where the modified proposal was suspended
from further discussion at the request of the United States,
awaiting decisions to be made at the ordinary plenary
session scheduled for September 1997. In stead, the Expert
Committee was established to discuss harmonization of the
procedure and formality provisions.

Despite difficulties in. predicting the. prospect of the
Harmonization Treaty, the third committee picked up and
studied Article 12 (the grace period) and Article 21
(interpretation of claims) since subject matters of these
provisions have been frequently discussed because of
conspicuous differences in .handling among the countries.

:rIo Grace Period
1. Background to.Grace Period
1) Basic Proposal

On the whole, Article 12 providing for-the grace period
in the modified proposal prepared by the WIPO International
Bureau remains as in the WIPO basic proposal. Below is
shown the text of Article 12 in the basic proposal, followed
by the text of observations presented by the WIPO
International. Bureau in consideration of the opinions of the
WTO member countries on the basic proposal.

Article 12
Disclosures Not Affecting Patentability (Grace Period)

(l)[Circumstances of Disclosure Not Affecting Patentability]
Disclosure of infOrmation which otherwise would affect th~

patentability of. an invention claimed in the application

the information was disclosed, during the 12 months
preceding the filing date or, where priority is claimed, the
priority date of the application,
(i) by the inventor,
(ii)by an pffice and the information ~as contained
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(a) in another application filed by the inventor and
should not have been disclosed by the Office, or

(b) in an application filed without the knowledge or
consent of the inventor by a third party which
obtained the information director indirectly from
the inventor,

or
(iii) by a third party which obtained the information

direct or indirectly from the inventor.
(2)[ "Inventor" J: FOr the purposes of paragraph (1),
"inventor" also means any person who, at the filing date of
the application, had the right to the patent.
(3) [No Time Limit for Invoking Grace Period ] The effectEr
of paragraph (1) maybe invoked at any time.
(4) [ Eviden.ce ] Where the applicability of paragraph (1) is
contested, the party invoking the effects of that paragraph
shall have the burden of proving, or of making the
conclusion likely, that the conditions of that paragraph are·
fulfilled.

[ End of Article 12 ]
2) Observations
i) Text of Observations by WIPO International Bureau

Inconsideration of the opinions of the WTO member
countries on the basic proposal shown above, the WIPO
International Bureau made observation.s as sholm below.
12.A It is suggested that Article 12 shouldreinain as in
the basic proposal, subject to Observations 12.B to 12.D.
12.B.AdArticle 12/l1.It would seem that the term
"during.. needs to be clari·fied in respect of the cases
referred>to under (ii). filed by the inventor

so that it is to be as a disclosure
on the date of its publication but on its filing orprioiity
date. In such a case, Article 12 (1) applies if the filing
or priority date of the said application fell during the 12
months (although its publication occurred after the 12~month

period) preceding the filing or priority da.te of the
application to which the grace period is to be applied.
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Therefore, in order to cover these cases, it is suggested
that, instead of "during," the words "during, or with effect
under Article 13 on a date during," be used.
12.C Ad Article 12 (2). It would seem that the case where a
person had the right to a patent only before the filing date
but no longer at the filing date (for example, the case pf
an assignment of that right) should be covered.
Consequently, it is suggested. that the words "or before" be
inserted after the word "at".
12.0 Proposal for a new Article 9 bis (2). See Observation
11.0 above.
ii) Description of Observations

Observation 12.A suggests that Article 12 should remain
as in the basic proposal, subject to Observations 12.Bto
12.0. Observations 12.B to 12.0 present reasonable
suggestions and therefore leave no room for argument. The
next section "3. Study" studies. tnt:! basic proposal subject
to Observations 12.B to 12.0.

Incidentally, the minutes of the First Diplomatic
Conference state that the WTO member countries or
organizations can be broadly classified into three groups in
terms of their stance: the .first group basically.oppo$ing
the inclusion of the grace period but accepting it in
exchange for the adoption of the first-to-file system (e.g.
Denmark, Belgium, Finland, France, Norway, Sweden, Greece,
Canada, Korea, and UNICE), the second .group supporting the
inclusion of prov~sions for the grace Period ina package
deal linked to the first-to-file.system(e.g. Bolland,
Switzerland, Spain, Great Britan, Germany, and Japan), and
the third group $upporting Article 12 in. its entirety (e.g.
the United States, IFIA, and Lebanon). I.n this connection,

period as prov'ided .. for in Paragraph (1) should be reduced to
six (6) months.

2. Summary of Article 12
The provision of Article 12 is summarized plainly ..below

covering the related observations (enclosed in brackets are
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numbers assigned to applicable provisions or observations
for easy reference).

Disclosure of information which otherwise would affect
the patentability of an· invention claimed in the application
shall not affect the patentability of that invention where
the information was disclosed during the 12 months preceding
the filing date or the priority date of the application by
either one of (i) to (iii) below (or, where not disclosed,
entered in the specification to assume the position of a
prior application [observation 2.]) [Article 12(1)].
There shall be no time limit for invoking the grace period
[ Article 12 (3) ]. Where the invocation of the grace period
isc:::ontested, •. the party invoking effects of the grace period
shall have the burden of proving .that the conditions of such
invocation a.re fulfilled [Article 12 (4) ].

i) the inventor.
(In consideration of the case of an assignment of the right
to a patent, an "inventor" means not only any person who had
the right to a patent at the/iling date of the application
[ Article 12 (2) ], but also any person who had that right
before the filing date [Observation 3 ].)
ii)thePatentOffice subject to the information being
contained in the following:
a) a specification for another application filed by the
inventor (disclOsed by the Patent Office), or
b) a specification for an application filed without the
knowledgeior consent of the inventor by a third patty which
obtained the information direct or ihdirectlyfrom the

. inventor.
iii) a third party which obtained the information direct or

Namely, the i) and ii) a) above gUiarclnt:ee
that thepatentabillty of an application filed by an
inventor within one (1) year from the publication of
information including the pertinent claims of an invention
is not affected by the inventor's own publication of the
invention prior to the application or by another application
filed by the inventor.·
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Similarly, the prov~s~ons ii)b) and iii) above also
ensure that the patentability of an application filed by an
inventor within one (1) year from the publication of
inforinatibn including the pertinent claims of an invention
can be protected from an application filed or a disclosure
made by a third party which obtained the inforination from
the inventor I s publication( seconda.ry publicaHon ) prior to
the application;

3.StlldY
1) The basic purpose of the grace period is to encourage an
inventor intending an early publication of the effects of an
invention, thereby providing both protection and convenience
for the inventor as a contributor tqthe development of
industries. The .inventor making such an early publication
is.hereinafterreferredto as "A". Assuming that an
inventor "A" made publication or filed another. application
with regard to a subject matt~r of. an invention, such
publication orapplicatiqn will not ..af.fect .the patentability
of c1aimsi.n.subsequent patent application of the invention
as far· as he files it within one (1) year from the
publication or the publication date of the application. (see
Fig. 1 below). This condition cor~espon4sto the provisions
in Article 12 (l)(i) and (l)(ii)(a) above.
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Not Affecting

Wi~hin 1year

Fig. 1
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2) Besides. "A", Cl ~hirdparty which ob~ained the information
direct or. indirectly f.rom "A" also concernsthi! pro.visions
in Article 12 (1) (ii) (b) and (l)(iii). Such a.third party
is hereinafter referred to as "B". According to the said
provisions, the patentabi;lity C)f. the pertinent 91aims.of the
invention of "A" will not be affected by any pllblicati0Il
made or application filed by "B" which obtained the
information from "A" by some method or other (see Fig, ..2
below)

However, inclusion of these prov~s~ons would lead to
various problems as described later.

specification, in such a way that a discloslire made by "B"
is literally identical with, identical in substance with, or
containing contents of a publication made by "A". tn any of
these cases, the fact that "B" obtained such information
from "A" is known only to "B".

Hence come problems which may result from any identity
existing between a publication made by "A" and a disclosure



made by "S", and problems which may result from the question
whether a disclosure made by "s" is based on a publication
made by "A".

4) Invocation of the prov1s10ns in Article 12 (l)(ii)(b) and
(l)(iii) differs greatly depending on the ~elationship

between a publication made by "A" and a disclosure made by
"S" • The possible manners of· invocation of the said
provisions include the followi.ng;
(1) To const~ue a disclosure made by "s" that is literally
identical with a publication made by "A" as a secondary
publication resulting from "A' s"publication.
(2) To construe a disciosure made by "s" that is literally
identical with or identical in substance with a publication
made by "A" as a secondary publication resulting from "A's"
publication.
(3) To construe a disclosure made by "s" that is literally
identical with, identical in substance with, or containing
contents of a publication made by "A" as a secondary
publication resulting from "A's" publication.

The manners of invocation (1) and (2) would restrict the
applicable scope of a publication made or application filed
by "s" which enjoys a status of secondary publication based
on information obtained from "A" nearly to that of an
original disclosure in a publication made by "A" while the
manner of invocation (3) wciuld extend the said scope to the
extent that an improved or related disclosure in an
publication made by "A" (see Fig. 3 below) is also entitled
to be said secondary publication. Thus, the manners of
treating a disclosure made by ns" greatly affect the
patentability of an application filed by "A" although this
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Fig. 3
While the manners of invocation (1) and (2) are expected to

cause few problems, the manner of invocation (3) is feared
to cause various problems. Assuming that "B" combines all
original disclosure· made by "A" with an improved related
invention conducted by "B", a publication by "B" or an
apPli~ati6nfHedby "B" is naturally citedint:he
examinaticmprocess for an application. filed by "A". In this
case, the pertinent claims ~f the application filed by "A"
will be questioned in terms of inventiveness if "A's"
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invention shows no inventiveness over the disclosure made by
"B" and in terms of novelty if there is any identity
existing between the two. If "A" can apply for invocation of
the grace period by making an allegation that the date of
the publication made by "A" precedes the date of the
publication made by "B", the disclosure made by "B" will be
assumed to be a secondary publication based on the
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publication made by "A". Thus the possibility of approval
of the allegation made by "A" would be extremely high. As a
result, no consideration will be given to the disclosure
made by "B" ,.which otherwise would affect the patentability
of the application filed by "A". As far as judgment in terms
of identity is concerned, this situation can be permitted,
however, with regard to disregarding of lack of
inventiveness over "B's" improved invention, we think it
problematic since there should be in effect no inventiveness
at all in "A's" invention.

5) A major problem is also caused by the fact that it is
knc;>wn only to "B" whether the disclosure made by "B" is
derived from the publication made by "A". In Japan, there
is a provision that an applipant is exemplified from a
novelty rejection based on his publication such as a
publication in academic meetings up to three months prior to
filing by his own request. However, this system can not be
put into practice where secondary publication is made by a
third party, "B".

In a case where "B" happens to pursue research and
development independently from "A" and files a patent
application for .. a similar invention to that made by "A" , "A"
is supposed to have the burden of proof in order to make an
allegation that a disclosure made by "B" is a secondary
publication based on information in a publication made by
"A" (Article 12 (4». It seems that "A" is required only to
show that necessary condition of the provision is likely
fulfilled. More specifically, a mere allegation made in an
examination process to the effect that the date of the
publication made by "A" precedes the date of the publication

an
failed to view the publication made by "A" prior to the
publication made by "B". As a result , there is an
apprehension that no consideration is given to the
disclosure made by"B" in judging the patentability of the
application filed by "A" as described above. Accordingly, an
absolute privilege is granted to an inventor making a prior
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publication. In this case, where "B" is not involved in the
examination process for the application filed by·"A",it
would seem most likely that"B" can make no direct
interference in the examination.processfor llA"> (see Fig. 4
below).

Inventive activities by "B"

4. Avoidance
ofrejection

1. CitationPublication
or application
by"B"

,,, .,,,,,
Ir 3. Presumption

I
I

Presentation
of ev.idenceby
US"

_
..Ill'" Publication

,.. by "A"

Inventive
activities by
fA"

Application
by "A"

2. Allegation

Fig. 4

In a case where a patent is granted to the application

patent, llB".will have an extremely greiiltdifficulty in
proving its failure to view the publication made by "A".
Such proof requires ":B" to. present dated evidence testifying
activities of experimentation made by"B" prior to the date
of the publication made by "A". This creates a situation
which makes one feel as if thefirst-to-publish system were
partially put into practice.
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In addition, where another third party "C" later enters
into a contest with "A" making an allegation of
patentability through invocation of the grace period, "C"
will also have an extremely great difficulty in proving
independent activities of invention made by "B" unless "B"
has any direct interest in that contest.

6) Avoidance of double. patenting through invocation of the
grace period under the provisions in Article 12 requires
constant surveillance on all applications filed during the
period of 30 months after the filing date of one' sown
application and close tracing of the examination history of
any application for a similar invention to that of one's own
application. Namely, incase that a party "0" filed a
patent application invocating the grace period based on a
publication made just before a party IIp'S'' filing date after
about almost 12 months from the publication, it would take
about 30 months to detect such an application in Official
Gazette of patent publication. In this case, despite the
fact that the application filed by "p" at least apparently
precedes the application filed by "0", there is a
possibility that double patents may be granted to the former
senior application as well as the latter junior application
(see Fig. 5 below).
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It is to be.recommended therefore.to keep track as soon
as possible of the examination process for the junior
application wherein the junior application may be protected
from rejection in the light of the cited senior application
by invocation of the grace period, and to make an immediate
intervention to a permissible extent in the examination
process for the junior application through presentation of
appropriate information. Otherwise, there would "be a danger
that "P" might be misjudged, without its knowledge or any

,
invention based on information obtained from some
publication made by "Q" prior to the filing date of. that
application. This would result in double patenting, which
might, in turn, place a serious obstacle to business
operations pursued by "P" within the scope of its patent
right.
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7) Solution of th~ problem described in 6) above in the
course of an examination procedure requires another
complicated examination procedure involving both parties
concerned, one making a primary publication and theothel".
making a secondary publication allegedly based on the
primary publication. Th~ point at issue in this separate
procedure is whether an applicaticm filed by lip" is based on
information obtained directly or indirectly from a
publication made by "0". Unless this procedure is completed
at .the stage of examination at the Patent Office, any
resulting dispute must be settled at a court of justice.

In view of cost, time, evidence maintenance, and other
factors involved, it would also seem pref~rable to complete
the separate examination proced~r~ at the stage of
examination at the Patent Office. Once any patent has been
issued, there may arise another problem when an applicant
for licensing is unable to locate the real patentee.

4 •. Conc.lusion
A study of Al"ticle 12 .of the WIPO Harmonization Treaty

has revealed that its provisions involve various. problems
described l1bove and cannottherefore.be .freedfrom legal
uncertainty as they stand.

We shpuld not in any way adopt inclusron of the first~

to-publish system whereby any prior publication>mad~byan

inventor has priority over any subsequent publication made
or application filed by any third Pl1rty. With the provision
of Article 12 left as it is, introduction of the grace
period of one year would increase uncertain factors of
patent rights under the first-to-file system, thus granting
partial incl~sion of the first-to-publish system.

····~articularly···in ·n~ed·of··reconsideration··isthe·wor(iing·"by ..<!t..

thil:'d party which obtained the information.direct or
indirectly from the inventor" in Article 12 (l)(ii) and
(l)(iii). From a study of Article 12, the authors of the
present paper has reached the following conclusipns:
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1) The grace period of one year is so long that it allows
many third parties to make relevant d~sclosures. It should
therefore be reduced preferably to around 6 months.
2) An inventor making a publication on his own should be
:requestedtoapply for invocation of the gracE! period to the
Patent Office within a predetermined period after the date
of an application filed by that inventor.
3) In principle, the grace 'period should be invoked subject
to a disclosure or publication'made directly by an i.nventor,
but may also be invoked in the case ofa publication made or
an application filed by'a third party which obtained
information wongfully from the inventor. However, as far as
the third party makes an invention independently from the
inventor the said wording in ArHcle 12 (1) (ii) and (l)(iii.)
should be changed in such a manner so as to eliminate the
possibility of invocation of the grace period in any case.
4) Where a third party makes any disclosure which is
identical in wording (e.g. posting) or in substance with a
publication made by an inventor (not as an invention made by
the third party independently from the inventor), that
inventor may be permitted to i.nvoke the grace period.
However"the inventor should be prohibited from invoking the
grace period where the third party makes an improved or
related disclosure allegedly based on the publication made
by the inventor.

III. Interpretation of Claims
1. Background to Interpretation of Claims'
1) Basic Proposal

Subject to amendments to five items, Article 21

providing for interpretation of claims' in the ame::n,::d:::,e:::d:::"", """'::""""":":"'" t?"

basic proposal also prepared by the WIPOSecretariat. Below
is shown the text of Article 21 in the basic propOsal.

Article 21
Extent of Protection and Interpretation of Claims

(1) [ Determination of Extent of Protection 1
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(a) The extent of protection conferred by the patent shall
be determined by the claims, which are to be interpreted in
the light of the description and. drawings.
(b) For the purposes of Subparagraph (a), the claims shall
be so interpreted as to combine fair protection of the owner
of the patent with a reasonable d~gree of certainty fo~

third parties. In particular, the claims shall not be
interpreted as being confined to their strict literal
wording. Neither shalL. the claims. be considered as mere
guidelines allowi~gthat protection conferred by the patent
extends to what, from a consideration of the description and
drawings by a person skilled in the art, the owner has
contemplated, but has not claimed.
(2) I Equivalents ]
(a) Notwithstanding Paragraph (l)(b), a claim shall be
considered to cover not only all ·the.elements asexprf!ssf!d
in theclaill\ but also equivalents.
(b) An element ("the equivalent element".) shall generally be
considered as being equivalent to an element as expressed in
a claim if, at the time of any alleged infringement, ~ither

of the following conditions is fulfilled in regard to the
invention as claimed:
(i) the equivalent element performssubstant,i.ally the same
function in substantially the same way and achieves
substantially thf! same result as the element as expr.essed in
the claim, or
(ii) it is obvious to a person skilled in the art that the
same result as that achieved by means of the element as
expressed in the claim can be achif!.vedbymeans of the
equivalent element.
(c) Any Contracting Party shall bf! free to determine whether

claim by reference to only the condition referred to in
subparagraph (b)(i) or to only the condition. referred to in
subparagraph (b)(ii),provided that, at the. time of
depositing its instrument of ratification of or accession to
this Treaty, it so notifies the Director General.
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(3) [ Prior Statements ] In determining the extent of
protection, due account shall be take~ of any statement
limiting the scope of the claims made by the applicant or
the owner of the patent during procedures concerning the
-grant or the validity of the patent.
(4) [ Examples] If the· patent contains examples of the
embodiment of the invention or· examples of the functi6ns or
results of the invention, the claims shall not be
interpreted as limited to those examples: in particular, the
mere fact that<a product or process includes additiona.l
features not-found in the examples disclosed in the patent,
lacks features<found in such examples or does not achievE!
every object or possess every advantage cited or inherent in
such examples shall not remove the product or process. from
the extent of protection conferred by· the claims.
(5) [Abstract] The abstra.ctof a patent shall not betaken
into account for the purpose of determining the protection
conferred by the patent.

r End of Article 21 ]
2) Observations

Inconsideration of the opinions of theWT()member
countries on the basic proposal, observations were presented
by theWIPO Secretariat subject to amendments to the
following fiveitems:
(1) Paragraph (1) [DeterminationofExtent of Protection ]
- Subparagraph (b):
It is suggested that the second sentence should be amended
as follows:
"Consequently, the claims shall not be interpreted as being
necessarily confined to their strict literal wording".

It is suggested that this whole sentence should be amended
as follows:
"For the purpose of determining the extent of protection
conferred by the patent, due account shall be taken of
elements which are equivalent to the elements expressed in
the claims so that a claim shall be considered to cover not
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only all the elements as expressed in the claims but also
equivalents".
(3) Paragraph (2) [ Equivalents ] - Subparagraph (b):
It is suggested that the wording "at the time of any alleged
infringement" should be amended to "at the time of the
preparation of acts leading to an allegedinfringemenl".
(4) Paragraph (2) [ Equivalents] -Subparagraph(~) - Item
(ii) :

It is suggested that the wording "the same result" should be
amended to "substantially the same result".
(5) Paragraph (3) [ Prior Statements ]:
It is suggested that the wording "any statement limiting"
should be amended to "any statement unambiguously limiting"
and that this sentence should be followed by an additional
wording "in particular, where the limitation was made in
response to a citation of prior art".

2. Interpretation of Claims in WTO Member Countries
This section studies the recent trends of interpretation

of claims, especially judgment of equivalency, in five of
the mo membez countries (Japan,'· the OnitedStates,Germany,
Great Britain, and Korea) in comparison with the applicable
provisions for interpretation of claims and the standards
for judgment of equivalency currently in effect in these
countries~ Further, this section also reviews the recent
precedent cases involving judgment of equivalency and
studies the recent trends of judgment of equivalency in
these countries in comparison with the provisions of Article
21 of the WIPO Harmonization Treaty.

2 - 1. Interpretation of Claims in Japan
In cases ;I~19a de;C;i:si:orlclf········.····: b" ·········.·················.·.······················107 ••• .

infringement in the light of the doctrine of equivalents are
certainly existent but very few. Nevertheless, there exist
not a few precedent cases which gave a decision ~f non-
infringement by presenting a statement on the prinClpleof
the doctrine of equivalents or conducting a trial in the
light of the doctrine of equivalents. These precedent cases
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are sl,1ggestive.of the fact that thec9urts ·of justice in
Japan are not negative as to application of the doctrine of
equivalents in giving a decision of infringement, In fact,- . - . .

their positive profile toward the doctrine of equivalents
can be seen, for example, in a decision given by the Tokyo
High Court 9f Justice in the pre<::edent case of the "Endless
SlideBallSplineE\earing ll1 in 1994,

2~1-1. Applicable Provision
In Japan, the technical s<::ope.of.a patented invention is

interpreted in compliance with the provisions of Article 70
of the Japanese Patent Act.

Paragraph lof Article 70:
The t.echnicalscope of· a patented invention
shall be based on entries in the claims of the

,specification attached to an application.

Arti<::le 70 was established.when amen~ents were ,made to
the Japanese PatentA<::t in. 19S9. In this event, .. the
Deliberative Council on Revision Of Inc:iustrial Property
Right System issuec1a report on its findings to present the
following statemfi!nt:

"Rather than sticking fast to rules. in
interpretation of wording, it would seem safe. to say
that. there is left some degree of latitude whi<::h
permits aninterpretatiCln .. tl1at any subject matter t.o
such an extent tl1at can be rec9gnizedbyoneot
ordinary skill in the art from entries. in the clai!lls
of. the specification may be included in the scope of
a patent right.".' .........•.........•.................: .... .,

can beunderstoo9t9suggest that the
deliberative eonncilis not negative as to application of
the doctrine of equival~nts.

Incidentally, furtheramen~entsw.eremade to the
Japanese Patent Act on. July 1, 1995to addParagtaphs2.to
Article 70 as follows:

paragraph 2 of Article]O:
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For the purposes of Paragraph 1, the meaning of
terms described in the claims shall be
interpreted in consideration of the
specification other than claims, and drawings
attached to the request.

2-1-2~"Standard for Judgment'of Equivalency
In Japan, there have conventionally been adopted the

following requirements for equivalency:
a. Some elementsofa patented invention shall permit
substitution by other i:!lementsprovided that a new structure
resulting from such sUbstitution aChieves objects and
effects identical with those of that invention (possibility
of substitution).
b. Suchsubsti tution shan be to such an extent that can be
imagined naturally by those skilled in the art from entries
on the elements of a patented invention at the time of
application (inferability (obviousness) of substitution).

Possibility of substitution requires comparison in
effects between the original structure of the patented
invention and the structure resulting from substitution, and
equivalency'of ·thewholepatented 'invention"or . equivalency
of its non-characteristic featUres.

Inferability (obviousness) of substitution requires
judgment of equivalency at the time of application as a
standard. There seem to exist, however, some precedent cases
showing a flexible view allowing for those exceptional cases
in which inferability (obviousness) of substitution also
resides in a new structure resulting from substitution after
the time of application..

On the contrary, it should be noted that the doctrine of
'""""'w"'" "'"" "'"""" ".'",' ,,, 'w'

equivalents is to.
sup~osed that publicly known subject matter or free subject
matter readily imaginable therefrom, subject matter
identical with that disclosed in.·a senior application, and
subject matter intentionally excluded from the claims by the
applicant are excepted from application of the doctrine of
equivalents.
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2-1-3. Recent Judicial Precedent
To the above-mentioned precedent case of "Infinite

Sliding Ball Spl~ne Ilearing" in 1994, ,a decision was given
to the effect that the accused device ,was substantially
identical with some elements of the invention in question
and included in the technical scope of its otherel~~~nts

under ,thedoc~rine.of.equivalents.AlthQ1Jgh.noreference was
made at all to "equivalellcy" ,in the te:x:tof.theCiecision.on
"the other elements", th~reisnodoubt ~hatthede.c::ision

re~~rs toapPlic<ition ofth~ doctrine of equivalents. The
text of the decision sp~cifies .the req1ji~~ments for
equivalency as summa,ri~ed below:

(a) There shall be no difference between the
pat~nted inven~io,nandtheaccusedproduct in terms
of technical problems to be sQlved and.underlying
technical ideas, with th~product.uncler

consideration .achieving all th.e core effects .. of . the
patented invention.
(b) On the ,other hand, the accus~d product shall
present no structural variations of the patented
invention ,which embody any ..partieulartechllical
improvements such as achievement of remarkable
effects, and shall ensure both possibility and
inferability (obviousness) of substitution by such
structural variations under thesta~e of the art
prevailing a,t ,the time of application of the
patented invention.
In Paragraph (a) the wording ~achieving all the core

effects" is used to mean "achieving subs~antially identical

ef~~.c::t~',' "~'~"'. ref~~rf!~toill,thec()Ilv~ll~ioIlalpr()visions . for
;judgment ofeql.livalency, and C111n be~eg~rdedas-
representative of the requirement for. possibility of
substitution~ ,In Paragraph (b), the conventional wordings of
"possibil~ty of..substitution" and "inferability
(obviousness) of substitution" are usedw~th the addition of
the req1jirement of "notembqdying any particular technical
improvements such as achievement of remarkable eff~cts".
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Conversely, if any related structural variations achieve
such remarkable effects, the requirement for equivalency as
specified in this paragraph will not be satisfied. In other
words, this paragraph can be assumed to formulate a clearer
definition of· non- equivalency as opposed to the
conventional definition of equivalency which specifies
inferability (obviousness) of substitution as one
requirement for equivalency. Further, this paragraph
expressly stipulates that equivalency should be judged at
the time of application, thus reaffirming the.conventional
provision for the time of judgment of>.equivalency.

While it seems open to. discussion whether this decision
is intended to expand or reduce the scope of equivalency,
the positive profile of the courts of justice toward the
doctrine of equivalents can certainly be seen in this
decision.

2-1-4. Comparison between Japanese Practice of Judgment of
Equivalency and Provisions of Article 21 of WIPO
Harmonization Treaty

The recent Japanese practice of judgment of equivalency
as outl.inedabove is s.urnrnari.zed below in comparison with the
provisions of Article 21 of the WIPO Harmonization Treaty.
(1) [ Determination of Extent of Protection 1

The paragraph (l)seemstornatch the recent Japanese
practice of judgment of. equivalency.
(2) [ Equivalents 1

The Subparagraphs J~)(b)(i) and (2)(b)(ii) are
considered to formulate definition of equivalency in the
American and Europei:ln styles, respectively. Some experts are
of the opinion .thi:lt both..the American and European.

equivalencywhichis.based on "possibility of substitution"
and "inferability (obviousness) of substitution"as
exemplified in the precedent case of "Infinite SlidingElall
Spline Bearing". It. seems> more appropriate toassUnie,
however, that the Japanese definition of equivalency is
closer to the European definition, which expressly
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encompasses the concept of obviousness. Nevertheless, this
definition fails to clarify the concept of "possibility of
substitution", which is one requirement for equivalency in
Japan. Further, this definition differs from the recent
Japanese practice in providing for judgment of equivalency
in terms of "inferability (obviousness) ·of substitution" at
the time of alleged infringement in contrast to the time of
application in Japan. This difference, in particular, seems
to existinternat1onally, some countries insisting on the
time of application and others on the time of alleged

. .

infringement.<TheJapanese insistence on the time of
application seems not to deny a judgment that any subject
matter. resulting', from <suDstitution sho1.11d'be-anequi'valeiit
of a patented invention if included in the technical idea of
that invention. Assuming various possible cases, however,
there seems to be a need for further discussion on judgment
of "illferability (obviousness) of substitution" in order to
realize international harmony among differingjudgm.ent
timings, which may, in turn, lead to differing judgment
results.
(3.) [~riorStatements 1

'!I:'he.Paragraph. (3) seems to match the recent Japanese
practice of judgment of equivalency.
(4) [ Examples 1

The Paragraph (4) seems to match the recent
Japanese practice of judgment ofequivalenc::y.

2-1-5. Amendments to Japanese Patent ACtin July 1,1995

In .1ulyl, 1995, amendments were made to Articles 36 and
70 the Japanese Patent Act. In the amendments, pa.ragraph 5
of Article 36 providing for entries in cla!mSwas revised by

·····················cnia.nglng •..... ....•...... .

the structure 9f an invention sought to be patented" to "all
entries which the applicant recognizes to be necessary for
specifying an invention sought to be patented". Similarly,
Article 70ProvidiIlg.for the technical scope of a patented
invention was.also revised by adding Paragraph 2 to the
effect that "tM meaning. of terms described in the claims
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shall be interpreted in consideration of the specification
other than claims, and drawings attached to the request".

It is understood that amendments to Article 36 are
intended to revise the conventional requirement$ for entri~s

in the specification in such a manner that th~y are able to
accommodate technical diversity and consistent with an
international basis while amendments to Article 70 serves
simply to stipulate the conventional practice. In
particular, Paragraph 6 of Article 36 was deprived of .the
wording "only entries which are essential for the structure
of an invention sought to be patented", which.had bta!en
counted among the grounds for disapproving of application of
the·doctrine of equivalents, but was instead supplta!mentedby
the wordings "clarity of an invta!ntionsoughtto·bepatentea."
in Subparllgraph 2 and for "simplicity of an. entry in every
claim" in Subparagraph 3, thus retaining the provisions for
the extent of protection ofa patent, which had i:leen
available before ame.ndments to Article •.36. It is interesting
to note how these amendments will llffect futurta! judgment of
equivalency by the courts of justice. In any case, it can be
expected that thesta!(amendmta!nts willserve'toprevent both
restricted interpretation of claims and broadened
interpretation of claims, based only on their entries.

2 - 2. Interpretation of Claims in the United States
2-2-1. Applicable Provision

In the United States, there is no legal prov1s1on for
interpretation of the scope of a patent right unlike in the·
other WTO member countries. As the United States Patent Act
provides in Paragraph 2 of Article 112 that "a claim shall
specify .thescopeof an invention", the scope ofa patent

aC90rdance with the case law, the wording of a claim.is
interpreted in consideration·of the specification and
drawings, other claims, examination history, and prior art.

Paragraph 2 of Article 112:

The specification. shall conclude with one or
more claims particularly pointing out and
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distinctly claiming the subject matter which the
applicant regards as his invent~on.

The concept of equivalency has been adopted since the
precedent case of "Winansv.Denmead" 2 in18S3. Although
there is no provision for definitions of equivalency and
techniques for judgment of equivalency, many precedentca.ses
are existent which gave a decision of infringement in the
light of the doctrine Of equivalents and are followed as the
case law.

2-2-2. Standard for Judgment of EquivalenOy
(1) Technique for Judgment of Equivalency

In the Onited States, equivalency has been judged since
the precedent case of"GraverTank &Mfg.Co.v. Linde Air
Products·CO."3) through adherence to the concept of .the
three parts test in this precedent case (providing that any
subject matter resulting from substitution of one element
for· another of a patented invention shall be judged to be an
equiva.lentwheresuch Substitution performs substantially
the same function and achieves substantially the same result
in the substantially the same· way as the patented
invention) •
(2) Other Techniques for Judgment of Equivalency

In the Unites States, equivalency is judged in
consideration of entries in the specification, examination
history, and prior art like in the otherWTO member
countries. Namely, any subject matter intentionally excluded
from the specification by the applicant is excepted from
application of equivalency (intentional exclusion);
Simi1arly,theapplicantiS also estopped from application

,..' "..•••....o f !911~V.:~~1:~c:::'! .~~.I:',
subject. matter in claiming patentability in the el[aEnirlat:i
process (prosecution history estoppel). Nor should
equivalency be applied to ,prior art or any subject matter
obvi.o.us therefrom. As a •technique for application of
equivalency, the hypothetical claim approach is adopted in
some precedent cases such as "Wilson Sporting Goods Co.,
Inc. v. David Geoffrey & Assoc." 4.
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Another fa~tor taken into· consiqeration in jQdging the
scope of equivalency is whether the invention to which
equivalency is to be applied is, a pioneer invention. If so,
equivalency tends to exist in a broad scope.

The mere fa~t that the accused product or process
deserves to be patented independently cannot.constitute a
ground for restricting equivalency (!iQghes Aircraft v.
United States 5).
(3) Timing of Judgment of Equivalency

Equivalency was judged at the time of application in the
precedent/case of "t:;raver Tank & Mfg. Co. v. Linde Air
Products Co.", bQt at the time of alleged infringement as a
standard in the precedent case of "Atlas Powder Co. v. E. I.
duPont de Nemours & CO.,,6 according to subsequent decisions
given by the courts of justice (Atlas Powder Co., v.E.I.
duPont de Nemours & Co., .etc.)

2-2-3. Recent Trend of Decisions by CAFC
(1) Decisions Concerning Standards for Judgment of
Equivalency

The recent decisions given by the CAFC make strict
application of the all. element rule (providing that elements
of claims or equivalents thereof shall be found in an
accused product or process) as a technique for comparison
between elements in the three parts test as applied in the
precedent case of "Graver Tank & Mfg. Co. v. Linde Air
Products Co."

[Dolly Inc.v. Spalding' & Evaenflo Co. 7)

"The doctrine of equivalents does not require a'one
to-one correspondence between components of the
accused device and the claimed invention. Intel

•
* * * * * Equivalency can also exist when separate
claim
limitations are combined into a single component: of
the accused device. See SQnStuds;Inc. v.ATA
Equip. Leasing Inc. * * * * * Corning Glass
reaffirmed that the (all element) rule requires an
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equivalent for every limitation of the claim, even
though the equivalent may not bepreselltin the
corresponding component of the accused device. * *
* * * In short, the· concept equivalency cannot
embrace a structure that is specifically excluded
from the scope of the claims .. "
In many cases, the rec:entdecisiolls given by theCAFC

avoids application of equivalency in consideration of prior
art or examination history.•

[Genentechlnc. v. Wellcome Foundation Ltd. 8]
"An appropriate method for interpreting the function
of human t- PAis to avoid those definitions upon
which the PTOcould not r~asohably'-havereliedwhen
it issued 'thepatellt. *.* * * * The issue of whether
the 'way' or 'result'prongs are met is highly
dependent upon how broadly one defines the
'function' of human t- PA."

[Texas Instrument Inc. v. United States·ITC 9]

"Having represented that same-side gating does not
work,andhaving>distinguished cited· prior art as'

.. note teaching the functional opposite,-sidegated
process,Tlcannot foreclose reliance upon its
unambiguous surrender of subject matter.
** * * * For these.reasons,the·Commissiondid not
err in concluding -that TI is estopped from asserting
that a same-side gating process is the equivalent of
the opposite-sidegatingprocess in.' claim '12 .!'

(2) Decisions.Restricting Application of Equivalency
In some cases, the recent decisions given by the CAFC'

shows more strictness in. demanding presentation of evidence
····························£0····prove .

application of equivalency.
[Malta v. Schulmerich Carillons Inc. 10]

"What is lacking in the testimony presented by the
plaintiff is a sufficient explanation of why the
button disclosed in claim 3 is substantially the
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same as the slotted and other arrangements of the
clapper in the accused product."
While adhering to the concept of the three parts test as

applied in the precedent case of "Graver Tank & Mfg. Co. v.
Linde Air Products Co.", the CAFC has been inclined to show
more circumspection in application of equivalency, as
witness its decisions (given in the precedent cases of
"International Visual Corp. v. Crown Metal Manufacturing
Co." 11 and Talk To Me Products, Inc. v. Lanard Toys, Inc.
12) to the effect that application of equivalency requires
consideration-of equity in view of the fact that equivalency
is not a principle applied to determine the extent of
protection but an exception granted from the viewpoint of
equity. This trend is to be welcomed in terms of harmony
between the United States and the other WTO member
countries.
(3) Hilton Davis Chemical Co. v. Warner-Jenkinson Company

Inc. 13

Despite this trend, however, the truth is that the
standards for judgment of equivalency are still lacking in
unity. It may be said that the CAFC's attempts to establish
some f.or!ll of standards for judgment of equivalency are
reflected, for instance, in its trial through en banc, its
questioning on the standards for judgment and application of
equivalency, and its approval of presentation of Amicus
curiae in response to such questions in the precedent case
of "Hilton Davis Chemical Co. v. Warnerjenkinson Company
Inc." Below are summarized the questions asked by the CAFe
in this precedent case on the standards for judgment and
application of equivalency:
i) What .is required for detection of infringement based on .

precedent case of "G.raver Tank & Mfg. Co. v , Linde Air
Products Co."
ii) Whether the courts of justice are entitled, in the
absence of any infringement. in wording, to application of
equivalency at its own discretion depending on the
conditions of the .case concerned.
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iii) Whether an issue of infringement based on equivalency
. .

should be handled as a remedial matter determined by the
courts of justice in the light of equity or as a factorial
matter entrusted to the jury in jury trials for such cases
~s infringement in wording.

To Question i), the major response is that some form of
standards for judgment of prior art, prosecution history
estoppel, and equity are required besides the three parts
test.' Further, a certain response (by Prof. Donald S.
ChisUm) refers to such factors as the nature of the accused
device '.' (original developed product or imitation) and
facility of substitution of elements by citi.ngthe decision
given by the Supreme Court of Justice in the precedent case
of "Graver Tank &.Mfg. Co. v.Linde Air Products Co." TO

. .

Question ii), the major response is that the courts of
justice are entitled to application of equivalency at its
own discretion. Further, many responses refer to equity by
citing the recent decisions given by the CAFC. To Question
iii), some responses (by the AIPLA) insist that an issue of
infringement based on equivalency should be handled asa
remedial matter and should not be entrusted to the jury even'
when treated as a factorial lIIatter while other'responses
state otherwise. Both these responses seem to be greatly
influenced by the decision given in the precedent case of
"Markman. v. Westview Instruments Inc." described below.
(4) Marklllan.v. Westview Instruments Inc. 14

Finally, in response to the question of "whether
interpretation of claims should be regarded as a factorial
matter to be handled by the jury or as a legal matter to be
handled by the judiciary", the latest decision given by the
CAFC, not to the of of.., .. , ..'•......:.: ": '"

equivalency, :asserts claims
be regarded as a legal matter to be handled by the
judiciary" (Markman. v. Westview Instruments Inc.). Indeed,
this decision encounters protests from many judges of the
CAFC and lawyersCAFC,but it seems to represent an
encouraging trend in view of its proba.bility of ensuring
stability in interpretation of patent rights, which has been
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disturbed conventionally by application of equivalency in
jury trials in the United States.

2-2-4. Comparison between American Practice of Judgment of
Equivalency and Provisions of Article 21 of WIPO
Harmonization Treaty

As can be seen from the above description, the manners
of interpretation of claims in the United States tend to
make concessions to those in the other WTO member countries,
thusseemin~ly posing no particular pro~lem.. in relation t()
the WIPO Harmonization Treaty. The recent American practice
of judgment of equivalency is summarized below in comparison
with the provisions of Article 21 of the WIPO Harmonization
Treaty.
(1) [ Determination of Extent of Protection ]

As mentioned above, the Paragraph (1) seems to match the
recent American practice of judgment of equivalency.
(2) [ Equivalents ]

As far as conformity to the recent American practice of
judgment of equivalents is concerned, the Paragraph (2) seem
to cause no pa.rticular problem. More specifically, the
SUbpara~raph (2)(b)(i) formulates definition. of equivalency
on the basis of the concept of the three parts test as
adopted in the precedent case of "Graver Tank & Mfg. Co. v.
Linde Air Products Co." while the Subparagraph (.2) (c) grants
any Contracting Party to adopt either one of the definitions
of equivalents as provided for in Subparagraphs (2)(b)(i)
and (2) (b) (ii). Incidentally, faciEty of substitution is
referred to as a requirement for detection of infringement
based on equivalence besides the three parts test by some
respondents in the precedent case of "Hilton Davis Chemical

····Co.·v.·Warner-JenkinsonCompany.··Inc.J'·as··described'·above.. . ·········· ..···r ...•.•.

Further,. the Subparagraph (2)(b) stipulates judgment of
equivalency at the time of alleged infringement, thus
conforming to the recent American practice.
(3) [ Prior Statements]

As mentioned above, the Paragraph (3) seems to match the
recent American practice of judgment of equivalency. It is
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to be noted that the wording "limitation made in response to
citation of prior art" has been added to this paragraph at
the request of the United States.
(4) [ Examples ]

As mentioned above, the Paragraph (4) seems to m~tch the
recent American practice of jUdgment of equivalency.

2 - .. 3. Interpretation of. Claims in «,;ermany
2-3-l~ Applicable Provision

In Germany, the scope of a patent right granted to any
application filed on or after January 1, 1978 is interpreted
in co~pliance with the provisions

c

of A;tic1e 14 of the
German Patent Act.

Article 14:
The extent of protection conferred by a patent
or a patent application Iilhallbe determined by
the terms of the claims. Nevertheless the
description and drawings shall be used to
interpret the.claims.

The above provisions of Al:'ticle 14 of the German Patent
Act are entirely identical with the provision for
interpretation of patent rights in Article 69 of the
European Patent conventLen (EPC). As such, Article 14 is
supposed to be interpreted in accordance with "the ProtClcol
on the Interpretation of Article 69 of the European Patent
Convention".

This protocol provides that the scope of a patent shall
be determined in consideration of appropriate protection of
a patentee and adequat:e legal stability. for a thirdpar,ty
under the two extremes ,of restrictions, one prohibiting

.. .... ......;!l:j:~l:'Pl:'~j:~j:; Cl!l.g; ...!=1:J,..~JII!Il.aIlP~l:' .....,..j:,11~J·l:'.,.~Cl.l:'.g;!l9.,~Bg J;pe.9,tl:1g:r: .
prohibiting interpretation of claims as mere guidelines.

Namely, the protocol provides that the scope of a patent
may be determined in such a manner as to exceed that of
wording of claims. As such, the protocol serves as basis for
application of the doctrine of equivalents in Germany.
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2-2-2. Standards for Judgment of Equivalency
Equivalency is defined as shown below in a decision

given by the German Federal Court of Justice to make a first
attempt to apply the concept of equivalency to any
application filed on or after January 1,1978 in the
precedent case of "Moulded Curbstone (Formstein) 1115.

"the protection provided by Sec. 14 of the 1981
Patent act applicable to the present case can also
include equivalent variations of the teaching
formulated in the wording of the patent
specification. This is regularly the case where the
problem solved by the invention can be solved using
means ofa similar effect that the average skilled
person could arrive at using his knowledge and on
the basis of a consideration of the invention
defined in the patent claims"
Similarly, equivalency is also defined as shown belOW in

a decision given by the German Federai Court of Justice in
the succeeding· precedent case of "Ion Analysis
(Ionenanalyse)" 16.

"a finding that the protected invention is being
used may also be justified if a person· skilled in
the art, from a consideration of the substance of
the claims and hence of the protected invention,
could be expected in the light of his technical
knowledge to arrive at the means used in the
contested embodiment in order to solve theproblem
addressed by the invention and conclude that such
means would have the same effect."
In fact, the decisions given in these two precedent

cases were cited to the of in
of

equivalence in various forms. At present, the definitions of
equivalency in theSe decisions serve as the standards for
judgment of equivalency in Germany.

Namely, it is supposed that there are two requirements
for equivalency:

. (1) Identity of effects
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(2) Possibility of derivation by those skilled in the art
from the invention defined in the. pat~nt .claims by the use
of. their technical knowledge (obviousness)

Basically, it seems to be supposed that eq1livalency
should be judged at the time of application (or the PFiqrity
date where priority is claimed) although .this cannot be
regarded as perfectly certain because of the failure. to
locate any prec:edent case. involving the time of judgment of
eq1livalency under the exis~ing patent act. It should be
noted in'this connection that the exten~ of protection of.a
patent seems to include any means of solution known to
achieve substantially the same effect as a patented
invention ·after its: _~ilin_g date as long as that means is in
circulation at the time. of alleged infringement.

Meanwhile, equ~valence is restricted typically by free
technical level defense (pleading against extension of
pro~ec:tion of a patent to any embodiment suspected of
infr~ngingWherethatembodiment is not patentable in the
light of the curren~ technic:al level), limitation, and
disclaimer (corresponding to estoppel).

W"'Il"~OIl..q ~,Il<;~Q'''Il'' case of "Moulded
Curbstone" was cited as the standard,for judgment of
eq1livalency. This precedent case is characterized in
that an embodiment suspected of infringing a
patented invention was patented(I:lY the.EI'C) on the
basis of the difference existing between the
suspected embodiment and the patented invention.

2-3.".3. Recent Trend of Judgment of Equivalency As Inferred
from Recen~ Judicial Precedents

In Ger~ny, there are not many precedent cases involving
eq1livalency. However, the relatively recen~ Cases of "Fixing
Device II", "Epilady", and "Segmentation Device for Tree
Trunks" can be used as a basis for studying the recent
German practice of judgment of equivalency.

[Precedent Case of "Fixing Devic,es II
(Befe!iltigungsvorrichtung II) "17]

In , the in
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While citing the decision given in the incident
case of "Moulded Curbstone", the court of justice in
charge gave a dec~sion of infringement by applying
the concept of equivalency as follows:
"The requirements for patent infringement by
equivalent means are also met if one or more
elements of the actual embodiment are to be
understood as the realization of a more general
statement that the average skilled Person can deduce
to be of equivalent effect to the teaching described
in the patent claim and explained in the patent
description. Under these circumstances, it is
irrelevant whether the actual realization is obvious
to the average skilled person, or whether it is
inventive."

However,.this decision gave rise to a heated
argument over the ppssibility of extending
equivalency to those alternative means which achieve
substantially the same effect as a patented
invention but which are unobvious in the light of
that invention and over the danger of extending
protection of a patent to the concept of a general
inventive idea under the former patent act
(app+icableto applications filed on or before
December 31, 1977).

[Precedent Case of "Epiiady" 18]
In this precedent case, a lawsuit was handled by

the responsible high court of justice in Germany and
further raised in other countries such as Great·
Britain, Italy, and Dutch. In this sense, this

study of the German and British practices of
judgment pf equivalency. In. this precedent case,
too, it was contended that the embodiment suspected
of infringing a patented invention had an advantage
in performance over that invention, one point in
dispute cEi!ntering around hpw obviousness should be
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treated in judgment of equivalency. Eventually, the
court gave a decision of infringement by citing the
decision given in the above- mentioned incident case
of "Fixing Device II".

Incidentally,adecision·of non-infringement was
given to this precedent case in Great Britain ..

[Precedent Case of "Segmentation Device for Tree
Trunks (Zerlegvortichtung fur BaumsUlllllle) 1119]

This precedentcClse is·worthy·of attention in
placing restrictions on the practice of judgment of
equivalency as signified by the decision given in
the above-mentioned precedent case of "Fixing Device
II". This precedent case is also characterized in
that an embodiment suspected of infringing a
patented invention was patented (by the German
Patent Office) on the basis of the difference
existing between the ~uspected embodiment and the
patented invention.

Notwithstanding the fact that the responsible
high court of justice gave a dec:::isionof
infringement byc:::iting the decision given in the
precedent case of "Fixing Device II", the federal
court in charge dismissed the high court's decision
by giving a decision to the following effect:
"The extent of protection of a patent according to
Sec. 14 of the Patent Act 1981 is in any event no
greater than the extent of protection of a patent
according to the previously applicable law. Itdoes
not comprise equivalent derivations based on an
inventive. step.

of the ·decisionin Fixing Device could only be found
if the specific embodiment used by the defendant,
and the process performed therewith, could be
interpreted as a ~. possibly inventive 
concretization of a general technical teaching (also
rea·lized in the. said embodiment}, which must be
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consiQereQ, in relation to the technical teaching of
the contrapt patent as an opvious derivation - on
the same level - with the same effect (equivalent
but not, in this respect, as a - superordinate 
generalization. Such a. partly generalized and
partly equivalent technical teaching - depending on
the criterion useQ for comparison ~ was not
formulatEld or examined. by.thEl. court of appeals."
~hus, the above. decision. expressly points out that the

protection of a patent under the provisions of Article 14 of
the 1981 revision of the patent act should not extend to the
concept of a general inventive idea under the former patent
act.

The above analyses seem to indicate a tendency i~Ger~~

towarQ consistent aQherence to the practice .of jUQgment of
equivalency as signifieQ by the Qecisions given in. the
preceQent cases of "M9ulQed Curbstone" and "Ion Analysis",
namely the technique of juQgment.of equivalency in terms of
iQentity of effects anQ obviousness of subs~itution.

Meanwhile, there was also revealeQ a danger ofextenQing
protection of a patent to unobvious equiv~lents ~s in the
preceQent case of "Fixing Device II", However, it was
expressly pointed out that equivalency shoulQ not Elxtend to
any inventive. equivalents in the preceQent cas~:of

"Segmentation Device for Tree Trunks"., which placeQ
restrictions on the practice of jUQgment of equivalency as
signifieQ by the Qecision given in the preceQent case... of
"Fixing Device II".

2-3-4. Comparison between German Practice of Judgment of
Equivalenpy and Provisions of Article 21 of WlPO

(1) [ Determination of Extent of Protection 1
The Paragrapq (1) see~s to substantially match that of

Article 14 of the German Paten~ Act. (entirely iQentical with
Article 69 9f the EPC) and accordingly match the recent
German practice of judgment of equivalElncy.
(2) [ Equivalents 1
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The Subparagraph (2) (b) (ii) seems to neatly match the
recent German practice of judgment of equivalency. Mote
specifically, this subparagraph provides for identity of
effects and obviousness of substitution as requirements for
equivalency while the German practice makes judgment of
equivalency in terms of these two requirements. With>respect
to obviousness of: substitution; in particular, the decision
given in the precedent cas~ df "TrunltCutting Machine"
described in (3) a.bove expressiy pbintsoutthat equivalency
shoUld not extend to any unobviousequiva.lents, thus paving
the way toward settlement of the arg'Ument: which arose in·the
precediimt case of "Linking Machine II".

Concerning the time of judgment of equivalency, however,
Subparagraph (2)(b) proviciingfor judgment ofequiva.lency at
the timedf alleged i'nfringement fails to match the
generally believed German method which tends to insist the
time ofapplicat1on•. There seems to be tequired~tllerefdre,

further discussion on·thi.s point.
(3) [ Prior Statements ]

The·Paragraph (3) seems·to generally match the German
practice which testrictsequivalency by the concepts of
limitation·and disclaimer.
(4)· [ Examples ]

The Paragraph (4) seems to match the recent German
practice of judgment of equivalency.

2 - 4. Interpretation of Claims in Great Britain
2-4-1. Applicable Provision

(Scope of Invention)
Article 125
(l)·For the purposes of this Act, an invention

made or for which a patent has granted
shall, unless the context otherwise requires, be
taken to be .. that specified ina claim. of the
specification of the application or patent, as
the case may be, as interpreted by the
description and any drawings contained in that
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specification, and the extent of the protection
conferred by a patent or applic~tion for a
patent shall be determined accordingly.
(2) (Omitted.)
(3) The Protocol on the Interpretation of
Article 69 of the European Patent Convention
which Article contains a provision corresponding
to subsection (1) above shall, as for the time
being in force, apply for the purposes of
subsection (1) above as it applies for the
purposes of that Article.

2-4-2. Standard for Ju~gment of Equivalency
(1) Techni~e for Judgment of Equivalency

In Great Britain, whether or not an accused invention
falls within the scope of a patented invention is determined
through judgment of infringement in wording, coupled with
the Catnic Test illustrated on the next page.

(1) Doesthe variant have a material effect on the way in
whichthe invention works?

'.,

Yes No

.
. ' .

(2) Would this have been obviousat the date of
publication of the patent to a reader skilled in the
art?

.
..

No Yes

. " .' "

(3) Would the reader skilled in the art nevertheless
....have.understoodJromthe.lanQuage,of theclaim,that....

the patentee intended that stnctcompliance with the
primarymeaning was an essential requirement of the
invention? . . ..

'. ."

Yes
.

The variant isoutside the claim.
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(2) Time of judgment of Equivalency
In Great Britain, equivalency is judged at the date of

publication of the patent in acordance with the second
Catnic Test.

2-4-3. Recent Trend of Judgment of Equivalency
In Great Britain, there was a long-standing practice of

normally interpreting claims as per their. strict literal
wording in view of their predetermined requirements and
exceptionally judging the possibility of broadening t,he
scope of an exclusive right through application of the
doctrine of pith and marrow or the concept of a general
invention or of the doctrine of equivalents. It was
assumed, therefore, that "textual infringement" and
"infringement of the pith·and marrow" constituted separate
matter of a legal action.

Later, in the precedent case of "Catnic" 20, Lord
Diplock established a technique for purposive construction
of claims (similar to the technique of the three parts test
described in "2 - 2. Interpretation of Claims in the United
States"), thereby handling "textual infringement" and
"infringement of the pith and marr.ow" as a single matter of
a legal action. The judge gave a decision to the effect that
"The textual infringement and infringement· of the "pith and
marrow" of an invention are but a single matter to be
decided in each case on the basis wh~ther persons of
relevant practical knowledge and experience would understand
that Strict compliance with a particular descriptive word or
phrase was intended by the patentee to be an essential
requirement of the invention so that any variant would fall
outside the monopoly claimed, even though it could have no
material effect way the invention "

int.his precedent case,
therefore, a standard for judgment of equivalency is whether
the invention under consideration can be understood by those
skilled in the art.

As can be seen, however, from the precedent case of·
"Epilady" involving interpretation of claims as per their
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wording, there is a long-lasting general tendency to
interpret the scope of claims asbeinfconfinedto their
strict literal wording without application of equivalency.

Recently, the Court of Appeals gave a decision regarding
the third Catnic Test as qUestionable, and accordingly
presented an argument in favor of the interpretation on the
Protocol of. Article 69 of the Etiropean Patent Convention
rather than the Catnic Test under the formerpiitent act as
an obiter.

Subsequently, however' the Patent Court gave a decision
expressing an objection to this obiter and continuing the
conventional adherence to the Catnic Test.

Thus, the British practice of judgment of equivaiency
has been rather fluid in nature. The recent trends of
judgment of equivalency by the courts in Great B:ritainare
summarized in the table below •

I
.. .. ..

Patent County
.

Courts Court Patent Court Court ofAppeal I

Recent trend Compliance with Compliance with Compliance with
of judgment Article 69 of the CatnicTest Article 69 oftheof
equivalency EPC EPC

Precedent case of
Precedent case of . "Assidoman~22 Precedent case of
"Daily" 21 ... "PLGResearch" 23

been progressing in the direction of accepting equivalency,
thus opening up the possibility of realizing international
harmony in judgment of equivalency.
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2-4-4. ComparisC)nbetween Britj"shPractice C)fJud9lllent of
Equivalency and .Provisions of ArtiCl1.e21 pfWIPO
Barmoni~ation~reaty

(1) [ Determination of Extent of Protection ]
The Paragraph (1) is satisfied by the 1971 revisiC)n of

the British Patent ACt: by the decree o~ explict .prC)vision.
(2) [ Eqviva1ents ]

InpriIlciple,the .Subparagraph (2}(b}(ii) is supposed to
accePt: equivalence in compliance with the prC)visiC)ns.:of
Article 69 of the EPC •. It seems possible to expect a gradual
reali~ation of harmony between the interpretation on the
Protocol of Article 69-of the European Patent Convention and
the Catnic Test. It is to be noted, however, that theCatnic
Test reqvires judgment of eqvivalency at.i:lteda.te qf
publication of the patent as provided for in the second
Catnic. Test incontrastt:othe date of alleged·infringement
as provided for in Subparagraph (2)(b).
(3) [Prior$tatements.]

In Great Britain, it is assured t:hat estoppel is
currently disregarded as existing only in relation to the
doctrine of eqvivalents according to the American practice
while equivalency is restricted by limitatiqIl and disclaimer
as in/Germany.
(4) [ Examples]

The Paragraph (4) is satisfied by the 1977
revision of the British Patent Act.

2 - 5. Interpretation of Claims in Korea
2-5-1. Applicable Provis.ion

(Scope of Protection of Patented Invention)
Article 97: The scope of protection of a

patented invention shall be determi~.~n~.~e:~d~ ~o:.~n.~ t~:~h~~e: .._..:.._. _ +?__.. ..._.
•

2-5-2.Standardf0J: Jud9lllentofEquivalency
:(11. i'eClMi.qve £orJud9ll1ent- of .Equivalency ....
(a) Pre-1993 Period (excluding 1993)

In Korea, the scope of a patent right was interpreted
not as confined to the literal wording of the claims but
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based on the detailed description, especially embodiments,
and the doctrine of equivalents was then applied. to the
scope of the patent right thus based on the detailed
descrip1;ion. According to the Japanese manners of
interpretation, however, the scope of the patent right often
fell within the technical scope of the claims.

In application of equivalency, inferability
(obviousness) of sUbstitution was judged together with
possibility of substitution, which, in turn, was judged in
terms of identity of objects and effects. Namely, any
difference in objects, functions and effects relative to the
embodimen1;s of patented invention was judged to constitute
no infringement (see the precedent case of "Roussel Uclaf"
24) •

Further, a judgment was also made as to a dependent
invention. In Korea, where the invention under
consideration, particularly a process for manufacturing a
chemical substance, was interpreted as a dependent
invention, its. technical concept differs markedly depending
on whether it makes use of any catalyst or not. Assuming,
therefore, that a manufacturing process making no reference
to use of any catalyst involves the same starting material
and the product as that making use of some catalyst, the
latter was not judged to take advantage of the former except
where the use of some catalyst in the latter was considered
to be a mere additional valueless step andnpt intended to
establish superiority in terms of effects (seethe precedent
case of "Bayer" 25).

"(b) Post-1993 Period (inclusive 1993)
It. was later decided that entries in claims, where their

technical scope was self-explanatory, should not be

specification (see the precedent case of "AktiObplaget
Haessle" 26). Such non- restrictive interpretation of claims
allowed testifying to infringement in wording without
application of equivalency. In the precedent case of "Blue
Dye" 27, in particular, the technical scope of claims was
interpreted as per their wording while equivalency was
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recognizedfiom the standpoint of obviousnesS of
substitution and possibility of subst~tution.

At the end of 1994, it was further decided expressly
that a circumventing invention could constitute infringement
based on equivalency from the standpoint of inferability
(obviousness) of substitution and possibility of
substitution (see the precedent case of t1Cyprofloxacinetl
28).

..

(2) Other Techniques for Judgment of Equivalency
In Korea, there exist tliedoctrine of estoppel,

intentional exclusion, recognition limitation, etc. as in
Japan •

. (3) Time of Judgment of Equivalency
Some precedent cases ( t1Cyprofloxacine" and "Roussel

Uclaf" mentioned above) gave adec:ision insisting on the
date of application, but no precedent case expressly
specified the date of alleged infringement.

2-5-3 Comparison between Korean Practice of Judgment of
Equivalency and Provisions of Article 21 of WIPO
Harmonization Treaty
(1) [ Determination of Extent of Protection]

Basically, the Paragraph (1) is satisfied by ArtiCle 97
of the KOrean Patent Act cited above.
(2) [ Equivalents ]

Although the Korean Patent Act contains no prov1s10n
corresponding to that of PaI'agraph(2), subpara,graph
(2) (b)(ii) is supposed to accept equivalency in principle.
It is to be noted, however, that judgment of equivalency is

supposed to be made at ...~t:~hl~e!.· .....~dl~a,~t.•~e·.:...~o.~f...·..~.~..~.~~'~.~ ....~.I~.~.:~.~.l~9.1~.l!l.I~1!1"jl.1.L .••.•.....•.......................•.............. l;;". •......•....
thec;>ry to made at the date of application in
actual precedent cases •

. (3) [ Prior Statements]
In Korea, estoppel exists in theory.

(4) [ Examples ]
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In Korea, many precedent cases in the pre-1993 period
- . .

(excluding 1993) involves interpretation of claims as
confined to embodiments while none of the recent precedent
cases involves such interpretation, thus securing imPtoved
compliance with the Paragraph (4).

3. Summary
The recent trends of judgment of equivalency in five of

the WTO member countries as described above are summarized
in Table 1 in comparison with the provisions of Article 21
of the basic proposal of the WIPO Harmonization Treaty. The
findings of the camparative study by the present paper are
summarized below.
1) Article 21 provides for two conditions for equivalent
elements in the American and European styles: the American
condition being the three parts test (in Subparagraph
(2)(b)(i» and the European condition being that. it is
obvious to a person skilled in the art that the same result
as that achieved by the element expressed in the claim can
be achieved by the equivalent element (in SUbparagraph.
(2)(b)(ii» •

It seems only natural that the American condition for
equivalent elements should be satisfied by the American
practice of judgment of equivalency and the European
condition by the German and British practices. It is not
certain, however, whether both these conditions also reflect
the Japanese and Korean practices which present "possibility
of substitution" as one requirement for.equivalency. It
seems desirable, therefore, that the Subparagraph (2)(b)
should reflect the Japanese practice of judgment of
equivalency in some definite manner.
2) As the time of judgment of equivalency,

-r-r-r-r-r-r--t-r-r-z:

WTO member countries adopt the time of application (as can
be seen in many precedent cases) in violation of Article 21
providing for "the time of preparation for an infringing
act ".
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3) Despite these mismatches in the equivalent ~lements and
the time of judgment of equiva,lency,·however, .the recent
practices of judgment of equivalency in the five WTO member
countries provide adequate protection for the rights of
applicants (or inventors) indue consideration of the
disadvantages of third parties, thus indicating the steady
progress of harmony in jUdgment of equivalency among these
countries.
4) Concerning the provisions of Article 21, further
discussion seems to be required for ensuring their universal
reflection of the practices of judgment of equivalency in
theWTO member countries in an effort to realize
international harmony in interpretation of claims.

xv. Conclusion
At the present time, it is completely unpredictable when

the WIPO Harmonization Treaty will be concluded. There will
be no gainsaying that an indispensable prerequisite for
future conclusion of the treaty is a shift from the first
to-invent system to the first'-to-file system in the United
States.

Besides the provisions for thefirst-to-fi1e system in
Article 9 of the treaty, there are a large number of
important provisions, such as those discussed in the pr.esent
paper, on which adequate discussion seems to be required for
future conclusion of the treaty.

Nothing will give the co-authors more pleasure than to
see that the present paper will serve this purpose.
Acknowledgment: In preparing the present paper, the co
authors are indebted particularly to the Patent Committee
for valuable information derived from the article titled
" of Claims" in its journal of
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Table 1 Comparison between Provisions of ArtiCle 21 of WIPO Harmonization Treaty and
Recent Trends of Judgment of Equivalency in Five WTO Member Countries

~asicproposalof

{vIPO
Japan United States Korea Germany Great SrltalnHarmonization

. .j

Treaty .

Precedent case (1) "Infinite Sliding (1)\ "Graver Tank (1) "RousselUclaf" (1) "Moulded Curbstone (1) ·Catnic·
SailSpline &Mfg.Co.v. (2) "SrayW (Formstein)" (2) ·PlD Research"
Bearing- . lindeAir (3)"Aktiobolaget Il_essel" (2) ·,lonAnalysis (3) "Assldoman"

Products Co." (4) "mu",Dye" (Ionenanalyse)"

(5)"Cyprofloxacine~ (3) "Flxh1g Deylce""
(4) "Epll"dy"

(5):Seg,"ent~tionDevice

. .' ...... , forTree Trunks· .

Standardsfor judgment of .'. •

equivalency
+Three parts test 0 LI.' 0 LI. LI. LI.
+ Inferability (obviousness) OR 0 LI.' 0 0 0
'. ofSubstltutlon 0

I

w +Possibility of substitution O' LI.' , 0 .... . I .0 0 ·Vl

'" Other standards for Confining the scopeof patent Article 69 of the EPC
judgmentof equivalency rights to embodlemtns I

Recognizing Infringement by_ I
circ~mV~:~~ing; Invention and'a
dep~nde,nt invention.. .

Doctrine of reduction of ~riorstatements Estoppel Estoppel Estoppel Limitation and disclaimer' limitationand
equivalency l'

t Doctrine of Doctrine of
Doctrine of intentional

(estoppel) disclaimer (estoppel)

~,
Intentional exclusion intentional exclusion Legal stability test Doctrine of
Freete,chnicallevel Nel:~sslty interms of exclusion Free technical leveldefense Intentional exclusion
defense equity Freetechnlcaflevel defense

B Freetechnicallevel
. ,

.. ~ defense4 "
. .. .. ·

Time of judgment of !lm"ofalleged Time ofapplicatiOn • Time of Timeof application Timeof application: Time 0' publication
equivalenc)' (nfringement

••
applicaii?n: (1) .

:
\;

+ Time of alleged~
-'- Infringement:,

.

.. ... Others ..... " . .' .
••

. .. r'HI\,;Y> .y..> .: ...... >IJ;' ·'\ ii'" H . ·' .. 'J ·1 .,.' .-, ',,,'>\\\/11



1. Possibility of substitution is judged in terms of
identity of purposes, effects, functi~ns, and means.
2. (1): The th~ee parts test and the obviousness of
possibility of substitution to those skilled in the art are
regarded as two requirements for equivalency.
3. In the decision given in the precedent case of "Lining
for Sintering Furnace", unobviousness of any:alteration made
to an accused product was presented as an important
requirement in evaluation of substantial ide~tity in the
three parts test. SiInilarly, sufficiently different
structures to bepatent:edandsuffil::il!ntlygr~ateffoI:~li;of
research to create such structures were also presented as
grounds for rejection of equivalency.
4. It seems that the Japanese practice of judgment pf
equivalency draws a clea~distinction between possibility of
substitution and inferability (obviousness) of substitution
in contrast to the German and British practices which ..
include the former in.thela.tter.
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This paper outlines situations in some r~gions of the

world where "mCirking" .of "patented articles" will gradually

assume a greater degree of importance, as multinational

corporations spread their product manufacturing on a global

basis. At the present time, .little or no serious appreciation

has been given to product marking, thus leaving the. door wide

open. to infringers, specifically, counterfeiters, and similarly

to unscrupulous business entities who are looking for loop

holes due to a.lack of familiarity on the part of patentees,

licensees, and related business interests with marking

practice.
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A. INTRODUCTION

The marking of articles which are patented or to be

patented has always remained obscure and casually applied

although the laws relating to it are somewhat interlinked with

some aspects of infringements" whic1'l is evalu...tE!d with

significant seriousness. ConsequentlY, property values and

rights are eroded away through lack of appreciation and

awareness of the commercial significance of marking a patented

article or process.

Historically, marking of patented articles was generally

necessary in Canada, Holland & Chile, and with the ever

changing intellectual property laws this factor has declined

leaving Chile as the only country wheremarkihg still appears

Ilecessary. In .Chile.ev~:ry patented object should bear the

marking.of the number of the patent, in the usual manner. The

omission of any form of marking does not affect the validity of

the patent. This is always true not only in Chile; but in most

industrialized· countries of the world. Marking has always

brought into legal use several forms of laws and regulations

relating to infringement, notably, it's impact on popular

consumer products, toys, household goods, and pharmaceutical

products.

B. HYPOTHETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

As one surveys the intellectual property laws of different

,.. ,......•" "" " ...•..,c,o•.u••..n t r"i..e.s~./ ~'::r:~~.I1:~[..~:.":.'~.~ ":.I~.<:l E':,gt,l±..":..t:1C:)!1~'~l.;:.~L.~1Q g;U;+:.!:!,.;:§Ilt:;§~Y:!;:l2{.: .., , ,...... ..I~.,

where. A hypothetical consideration of a multinational

patented product or article will now be evaluated within
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Europe, with the marking applied somewhat casually and without

considerations of the legal impact of infringement and local

country penalties or restrictions. In cross-border product flow

of the same patented article granted under the European Patent

Convention, for example, from between Italy to Switzerland to

Germany in it's first stage of journey the Italian Patent Law

does not require any indication of the Patent or Application

number on the article as a condition for enforcing the patent

in Italy. This is due to an established principle underlying

Italian legal systems to which a patented article is per se

considered as known to third parties and thus needs no further

publicity in order to be enforced against potential infringers.

As the same patented article or product flows through

Switzerland, it is allowable to mark this patented products

e. g. by "Schweizer Patent No. 123456" provided the

corresponding patent is granted and still in force in

Switzerland If the corresponding patent application in

Switzerland is pending, the same product can be marked by

"Schweizer patent angeweldet" or "Swiss'patent pending". Even·

the word "Schweizer" or "swiss" may be deleted.

As this patented article or article to. be patent continues

on its journey to Germany, the marking on this patented article

will run into stricter marking laws and regulations. Had this

article been merely a patent pending situation with the article

marked the article would not.....• :::::::

into Germany unless there was a granted publication after

-acceptance of the Patent Application in Germany. An article

that is only the subject of a pending patent application must
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not be marked as patent pending in Germany. If the Swiss

"patent pending" markings in this article existed, it would in

Germany result in false marking with consequent restriction of

entry and resulting penalties.

Moreover, should the article be patented in Germany and

did reach Germany, the owner of the patent would be obliged at

the request of any interested third party, to give the patent

number (or patent application number) and furnish full details

of the patent or patents in question. This situation in marking

raises considerable questions in trans-border manufacture

within the European Patent system and the various individual

national systems of Europe. We are all aware of the problems

that were raised by the movement of patented or to be patented

products in different parts of Europe in the nineteen

seventies, specifically in consumer goods and within the

pharmaceutical industries. Accordingly, with the gradual

expansion of Japanese and U.S. manufacturing bases

throughout the E.P.C. countries, the consequential impact of

marking if the country designation is omitted, serious

questions could be raised. For example, in lieu of Swiss

Patent No. 123456 or Swiss Patent Pending No. 123456, "Swiss"

is omitted and the product is in components fabricated in

France or Italy and assembled in Switzerland, what are the

resulting legal implications when the article then patented

only in Switzerland enters where a patent application is still

These are only some of the situations that may arise,

although they appear at the moment hypothetical or speculative,

the trend of manufacturing products in. a global environment
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will subsequently raise .these questions, and it would be

interesting to see in due course how these questions are

eventually resolved.

C. SPECIAL SITUATIONS FOR JAPAN AND UN.ITED STATES

We .have looked at some of the speculative situations that

may arise in Europe. However, let us examine the implications

of mark:ing in two of .t.he largest global economic centers,

namely the U.S.A. and Japan.

As you will appreciate, in Japan, under Article ~87 of the

Japan~se Patent Law, not only is the Patentee permitted to mark

a patented a:t:ticle, but also an exclusive or non..exclusive

licensee is permitted to .do sOas prescribed in an ordinance of

the Ministry of International Trade. This principal is also

applicable for process patent products.

However, in the United States under Section 287, the

marking notice on the patented art~clemaybe applied not only

by the Patentee(s), but also any person(s) under license making

or .sel.ling any pat.ented article. Thi.s provides notice to the

public that th~ same is patented either.by fixing thereon the

word "patent" or "pat" and the corresponding number either on

the article or packaging. As. you will appreciate, this

provides .a wide LatLtude to ma:t:k a product eve.n through sales

. ancl,.distribution outlets not owned by. the Patentee. In view of

this latitude in marking patented articles, sales and

distribution outlets could repack and. mark the patented

because of the exhaustion of rights.

Thus far the elements of marking has been dealt with on a

general basis. However, this aspect is quite different with

regard to the question of infringement of a patent with which
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patent owner(s) provide significant importance and is outside

the scope of this paper.

D. INTERLINKING MARKING WITH INFRINGEMENT

Infringement has at least two distinct interlinking with

marking. Let us first consider theterrn "innocent" infringer,

an apt expression in some British Commonwealth countries,

notably the U.K. An innocent infringer, specifically a limited

or incorporated company who can prove that at the date of

infringement, the company was not aware and had no reasonable

grounds for supposing that the patent existed is not liable to

'pay fer damages for the infringement. ·However. other forms of

infringement relief such·asinjunct:Lon and destruction of the

infringing articles are not a.ffected. This "innocent"

infringer provision Clearly shows that .in spite of ··marking

patent articles, some infringers might be totally unaware that

markedpaterited articles do exist, and no liability occurs.

The second aspect of this is "wilful" or "deliberate"

infringement by irresponsiblepersonswhore!gard themselves as

above the law,and in spite of honest marking by patent . owners,

this form of infringement prevails, sometimes on an extensive

scale. The serious question is, whether marking of 'patent

articles entices these persons or pirates to continue to

infringe has not yet been researched although thisprbblem of

infringement is wide spread. Counterfeiting or copying with the

deliberate intent to sell patented articles is so wide spread

clearly marked on the article by the infringer.
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E. FALSE MARKING AND PENALTIES

Before concluding, let me at least make a reference to

"false" marking which some persons etc. do deliberately and

wilfully indulge in and some others that participate in "false"

marking results from a lack of understanding of intellectual

property laws. There are criminal penalties in most countries

for deliberate and wilful false marking, but such laws are

rarely enforced.

F. MISC. MATTERS

One other aspect of marking which is common place, is for

manufacturer's to continue marking articles even when the

patent has either expired or lapsed, with patent numbers on the

product or packaging, since the dies or other manufacturing

processes are not changed even with the expiry of the patent.

It should also be noted that marking has absolutely no effect

on the validity of a patent.

G. CONCLUSIONS

It would be inconclusive, if some remarks were not made as

to when an article is to be marked. The suggested time frame

would be after notice of allowance or acceptance of the patent

application in that particular country. Moreover, safeguards

should be incorporated within the patent department that when

the patent is allowed to lapse for non-payment of maintenance

or or

remove the marking, if the product is still being made, used,

or sold, to avoid any false marking.
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Prior User Rights - Worldwide View

What is a Prior User Right?

The Pri()r User Right is a defense to a·charge of infringement based on equity
principles. ... .•• .. . '. . ...

[The equity principles arethat a patent should not be able to prevent some()ne
from doing what he was previously doing legitimately, i.e., should be not
retrospective,]

• When does Prior User Right arise?

• Party obtains a patent on an invention.
• A second party (the prior user) has usedthe invention secretly before the filing

date or priority date of the patent.
• Prior Use is not "prior art".
• The second party continues to use invention.
• Patentee brings an infringement action against second party.

Reasons Supporting Prior User Rights

1. Personwho has investedtime and money to use inveption should be able to continue
so investment is not destroyed. . .

2. Person who learned nothing from patentees disclosure should owe nothing to patent
holder.

3. Provide protection to trade secret users: to strengthen trade secrets - not at expense
of patept!; since tradesecret.protection is very limited..

Reasons Against Prior User Rights

1. Goes against phllosophy of reason for granting patents.

3. Decreases value of a patent.

4. It is a compulsory license.
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Specific Country Laws

Australia

In circumstances where immediatelybefore the priority date of aclaim the respondent
was making a product or using a process named in that claim, orhad taken definite
steps (whether by contract .or otherwise) to make that product or use that process, the
respondent may, despite the grant ofthe patent, continue to make the product or use
the process in the patented area without infringing the patent. This defense is available .
provided that the respondent did not derive the subject matter of the invention from the
patentee and had not stopped or abandoned the making of the product or using the
process, other than temporarily, before the priority date. (Section 119 of the Act)

Belgium

Exist for all acts which can be proved tohaveoccurr~dinBelgiUIllbefore the filing (or
priority) date but limited to the activities and amount at.thefiling(pIiorit)7) date.

Denmark

Extends to any person who was exploiting the invention commercially or who had
made substantial provisions to doso'.Limited to the "general character" of the prior
activities. Only case law refused prior rights for importation as the only activity but
probably would be nowoverturnedfollowing the \Vork preparatory to th~196.7Act.

There arenorestrictionson amount but the nature of the activity cannot be.changed nor
can the embodiment utilized.

Federal Republic of Germany

Personal prior use gives the prior user the right to continue his prior use withinhis own
manufacturing plant without giving hiIntheright tograntsuplic~nse~.However,.
manufacture by subsuppliers strictly for the purpose ofthe prioruseds not excluded.

Personal prior use under Sec. 12 of the 1980 Act requires that the prior user must have
had possession of the inventive concept before the priority date of the patent and in
addition must have either used such inventive concept or at least started.activities
directed to immediate use. Thus, the mere testing of whether the inventive idea is
workable does not qualify as personal prior use'i<:mthe other hand, tests for converting

.......•~~~iny.~I\tiYe,!!!e,il.int().!I\gH§!!Iil!roilI\yfils:tt:H:~ilre.§yff!geI\teYenJf.C!.proJ:o.type ..of.the....
patented device has not yet been manufactured.

It is further necessary that the prior user has used the invention continuously up to the
priority or application date, with no interruption indicating that the prior user has
definitely dropped the use of the inventive idea.
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However, it should be pointed out that the defense of prior use is only a personal
defense of the prior user anddoes not affect the validity of the patent or the
enforceability of the patent toward third parties. . . .

Finland

A person who, at the time when the corresponding patent application was filed, was
commercially exploiting theinvention in Finland may continue to do sounder certain
conditions. The prior user's right is bound to the enterprise in question and is not
assignable.

France

Exist for persons "in possession of the invention" before the priority date: There are no
quantity limitations imposed by law. The degree of proof is high. Also a high degree of
documentary evidence ofsales and other use would be needed.· The prior user right is
an exception to the general law and so must be narrowly construed. Whatever is
allowable must be done in accordance with the knowledge acquired before the priority
date. One manner of proof is the purchase of an envelope from the Patent Office and
filing the envelope in the Patent Office.

Japan

Where, at th.etime of filing of a patent ~pplication.orat the time of filing of the original
patent application or of submission of an amendment when the patentapplicationis
deemed to have been filed at the time of submission of the amendment in accordance
with Section40·, a person who has made an invention by himself without knowledge
of the contents of an invention claimed in the patent application or has learned how to
make the invention from a person just referred to, has been commercially working the.
invention in Japan or has been making preparations therefor, such person shall have a
non-exclusive license on the patent right under the patent application. Such license
shall be limited to the invention which is being worked or for which preparations for
working are being made and to the purpose of such working or the preparations
therefor. .

Mexico

An effective defense can be based on the fact that the defendant was already using the
same invention covered by the allegedly infringed patent, or a substantially similar

~efe~~~cttHa'e~§~~~et~~~~~~~xills~~~~tP¥£~;~~E¥~sFl~rrr~s~a¥~~~....
rights conferred by a patent have no effect with respect to anyone Who,prior to the
filing date of the patent application in Mexico or the validly claimed priority date,
manufactures the product or uses the process covered by the patent or takes the
necessary steps to carry out such manufacture or use. It is dear then that this
hypothesis also offers numerous defense possibilities in a patent infringement suit.
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From the technical standpoint, the appropriate defense would be to destroy with
technical elements a claim by the plaintiff that the defendant's product or process
constitutes a patent infringement by virtue of its similarity to what the plaintiff has a
right under the claims of his patent.

. . . .

As to defense in the second stage of patent.litigation in Mexico.It is advisable-for patent
counsel toretain a criminallawyer for the defense in acriminalaction and a trial
attorney for any action for damages.

Netherlands

A person who, without having acquiredhis knowledge from the patentee, on the day of
the applicationhas alreildyu~edthepatented process or manufactured the patented
product ,cannot infri~ge the patent. This right of "prior use" can onlybetransferred
together in the Netherlands or the Netherlands Antilles "litj:l the business.

Norway

In the Norwegian Patent Act §4, prior use is recognized as a defense in an action for
infringement. Anyone who can prove to have exploited the invention commercially in
Norway before the priority date of the patent application can continue to do so,
pr0vicied that suchexploitation does not imply an abuse of the rights of the patentee or
its successors-. Also, substantial preparations for.commercial use of the invention will
be considered as prior use according to §4 of the.Patent Act.

PeoplesRepublic of China

Article 62 of the Patent Law Iistsa number of exceptions that-are not-deemed to be an
infringement of the patent. One of those exceptions is a prior user right.

(1) Where, after the sale of a piltentedproduc:tthatwas manufactured by the
patentee or with the authorization of the patentee, any other person uses or sells
that product. This is the application of the doctrine of exhaustion of patent
protection. The doctrine also applies to the use or sale of the patented product
manufactured by a prior user, a compulsory licensee, or a government-designated
exploiter.

(2) Where, before the date of filing of the applicationfor patent,any person who
......ha.~~E'a.clyma.cl~!hE'JclE'ntic:.a.lprQdllc:t"ysgd,tl!,ejci~ntical.process,.or •.made........ .•....•..........

necessary preparations for its making or using, continues to make or use it within
the original scope only. To retain the right of.prioruse, the prior user needs to
prove that his knowledge is based()n his own research or was legally acquired
from a source.other than the patentee.
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Republic of Korea

Anyone who was, in good faith, engaged in the business of working a patented
invention or who was setting up the facilities required for such work at the time of filing
of a patent application shall have the right as a non-exclusive licensee to use the patent
concerning the invention to the extent that the party's business requires.

Where, at the time of filing ofa patent application, a person who has made an invention
without having knowledge of the contents of an inventiondescribed in a patent
application, or has learned how to make the invention from such a person and has been
working the invention commercially and industrially, in good faith, in the Republic of
Korea, or has been making preparations therefor, shall have a nonexclusive license on
that patent right under the patent application. Such license shall be limited to the
invention which is being worked, or for.which preparations for working have been
made, and to the purpose of such working or preparations.

Sweden

Prior user rights are regulated by Section 4 of the Patent Law which reads as follows:

"Anyone who, at the time when. the application for patent was filed, was using
the invention commercially in this country may, notwithstanding the patent,
continuesuch use while retaining its general character, provided the use did not
constitute evident abuse in relation to the applicant or his predecessor in title.
Such right of use shall also be due on corresponding condi tions to anyone who
had made substantial preparations for commercial use of the invention in this
country."

The right according to the preceding paragraph can only be passed to others together
with the business in which it originated or in which the use was intended to take place.

Switzerland

The patent cannot be invoked against a party who prior to the filing of the patent
application had in good faith made commercial use of the invention or at least may
have made particular investments and technical measures preparatory to such use (Art.
35, Patent Act). However, the defendant, to feel secure, should have made actual use of
the invention because the criteria adopted by the courts regarding preparation for use
are difficult to satisfy.

Europe (in general)

The application of the novelty and inventiveness requirements under the EPe
presupposes that effective prior user rights exist under the hist6ricallaws of the
member states. However, the reality is that such prior user rights are unlikely to give
.adequate freedom to enable the earlier secret user to continue to practice effectively at a
commercial level.

The attached table is a summary of the various prior user rights in the listed countries.
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I' . . K_~
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. . Ik O<rioal On,.'" Nmiiil(_.... .... ll><", ()w" ......", I'"

ClJUlIIry~ Tr=ry ............ b-ll>< "" - ~J:lliOru: ........ .........
I

OAPI
..

yes yes yes.

Argentina .
.

(iiAustralia yes yes yes

Austria yes yes yes ~i
Belgium yes (1) yes ~ij..»
Bolivia yes . yes ~ji.•,
Brazil ~!{(
Bulgaria ..... .... yes yes yes I

Canada . ..
(2) I..

.,'
Chile .: .

I··

China ....• . .
. yes yes yes. -:

Colombia ". yes yes .. .

.' ...
Czech Republic yes yes yes ..
Denmark yes yes yes (3)

Ecuador yes yes
, .'

. .,
.

iiFinland yes . yes yes (3)

France (1) (I)
..

yes t,· ••
Germany yes yes (4) yes

" .....
.. ~,...•.••..

Greece ... yes yes
"

yes

, •Hungary .. ... yes yes yes ·1

,
.

W·i•••• India •
. . ..... I··· .. , (5) it..,,·

Ireland . '.' .
(5)

Israel
>.

yes yes yes .,(
. .. ..'
.. .w" .... yt..,. ,,·yes· , , ...

Japan yes yes yes yes "
Luxembourg . . ye.,. .... . >

yt..,. .' t
Mexico -. , .. I .

.

Morocco .
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Russian Federation yes yes yes
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SouthAfrica (7)

Spain yes yes yes yes

Sweden yes yes yes (3)

Switzerland yes . yes yes

Turkey

UK. yes yes

US.

Uruguay

Venezuela yes yes

Yugoslavia -yes yes

Explanations
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I would like to talk this morning about global patent costs because I
think they have gotten way out of control -- and there seems to be no sign of
improvement. We are rapidly approaching a situation where our members
can only afford to obtain and maintain patents in one or two countries 
and the rest of the world is allowed to freely practice our inventions because
we can't affordto.obtaln and maintain protection there. Arid the amazing
thing is that this is happening at the same time that we hear about
wonderful progress on harmonization, and at the same time that we are on
the threshold of finally achieving a good worldwide patent law regime with
the implementation of TRIPS.:

The companies that are members of PIPA probably represent the
great bulk of the inventive genius thathas made the US and Japan into the
economic and trade powers that we are.

Lets face it. we win where we have the technology -- whether we're
talking about fibers or pharmaceuticals, computers or chips, aircraft.
engines or heavy construction equipment -- we win when we have the
technology.

And we spend billions each year to develop this technology -- but
then I'm afraid too many of us, in effect, dedicate our inventions because
we can't afford the system.

The companies that are members of PIPA are probably one of the
Worlds largest consumers of services from the Worlds patent offices. In
1994, I believe 49% ofthe patent.appllcatlons flled in the EPO came from
the US and Japan and probably a large part of those applications came
from our members.
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Why am I saying this? -- Because I think its time for us individually
and as organizations --as customers -- to complain to anyone and
everyone who will listen about the high cost Of obtaining and maintaining
patents-- and to lobby everyplace we can forcostcontrol and reductions.
We can't let the Worlds patent offices take away through pricing what they
are required to provide in their patent law by TRIPS andothertrade
agreements. We must make sure that what is technically required under
TRIPS is also available as a practical matter and is not denied by pricing.

With the: lmplementlon' of GATT, we· can expect a number of
countries to reformtheir patent legal systems or to put into place patent
legal systems to comply with the TRIPS agreement. We should expect
these countries to look to the Trilateral patent offices --that is the USPTO,
EPO and JPO -- we should expect them to look to these patent offices for
guidance and for examples of best practices that should be followed. So
what I would like to do now is concentrate on patent costs in the EPO, Japan
and the USto see what example is being set for these countries.

The numbers that I will show you, are based on the following
assumptions:

- .September '94 exchange rates
- a 20 page application
- 10 claims
- 2 sheets of drawings
- 2 office actions and 2 amendments, but in the USwe have used

the cost of preparing the original application -- but to compensate
for that we have not included translation fees

- published fee schedules have been used to compute agentfees
in Europe and Japan
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With those assumptions, the total cradle to grave patent cost in the
17 EPO countries is $134,401, the total costin Japan is $:30,498 and the
total cost in the US is $14,370. Except aslhaveindicated, these numbers
include all amounts paid to patent offices, translation costs and all fees paid ..
to agents. The frightening thing is that this chart also shows that the grand
total cost for patents on a single invention in the US, Japan and Europe is
$179,269. .so. if a PIf'A member averages just 50 applications per year,
we're looking at an annual running rate of about $18 million a year. There
aren't many companies that can afford an annual patent portfolio budget of
$18milliqn. Yet there are many companies that issue more than 100 US or
Japanese patents a year and some. that issue 1000. Protection at this level
in the US, Japan and Europe for the full 20 years that you are entitled to
would lead to costs of $180 million a year. Outrageous on its face.

It seems clear that if the.system-ls.towork --and if weare to have a
level playing field.,-- if we really mean what we say about stimulating
progress and technology development by·· making patents available for
inventions -- we need large reductions in patent costs.

In the EPO or Europe, we show a total cost for the original 10 EPO
Countries of $102,044. I have shown the costs for these countries because
in October of '93 I attended the 1Othanniversary of the Trilateral
cooperation between the EPO, JPO and theUSPTO and I had the
opportunity, as part of the program, to ask the three Commissioners
questions that represented concerns of US Industry. As a large customer of
all three patent offices, I indicated that it was encouraging to hear at the
meeting about the great progress the three offices had made in
harmonizing their activities and improving their cooperation. But I indicated
that we.weregreatly disappointed that this progress had not brought about
any cost reductions and on the contrary that over the 10-year period that
was being celebrated,costs had skyrocketed.. The research that we had

.. ····················done····at··that···time··showed··thatfrOJff1··983·lo1993fffe···officiafleespaia·fo··ffie····.......
EPO and the EPO national patent offices had increased at a compounded
average annual growth rate of about 11 % a year -- which means those
costs were doubling every 6-1/2 years --- far in excess of any inflation rate
during the same period.
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'; .• As we look at these numbers, we should keep in mind. that the
market or economi.c unit that i~ defined by theEPO is aboutthesame size
as theLJS in terms of Gross Domestic Product and population, and is about
three times the size of Japan.

This chart shows what thesemarkets looked like in terms of GDPin
1992.

And this chart shows what these markets looked like in terms of
population in 1993.

If you view the. mark~t solely in terms Of population, then the l.JS is
comparable to France, Germany, Italy, Netherlards and the .UK combined,
so in all of the cost comparisons we will also show that cut.

Going back to our total cost chart.. you can see that depending on
how you want to slice the EPQ, itends up being from 4 to. 9 times more
expensive than the US for patents covering essentially the. same size.
market.

ForJ~pan we showthetotalpostfor a patent containing.ten claims
as $30,498. If the same patent had only 2 claims. the cost would be
reducedto $22,885.

Let's now look at the various elements that were included in and
make up these total patent costs.

The official fees paid to the respective offices from filing through
grant are shown on this chart. The $10,831 in theEPO is more than 5 times
the amount in Japan and the US. I should point out that the fees for the EPO

···inclodethefeespaidtothenationalpatentofficesduringthe···nationalization···· ..
phase of the EPO patent.
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Translation costs during the nationalization .phasein the EPOare
$15,543 vers~s$3,000 in Japan. We hav~notincludedan amount for
translation for the US and perhaps we should. But we feel we have more
than compensated for that omission by including the cost of prepafingthe
original patent application and two amendl11ent~ as the.patent attorney fees
in the US, while the fees that have been included for Japan and Europe are
simply for filing and prosecuting the corresponding application.

LObkingnow afagentfees, here again Japan and the US are about
equal and the EPO is about twice as expensive at $12,258.

But here is whatreally drives the cost -- here is the {Sal killer .- the
taxes we pay to keep our patents alive. This is whatrnake~Jap?nI119re
expensive than the US and what makes the EPO virtually unaftordable.
Mainten?ncefeesin Europe are ovElr$95,OOO. For theoriginal.1p.EPO
countries they are over $74,000 and they .ar~ $48,000 forth~ 5large$tEFO
countries. This compares with $1.9,591 forten claimsin Japan or$11 ,615
for two claims, and $5,790 in the US. .

Of course, the vCilue.of a patent in any particular country or territory
is clElClJlya function of the size ofthemarketor the lev~lpf economic activity
in the~territory that is covered by the patent. As we mentioned earlier, one
way to measure a market is to look at the Gross Domestic Product for the
covered territory. Another way is to look at the total population in the. market
covered by the patent.

Dividing the US population Into the total US patent CO$t yi~ldsa per
capita patent cost in the US of $56 per million people, -- w.hile the..same per
capita cost in the EPO is 6-1/2 times higher -- and Japan is from 3 to 4 times
higher.
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Oividingthe US GOP into the total US patent costyields a per capita
patent cost i9 the US of $2.60 per billiondollarsofGOP--whilethe EPOis 8
times higher.at$21 -- and Japan is from 4 to 5 times higher.

We have to ask ourselves whether we are setting a good example
and precedent for the less developed countries as they modify their laws to
comply with TRIPS, and, ifwe arenot,we simply have to find away to get it
fixed.

The EPQ is (eally the best example we have in the world of
harmonization. We file one application in English, we go through one
prosecution and then register the resulting patent in many countries. Its
very efficient, but look at what has happened to costs. From 1983 to 1993
official fees increased at an average annual growth rate of 11 %. I'm afraid
we have taken our eye off the ball -- we have made sure that all the l's and
t's are dotted and crossed the same way, but we have let costs go what
ever way they want -- and when that happens, they only go up.

I don't want anyone to misunderstand me, I am 150% in favor of
harmonization. But its not because I crave neatness. It's because
harrnonlzatlon should provide speed and predictability and lower cost. We
can't forget cost.

Its a little like the metaphysical question -- if a tree falls in the woods
does it make a noise if no one is there to hear it?

If the worlds patent costs make obtaining patents on an invention
around the world unaffordale, as a practical matter we will lose all of the
benefits that we expected to flow from harmonization and TRIPS.
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I believe we have to link harmonization to lower costs. Costs that
can be afforded.by. allofollrmembers. And no. on~ should think that just
because a company is large it can afford to pay outrageous fees. If its not
economic for the small entity, its not ecol'lon"licfbr the large entity,bneis
just a multiple of the other.

l.belleve this is a critically important issue for ail of osandfhetiminQ··
is critical. Ushouldbe oneofthetop strategic initiatives for PIPA. This is
clearly a long term project that's not going to be easy -- and we need the
help of PIPA -- as an organization that represents US and Japanese
intelle.ctual property owners we simply can't afford hot to push this issue
untilwe win. And we're going to need all the helpyou can gille. Thanks.
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I. Introduction:

On the occasion of the U.S. -Japan Framework Talks, the United States

requested that patent applications in English should be accepted on the ground

that mistranslations, if any, of original English specification cannot be

corrected based on the content of the original specification, posing the

possibility of patent rights being forfeited.

Also, the acceptance of patent applications in foreign languages has been

incorporated in Article 8 of the proposed WIPO Harmonization Treaty.

Meanwhile. the United States accepts applications in languages other than

English under certain exceptional circumstances where. for example, the filing

of an application ought to be completed in a short time, say, within the

priority right period.

As a result of thorough discussions. reflecting these circumstances, at

the U.S. -Japan Fral'TJelM:)ri~ Talks, agri3ement was reached in January 1994 to accept

.. patent applicetions in English and such patent applications became>legEllly valid

as from July Ist, 1995 under the latest amendment to the Patent Law.

This report summarizes the results of investigations made by the Authors

about English language application system in Japan and its implementation

guidelines. In addition, the report refers to foreign langullge application

systems of other countries. and discusses certain points which foreign

applicants utilize this new applicatiolJ system.

II. The Japanese-language Application System and its Problems:

The traditional Patent Law accepted only Japanese language patent

applications. When foreign applicants were to file applications in Japan. they

normally had to claim priority based on .a foreign language appliclltion in the

first-filed country. in accordance with the Paris Convention •. andthan file the

~PpJ lcatloneccompanied by th.e. Japanese translation ota. specificati()nand

r.elated.• llrawin.. gs. The· sUb.stantive examinatlon .wa.s carried eut.besedon .the

japanese~languagespe<;ificlition. and drawings. If there were any mlstrenslations ,

the applicant was not permitted to correct them once the application had been

forfeited owing to mistranslations.

In the past, the fuHowingcllses were disputed inJllpan(atJheTokyo High

Court) with respect to correction of mistranslations.

(1) Tokyo High Court decision 3/24/1983 (1981 <gyou-ke> No. 82)
(2) Tokyo High Court decision 6/27/1978 (1977 <gyou-ke> No. 46)
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In each of .the above two cases. a procedural amendment form was filed

.asserting mistranslations based on the descriptions given in the specification

of relevant applications in the first-filed country (Priority Certificate).

These amendments were rejected. however.

The first case listed above was an invention regarding a "Diffusion

Bonding Process" for which priority right was claimed based on a patent

application filed in the United States on April t, 1971 (U.S. Application No.

130149). Upon being assigned Application No. 32522 on March 31. 1972. a

'procedural amendment was filed to amend part of the specification attached to

the application form. Then, a decision was given to reject the amendment on

December 18 of the same year, and anapPllal was .made to the Board of Patent

Appeals of the Patent Office on March 12. 1980. As e result. decision was issued

on the appeal. i.e. Appeal No. 23 of 1980. on November 11. stating that there

was no basis to request the appeal. Being dissatisfied with this decision. the

applicant filed a suit for retraction of decision with the Tokyo High Court.

In this case. attempt was made to amend the word "bromine" to

"boron" in ·the description of the specification including the claims. As a

basis for the requested amendment. the applicant asserted. mistranslation by

relyi ng on the fact that the petent specification of the. first -fi led country

(Priority Certificate) contained the word "boron". On thegr.ound of

mistranslation. the applicant requested that the. amendment should be permitted.

In other words. the applicant's assertion was that the requested amendment did

not change the subject of the specification but simply corrected the

mistranslation.

The Board of Patent Appeals of the Patent Office and the Tokyo High Court

rejected the assertion of the applicant for the following reasons.

A) The patent specification in the first-filed country is nothing more

than a material to judge or certify the priority right.

B) T~epate~t specification in the first-filed country, submitted as

priority certificate .does not serve as a specification for· an application in .

Japan or its supplementary material.

C) The invention that is the subject of the patent application should be

identified by the descriptioitsofthe specification and drawings first attached

to the application form. If the amendment of the specification or the drawings

is deemed to constitute an invention different from the invention of the

original application, such amendment is not allowed on the ground that it
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changes the subject of the invention, unless the amendment is intended to

correct those matters which are clearly found to be errors in transcriptions

judging from the specification or drawings originally submitted.

In the second case, attempt was made to amend "polyvinyl acetate"

in the specification to "polyvinyl acetal" on the ground that the

term "polyvinyl acetal" had been described in the patent specification

of the first-filed country (Priority Certificate). Like the above first case,

the requested amendment was not accepted forthe reason of a change i~ the

subject of the specification, in other words, that the amendment, ifaccepted,

does not keep the invention within the scope described in the specification

which was attached to the application form originally filed.

Thus, the conventional patent system in Japan did not permit corrections

of mistranslations and cerrled the problem that any mistranslations related to

the subject of the invention might resultin the virtual forfeiture of the

patent right itself.

III. The Foreign Language Application System in Japan:
Fig. 1 illustrates "Procedural Flow of Foreign Language Applications in

Japan". Table l(a) and Table l(b) show "Outline of Foreign Language Application

System in Japan", which is summarized below.

Incidentally, this report explains certain legal provisions relating to

'the patent system after adoption of the post-grant opposition system which will

be enacted from January 1, 1996. With respect to foreign language applications,

the Patent Law does not specify the kind of foreign language which can be used,

but its enforcement regulation currently allows the use of Englis~ only as the

foreign language. Therefore, in this report, a foreign language means English

language unless otherwise specifically indicated.

A) Patent application will be considered formal and the application date

established (and first-to-file right also ensured) if the application prepared

in Japanese is filed, accompanied by documents prepared in a fOreign language

B) No amendments to the documents ... in a foreign language will be

accepted at all. However,. in the case of PCT applications in aforeig~l~nguage,

amendments under Article 19 and Article 34(2)(b)of the treaty are permitted.

C)A translation of foreign language dOcuments which have been submitted
. .

along with the application form must be filed within 2 months from the

application date. If such translation is not so filed, the application will be
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considered withdrawn. The translation must be a strictly true and literal

translation of the foreign language documents .which .have been attached to the

application form. Items which were not in the foreign language documents cannot

be added for the purpose of reinforcing the contents of the documents

(called textual new matter) in the process of translation.

Also, all rights such. as patent rights and right to demand cornpensatlcn with

the exception offirst-to-file right. are granted on the basis of the Japanese

translation text.

D) If the translated text contains any mistranslation with regard to the

specification and drawings, the mistranslation can be corrected, prior to

dispatch of the certified copy of. the notice of allowance. at any time before

the end of a period for response to a first office action for rejection. on the

ground of descriptions contained in the original foreign language documents

which were attached to the application form. After the period for response to

the first office action has expired. correction can be accepted only during a

period specified by the Patent Office or the Patent Law.

E) If a mistranslation is found after the period for response to the

first office action has expired. the correction of the mistranslation can be

accepted only to the extent that it does not essentlattvexpand or change the

scope of the claims.
F) Similar to normal Japanese patent applications, if amendment is to be

made about the specification etc. of a. foreign language application. such

amendment must in any event be basedon those items described in the translation.

and amendments based on items described in toe foreign language documents

without filing a mistranslation correction form maybe rejected as

translation text neW matter.

111-1. Judgment Criteria of Textual New Matter

in Foreign Language Applications:

Under the foreign language application system. it is necessary as

described above. to file the Japanese translation of documents, such as

or patent registration is completed by the Patent Office the scope of rights

granted will be interpreted on the basis. of this Japanese translation. The

Patent Law, Article 17(2)(iii),sets forth that in normal Japanese language

applications, amendments to specification and drawings must .be limited to items

described in the relevant specification etc.

Concerning foreign language applications, the Patent Law Articles 49, 113
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and 123 provide that the inclusion in the translation of those items which were

not within the scope of items disclosed in the specification and drawings
. .

attached to the patentapplication form for the foreign language application

should constitute a ground for rejection, opposition or invalidation of the

patent.

Therefore, the trenstatlon not only is important, like appf ications in

Japanese, but also must correspond completely tothe te~t of foreign language

documents which were first submitted with the application. Otherwise, the

application will be rejected as the introduction of a textual new matter.

The Japan Patent Office has drawn up guidelines about criteria for

judgment of such textual new matter, the contents of which are as follows,

A) In principal, foreign language documents must be transl~tedinto

appropriate Japanese, word for word and according to the context of the foreign

language documents (literal translation).

B) However, the preparation of the Japanese language documents not

strictly based on word for word translation maybe permitted only where such

translation, rather than a word for word translation, will accurately express

the technology in question, leaving no ambiguityin correspondence between the

foreign language documents and the translated specification.

C) . Translation of the foreign language documents prepared by changing the

sequence of sentences etc. contained therein does not constitute the

introduction of textual new matter only insofar as the translated specification

does not contain items not described in the foreign language documents.

D) Where the descriptive content of the foreign language documents is

essentially changed by accidental omission in the translation thereof, the

application may be rejected as textual new matter being introduced.

Thus, the translated documents must in principal be a literal translation

of the foreign language documents. Even if unclear descriptions or insufficient

descriptions are found With respect to the contents of the foreign language

documents at

permitted in the translation process.

Incidentally, the Japan Patent Office in its enforcement guidelines has

given examples of decisions about textual new matter for the reason of omission

in the translation of foreign language documents relating to the above. item D)

These examples are presented below.
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1. While embodiments at, a2. a3.and a4 are described in Claim A of the

foreign language. documents. a4 was omitted in the translation:

The omission is not deemed .es the introduction of textual new matter since

it is not that the specification describes a matter not described in the

foreign language documents.

2. While the foreign language documents contains the description

"rubber treated to be heat-resistant". this phrase was translated

incorrectly as "rubber":

This mistranslation is deemed as the introduction of textual new matter.

since the foreign languagll documents describes only "rubber treated to be heat

resistant" and does not specify general rubber in the specification.

III -2. Judgment Criteria of New Matter in Translation Taxt
in. Foreign Language Applications:

General amendments to fOr~ign language applications ought to be

limited to the scope .of matters described in the translation of the foreign

language specification. The Pa.tentLaw•.Article 17(2)(iii) provides that

amendment to a specification or drawings. must be limited to the scope of

matters described in the .translated of the foreign language specification.

The Patent o.ffice has indicated the following guidelines regarding the

judgll1ent criteria for new matters in translation text. Briefly;geJ1eral

amendment. is deemed. to be an amendment adding a new·matter in translation text

in the event that the requirements of Patent Law Article 17(2)(iii) are not

satisfied or. in other words. if either of the following instences (A) and (B)

apply.

(A) In the event that no mistranslation correction form has been filed.

Gllneral amendment adds. in the specification and drawings. those items which do

not fall within the scope of items described in the documents to be deemed as

the trans.lation of the specification or drawings.

(B) In the event-that. amlstranstatton eorrectlonforrn.has been filed.

fall withi n the scope of items described either in the specification and

drawings to be deemed as the transletlon of the specifications and drawings or

in the specification and drawings as amended by.fHing a mistranslation

correction form.

Unlike the introduction of textual new matter. if general amendment is
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made based on matters described in the foreign language documents without

filing a mistranslation correction form, the application may be rejected.

However,. as long as such amendment is not: construed to be the addition of

textual new matter, it does not constitute grounds for objections or patent

invalidation.

/II -3. Filing Procedure of Mistranslation Correction form
for Foreign Language Application:

The mistranslation correction form is iritended to correct

mistranslationswhich might be found in the translated text of the foreign

language specification etc. ·after the translated text has been filed.

The correction procedure for the specification, etc. by use of a

mistranslation correction form differs from the procedure for general

amendments based On a procedural amendment farm. as shown in Table 2, in that

the former procedure purports to clarify to third parties and Patent Office

Examiners that the content of the mistranslation correction is an appropriate

.correction of matters within the scope of descriptions contained in the foreign

language documents, by clearly stating the content of the mistranslation,

reasons for the correction, etc.

Accordingly, the mistranslation correction form must state not only a.

reason. for the correction, but also the following in order to state clearly that

the' correction is intended to rectify the mistranslation of matters within the

-scope of the descriptions contained in the fOreign language documents:

(1) Descriptions in the foreign lariguage documents and their specific

locations,

(2) Translation before correction and reason for inadequacy oFthe

translation, and

(3) Translation after correction and reason for adequacy of the corrected

translation.

IV. Adyantages and disadvantages of Foreign Language

The language application system offers the advantage of

alleviating problems arising from mistranslations whicl1 were found in the

preparation of the specification for the Japanese application by translating the.

foreign language patent specification. Apart from this aspect, it cannot .be

necessarily concluded that the new patent application system excels the

previous system based on the Japanese language.
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Table 3 compares the advanteaes and disadvantages of the foreign language

application system and the Japanese language application system.

[Application expenses]

In the case of a foreign language epplication, total amount of expenses

for the filing of applicatic)O with the Patent Office, patent attorney services

for the application filing and the translation .filing by.patent attorney will

be ¥260,OOO as shown in Table.3(l). On the other hand, an ordinary application

in the Japanese language will cost¥186,OOO. Thus, the fOreign language

application costs more by ¥74,OOO per. application. Incidentally, these amounts

do not include expenses commonly incurred by the foreign language applications

and the Japilnese language applications (translation fees, computer on-line

application fees, etc.) . .If .these expenses are added, actual. application

expenses will be much higher.

From the viewpoint of costs .above, therefore, the use of the traditicnal

Japanese language application is preferable.

[Descriptions of specification ]

Under the foreign language application system, the application can be

filed in Japan by attaching the English specification of the first-filed country

to a Japanese epplication form, .followed later by the submission of its

Japanese translation, and, if necessarv.. correction. of mistranslations if any.

Thus, this system is capable of preventing the loss of patent right due to

mistranslation. as explained in the beginning of this document.

However, it must be understood that the foreign language application

system has the following restrictions.

(1) Foreign language (English) documents attached to the application form

cannot be corrected or amended even if errors are found after filing.

It is an usual practice of ansverage Japanese patent firm that the in -

language specification received from an overseas applicant after understanding

the technical content of 'the specification. If the English specification

contains unclear or insufficient descriptions, the technical staff will contact

the applicant to clarify or supplement the descriptions·and finalize the

Japanese language specification.

Consequently, risk of mistranslation can be reduced, and, furthermore, the
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content of the English specification will be improved and translated into a
Japanese language specification.

On the other hand, if a patent application is filed in Japan in the form

of a foreign language (English) application with the use of the English

language specification in the first-filed country, the content of the

specification normally is not reviewed owing to time constraint and the

specification is filed in iforiginalfol"m. Although the traditional patent

application system provided theopportunity6f improvil1g the content of the

English language specification in the process of its translation into Japanese.

the foreign language application <system does not allow the amendment of the

English . language specification itself. As a result, ellen if descriptive

insufficienCies of the Englishspecific13tion are found il'l its translation at

the time of filing the translation, they cannot be rectified.

Therefore, if the Japanese patent attorney office the foreign applicant

uses is rei iable, it will be preferable to complete the Japanese translation

prior to filing in Japan, rather than taldng procedures underfhe f()~eign

language application system, although all depends on the quality of the

Japanese patent attorney firm and the descriptivesufficiency()f the patent

specification in the first-filed country.

Note: The translation must in principle be a word for word translation.
Errors in the original (English)"specific"ation, if found during
its translation, cannot be amended. .

Among the legalcases mentioned above take the example ofcorrecting the

term "bromine" to "boron" for the reason of m ls tr a ns la t lo n as

the. term appears in the description of the specification including claims. The

correction is allowed. if it is l)'lade prior to the periodfpr responcetoa ·first
....... ··•········••..·..··········1"'''··········

responce toa first office

action has expired, however. the correction is not permlttedbecause it changes

the scope of the claims. Since many of the foreign applicants will be unable. to

understand Japanese language, the chance of discovering mistranslationswill be

small, unless so pointed out by someone else.

Accordingly, success at the examination stage depends on the ability of

the patent attorney firm which represents the applicant in Japan. Also, even if

(2) Once even if. mlstranslaticns are found after. the period for responce to a

first office actio.n has. expired. no corrections, including corrections of

mistranslation. which may expand or change thelleope. of the claims are

permitted.
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mistranslations are found which will affect the interpretation of granted rights

when exercised after the patent is registered, the possibility that the

mistranslations cannot be overcome is high, since, as described above,

corrections of mistranslat ions to expand or change the scope of the claims are

. not permitted after the period for responce to a first office action has

expired. It is necessary to understand that the foreign language application

system is not a perfect solution to alleviating problems arising out of

mistranslations.

V. Outline of Foreign Language Application Systems in Major Countries:

Tables 4(a) and 4(b) summarize the results of surveys about the

foreign language application systems in major countries.

Among the 13 countries surveyed and member countries of the European

Patent Convention (EPC), those that adopt patent applications in languages in

addition to its official language or English language are the United States,

Norway, Hungary, Taiwan, Thailand, Singapore and the Philippines. However,

Singapore and the Philippines require the submission of translations at the

time of the application filing. In the United States in particular,

applications in foreign languages is regarded exceptional regulation, and the

unlimited use of such applications is restricted.

Also, under the EPC, English, French and German languages can be used in

filing patent applications. For applications in those member countries of EPC

in which an official language is other than these three languages, the use of

the country's official language is permitted in the patent application.

The time limit for submitting translations prepared in the language of

application is determined to be within 2 to 3 months from the date of

application, although Norway and Hungary appear to have no enforcement

regulations or the lik.e which specify the time limit.

VI. Summary:

A full-scale implementation of the foreign language application system in

.................................... :~~I)<:t~!~h~a.ss~nl~o'~t X.~:~ls~~t.~ar~tl'!'e~d . In a in
filed with a complete specification prepared in Japanese, since under the

Japanese patent system patent rights are formed and interpreted in Japanese

language.

As such, it seems desirable that the foreign language (English)

applications should be treated as an exceptional arrangement, for example, being

restricted to emergency applications as in the foreign language application
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system of th~ .United.Stetes.

In addition, since chances to overcomemistranslations are essentially

limited to after the. period for responce to a fir stoffice action has expired,

it must be born in mind that there are many cases where mlstrenslatlons cannot
be overcome .after the period for responce toa first office action has expired.
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Figure 1

PROCEDURAIJFLOW OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE APPLICATIONS IN JAPAN
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OUTLINE OF FOREIGN
Table. l(a)

LANGUAGE·APPLICATION SYSTEM IN JAPAN

Item Outline of Main Amended Articles Explanation of Articles

Time of patent law
amendment

1994· Amendment Act
I

t:!nacted July 1, 1995
and January I, 1996

Application.fonn I Applicaticr form must be drafted· in Japanese. I [tis necessary to enter a description to the.effect-that the application- is a "patent
appllcanon accordlng to the Patent Law Article36(2)(it in the application form.

Regarding,per applications. amendments. are permitted under Patent Law
Articles 19 and 34(2)(b).

AlthOUgh the tYPe"of foreign language isdetennined in the Patent Law
enforcement regulations,at present.,only English is specified. Consequently, the
only foreign language e'9'lained here" is ~t present l!~gUsh.

The foreign language, documents "are,not ~he: spe,cification 'and,drawings
specified in the Patent LawArticle36(2). but rather items which are to be
disclosed in the specification (Patent Law Article36(3) to (6»described in the
foreign language.
RegardingPCf applications, specification, drawings, etc. ofinternational

application on day of international application are pennUted',' (nC)tethat languages
other than English which are recognized by the PCf as·per applications are
permitted).

i ','
Patent ~~'Article 11(2):
Applicants) of foreign"language' applications cannot amend "foreign language

documentsI and foreign language abstracts;',.

Patent La';', Article36(2)(i):
(l).,Docunfents written in a foreign language and foreign language, abstract.
doc~_l11e~,ts{ can be attached in place' of the specification, required drawings and
abstract 8d8Ched}o,l.he application, .form.
(2) Where~the 8ppUCali?n." foreignlariguagedOCuments and foreign language

abstract d~ume,ntsa.re s~bmitted, they are received as legitimate patent
application; and the application date thereof is recognized.
II

!.
\

Foreign language
doc~ments & foreign

language abstract
document

II
Amendment 'of foreign'
language document

applicationE;
IV

patelltuJArticle 36(2)(iii):
(2) Whentranslatfons have not been fiI'ed, this wiube recognteed as a:withdrawal

of the foreiln,languageapplication.

Pilingof th~translation is .carri~,o.ut by filing a-translation submisSion form,
within which there is a statement to Ihe effecllhat the translation is.true and
accurate.
Even·w~ere. en explanation is'not .'induded.·.·inthe drawings filed on -the

application date, it is necessarytonle all of the drawings as a translation. A
translation document (a WOrd-fONVOrd translation inlo Japanese with the same
context and in one-to-one phraseology with the foreign language documentation)
Whic,~isa true and accu~te.Jinaltranslation in Japanese must be submitted as
the translati~n.. ',';",.'.' __.,':;: ..
In filing the lransfation with the Patent Office, a fee of ¥30,OOO·,is required.

Patent ta.i.Articl,,36(2)(ii):
(1) Applic~nts of foreign.. language appfi,calions must file Japanese translations of
foreignlan~age documents and foreign language abstracts within two months
from the application date.

Translations

Correction of
mlstranslations

Pat~ri:~'~t'Article 17(2)(ii):
Applicant5tof-foreign language applications, when amending the specification or

drawings fo/ the.purpose of corre,cUng, mistranslations, . must submit a
mistranslation"form'st'ating'the reasons for the corrections.
Patent Law! Article)84(12)(ii):

" ~ub,mjS5io~:':of a mistranslation correction fonn is recognized with regard 10per
foreign lan'guage patent applications.

Theperiod for'Iiling a mistranslation correction form is the same as for the
period in which amendments. to-the specification and drawings ': can be filed
(there isa related' explanation' in the section concerning "Amendment of
Specification, Drawings't. etc.").
In filing the' mistranslation correction form, a Patent Office fee 'of ¥19,OOO is

required.

Specification," drawings
'& abstract

T~~slatio~ of foreign lang\iagedOClJments andforeign language' abstracts are
rerognized,8s specifications and drawings filed attached to the application form,
and abstracts filed attached to the' application form.

Once' the 'translations.ere.Ilfed, since under the Patent Lawthe filed translations
are recognized as specification and drawings, .thereafter where amendments are
made to.the specification and drawings, these amendments change the content
of the documentation recognized as the specification etc.
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Table l(b)
OUTLINE OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE APPLICATION SYSTEM IN JAPAN

Item Outline of Main Amended Articles Explanation of Articles

Amendment of
specification,
drawings, etc.

Patent law, Atticle17 to Article17(4):
When amending the specification or drawings. this must be done within the limits

of items described in the translation of the foreign language document.

•

In foreign .language applications, as opposed to Japanese language applications,
there are cases where amendments to items not described in the translation are
made .based on the description of the foreign language documentation. Also,
where such amendments are carried out, a mistranslation correction form must be
filed as a procedure. distinct from .Ihe amendment procedure for specification or
drawings by means <ifa normal procedural amendment form (Article17(4».

Subject of
substantive

examination and
granting of patent

right etc.

Paten' Law, ~icle 36(2)(iv):
In foreign language applications, the translation is recognized as the specification

and drawings 4ttached to the application form.

In the substantive examination, the specification and drawings submitted as the
translation are examined to ascertain whether they satisfy the description
requirements, patent requirements, etc.
Also, patent right and right to demand compensation are granted based on the

specification and drawings described in Japanese translation.

Thestandard Ior'judging-textuelnew' matter in the original text is always the
foreign documentation describing _the:content of the -invention at the time of
application. .
Th,is regulation also applies to PCf foreign language patent applications.

Patent Law,~icle49(v), 113(v) and 123(v):
In the case ,onforeign language applications, items not disclosed in the foreign

language documentation filed on the application date, where they are added , to the
translation or therearter the -amended specification, will be reason for rejection,
opposition, .or !;nvalid.

'Basis of judgment of
textual-new mattcr in

the, original text

Evenwithamendments which exceed"the SCope of the disclosure in the translation
of the foreign language -specification,if they are within the scope disclosed) in the
fOreign language documents" filed at the time of application, although they will be
the subject of a rejection, will not begrouds for objections 'orpatent'invalidation.

Patent Law, Miele 17(2)(iii)and Patent Law, Article49:
Where items ~ot within the scope of items disclosed in the translation are added

to the specflcatlon or drawings without filing a mistranslation _correction form. they
will be subject ,10 rejection.

Basis of judgment of
new matter in the

translation text
~w

Where the foreign Janguage appfleetion Is filed prior to other applications, since
the foreign language application filed on' the prior application date is laid open at a
laler d,ate,inventions filed thereafter.which are the same as the invention disclosed
in the foreign documents do not disclose to society any type of novel invention.
Consequently,where the foreign language application is another patent

application ,as defined in the Patent Law, Artich:29(2), the effect of prior art based
on the foreign.langeage document whichisa unique document disclosing the
content of the invention filed on the date of application occurs.

Patent Law, Arlicle29(2):
When the inveption of the patent application is the same a,s ,aninve~tipnwhich is

another patent ~application prior to the dale of the relevant, patent application and
an invention ~ribed in a foreign language document originally attached fo en
application the \"palent publication" of which has been issued or whlch has, be.en
laid open afler)he relevant patent application, such invention cannottrecelve n
patent, (howeve~,lhis does not apply where the applicant 'of the relevant application
is the same" person. as -the applicant of the other patent' application).

Effect-as prior art

Since divisional applieations chave the effect ofbeing regarded as having been II
filedon the application .date of theoriginat application, the suitability thereof is
judged on the basis of the foreign language documents ,which describe the contentr oftheinventio~ et eeume. of application.

Patent Law, Article44:
Foreign langvege applications are received as, fonnal domestic,' appUcations,

therefore divisi~nal applications based on foreign languagea'pplications are
recognized. .

Divisionof
applications

Patent Law, ArticJe41:
Foreignlanguakeapplications are received .as fonnal domestic applications,

therefore assertions of domestic priority right based on foreign language
applications a~recogn,ized.

Domestic priority
right

Beca~se , t~e document disclosing the content of the invention ,filed on the
application date is the foreign language application only, the effect of domestic
priority ri~t,is produced by.the foreign language; document.
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Table 2

MtSTRANS:Ll\TtOk CORRECTION SUBMISSION PROCEDURE FOR FOREIGN IoANGUAGE APPLICATIONS IN JAPAN

EXplanaUotl

Where materials Cor enabling those ski"e~in .theert to easily' understand, t~eoontent·· or ~h'ecorrection andthaf,the reasons
therefor are appropriate are required, "necessary .i.materials .for explanation of reasons. for correction" must be attached,
'Where it is necess.aryto show the content of the correction and that the. reasons therefor are apPropriate b}r using
materials, for example as when correctingndstranslalionsof technical tenninology,'in-oroer to show that.such 'correcUo~

content is appropriatev reference fo materials sucnas dictionaries etc. is necessary, -ln Which case a copy of the relevant
page of the dtctionary etc. must be attached as necessary .material to the explanation of the reasons for correction.

lnthe mistranslation correction form, thereasons for correction must be described 'and that the misl~nslationcorrection is
correcti,onof ll1istran.slaUonslYithin the limits of items described in the foreign language documents must be clarified. For
thisre~son. the;foltowing, items. are req~ired.

(1) DescripUons 'inth~,foreign language. documents 'and.:their specific. locations,
(2) Transl~tion before, correction and reasons '.' for inadequacy of the tra'nslation"and
(3) Translation after correction and the reasons for adequacy. of the correctedtranslaUon.

The correctionp~edure. for specifications or drawings by 8. mistranslation" correction-form differs'"from the general
Correction procedure._by _a procedural_amendment form,-and-is a procedure -provi~ed -for the purpose _ofc1arirying _for third
parties and the Examiner that the contents _of the.mistranslationcorrection(s) are appropriate corrections_within ,the limits
described in the foreign language document, by clearly indicating the contents' ofthemistranslation(s). reasons for
correction, etc. -

•
in 't~e mistranslation -correction

: ~

Item,

;;

of mistransfaticn eorreetion form procedure system:

Materials necessary for explaining t~e reason for nlistranslation
correction:

Hems which must be described
form:

"I I'

I~e

...
~

Mistranslation correction by,a mistranslation ,correction fonn after the end of a period for responce to first office action
cannot be carried out if the mistranslation correction.essentially expands' or changes, the scope 'of the claims for patent.

&rrection forms atter notice ofRestrictions on filing mistranslation
allowance:

f,\

"



i Item Foreign Language (English) Application . Japanese Language Application
. .

Patent O;ffice Application Fee '1'35,000
. '1'21,000....

Patent Att.om.ey Application Fee '1'195,000 '1'165,000
. .

Patent Atto~cyTra~s.lation Filing. Fee·' ," '1'30,000 N/A

'1 Total
..

'1'260,000 '1'186,000
{,., .. ..

Note:. Necessary expenses forbolh foreign Ienguage r applicarionsrand Japanese language applications (translation fee, on-line application fee, erc.) have been omitted, therefore actual application fee
is higher. -.

2. Descriptlon of S~cificatiOn:

g
lJ1 Item

-Checking of application
specification prior to filing by

Japanese representative

Foreign Language (Eilglish)Appliciltion

I Filing lspcsstble 'hi English form, thus it is thought that cases -where the
application' is not reviewed' due to the time constraint etc. are numerous.

Standard .Japanese Application

Reviewing the content of the foreign language specification to the extent or a
translation _from English to Japanese is standard; and -it is possible to improve
the, Japanese _.language -specification.

Correction of the foreign language documents is not possible. Only correction
of miStranslations is possible. •
Eveniwhere there are errors irithe -English specificat,i,Ol1a,r1d these are
disc~red' -. after filing of the application during the translation process, '
oorreStiori is not possible.

Amendments to the
specification

Only amendment of the specification of the Japanese application is possible;
corrections returning to the English original are not possi~le.

Interval of mistranslation
correction and possibility of

discovery of imagined
I mistranslatlons

Allhaugh mistranslation corrections may be-freely carried' out up until the end
ofapb.riod Ior responce to first office action, after-that they are restricted to
limits where they do not substantially expand or change the patent claims.
Since many of the foreign applicants will be unable to understand Japanese

Jangu3ge,: the chance __ of discovering -mistranslancns. will be small.- Accordingly,
success at examination stage depend on Ihe abitlty of Ihe patent anomey firm
which [represents the applicant in Japan.
Also.wnen entorclng rights alter patent registration, even where a

mistraaslatlon has been indicated by the other party and discovered. this
cannot be remedied.

Afterfiling the Japanese application, corrections returning to the English
original are not possible. '
However, it is thought that at Japanese patent (inns translation from the

English original to the Japanese _t~Kt _is _normally carried out with an
understanding of the technical content and the posslblllty of mistranslation is
low, while on the other hand there are advantages where translation can be
carried out white replacing vague sections etc. of the English specification,



'i'ilble4(a)

OQTLINEOF FORErGNJ:.ANGUAGE APPLICATION SYSTEMS IN MAJOR COUNTRIES

"
. . ... .

" ....
Submission Period foi' Procedure for Ccrrectlng Mistranslations'"ctc.Country Langu~ge" or Applications Comments

Translation
.... . . · . .

U.S.A. Foreign·!anguage .applicatlon Within 1 month from issuance Submission of preliminary seff-generated This system is definitely an atypical regulation,
~ possible of instruction or 2 months (rom amendment for carrying out necessary misuse of which is restricted.
,- date of application. whichever is corrections within limits which, do not add.. latest. new ,m~,Uer as prohibited, under the Patent

Act,Article.132 allow-ed;
.. ': (Fordetails, refer to M.P.E.IJ. 60801) ...... .. . ..

Canada Eilg1ish/French .... · . · ...

• j. . .. .: . . . .

E.P.C. Englis~" French, "German Translationinto anyone -of the Correction of mistranslation is possible Applications from countries having official .

-I>
Where flffidal' language of I. three languages is submitted during examination. languages .other.than those specified .at left are

a Con.lracting rarti~s, other than within 3 months from date of recognized in' that language of that country

'" above; '8Mlicalion .is possible in application. only when it is one of the Contracting Parties

.. c . .
such, pfficiallangu~~ of Ihe E.P.C.

" ' ~' '>

"Norway i~orwegian Submission of translation to Not specified.
Provisi~nal application in Norwegian required without

languageS,', of other countries ." delay;
~possible
j. •.•. •.... .•...•••..

Hungary ~Ungari'8n Submission of translation' to ..... Not specmed .
Application Vn: languages:'.orolher' "Hungarian required Witho'ul

'.' l:ou~,tries '~ible delay. ...
. · ·

Australia English
... .

China ~Chinese .
.

1 .. ... . .. .
.... .

... ·



Table 4(b)
;

OtJTIJINE OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE APPLICATION SYSTEMS IN MAJOR COUNTRIES
•

Country Language ~r Applications Submission Period for Procedures for Correcting Mistranslations Comments
, Translation etc.

South Korea Korean

Taiwan chinese Submission of translation If there is mistranslation •. correction possible Note that where there is indication from
Mother language applications for required within 2 months from prior 10 issuance of first assessment. Examiner of mistranslation, there is no concept

foreigners possible date of application. Where there is indication from Examiner of of translation corrections changing the subject
, mistranslation, correction is possible of the specification.

together with filing of remarks... .

Thailand .Pnai Submission of translation Correction of mistranslatlons possible at
Application in [anguages of other required within 90 days of date any time up to publication.

~ countrifs possible of application.
o .
.....

Malaysia English )f Malaysian Patent publication is only in gazette,
procurement of full specification available on
request.
Publication except for bibliographic items is

disclosed in language written by applicant, as
is full specification.

1:
Indonesia Indonesian

Singapore English Translation into English must Not specified.
Applications ij.·languages other be attached when first filing

than English possible application.
(Regulation 231117)

Philippines English, Sp~nish. Philippine When language other than Not specified.
(I',~galog) .. . English. translation into English

Application in .fanguages of other must be attached when first
countrij:s possible filing application.

. (Regulation 44)

////...,,,,,,,,.,,," .Y·'...••''''..· Tn', ....• . .
<1< .i .

!<
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with respect to obtainment, maintenance, and" protection
of patents.

In this report, we analyze the result.of
questionnaire to make clear the present situation, at
the time still shortly after the establishment of the WTO
system, over protection of intellectual property in those
countries. We also compare the present situation of
those coUntries with main patent-r~latedprovisionsin
the TRIPS Agreement. .

1. Introduction

The Uruguay Round, the Multilateral Trade Negotiation

started in 1986 of GATT (the General Agreement of Tariffs and

Trade), was finally reached virtual consent in the end of 1993

and formal signing was obtained at the Morocco meeting in

April, 1994. With this, all Members to GATT signed several

individual agreements; including TRIPS (Trade-Related Aspects

of Intellectual Property Rights) . The TRIPS Agreement was to

be administered by the newly estaplishedWTO {tne World Trade

Organization}, thus the agreement came into effect in January,

1995. The TRIPS Agreement assures that every Member will

promisetc:> .organize an internationally unified ... protection

systeI!l with respect to intellectual property rights. The WTO

requests the Members to carry out their promise.

With tht:aimof eliminating the differences between the

·provisions of TRIPS Agreement and the related national laws,

developed countries including Japan and the US are steadily

movingtc:>ward amendment of laws assoc;iated with intellectual

property rights. On the other hand, the TRIPS Agreement

allowed developing countries a transitional period before full

implementation of the provisions of the Agreement, for which

the c()mpl~tion of .their legal amendment is ~~ected to take

long time.

co:mpanies to shift their production lines OVerseas, especially

tc):~;~nltlleiastern Asian· countries.

This called for, in these countries, more consumption in

the region, more trade with Japan, and more transfer of

technology from Japan. Under such circurnstallces, stronger

protection of . inteJ.lectual property in these countries is
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becoming necessary to Japan to maintain her interest.

Similarly, for the United States, it is necessary in Latin

American countries to properly implement intellectual property

related laws so that the NAFTA is smoothly managed.

References 1 and 2 in our report show the number of

patent applications in Southeast Asian and Latin American

countries. Reference 3 demonstrates the accession of those

countries to the international intellectual property-related

agreements or convention.

Though it is still a short time after since the mo was

established, and there remains uncertainties regarding this

.issue, it can be. said that this year is very important as a

first step for the global harmonization. We sent

questionnaires to PIPA members to know some aspects of patent

application, patent examination systems, watching system·over

infringement of rights, practice of enforcement of rights in

several countries in Southeast Asia and Latin America. We also

asked for their opinions concern~ng the TRIP Agreement and the

WTO. Responses to our questionnaire are considered to. be

precious data to show how patent applica.nts see the present

s{tpations of protection of intellectual property in those

countries. The responses are based on the past experiences of

member firms, which therefore may not necessarily reflect the

actual development of legal reorganization currently under way

in those countries.

Wecornpared the patent-related provisions in the TRIPS

Agreement with the current patent laws .in Southeast Asian and

Latin American countries to discuss their propriety and

reqUired improvements.
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1993199211991

Reference - 1
"

The Number of Patent Applicationsi(including Utility Models)
based on the Number of Priority Documents issued by the Patent
Office of Japan {1989-1993 )

, ' , ",c', ,-.....---..,...---....,..-----,,.....---.,-------r---,..........,,I, 19891 1990

[Southeast Asia]

Taiwan 158

Indonesia 147

China 1,649

Korea 10,636 -,' -~

,

;

,

, '

:\
: '
'..
.
,

"

:

I
78

186

357

274

260

38

263

346

H.5

394

7,870

2,958

364 '

45

342

403

1,442

8,805

" 111 I

261

113

414

35,6

17

1,218

8,713

,240

4

61

74 65 " 51 I

500

223 '

439

386 337 ' 291

1,1 1

213 228 ,403

1,404

Office Annual Report, 46th issue,

10,336

63

538 ' "

The Patent

160

Brazil

Mexico

Thailand 158

Malavsia" 422

Arcentme ,

Singapore 9

Philippines 212

'Latin Americal

Reference- 2
I

Janan ,.' U.S.

The Number of Patent Applications,
by Japan and the U.S. in Southeast Asia

525 2,877

,

803 1,206

Intellectual Property
(the Diamond)

3,510 5,583

9,087 10,263

1,065 3,016

1,105 2,573

19,524 13,352

1990-92

1991-93China

Korea 1991-93

Taiwan

Malaysia 1991-93

Indonesia 1991-93

Masashi Kurose, The Asian Strategy for

Thailand' .', " '1990-9'2 '

Philippines 1991-93

Honq Kong 1990-92
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Reference - 3

Ratification by Southeast Asian and Latin American Countries
of the Paris Convention, PCT. and mo (as of March, 1995)

.. '

< . rParis Convention PCT wro
'.

rSoutheast Asia] ".

Korea Yes Yes '., Yes .

China Yes .... Yes . . '. ·No

Indonesia . Yes . No .' Yes· .

Malaysia •.
'. Yes No Yes

Taiwan ... .' No . .' No . No

Thailand No " .. No Yes

,Philippines Yes Yes(signed only)
.

Yes •...

...... Sinoapore Yes
"

Yes
. '.

Yes

'Latin Americal

Brazil . Yes Yes Yes

Mexico Yes
'. -.

Yes Yes
. Argentina Yes 'No

.

Yes
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2. Questionnaire

2-1. Qutline of the survey

"Questionnaire on· Patents in Southeast Asian. and I.a:t:in

American .Countries," which was sent to the member firms of PI'PA

JapanElsEl grOup. collected responses· from a~proxizri<.l.t.~ly 80

percent: of them, namely .65 firms. (Refer· to Table 1-1.)

The questions concern 11 countries in. Southeast Asia and

Latin America, regard~ng following 4. main themes.

(A) The number of patent application~cfiledin Southeast

Asian and Latin American countries, and rea~ons for

applying or for,not applying.

(B) Problems, impr9Yement~ to be made, or essential points to

applicants with respect to the patent examination systems

in those countries.

(C) . Detecti6n of infrIngements after obtaining a patent,

practice of enforcement, and compulsory license.

(D) Opinions on the TRIPS Agreement, and requests. to the WTO.

2-2. Analysis of the result

The analysis of the result of the questionnaire is

hereunder shown in order from main theme (A) through (D) .

. 2~2-1. The number of patent applications filed in Southeast

Asian and Latin American countries, and reasons for applying or

for not applying.

(1) The total number of patent applications by member
companies in 1992-1994

The responses listed on Table 1-1 and Graph 1-1 imply

following features.

1) Most applications were filed in Korea, then in Taiwan,

followed by China. These three countries represent 85 percent

to 53 percent.) These countries are followed by Malaysia,

Thailand, Indonesia, Singapore and Mexico, with Philippines

.Brazil and Argentina coming last.

2) By industry, the electric appliance industry filed by

far largest number of applications in all industries. The

average total number of applications per each company is about
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Pharmaceutical:

660 applications. This number is 3.5 to 5 times as large as

those of the machinery & metal, chemical (excluding

pharmaceutical) and pharmaceutical industries. The

pharmaceutical industry comes second to the electric appliance

industry.

3) Different industries apply in different countries.

Electric appliance industry:

Most applications, or 62 percent of them

were filed in Korea. Following the three

main countries, they make relatively many

applic:ations in Malaysia, Thailand and

Singapore.

Machinery & metal: Like the electric appliance industry,

this industry intensively applies in Korea,

Taiwan, and China. Over 90 percent of their

applications are brought to the three

countries.

Chemical (excluding pharmaceutical) :

Though the number is small compared with the

main 3 countries, Korea, Taiwan, and China,

applications were equally filed in other

counties.

The coricentration to Korea, Taiwan, and

China represented slightly over 60 percent,

marking the lowest in the 4 industries.

Instead, the industry filed relatively many

applications in Thailand, Indonesia, the

Philippines, and Mexico, showing the highest

diversification to the surveyed countries.

'-

1) The largest number of companies questioned give "G:

for the sake of our future business" as a reason for applying

in a country. Reasons "D: the presence of our competitor(s)

plants in the country" and "E: the presence of a large market"

come second and-third, respectively.

2) This trend is seen almost commonly in all countries,

(2 ) Reasons by country for applying for pat.entis

The responses listed on Table 1-2 and Graph 1-2 imply the
.-
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(4 )

except

China:

for the a few features.

Most companies chose "E" aI).d "G", from which the

applicants' expectation for business opportunities

in China is seen.

Korea: Few chose "C: the presence of our own plant."

Instead, relatively many companies gave· "L: the

presence of licensees."

Countries other than Korea, China and Taiwan:

Most companies gave "G" as a reason for applying

in these countries, However, the reason "C" is

strong in Thailand, Malaysia, and Indonesia.

(3) Reasons by country for· not applying for patents

The responses listed on Table 1-3 and Graph 1-3, imply

the following features.

1) Most companies gave almost the same reasons for all

countries. Among them, "C: our small.exports," "F: the small

market in the country," and "Q: unclear protection practice"

are major reasons, followed by "D:our small sales" and "D: the

absence of our own plant."

2}The reasons for not applying for patents other than in

Korea, Taiwan, or China, mainly come from the perception of

poor busin~ss opportunities in .these countries, rather than

from the problems associated with their patent systems.

Member company's' prospect of patent application in the
future, and their present application in each country

'I'he.responsesimply following features.

1) Each industry referred. china as the country in which

they intended to file for more applications. Among them, this

trend is especially remarkable in the machinery & metal

industry and the electric appliance industry.

2) "Overall Southeast Asian CClUrl1::::r-le"," to

., Chi:n"f: . OJ:i"'Ufe QE1ilel:'hamcl; t:nl~· •• cc'mI)'a:nI;; questioned are less

attracted with the Latin American countries, proj:)ably because

of their small exports to and sales in those countries.

3) Other than the 11 countries in South~ast Asia and

Latin America, the most companies .show interest in Hong Kong.

India and Vietnam are also named by plural member companies.
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'I'able 1 - 1
<

'11m Number br Patent Applications Pi led rron 1992 to 199~ In each country

Industry No.or Ans. China ra iwan I(ot'ca ~Ialoy. 'lha i . Indon, Phil i. Singo. Brazil Argen. ~Iexlco rota I

~Iechon Ica I, ~Ietn I 1 ... 9 20.5 30.0 7B,3 .. 1. '7 1.6 1.1 0.4 1.7 2.0 0 1.2 13B.7

Electrle equipnent 15 BI. 7 107.5 ~07.9 24.1 11.1 3.2 2.5 12.9 3.5 0.1 2.9 657.3

Chemical , 26 16.0 31. 6 57.2 3.9 ~.3 ~.B O.B 2.8 ~.2 3. 1 3.~ 132.0

Pharmaceuticals . 9 28.3 42.1 ~5.1 1.8 14.~ 1~.7 17.3 1.1 1.~ 3.4 17.1 186.9

Others 6 ~.2 12.8 12;5 1.8 0.5 3.7 0.2 2.7 0.3 0 0.5 39.2

Avet'oge rotat 65 32.4 ~B.6 135.3 7.8 6,5 5.2 3.4 4.7 3.0 1.7 ~.6

<
.

Fig, 1 -2 The NUII1bcr or) Potent APlJlIcationsPiled rr()ll1 1992 to 1994 In each country
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••

I I

Table 1-2 Reasons fOr fot' Patents, ,; , . ,

, ... ,
Slnuapore . BrazilChina Taiwan I· Korea Malavsla Thailand Indonesia Philippines Araenlina Mexico Total

To support
.. 7 .,1S 1 .'

16 2 4 3 2 1 0 0 0 50larae exports ..

To support •..•... 6 }8 <8 .. 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 27larae sales .
To support 12 ·16 I' •• 9 10 14 12 2 7 3 1 4 90own local

..
Iplant ii' <.. . , . ....

To compete 15 27 ii~~. ...... 7 5 6 2 6 6 0 3 107with other
local plants, c· .. . . .
To compete In /38 17 26 2 3 5 3 3 8 2 . 3 110larae markets
To compete .. 6 20 27 1 2 1 2 1 3 0 2 65with others'
product .... .

~ To foresee 48 30 35 19 24 25 13 17 13 5 15 244- the future ..

To prevent 14 27 20 4 5 1 3 3 2 0 1 80counterfeits
A patent 0 0 0 ···0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2being easily
obtained . . .. .' ' . ... '.....
To easily 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0delecl ..
infrinaements ..... . . . .. ' . .

To effectively 0 0 0 '0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0enforce rinhts .

To give 7 1 5 •• 22 4 4 5 4 1 3 2 6 .63license . ...
Other

•

1 0
.'.

124 2 2 0 . 0 . , 0 1 0 2
Total 157 167 195 50 61

.

59 ,32 '. 42 40 10 37

10
,

\1<
,. ,......... ,,,,iC" .: . iT" ..... . .

.. ··,··········,····/·\ .. 1.·. ," .:
'< '.,.....



Table 1-3 Reason for Nd,t Applying for Patents (including those reluctant to apply)
" "

China: Taiwan Korea Malavsla Thailand Indollesla PhilillPines Sinaapora Brazn Aigenllne . Mexico Total
Being out of the scope of o 0 '0

••••
0 0

...
..•. 0 .. .. 0 0 '7 3 0 10orotectlon .. .:

..
. '.

2 0 0 . . 0 1
..

9Havina no orioritv 0 6 0 0 · 0 0

Exports beina small 6 4 3 . 20 18 19 .. ·24 24 .. 23 24 23 188

2 2
i> .

1 12 13 .12
. .

'.·18 15 20
.

24 20 139Sales belnasmall ....

Havina no localolant 2 2 0 13 12 . 9
.' 16 16 ... ·14 20 15 119

Market beine small ~ 5 3 18 20 20 25 29 15 19 21 178
i .' .' ·

Belna no competltors' plani .... 0 0 0 5 7 7 10 4 7 12 11 63
Compelltors' products being p 0 0 7 10 . 10 12 8 5 12 10 74lew

Counterfeits balnn few ~ 1 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 23... Examination procedure 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1~

ce beina too complex
Beingunable to obtain large s

scope of orotectlon 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.....

0 0 0 0
Legal system being 2 1 0 3 4 4 1 0 I 2 2 1 20defective ..•.••. '. . '. ..
Legal enforcement being . .. ;¥ 1 1 3 3 3

.

5 1 •. 3 4 3 32weak . .. .

Infringements being hard to 6 2 1 5 2 5 6 4 5 6 6 48
detect ..... .. "I . .. ' '. . . · . . . .' . .

Infringements being hard to
I •. .:

2 0 0 2 I 0 1 3 1 '. • 1 3 2 15
I crove •..•. LI' -, . ·

Having to Qivecompulsory .~

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 4license ."..... •.: .. f, . .'

Protection practice being' ...... ;

3 1 20 19 22 21 15 19 21 20 1687unclear '. .

Other 0 0 0 1 3 0 1 .... 4 4 3 5 21

Tolal 36 28 12 112 115 115 145 123 127 158 141
.. 11

"j '. 'I" ': 'i'' .. ;x. r.. c.......,. ": .,
'i,. •..· .. T.(T•. "



Fig. 1 - 2 Reasons for:~ppling Patents

Notes:
A : Being out or thf scoPe of protection
B :. lIavingno priorIty
C : Exoorts bemg sf!l<\ll
0: sales being small
E : flaving no local plant
F: ~larketbeing small
G: Being no ,competitors' plant
II : ~titors' products being few
I : Couhterf~its being few
J : ExaminatIon procedure being too

·.~lex .....
K : Being unable to obtain large scope

. of protection ,
L :~I system being d\lfective
M:Le£al enforcement being weak
N :·Inrringements being hard to detect
o : Infringements being hard to prove
P : flaving to give compulsory license
Q : Protection practice being unclear
f{ : Other

D

Notes:
A : To support Iarge expor-ts
B : To support large sales
C:To support own local planto : To compete with other local plants
E : To compete in lame markets
F : To qompete with others' product
G :To foresee the future
II:To prevent 9Ounterfe! ts ..

. I : Apntent being easily obtained
J : To easily detect infringements
K : To. effectively enforce rights
L : To give license
M: Other

F

Latin America Countries

Latin Afuerica CountrIes

G

c

Patents (including those reluctant to apply)

Others of Southeast Asinn

others of Southeast Asian

H
F

China, Taiwan &

China, Taiwan & Korea

~ther

A

Fig. 1 - 3 Reasons for

-I>
~
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2-2-2 Examination and obtainment of.effective rights

(1) Desired improvements concerning exami.nat.Lon practice in
each country

1) On the whole, "the examiners' level" was referred as

the greatest problem, followed by "the judgment of

patentability," "the comprehension level and response of local

agents," "translation of specifications into the local

language," and "reasons for rejection."

2) Responses by industry

Machinery & metal

Most responses c9ncern China,Taiwan, and Korea.

The comprehension level and response of local

agents," and "reason for rejection" were commonly

referred. «,

Electric appliances

As same as the machinery & metal inq.ustry, most

responses concern China, Taiwan and Korea. Their

common complaints are "the examiners' level," ;and

"determination of patentability."

Chemical

By far the most responses referred "translation of

specifications into a local language." for China,

Taiwan, Korea and Brazil, which showed their

dissatisfaction with the translation of the

technical terms in the chemical field. Except for

Argentina, all countries surveyed are named for

having problems with "~aminers.' level" and "the

comprehension level and action. of local agents .•.

Pharmaceutical

"Examiners' level" was referred for all countries.

This complaint was followed by "determination of

3) Responses by country

a. "Examiners' level" and "judgment of patentability" are

two main complaints made against some countries such as

Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia, the Philippines and Singapore,

where examination system is not well practiced, These

complaints can be interpreted as Japanese companies' request
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for proper examination of their inventions. For these

countries, many chose "Other problems," without, however,

pointing out specific problem.

b. Companies showed dissatisfaction with "examiners'

level" and "judgment of patentability" for such countries as

China and Korea, where examination system is well practiced.

Improvement in "local agents'comprehension level and response"

and "translation of specifications into the local language"

were also pointed out. This indicates the respondents' strong

hope for acquisition of effective rights. Some complained

about "the reqUirements for specification and the scope of

granted right in Korea, noting that, in many cases, the scope

of ,right is intentionally restricted to that of working

examples, and that the determination of the scope is based too

much on the working examples.

c. Taiwan is the, exception of the countries where

examination is well practiced, against which complaints were

cited in the order of "Examiners' level," "judgment of

patentability," "the details of reasons for refusal," and "the

requirements of a specifications and the scope of granted

rights". This seems to be due to the country's unique external

examiner system. In this regard, rejection without cited

reference, the limitation of the scope of a patent to that of

working examples i rej ection on account of similarity in

structure regardless of difference in technological concepts.

d; ,With respect to Indonesia and Malaysia, some

complained about the short "patent term." In connection with

the GATT/TRIPS Agreetnent, the patent term is supposed to be

extended to 20 years after application in both cquntries. "The

patent term" was also regarded asa problem in Thailand and

China. However, the current patent laws of both countries

application, which will not cause any trouble in both

coUntries.

e. As for Brazil and Mexico, "local agents' comprehension

level and their action" was cited as the most puzzling to the

respondents'. "Translation of specifications into the local

'language" was also referred regarding Brazil. "Examiners'
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level" and "judgment of patentability" are added on the problem

list for Mexico. The number of responses with regard to Latin

American countries including Argentina is too small to allow

proper evaluation.
(Refer to Table 2-1 and Graph 2-:1'.)

(2) Important points to obtain effective rights in each
country

I} On. the whole, "the selection of a local agent" was

mentioned as the most important, followed by "comprehension of

the legal system and practice of the country."

.2) By industry, the pharmaceutical indUstry considers

"comprehension of the legal system of the country" as

essential. "The selection of a local agent" comes next.

3) Material. difference between the counties is not

found.

4) No other special points seem to exist.

(Refer toTable 2-2 and Graph 2-2.)
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Table 2-1 . . .

.' .
Option Industry China Taiwan Korea Malavsia Thailand Indonesia Phillopines Sinoapore Brazil Argentina Maxlco Total

Machinery & Metal 1 3 1 1 6
Electric appliances 1 1 2 3. 2 1 10

Patent term Chetnlcal(excludi,ng Pharmaceutical) 1 2 1 1 1 1 7
Pharmaceutical

.
1 1..

Others 0
Total 2 3 5 3 4 4 1 0 f . 1 0 24

Machinery & Metal 2 2 , 4
Scope of Eleclric appliances 1 3 2 . , .. 6

Inventions Chemical(excludli19 Pharmaceutical) 4 1 4 1 10
to be contained Pharmaceutical 1 1 2

inane Others 0
application Total 6 6 8 0 0 0 0 0 1 , .. 1 0 22

Machinery & Metal 2 3 1 . ••..•. 1 " 7
Requlremenls Electric appliances 2 4 3 1 '. '. 10

for Chemical(excluding Pharmaceutical) 5 6 4 1 3 19
specification Pharmaceutical . 6 2 1 1 f 1 · 12
and scope of Others 1 1 . 2
oranted riaht Total 8 19 12 0 2 . 2 <' 2 1 I 3 1 0 50

Machinery & Met.al 4 3 1 1 ': .. I 1 10
Electric appliances 4 10 3 1 1 1 1 r 1 22

Examlners' Chemical(excludl~g Pharmaceutical) 7 12 3 7 6 3 :3 5 1 3 50
level Pharmaceutical 3 6 4 2 3 2 2 1 r 1 2 f 27

Olhers 1 2 1 4
Total 15 34 14 11 11 -: 6 5 • , 7 3 3 4 113

Machinery & Metal 3 3 4 '. .. 10
Reasons for Electric appliancljS 3 6 4 1 1 . · 15

rejection (prior Chemical(excludi~g Pharmaceutical) 3 7 2 3 1 1 17
art, reason for Pharmaceutical ' 1 3 • 1 2 1 1 1 2 .. 12
rejection. etc.) Others 1 1 2 · 4

Total 11 20 13 3 5 .. 2 . 2 0 0 ' 2 . 0 58
Machinery & Metal 4 3 7
Electric appliances 4 5 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 20

Determination Chemical(excluding Pharmaceutical) 4 10 2 3 3 3 . 3 2 • 1 3 34
of patentability Pharmaceutical 3 5 2 1 1 1 1 2 · 16

Others 1 1 1 3
Total 12 25 11 5 5 5 5 3 2 3 4 80

Machinery & Metal 2 2 6 1 11
Local agenls' Electric appliances 4 1 3 1 1 .. 1 1 12

comprehension Chemical(exctudirig Pharmaceutical) 5 5 7 1 3 1 1 1 2 2 26
level and Pharmaceutical 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 9
response Others 1 1

Total 11 9 16 3 4 2 3 1 5 1 6 61
,
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Machinery & Meta.1 .: .' '. 1
Electric appltances 1

2' I· 2
Local costs for Chemical(excluding Pharmaceutical) 1 4 2 2 1 12

applicalion Pharmaceutical j
I·

1 1 2
Others . 0. . . Total ••• 2 1 5 2 .. 2 •..• 2 0 1 0 1 1 17
Machinery & Meta,l . 1 1

Translation of Electricappliance,s . . .. 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 14
specifications Chemical(excluding Pharmaceutical) 9 9 12 2 4 36
into the local Pharmaceutical i 1 1 2 4

language Others 1 1 1 3
Total 11 13 16 2 4 1 1 1 5 1 3 56

Machinery & Meta,l .' . 1 2 2 5
Electric appliances 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9

Others Chemical(excludiqg Pharmaceulical) 4 4 1 4 4 4' 4 4 1 2 4 36
Pharmaceutical .

.
I . 0I .

Others 1 1 I· 2. Total 7 6 4 .' 5 5 5 5 . 5 2 3 5 52
~
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... .................. 41 ;'>

Ootlon . 'Industrv China Taiwan Korea Malaysia Thailand Indonesia Philipolnes Slnaaoore Brazil Araentina Mexico Total
Machinery & Metal: 3 4 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 18
Electric appliances 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 12

Selecllonola Chemical(excludln~I'harmaceullcal) 11 9 6 4 4 3 3 2 5 2 2 51
domesllcagent Pharmaceutical . 1 1 1 3

Others :: 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11
.~. Total 16 15 11 8 9 7 6 6 6 4 5 95

Machinery & Metal: 7 7 9 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 3 34

.' Electric appliances 7 7 8 ,5 7 5 6 5 4 4 5 63
Selecllon of a Chemlcal( excluding Pharmaceullcal) 19 23 21 11 9 9 10 10 15 9 10 146

local agent Pharmaceutical '.. 5 7 6 3 3 2 3 2 2 3 4 40
Others 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 25

Total 41 47 47 22 23 19 22 20 24 19 24 308'
Machinery & Metal 6 5 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 26

Proper Electric appliance~
. 7 7 9 . 3 5 4 3

.
2 3 2 3 46

instructions Chemical(excludin9I'harmaceullcal) 8 8 7 5 3 2 2 2 2 2 4 45
from the Pharmaceutical . 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 3 21
applicant Others ,1 0

. Total . 23 22 24 11 11 9 8 8 7 7 12 140
Comprehension Machinery & Metal! 6 6 7 2 3 2 . 2 2 2 2 4 38

of the. legal Electric appliances . 7 12 5 6 7 7 5 6 4 5 4 68
system and Chemlcal(excluding Pharmaceullcal) 21 16 18 11 9 8 7 9 9 10 6 124

practice in the Pharmaceutical 6 7 7 3 2 3 4 2 2 4 6 48
country Others 2 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 18.. Total 42 44 40 23 22 21 . 19 20 18 22 21 292

Machinery & Metal' 2 2 2 .

.'.
6

.. ' Electric appliances 1 1 1 1 1 1 8
.Chemical(excluding Pharmaceullcal) 1 1 •...•• 2

Other Pharmaceullcal 0
. Others ,i

.' 1 1 1 .' .. 3
Total 4 4 4 0 1 1 -. 0 0 1 1 1 17

-,
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2-2-3. Detection of infringements after acqUisition of
patents, the present state of enforcement, and
compulsory license.

The following shows the results of the questionnaire with

respect to the above aspects.

Questions (2) and (4) have multiple-choice answers.

(1) Infringement detection system for Southeast Asia and
Latin America

(i) Fifteen percent of the companies have a infringement

- detection system in Korea, which is followed by Taiwan (10

percent) and China (Bpercent). About 5 percent of the

respondents have one in the other countries in Southeast Asia.

As for Latin America, 5 percent and 2 percent in Argentina and

Braiil.

(ii) Sixty percent of the companies are now preparing or

intent to prepare a detection system against Korea, Taiwan and

China. In each of other counties, 40 to 50 percent have intent

to have one, with the exception of Argentina with 25 percent.

This indicates Japanese companies' strong interest in Korea,

Taiwan, and China. (Refer to Figure 3-1.)

(2) Organization to. arrange eJ;lforcement

As for the actual actors to enforce the rights, 40

percent regarded their local agent, and 40 to 50 percent of the

companies answered to either use their locaJ office, or to take

charge of the matter on their own. (Refer to Figure 3-2.)

(3) Cases.ofdetected infringement

40 percent of the companies that an actual infringements

was .fcund in Korea, which. is .followed by Taiwan with 25 percent

and China with 7 percent. About 5 percent of the companies

identified infringements in Malaysia, Braz·il and Argentina,

with about 3 percent in the other countries. The ratio of

presence of the detection system. (See Figure 3-3.)

(4) Details of enforcement

(i) Cases of enforcement

Out of the companies which detected infringements in item

. (3), actual enforcement (warnings, lawsui t s , e t.c . ) was taken in

24 cases (B5 percent) . in Korea and Lf cases (70 percent) in
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Taiwan,respectiYely, followed by 3 cases in China, Argentina,

Malaysia, and one in Thailand, the Philippines and Singapore.

(Refer to Figure 3-4.)

Of those who identified infringements, 80 percent took

~action in Southeast Asia, . compared with 40 percent in L;:l.tin

America.

(ii) Subject entity of enforcement

Most of the subject. entitiestoenfor.cement are local

firms. In Korea, for instance, 21 cases (90 percent) of

enforcement were against local firms, with 12 cases (90

percent) in Taiwan, and 3 (100 percent) in China. (SeeF;Lg1.lre

3.5. )

As for the overall Southeast Asian countries, 80 percent

of the subject entities were.. local firms. Japanese firms, and

the rest (excluding local. and Japanese firms.) represent 10

percent respectively. In Latin America, local firms represent

60 percent of the subjects of exercise of rights; with 40

percent for other companies excluding Japanese and local firms.

(iii) Action of enforcement

Warning was the most common action of enforcement, used

in 19 cases (80 percent) in Korea, 13 (100 percent) in Taiwan,

and 2 in China (70 percent). The choice "other" in the

questionnaire includes "warning frnder conSideration." (Refer to

Figure 3-6.)

(iv) Result of resorting to enforcement

Many cases resulted ina license· agreement'with the

infringing company, In Korea, 60 percent (14 cases) of the

companies who enforce their rights.reached a license agreement,

30 percent(4 cases) in Taiwan, 2 cases in china and Malaysia,

and one casein Singapore. Two cases resulted in an injunction

in Korea, one case in .Taiwan, Malaysia, Thailand, the

and Taiwan each, the infringees were awarded damages

compensation. The "other" choice of. the questionnaire includes

disputing case. (Refer to Figure 3-7.)

(v) Scope of protection in. enforcement

In reference to the scope of rights, most firms chose the

answer "indefinable.# Eighty percent chose the answer fqr both
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in Southeast Asia and Latin America. 9 firms (40 percent)

compulsory license, i.e., 2 cases ,in the Philippines and 1 case

in Argentina. The two Philippine cases stemmed from the non

working of patented invention and thus granted for a compulsory

license in view of public interest. As for one case in

Argentina, the reasons were not identifiable.

pointed out "narrow" in Korea, and 2 firms in Taiwan and

Argentina respectively. (See Figure 3-8.)

(vi) Protection granted to the right

As with item (v), most companies (80 percent) chose

~indefinable" probably because of their little experience in

this issue. 6 companies (25 percent) answered ~narrow" in

Korea, one in Taiwan' and Argehtinarespectively. (Refer to

'. Figure 3-9.)

The ,following are some of the opinions on protection

grahted to the writ of right.

China: An effective measure for protection, such as more

stringent supervision, is desired.

Taiwan: The legal procedure is conducted in favor of local

companies.

Korea: More stringent punishment against infringement is

required.

The legal procedure is conducted in favor of local

companies.

(vii) Reason for not enforcing the rights in spite of
identification of infringement of rights

A few concrete answers were obtained including the

following.

• Patent system was not fully established.

• Difficulty in detection of infringements.

• The relevant law lacked a provision of presumption of

process.

Only literal infringement is deemed as infringement.

(Argentina)

in

Compulsory license

For 65 companies answering about their

(5 )
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2-2-4. Opinions on GATT/TRIPS, and requests to the WTO

(1) Pr.oblems in the amendment procedure for patent laws in
Southeast Asian and Latin American countries in view of
the provisions of GATT/TRIPS.

China:

• The practice which excludes parallel imports from a patent

infringement may be a potential issue of future trade

disputes.

• Some practice of unpatentable subjects are disputable.

Taiwan

• The provision which excludes parallel imports from a patent

infringement may be a potentially issue of future trade

disputes.

• Some provisions of unpatentable subjects are disputable.

Korea

• The law amending procedures for the patent term are delayed.

Malaysia

• The patent t.erm is disputable.

Thailand

• The examination procedure is peculiar.

• The effectiveness of patents is narrow compared with that of

.Japan.

Indonesia

after the

is disputable .

license 3 years

compulsory license

for the compulsory

• The patent term is too short.

• Importation is excluded from the working of invention.

• Food is not patentable.

The Philippines

• The patent term is disputable.

Singapore

• The provision of

• Anyone can apply

• Compulsory license for drug and food patent is applicable.

• Know-how has to be accompanied with the compulsory license.

Brazil

• Importation is excluded from the working of invention.

• Process as well as product itself is not patentable for

pharmaceutical patent.
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Argentina

• A long grgce period il;;.aUowed for pharmaceutical patent.

• A compulsory license is eal;;ily granted.

• Due to the lack of clear provisions, whether importation is

deemed as a working is under dispute.

India

• A grace period of 10 years is given to a product patent such

as pharmaceutical.

(2) Requests to the WTO

• Issuean.annual report showing the state of achievement·of

GATT/TRIPS.

• Issue a report showing the state of implementation of TRIPS

Agreement in Member countries.

• Assume a role as a mediator of patent-related disputes in

developing countries.

• Increase the staff specializing in intellectual property with

the help of WIPO, so that the TRIPS Agreement is fully

implemented in each Member country/region. (Sources say

that of 450 staff of theWTO, only 1.5 staff is engaged in

intellectual property relateq issue. Such a small number of

staff does not seem to be enough for implementation of TRIPS

Agreement in each country.)

.' Guide and observe the Members to actually implement the

Agreement. In accord.ance with Art. 70 (8) of TRIPS Agreernent,

a member country which currently does not grant a patent to a

product such as pharmaceutical products, has to accept an

application on and after Jan. 1, 1995, which is called

"Mailbox Application" or "Black Box" application.

• Increase the staff of the> intellectual property section so as

to ac::celerate the enforcement. of the Agr.eement.

• Further continue activities to realize of harmonization.

• Supervise the administration of the "black box" application

system.

• Adminil;;ter impartially so as not to favor the interests of

specific countries.
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Southeastern Asia.

c. Some expressed their expectations for Japan's
........ ,... ... ..•... If,'·

property

(3) Other opinions

• Improvements in the intellectual property' systems in

Southeast Asia would provide the staff of the intellectual

property and related sections with a leading role in their

business.

• The establishment of the Asian patent office lead by Japan

would facilitate acquisition of rights.

(4) Summary

a. By comparing the TRIPS Agreement and national laws,

the patent term, ~patentable subjects (food, pharmaceutical

products, and substances obtained by the transformation of the

atomic nuclears), exclusion of an importation from working of

invention, and easy access to compulsory license were referred

as disputable issues by many companies. To cope with them,

each country is expected to amend its national law to satisfy

the requirements of the TRIPS Agreement. Specifically,

concerning the exclusion of an importation from wor.king of

invention and unreasonable compulsory license, it is

indispensable to establish administrative and judicial systems

that ensure the enforcement of relevant laws as well as

establish alegalsystetn which meets the requirements of the

TRIPS Agreement.

b. Increase of intellectual-property-related staff within

the WTO and publication of periodicals were the main requests

to the WTO, both of which seem essential to the effective

realization of the TRIPS. Some opinions stressed the need for

the supervisory role of the WTO over Members' observance of the

Agre~ment. While much is expected from the WTO, there is

·concern about the WTO's supervision and its expected compelling

power.
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3. Analytic comparison of patent laws
in Southeast Asian and Latin American countries
",ith main provisions of the'l'RIPSAgreement

We studied the patent laws and the proposed amendments

~made public as of July, 1995, of the countries in Southeast

Asia and Latin America. Then we compared.them with the patent

related provisions of the TRIPS Agreement: Article 27:

Patentable subject matter, Article 28: Rights. conferred,

Article 31: Compulsory license, Article 33: Term of protection,

and Article 34: Burden .of proof in the case of process patents.

We· also examined the countries' patent laws wi threspect to

their adequacy, to discuss recommendable improvements.

The following points out several features of each country.

(1) china

The current patent law of China was amended in 1992 which

came into effect January 1, 1993. The China Patent Law

provides patents (inventions), utility models (utility devices)

and designs (ornamental designs).

(a) TRIPS Article 27 (Patentable subject matter)

The Chinese patent law provides that anything consists of

following as unpatentable: Scientific discoveries, laws or

methods of intellectual activities, diagnostic and therapeutic

methods; animal or plant varieties, substances obtained by the

transformation of the atomic nuclears, computer programs

(excludirig computer programs combined wi th hardware), and

anything contravenes public order, morality or public health.

Since the TRIPS Agreement does not exclude substances obtained

by the transformation of the atqmic nuclears, China is required

to amend this provisions to meet the requirement of the TRIPS

Agreement.

Patent Law defines workings

as follows in the case of ~product" or ~process."

Product: the acts of making, using, selling, offering for sale,

or importing the product.

Process: the acts of using the process, and using, selling,

holding for sale, offering for sale, or importing the

product obtained by the process.
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The definition of workings in the current patent law is

considered to be fundamentally identical with that in the TRIPS

Agreement. However. some indicates that it should be construed

as "making and selling." not as "making or selling." thus

interpret the requirements for. the protection of pipeline

product in more stringent way. In this regard. a clearer

provision is desirable.

(c) TRIPS Article 31 (Compulsory license)

The China Patent Law provides a compulsory license under

one of the following circumstances:

• Where a license negotiation has been unsuccessful for more

than 3 years after the grant of a patent or for 4 years after

application (Article 46).

• Where a patent utilizes another person's patented invent~on

(Article 47) .

• Where the patent is recognized as necessary for public

interests (Article 51) .

• In the case of a national emergency (Article 52).

China will be required to amend detailed provisions such

as the obligation to pre-negotiate with the right holder, and

limitation of right in accordance with the purpose of granting

a compulsory license, as provided in the TRIPS Agreement.

However, they may be overcome by amending or supplementing

rules to the current law.

(d) TRIPS Article 33 (Term of protection)

Article 45 of the China Patent Law provides that the term

of patent protection is 20 years after application, which

satisfies the TRIPS Agreement. leaving no need for amendment.

(e) TRIPS Article 34 (Burden of proof in the case of
process patents) ..

Article 60 of the China Patent Law provides that if a

product, the defendant shall bear the burden of proof regarding

the alleged process of the product.

Although the burden of proof on the part "of de f eridarit;

provided in the TRIPS Agreement is not only limited to new

products, the Agreement stipulates that any new identical

product shall be deemed to have been obtained by the patented
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process. Accordingly, the China Patent Law is considered to

conform to the requirement of the TRIPS Agreement with respect

to the protection of the right holder.

(2) Taiwan

The current patent law of Taiwan was amended on January

21 and came into effect on January 23, 1994. A partial

amendment procedure is under way in connection with the

internal priority system, the unexamined patent publication

system, and the request for ex~~ination system. .The following

does not directly relate to the partial amendment. The Taiwan

Patent Law governs patents, utility models and designs.

(a) TRIPS Article 27 (Patentable subject matter)

The following are the unpatentable s;ubject matters

provided in Article 21 of the Taiwan Patent Law:

• Animal or plant varieties.

• Diagnostic and therapeutic methods.

• Scientific principles and mathematical methods .

• Rules or methods of game or sport.

• 'Methods or schemes only realized by inference or memory of

humans.

• Contravention to public order, morality or public health.

These items all comply with the TRIPS requirement.

(b) TRIPS Article 28 (Rights conferred)

The Taiwan Patent Law defines workings as follows with

respect to "product patent" and "process patents."

Product: the acts of making, selling, using, or importing the

product for the purposes of making, selling, or using

thereof.

Process: the acts of using the process, using, selling, or

importing for these purposes the product manufactured

directly the process.

in that it fails

to include "offering for .sale" as provided in the TRIPS

Agreement. It should.be noted that the rules on imports are to

be effective in Taiwan 1 year Cifter its ratification of GATT

and the enforcement of the TRIPS Agreement.

(c) TRIPS Article 31 (Compulsory license)

Article 78 of the Taiwan Patent Law provides a compulsory
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license under the following circumstances:

• In the case of national emergency, or where the patent is

used for a non-commercial purpose in view of public

interests.

• Where .the applicant has made efforts to obtain authorization

from the right holder.on reasonable commercial terms and

conditions without success within a reasonable period of

time.
I

(The purpose of establishment of the compulsory license

must be to serve for demand in the domestic market . )

These clauses mostly comply with the requirement of the

TRIPS Agreement, requiring no amendment except for such details

as the limitation of the scope in the case of the semiconductor

related technology.

(d) TRIPS Article 33 (Term of protection)

Ar.ticleSO of the Taiwan Patent Law provides the term of

patent protection as follows:

The term of protection shall be 20 years after the

application.

This complies with the requirement of the TRIPS

Agreement, which requires no amendment.

(e) TRIPS Article 34 (Burden of proof of process
patents)

Article 91 of the Taiwan Patent. Law provides the

condition for presumption of an infringement as follows:

Where a product made by the patented process had been

unavailable in both the domestic and foreign markets prior to

the application of such process,

The Taiwan Patent Law contains a prpvision to deal with

Article 34 (3) (Legitimate interests of defemdants) of the

TRIPS Agreement, thus there is no need for amendment in this

(3) Korea

The current patent law of Korea was amended on December

10, 1993, and came into effect on January 1, 1994.

Korea Patent Office made public a draft amendment of the

patent law on December 13, 1994 to satisfy the TRIPS Agreement.

Based on this draft,the proposed amendment of the patent law
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will be introduced to the regular session of the Congress in

September, 1995, which is supposed to be adopted.

{a} TRIPS Article 27 {Patentable subject'ma.tter}

Article 32 of the current patent law provides following

. s~ject matter as unpatentable:

• Substances obtained by the transformation of the atomic

nllclears;

• Substances which contravene public order, morality or

public health.

In the TRIPS Agreement, substances obtained by the

transformation of the a.tomic nuclears are not unpatentable

subject matter. Therefore, it is essential to amend the patent

law in this respect to satisfy the TRIPS Agreement.

(b) TRIPS Article 28 {Rights conferred}

Article 2 {3} of the existing· patent law specifies

workings of "product," "process"· and "the process for making a

product" as follows:

Product: .the acts of making, using, transferring,lending,

importing, or exhibiting (for the purpose of

transferring.or lending) the product.

Process: the act of using the process.

Invention of a process of makiriga product:

the acts of using the process, using, transferring,

lending, importing, or exhibiting (for the purpose of

transferring or lending), the product made by the

process.

The current patent law fails to include in it "offering

for sale" specified in the TRIPS Agreement, which requires

amendment in this respect.

(c) TRIPS Article 31 (Compulsory license)

The current law provides a compulsory license in the

• In the case of a national emergency {forfeiture is

admissible}" {Article lOG}

• Where the patent has not been exploited for 3 years

continupusly afte.r its acquisi t.i.on and 4 years after its

application, and if .the.demand of in the domestic market is

not metb~cause Of the non-working, or if the grant of a
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compulsory license is necessary in view ofp1.lblic interests.

(Article 107)

• Where the patentee did not allow to license· the patent, which

utilized another persons patented invention.

In order to satisfy the TRIPSrequirernent, amendments are

required in some detailed provisions including the limitation

of the scope of license in the case of semiconductor-related

technology and the treatment of certain technologies with which

related business and management are indispensable.

(d) TRIPS Article 33 (Term of protection)

Articleee of the 'current patent law provides that the

term of protection shall be 15 years after the publication for

opposition, but shall not exceed 20 years from filing, which

needs amendment to comply with the TRIPS Agreement.

(e) TRIPS Article 34 (Burden of proof in the case of
process patents)

Article 129 of the patent law provides that any identical

product, if not recognized in. the domestic market prior to its

application, shall be deemed to have been made by the patented

process, which satisfies the TRIPS Agreement.. How.ever, it

lacks a provision of protection 9f the legitimate interests of

defendants as specified i Il Clause 3, Article 34 of the TRIPS

Agre611Emt. Amendment is require.d in this regard.

(4) Malaysia

The patent law of 1983 was amended in 1986. Another

amendment adopted in 1994 is scheduled to come into effect in

mid-1995.

Ca) TRIPS Article 27 (Patentable subject matter)

Unpatentable subject matter in Malaysia are·as follows:

• Discoveries, scientific theories, aridfuathematical methods.

• Essentially biological processes to produce animal or

• Therapeutic, diagnostic, or surgical methods.

Rules of games.

• Inventions which contravene to public order, morality or

public health.

No specific amendment is needed to comply with TRIPS

Agreement (The Patent Law, Article 13 ).
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(b) TRIPS Article 28 (Rights conferred)

Article 36 of the patent law defines workings regarding

"product· and "process· as follows:

Product:

the acts of making, importing, offering for sale,

selling, using, storingfor·thepurpose of selling

(including offering for sale), •or using the

prpduc:t.

Process:

the act of using the process, making, importing,

offeringfor.sale, selling, using, storing for the

purpose of selling (including of.feringfor sale),

or using .the product directly made by the process.

In addition tpthe requirements provided .in the TRIPS

Agreement Art. 28, the Malaysian patent law further defines the

acts of selling the product, storing with the purpose of using,

and sellirig and storing with the purpose of using the product

directly manufactured by the process, thus requires no further

amendment.

(c). TRIPS Article 31 (Compulsory license)

The articles providing the limitation of the scope and

the term (Article 52}, the conditions in the case of a patented

invention utilizing another person's patented invention

(Article 49), the cancellation of a compulsory license (Article

54} comply with the TRIPS requirement.

Article. 49 of the patent law, however, stipulates that

where the patented product has not been manufactured for 3

years, a compulsory license .canbe .cLa i.med, which conflicts

wi t.h "the grant. of a compulsory license for the purpose of

supplying patented products with the domestic market . "

In addition, Art,icle 52 excludes importation from the

The patent law also fails to specify the obligation to

hold pre-negotiation with the patent owner, and the conditions

in the .. ce.se of semiconductor-related technology. The current

law thus needs amendment with regard to these points.

(d) TRIPS Article 33 (Term of protection)

Article 35 of the patent law defines the term of
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protection as 15 Years after. the grant of a patent, which

requires amendment.

(e) TRIPS Article 34 (Burden of proof in the case of
process patents)

Article 36 (4) of the patent law specifies that any

identical product made by a person other than the patentee or

the licensee shall, in the absence of proof to the contrary, be

judicially deemed to have been made by the patented process.

This clause meets the TRIPS requirement,

(5) Thailand

In an effort to harmonize with the multilateral patent

system, Thailand enacted the revised trademark law on February

13, 1992 and the revised patent law (including design low) on

September 30, 1992.

(a) TRIPS Article 27 (Patentable subject matter)

Unpatentable subject matters in Thailand are as follows.

1. Micro orgp.nisms existing in the nature, extracts from them,

animal .and plant, varieties, and extracts from animal and

plant.

2. Scientific or mathematical laws or theories.

3. Computer programs.

4. Dias-nostic, therapeutic and nursing methods for the

treatment of humans or animals.

5. Inventions which contravene public order, morality and

health.

The TRIPS Agreement does not exclude microorganisms from

the unpatentable subject matters. Therefore, the Thai law is

required to be amended to comply with the TRIPS requirement.

(b) TRIPS Article 28 (Rights conferred)

Article 36 of the Thai Patent Law provides a patent owner

with the. following exclusive rights.

sale, supply for sale, and import the patented product.

2. Process Patent: the right to use the patented process,

use, sell, hold for sale, $upplyfor sale, and import the

product made by the patented process.

The patent law should-be revised to include the right to

offer· for sale.
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The following are excluded from the subjects of

protection.

i. acts for the purpose of education, research, and

experiment

·ii. the act of manufacturing the patented product or using the

patented process prior to the date of the patent

application.

iii. . acts in connection with a product obtained in good faith

iv. the act of filling a doctor's prescription by ~ .

qualified pharmacist or a medical practitioner

v. act to apply for governmental approval with the purpose of

making, selling,· or importing the patented product after

the expiration of ,the patent term.

The exclusion of the use in connection with a product

obtained in goodfaith.isnotspecified inthe·TRIPS Agreement,

a;nd needs to be amended, Byexcludingactsforgovernnental

approval from infringement,. the protection of pharmaceutical

patent is limited to a certain degree, which, however, is not

deemed to be contradicted with the requirement of the TRIPS

.Agreement (Article 3 Q). Thus amendment. is not unneceasery.

(c) TRIPS Article 31 (Compulsory license)

The Thai patent law specifies the grant of a compulsory

license under following circumstances:

1. Where patent negotiation has been unsuccessful for 3 years

after the grant of patent or 4 years after application

(Article 46) .

2. Where. no one applies for the licensing of a patent which has

not. peen used without any reasonable reason in Thailand, the

patent shall be listed on the. official gazep:e (Article 46

(2) ) .

3. Where a patent utilizes another person's patented invention.

pul::>lic interests.

5.:In the case of national emergency (Article 52).

Wi th regard t.o.: a . patent utilizing another person's

.pat.ent.ed invention, the TRIPS. Agreement entitles the owner of

the first patent to a cross-license to use the invention

claimed in the. second patent .. Amendment of the patent· law is
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requisite in this respect.

(dl TRIPS Article 33 (Term of protection)

Article 35 of the Thai Patent Law specifies that the

patent shall be effective for 20 years after the date of

application. n This satisfies the requirement of .theTRIPS

Agreement.

(e) TRIPS Article 34 (Burden of proof in the.case of
process patents)

Article 77 of the Thai Patent Law stipulates that where

the product of the defendant can be proved to be identical with

or similar to the product made by the patented proces§, the

defendant shall be deemed, in the absence of proof to the

contrary, to have used the patent. On the other hand, the

TRIPS Agreement specifies following two conditions:

(a) Where the product obtained by the patented process is new;

(bl Where there is a substantial likelihood that the identical

product was made by the patented process and the

defendant has been unable thro~gh reasonable efforts

to determine the process actually used.

It is suggested that amendment to the Thai patent law be

made in this regard.

(6 l Indonesia

The current patent law of Indonesia was enacted in 1989

and came into force in August, 1991. The patent law provides

patents and simple patents.

(a) TRIPS Article 27 (Patentable subject matter)

Article 7 of the patent law defines unpatentable subject

matter as food and drinks as well as inventions which

contravene to public order, morality and public health, arid

therapeutic methods . The .TRIPS Agreement does not provides

food and drinks as unpatentable, thus requires amendment in

(b) TRIPS Article 28 (Rights con£erred)

Article 17 of the patent law provides the definition of

workings as follows:

Product: the act of making, using, selling, lending,

transferring, supplying for sale the patented product.

Process: the act of using the method, making, Using, selling,
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lending, transferring, supplying for sale th~ product

made by the patented process.

Article 20 of the patent law excludes the act of

importing from the workings of a patent, while the TRIPS

. Agreement specifies the acts of offering for sale and

preventing imports as rights conferred. Therefore, the patent

law requires revision.

(c) TRIPS Article 29 (\;:onditions on patent applicants)
and Article 30 (Exceptions to rights conferred)

Both provisions·does not require amendment in connection

with the TRIPS Agreement.

(d) TRIPS Article 31 (Compulsory license)

Article 82, 85 and 88 of the patent law provides a

compulsory license in the case of non-working and a patent

utilizing another person's patented invention, and succession

thereof. To comply with the TRIPS Agreement, such amendments

as deleting the provision, that grants a compulsory license

where the patent is not worked, arid limiting the conditions for

granting in the case of a patent utilizing another person's

invention.

(e) TRIPS 32 (Revocation/forfeiture)

Articles 71 and 72 of Indonesian patent law provides

appeal againstdecilSion of rejection for which, however,

amendment is necessary to provide applicants with an

opportunity for a judicial review.

(f) TRIPS Article 3.3 (Tenh of protection)

Article of patent law defines thetem of protection as

14 years after the application date, which is required to be

extended to 20 years after application.

(g) TRIPS Article 34 (Burden of proof in the case of
process patentlS)

Specifications should be

provisions of the TRIPS Agreement.

(7) The Philippines

The patent law of the Philippines is significantly

influenced by that of the Un.ited States. The country is

scheduled to revise its patent law in accordance with the

GATT/TRIPS Agreement.
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(a) TRIPS Article 27 (Patentable subject matter)

The unpatentable subject matters are: anything which

contravenes public order, moral and public health, mere ideas

which do not consist inventions, and scientific principles

{Article 8). This clause satisfies the TRIPS requirement.

(b) TRIPS Article 28 (Rights conferred)

The Philippines defines a patent as exclusive rights to

manufacture, use, sell the patented machines and products for

commercial purposes, and to use the patented process. Compared

with the provisions in the TRIPS .Agreement r the Philippine

Patent Law lacks the rights to offer for sale and import the

patented product, and the right to use the product.directly

obtained by the patented process, etc. In these regards,

amendments are required to compIy .with the TRIPS requirement.

(c) TRIPS Article 31 (Compulsory license)

The Philippine Patent law provides in detail a compulsory

license in Article 34 through 36 of Chapter 8. The .law has

been stringently implemented, granting many compulsory licenses

of phamaceutical patents owned by foreign firm!>. Thepatent

law does not clearly specify cancellation of the. compulsory

license after being granted, for which amendment and change ..of

practice are required in confomity with the requirement of the

TRIPS Agreement.

(d) TRIPS Article 33 (Tem of protection)

The patent law defines the tem of protection as 17 years

after the grant. of the patent. To comply with the TRIPS

Agreement as the US did, the Philippines is required to amend

the tem.

(e) TRIPS Article 34 (Burden 0:1: proof in the. case of
process patents)

The patent law has no relevant provisions in this regard.

Thus, the law needs amendment.

8) Singapore

The new patent law came into effect on February 23, 1995.

Until its implementation, the patent protection in Singapore

was available only by the re-registration of the patents

acquired in Britain. Under the new law, patent applications

can to be made directly in singapore. A trademark is protected
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by its own trademark law, which was amended in 1991 and 1992,

while a design protection is still available by re-registration

of British right.

(a) TRIPS Article 27 (Patentable subject matter)

Unpatentable subject matters specified in the patent law

(Article 13(2» are as follows:

(1) a discovery, sciendfictheoryor mathematical method;

(2) a literary, dramatic, Illusical or artistic work or any other

aesthetic creation whatsoever;

(3) a scheme, rule or meth6d for performing a mental act,

playing a game or doing business, or a program for a

computer; or

(4) the presentation of information.

The provision s~tisfies th.eTRIPS Agreement.

(b) TRIPSAI'ticle28 (R.ights conferred)

Under the new patent law (Article 66) of Singapore,

subject to the provisions of this Act r a person infringes a

patent for aninventi6n if, but only if, while the patent is in

f'orc;e, he does any of the following things in Singapore in

relation to the invention without the consent of the proprietor

of-thepateht:

(1) where the invention is a product, he makes, disposes of,

offers to dispose of, uses or imports the product or keeps

it whether for disposal or otherwise;

(2) where. the invention is a process, he uses the process or he

offers it for use in Singapore when he knows, or it is

obvious to a reasonable person in the circumstances, that

its use without the consent of the proprietor would be an

infringement of the patent;

(3) where the invention is a process, he disposes of, offers

to dispose of, uses or imports any prQduct obtained

whether for disposal or otherwise.

These satisfy the requirement of the TRIPS Agreement.

(c) TRIPS Article 31 (Compulsory license)

Article 55 of· the Singapore Patent Law provides that, at

any time after the expiration of 3 years, or of such other

period as may.be prescribed, from the date of the grant of a
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patent, any person may apply a compulsory license to the

Registrar.

If it appears at the time such application is filed,one

or more of the grounds:

(a) that there is no production of the patented product

or application of the patented process in Singapore

without any legitimate reason;

(b) that there is no product produced in Singapore under

the patent for sale in singapore or there are some

but they are sold at unreasonably high prices or do

not meet the public demand without any legitimate

reason;

(c) that by reason of the refusal of the proprietor of

the patent to grant a license or licenses on

reasonable terms.

As for patents related to food, medicine, surgical or

curative device, article 56 stipulates t nat; the Registrar may,

on application made to him by any person, order the grant to

the applicant of a license under the patent on such terms as he

thinks fit, unless it appears to him that there are good

reasons for refusing the application.

The patent law should be amended to comply with the TRIPS

Agreement in that obligation to hold pre-negotiation with the

patentee.

(d) TRIPS Article 33 (Term of protection)

Article 36 of the Singapore Patent Law defines the term

as 20 years after application. This cQnforms to the TRIPS

requirement.

(e) TRIPS Article 34 (Burden of proof of a process
patent) .

Article 68 of the patent law requires the defendant, if

involves a to

the product was not manufacture by the patented process.

is in conformity with the TRIPS requirement.

(9 ) Brazil, Argentina and Mexico

with respect to the patent laws currently effective in

Latin American countries, Brazil enacted the Industrial

Property Law on December 21, 1971. Argentina has the Patent
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Law, and Mexico the Industrial Property Law, enacted on October

11, 1864 and on June 28, 1991, respectively. The three laws.

provide protection of patents, designs and trad~ark. Under

Brazilian and Mexican laws, utility models are also protected.

(a) TRIPS Article 27 (Patentable subject matter)

In addition to a subject matter that contravenes public

order, moral and public health, each country provides the

.. following as unpatentable.

Brazil:

• substance or product obtained by a chemical means or

process.

• Food, pharmaceutical product, and substance, materials or

compositions related to drugs, ~nd process to obtain them.

• Substances or products consist of metallic alloy, general

compositions, and discoveries including microorganisms and

varieties.

• Operating, surgical or therapeutic techniques .

• Systems and programming, plans or schemes for commercial

"bookkeeping, for calculation, for financing, for crediting,

for lottery, or for public relations .

• Purely theoretical concepts.

• Substances, materials, compositions elements products

obtained by transformation of atomic nuclears,

physicochemically denatured products and the process of

making or denaturing thereof.

Argentina:

• Pharmaceutical compositions.

• Schemes for financing.

• Academic theorieS.

• Computer programs and all items unrelated to industrial

results or products.

• Theoretical or scientific principles.

• Discoveries of substances existing in nature.

• Schemes, plans, rules and methods for performing mental

feats, games, or businesses.

• Computer programs.

• Forms of presentation of information, aesthetic creations,
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artistic or literary works.

• Surgical or diagnostic methods applied to human body.

• Plant species and animal breeds and species (excluding plant

varieties)

• Essentially-biological processes for obtaining or reproducing

animals, plants and their varieties.

• Biological matter discovered in the nature ..

• Genetic material.

• Living matter of the human body.

To comply with the 'r'RIPS Agreement, each country is

required to amend its law regarding pharma~eutical products,

agrochemical products, microorganisms and substances obtained

by the transformation of the atomic nuclears, which are not

specified as unpatentabl~ in the TRIPS ~greement.

(b) TRIPS Article 28 (Rights conferred)

As for Mexico, Artic+es 9 and 25 proyidethe pa,tentee

with the exclusive right to use the patented process,

manufacture, deliver, ordeal in the patented product . The

amendment of June 28, 1991 defined the importation of the

product made by a patented process as an infringement of the

patent. Thus the definition of workings specified in the

current patent law almost coincide with that .Ln the TRIPS

Agreement, making amendment unnecessary.

The current patent laws of Brazil and. Argentina provide

almost the same definition with that of Mexico concerning

"products," while both of them lack a clear provision with

respect to importation of the product made by a patented

process in \'i'hich amendment is required to comply with the TRIPS

Agreement.

(c) TRIPS Article 31 (Compulsory license)

Article 33 of the Brazil Industrial Property Law provides

3 years after the grant of a patent, or where the exploitation

of a patent has been suspended for more than one year, and

because of which the public ~emand is not met.

As for Mexico, Article 70 of the Industrial Property Law

provides a compulsory license where a patent has not been

exploited for 3 years after the grant thereof or. for 4. years
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after the application without any reasonable technical or

economic accounts. Article 77 refers to compulsory license in

the case of a national emergency or for national security

purposes .

. The patent laws of both countries are partly in

compliance with the TRIPS Agreement concerning obligation to

hold pre-negotiation with the pat~nb;'e, the non-exclusiveness

of the license, and the compensation to the owner of the
.. - .

patent. However, amendment and supplements are required in the

details including a. provision limiting the scope of license in

a.ccordance with purpose thereof,

AsforArgentina,the current patent law does not provide

a compulsory license. Argentina's supreme court has taken the

pqsi tion that such· compulsory licensea~ provided in Paris

Convention has not been applied in Argentina. In any case,

certa.in ameridn1ents are necessary to conform to the TRIPS

requirement.

(d) TRIPS Aiticle33 (Term of protection)

The term of protection defined in the patent law is 15

years after the application (Brazil), 5, 10 or 15 years after

the grant (Argentina), and 20 years after application (Mexico).

Brazil and Argentina are required to amend their law in this

respect.

(e) TRIPS Article 34 (Burden of proof in the case
process paten1:;S)

Without any c:).earprpvisions in reference to the burden

of proof in the cas", pf process patents in either of three

countries, they are required to supplement this provision.

4. Conclusion

organization are obliged to organize a common system

regarding the protection of intellectual property rights.

Because of the grace period granted for both developed and

developing countries, it will take some time before a uniform

system is Completed by all member countries. In the near

future, however, we are sure to see the establishment of a
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protection system much advanced from the existing Paris

Convention. On the other hand, there is differences among the

countries in interpretation of the TRIPS provisions. What is

more, some Member countries lack an appropriate administrative

,and judicial system to support the examination of applications,

.protection of rights, and infringement of rights. Thus, the

effective implementation of the TRIPS Agreement can not be

achieved only by establishment of the related laws.

We conclude that in order to realize the concept of the

WTO and to further develop the organization it is essential for

each Member to reorganize the intellectual property-related

laws and make it possible to practice them in compliance with

the TRIPS Agreement.
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use of patent rights to license them to others, while those
in Chemical sector think of using patent rights as tools to
sec:uretheirown use by eliminating the entry by others in
the use of the technology concerned.

However, generally speaking, it can be said"that most
companies are discontent with insufficient number of patent
rights obtained, inadequate utilization of patent rights
compared with the number of unused ones, difficulties in
conducting survey on the use of patent rights by others as
well as in identifying patent infringements.

This report will analyze the result of the survey
concerned, to" clarify the patent policies and actual
situations of member companies, depict their problems and
difficulties and prove into the way for making an effective
management of patent rights.

1. Introduction

This study win analyze the result of the questionnaire

survey PIPA member companies. The purpose is to make clear

the patent policies and actual situations of Japanese member

companies, their problems and difficulties and to present

the survey result to help contribute to the panel

discussions scheduled to be made between Japan arid u.s.
member companies in the PIPA International Congress.

2. Outline of the questionnaire survey

The questionnaire was dispatched to Japanese and u.s.
member companies, of which 72 responded from Japan, "L e.13

from Machine-Me~al sector, 16 fro~ Electric Machines-Applian

ces sector, 43 from Chemical sector andonefrornthe other

"..,.__ ~.. respective

sectors of the" industry as attached as Exhibit to this

report, while all the results in added~up figures about all

the sectors" are shown in F'ig.l (a, b) tlu;oughS (a , b)
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3.

3,1.

Survey results and their analysis

Number of patent applications and ratio of
applications for foreign patents (Questions 2 and 3,
Fig, 3)

[Japan)

The companies who replied that less than 10% of the

company's total domestic applications were for foreign

patent comprise the largest group.

It is noteworthy under these circums.tances that 6

companies filed more than 40% of total domestic patent

applications respectively in the United States and Europe.

These companies are ir the sector of food, ~harmaceuticals

and organic chemistry. The industry sectClrs of three

companies who filed in Asia more than 40% of their total

domestic patent applications are. a,gain pharmaceuticals and

organic chemistry. Of these six companies, the number of

the applications for Ja,panese patent is less than 100 for 2

companies, 100-499 for 3 companies and SOO-!;l99 for the

remaining one. It is worthy to note that the ratio of

applications for foreign patents is yery high in spite of

rather modest number of their total applications. A guess

may be that this is based on their policy of putting foreign

patent applications into their yie¥ when filing applications

for Japanese patent.

[U. S.)

It is worthy to note ~hat the ratio ofa,pplications for

foreign patents is generally.

3.2. Principal purpose of filing applications for and
obtaining patent (Question 4. Fig, 41

[Japan]

replies applicable to the respective respondent companies

and when the plural number of replies were allowed, an order

of priority in running number was requested. Thus, the
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points of each item weighed depending on the order of

priority were summed up and examined.

In general, each of the replies reading "to protect a

company's product/market" and "to exclude companies by

enforcing patents" was the highest of all and obtained

slightly more than 20% of votes. The next highest were from

slightly less than 20% to 10% of the replies saying the

purpose is "to extract license income" and "to prepare for

cross-licensing". Coming next were less than 10% each of

the replies saying that the purpose is "to prevent

competitors from obtaining patents" and "to add value to a

company's product". There are no remarkable differences

when seen country by country. One remarkcible point was that

the replies pointing out the purpose for cross licensing

with Asia was . few, while the companies who selected the

purpose for erihanc:ing added value for produc{wererather

Iriany in number.

When compared sector by sector, remarkable features were

identified. Especially in Chemical sector, the number of

companies who selected the "to exclude companies" as their

purpose was the largest(abOut 30%), while those who picked

up "license fee" and "cross license" as their purpose were

few with less than 10%. On the contrary, the companies who

chose "to prevent competitors from obtaining patents"

occupied around 20%, a figure larger t'hanthe average. On

the other hand, the companies in Electric Machines-Appliance

sector responded exactly j;;he opposite to Chemical sector

companies. The most popular reply was "to prepare for cross

\o.'ith the rate ofsligl:ltly le.ssthan 3.0%. In the case of

Machine-Metal sector"the rate of the companies who selected

"protection of their products" as their purpose was rather

big.
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.'

Analyzing and judging from the foregoing results, it is

apparent that the main purpose for ;iling applications for

and obtaining patents is directed by t\'l0 largely different

strategies. The first one is, as rePfesented by Chemical

sector companies, to eliminate others by even enforcing

their patent rights, if required, to protect their own

products and,markets. The other one is, as represented by

Machines-Appliance sector companies, to make patent rights

as tools to.earn license fee from others by granting a

license to them or to get license for. the technology owned

by others. The reason for such a difference can be presumed

to be due to the fact that the cause and effect relation

between a patent and a product is rather easy to locate in

the case of Chemical sector and the protection for it is,

accordingly, also easy to . exercise, while the number of

patents pertaining to one particular product is rather many

in the case of Electrical Machines-Appliance and even the

technologies owned by others need to be utilized. On the

other hand, it may be natural for a policy difference to

exist country by country as the increase of chances for

cross licensing<occupies a larger part of the purpose in the

case of the technically advanced countries such as the

United States, while in such technically developing regions

as Asia, the importance would rather be seen in the purpose

of enforcing patent rights and enhancing the value to be

added by patent rights.

Therefore, when setting up a policy for applying for and

obtaining patents, it would be necessary to decide at first

"based on the situations, as was seen above, which..................•........ 1"",.... .
approach should be taken, the one to' protect their own

products or the way to prepare for licensing to others.

After that, it would further be necessary to program an

expected desirable result by examining the technical level
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prevalent in that particular country (including technology

transfer from other countries) and the extent cif maturity in

patent and related" systems available there, and then,

contrive arid establish a conceivable most effectiveplirpose.

[U. S.]

The features of each sector are similar to those in

Japan. However, it is worthy to note that in general they

take the approach to protect their own products and respect

theexclusive:rights rather than licensing. This strategy

is in contrast to the Japanese electr:ical companies.

3.3.' ne!?artment in charge of making decision on' where to
file foreign patent applications (Question 5. Fig, 5)

[Japan]

In <the case of Machine-Metal seccor as well as Electric

Machines-Appliances sector,most companies decide by the

consensus between technical department and patent

. department. (.63% in Electric Machine-Appliances. sector and

42% in Machine-Metal sector). Coming.next are the companies

whose patent department alone make .the decision (19% for

Electric Machines.,.Appliances and 33% for Machine-Metal).

In contrast, conspicuous in Chemical sector is the

involvement· in decision making of business/marketing

department. Including the companies whose business

/marketing departments alone. make. decision, the numbez' of

the/companies whose business/marketing departments takes

part in a decision making in one capacity or other amounts

to 45% of the total (19 out of 42). 29% of the companies

belonging to this sector make decision. by the consensus

technical

'a ratio overwhelmingly large compared with other sectors (6%

in Electric MaGhines-Appliances sector and 17% in Machine

Metal sector); This would be owing< to that they attach more

special importance to the protection of. their products by

means of patent rights.
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It may be worth a thought even in other sectors of

industry to have some form of participation in decision

making not only by technical department but a Ls o by

businl;ss(rnarketing for the purpose of securing and ac::hieving

more effective protection for thei~ products.

[U,.S.]

As indicated by Japanese members. higher participation

of business/marjceting clepartment in Chemical sector is

marked. Further noted is participationQf business

(marketing department in Electric Machines-Appliances.

3. 4. Patent departments in foreign countries and its'
principal responsibility (Questions 6 and 7)

[Japan]

23 companies comprising 32% of the total have their

branch offices in overseas countries that belong to their

patent department at horne (6 companies in Machine-Metal. 6

in Electric Machines-Appliances and 11 in Chemical). All of

them have such offices in the t,Jnited States. Of the said 23

companies. five have such offices in Europe (one for

Machine-Metal and 4 for Electric Machines-Appliances) and

two in Asia (Electric Machines-Appliances). There are no

Chemical companies who have their patent related office both

in Europe and Asia. All have it in the United Stat;.es.

As for their main responsibility in the United States.

74% (17 companies) said they are mostly extending helping

hands in the matters rl;quested by their home office and

collecting inforrnationasked for. On the other hand. six

companies (26%) pointed out that their responsibilities are

the management of the patents for their subsidiary companies

Of five companies that have their patent-related offices

in Europe. three are engaged in the patent administration

f()r their subsidiaries there. while other two are using

their office in Europe for giving assistance in the matters
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requested by their home office.

Only two companies in Electric Machines-Appliances have

such office in Asia. These -offices are doing patent

management fortheh'subsidiades there togetl1erwith the

collection of information.

In Chemical sector, 11 companies have their

patent-related branch office in the UIlitedStates, mostly

concentrating on giving assistance in the matters requested

by their hOllleofffce in Japan, side by side with the

cOllection Of infotmation, while oniy two are having these

offices conduct patentmanagemeIlt fo:rtheir subsidiaries

there.

Judging from the above, it can be said that the main

responsibilities of the branch offices in the United States

are centering around theassistances in the matters
---

requestedb¥-home office and collection of information only,

·despite the fact that many companies have their branch

·office there. In contrast, though the nu1llber of the

companies who have such branch office in Europe or Asia is

small, those branch office are mainly engaged in the patent

maIlagement for the subsidiaries there.

[U. S.]

10 U. S. Companies have patent department in foreign

countries. They engage in patent filings from home country

and secondary in patent filings for foreign base.

3.5. Collection of information relating to infringements
bY other companies, ofuanizatio!l fer it, and opi.nions
by patent sgecialistsiQuestions 8,9 and 101

[Japan]

(Question 8), most companies say that they are collecting

and utilizing theinformationQf Qther companies _in one way

or other. asa whole. The largest group is formed by those

companies, irrespective of sectors, who replied that they
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·obtain information from daily business activities· (77%: 56

companies) .

The next largest was the group of companies whose reply

was to "investigate products on the market when infringement

is suspected" (33 companies: 45%). In the case of this

question, plural replies were allowed. Therefore, it may

generally be said that there are many companies who do not

conduct overall intensive investigation on large scale to

identify the patent infringement by other companies, but

collect the relevant information on a regular routine basis

and only go into detailed survey on particular matters when

taking such action is deemed necessary.

When speaking sector by sector, the chances of

conducting positive and special investigation are much

higher in the case of Electric Machines-Appliances sector

compared with other sectors (69% in this case and 40% for

Chemical sector and 38% for Machine-Metal sector). This may

reflect the situa.tion or special features of this sector

where the specialized survey is rather easy to conduct, once

the target for the survey was chosen, as the products of

this industry sector can easily be found in the stores and

bought at rather modest price, and the analysis required is

comparatively easy. The most frequent reply irr Chemical

sector was that they "obtain information from daily business

activi.ties". However, when considering together the

situation where the number of the companies involving

Business/Marketing department in decision making is the

largest among the sectors and that this sector has a

stronger tendency to try t.o . preventively protect their

the analysis of the products of others on a regular routine

work basis.

In the meantime, two companies replied "to collect
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informations at shows and exhibitions' in answer ·others".

Since there are a lot of shows and exhibitions in the case

of Machine-Metal sector as well as Electric Machines

Appliances, there might be many opportunities for finding or

detecting the case of patent infringements. However, as the

visits to this kind of professional shows and exhibitions

for collecting information might be a part of the ordinary

routine job for those people in charge of product

development, it might be highly possible that this point was

involved in the case of picking up the reply saying that

they ·obtain information from daily business activities".

On the whole, the tendency shown in the result of the

U.S. Questionnaire survey is similar to that of Japan_

As for the office specialized in the survey exclusively

of the activities of others (Question 9), the companies both

in Machine-Metal sector and Electric Machines-Appliances

sector replied they have none, while those in Chemical

sector revealed they have it throughout sections. There

seems to be a remarkable difference sector by sector.

In Electric Machines-Appliances sector, 44% of the

companies are united in saying that this type of survey

belongs to the main task of patent department, rather high

compared with other sectors. In Chemical sector; however,

the ratio of having business/marketing section carry out

this kind of survey is fairly high in comparison with other

sectors. It is presumed that this may reflect their special

situation where. it is easier to collect information through

the course of business/marketing activities.

suchinvestigationsasa secondary t~sk.

As the hearing of the opinions from outside

specialists (Question 10), the companies that make it a

guideline to request for such expert opinions on all the
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results of surveys all belong to Electric Machines-

of act.Len dc1()o.ee'ss'JrO.l~~•.c()Illl?clIl~r __ ._ _ f"* .........•..•........

Appliances and Chemical sectors (especially 9 companies in

the case of Chemical sector), while there is none in

Machine-Metal sector. On the contrary, the ratio of the

companies who never ask for such opinions is quite high in

the case of Machine-Metal sector.

The reasons quoted for the case of asking for such

opinions on a case by case are, in the order of frequency,

(1) when the judgment on the effectivenessofa patent is in

a subtle stage or difficult to make, (2) when importance is

high, and (3) when the matter relates to the patent right in

foreign country. It seems that such opinions are

predominantly sought just before giving warnings to or

entering into negotiation with the other companies. On the

other hand, there are a few who replied to the effect that

they request for opinions even after entering into such

negotiation with other companies, depending on the progress

of the negotiation with the opposite party or when they

would like to know of the appropriateness of the objection

made by the oppositeoparty.

tu. S.)

Remarkable feature in the result of the u.s.
questionnaire survey is that. there are no companies which

never ask for such opinions by patent att()rneys.

3.6. The way to cope with the case where. a high probability
of patent infringement was indicated as a ~esult of
judgment on the existence of patent infringement
(Ouestion 11)

[Japan)

To the

take when it determines that one of its patents has been

infringed?", the No.1 most preferred answer was "to order

them to cease production", that is to say, 42 companies for

the case of Japan, 35 for the case of the United States, 33
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'for Europe and 38 for Asia. Coming next was the answer to

mean "to offer a license" with 29 companies for Japan. 30

for the U.S .• 28 tor Europe and 16 for Asia.

On the other hand. the answers positively made as "to

seek injunctive relief" were small in number. i. e. 6

companies each for Japan. the united States. Europe and

ASia. The answer that passively' sound as "to save results

for future negotiation" was made by 3 companies each for

Japan. the United States and Europe and one for '.Asia. This

was the least preferred answer.

When seen sector by sector. the number of the companies

who selected the reply that runs as "to order them to cease

production" was rather hig-hin the ratio against the total

in the Case of Chemical sector. with 33 companies tor Japan.

29 for both the U.S. and Europerespecti'l7ely and 28 for

Asia. It is clear that more than half the members in this

sector desire the stoppage<ofthe use by others of the

patent in question.

Further.' the' companies who 'voted favorably for the reply

"to seek injunctive relief" were onlyfiom Chemical sector.

There was none in the case of Machine-Metal as well as

Electric Machines-Appliances sectors. They rather prefer

entering into negotiation for license agreement ~o asking

for the stoppage of the patent infringement.

,When seen count;ryby country. there found no big

diHerence for this case .e.s seen from the above and the

measures being taken abroad are similar to the ones being

taken in Japan.

The same ,features are seen in U.s.
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~. 7. The way the judgment of the patent department is
treated when making decision and guidelines for it
(Questions 12, 13)

[Japan]

The number of companies who.replied priority is given to

patent department in the decision making on countermeasures

was 49, while those who answered that it is used as a

recommendation was 21. There was none who is not involved

in one way or other. Thus, it can be said that the trust in

the patent department is high.

When seen sector by sector, it is worthy of notice that

81% of companies in Electric Machines-Appliances sector give

priority to the judgment made by the patent department.

As to the questions about the guideline making or

systematization for the survey mentioned above . (Questions 8,

9), the judgment on the existence of patent infringement by

others (Question 10) and the decision making for the actions

to be taken based on these prerequisites (Questions 11, 12),

the number of companies who replied that they have

"guidelines for investigations· was 15, the munber of those

who have "guidelines for infringeIllent analysis" was 23 and

those who have guidelines for decision making" was 15,

while those having no such guidelines were 43 (60% of the

total) .

There are some companies who have plural number of

guidelines. But, the reality as of the present time is that

more than half of the companies still have no such

guidelines.

The analysis made sector by sector produced a similar

[U. S.]

The same features are seen in U.S.
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3.8. Enforcement of patent right mainly for the purpose of
getting injunction by the court against further patent
infringement by others (Question 14)

This question asked about the existence of the

experiences of the cases where the request for injunction

was made as a firm attitude to exercise the right on the

base of their own pat.ents.

As for the United States, Europe and Asia, many replied

that they have not exercised the right to obtain injunction

by thecourtu. (52% in thE! case of the U.S., i. e. 37

comPi3Ilies out of total 72 respondents, 53% and 38 companies

out of 72 in the case of Europe, and 56% and 40 companies

out of 72 in the case of Asia). However, in the case of

Japan, the most popular answer was that they "have requested

the opposite party for the stoppage of further patent

infringement" . The number of the companies in this CC1-se was

35 out of 72, namely 49% of the total.

Worthy to note is that the total of the companies who

said they "have experience in getting enforcement of

inj unction through legal procedures" or "took legal action

for injunction, but. on the wC1-yturned to some sort of

negotiated settlement" was 20% (12 companies out of 72) for

the case of Japan, 14% (10 companies out of 72) for the case

of the U.S. , 12% (9 companies out of 72) for the case of

Europe and 7% (5 companies out of 72). When this result is

compared C!-ID0ng sectors for the case of Japan, the number is

only two companies in Electric MachineS-APpliance sector and

zero in Machine-Metal, but predominantly 12 in Chemical

sector.

same seen for the case of the

United States, Europe and Asia. This is presumeq. to be a

reflection of the feature of Chemical companies who seek to

secure the enforcement of their own rights even through

legal procedures.
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[U. S. ]

The same features are seen in U.S.

3.9. Number of individual and comprehensive patent licenses
granted in the past 3 years (Question 15, 16)

[Japan]

The number of companies that replied as "1-9 cases" for

individual license is the most for each region of Japan, the

U;S., Europe and Asia, namely, 49% (35 companies out of 72),

56% (40 out of 72), 59% (42 out of 72) and 45% (32.out of

72) respectively. The largest for each region of the U.S.,

Europe and Asia was "30-49 cases" and the number of

'companies for each are, one, one and two, respectively. In

contrast, it is worthy to note that 7 companies replied as

"50-99 cases" for the region of Japan and 5 as "more than

100 cases". Sector by sector, the number of companies who

eventually answered as "more than 50" (the addition of

"50-99 cases" and "more than 100 cases") is 6 in Electric

Machines-Appliance sector. However, the number of the cases

tends to decrease for the region of the U.S., Europe and

Asia. as in the case of the other sectors.

The tendency toward the use of patent rights in the form

of granting a license to others is stronger in Electric

Machines-Appliance sector.

In the case of the comprehensive license, the number of

companies whO replied as "none" was the biggest for each

region of the U.S" Europe and Asia, namely, 35% (25

companies out ofn), 43% (31 out of 72) and 59% (42 out of

72), respectively.

However, for the case of Japan, the nuIDberof companies

who as "1-4" about 33% out of................................
72). And sector wise, Electric Machines-Appliance tends to

be a large group. All told, it is presumed'to be reflecting

the tendency similar to the case of individual patent

license.
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[U. S. ]

It is worthy to note. Chemical is active to license their

patent rights.

3.10. Practical use of patents in comparison with the
purpose of patent applications (Question 17, Fig. 6)

[Japan]

.66 Japanese compandes out of 72 respondents replied on

the extent of satisfaction over the actual use of patents.

When seen as a whole, about one thirgs of the companies

. (20-22 companies) replied that they are well satisfied with

the major purpose for applying for and obtainj,l}g1:he patents

.for the region of Japan, the U. S. and Europe ,While the

remaining about. two thirds (44.,.46 compand.esl replied as

unsatisfactory. These ratios were same among the above

mentLcned regions. ;For Asi,.a, however, about one. to\lrths (16

companies) of the 60. respondents replied they were well

satisfied, while the remaining thz"~efc>urths (44 companies)

answered .they were not. In short, tllose who are s.atisfied

are fewer in number in comparison with the cases for Japan,

the U. S. and Europe.

When described sector by sector (see Fig. 6, A=

satisfied, and B= not satisfied), Machine-Metal sector shows

(Jl.: 4 company, B:8) (A:6., B:6) for the United States, (A:5,

B:6) for Europe and (A:4, B:8) for Asia. As in the case of

the overall tendency, one thirds of the companies are

satisfied with the things for JapanaIl,g Asia, while two

thirds are not. For the U.S. and Europe, the rates are same

between the "satisfied" and the "not satistiedn
, namely,

50:50.

In Ele.ctric Machines.,.Al'pliancesector, the number of

companies are (A: 3, B: 12) for Japan, (A: 2 ,B:13) fqr the

United States, (A:2, B:13) for Europe and (A:2, B:13) for

Asia. In every region, only a few are satisfied, while 87%

remained as not satisfied.
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In Chemical sector, the number of companies are (A:19,

B:23) for Japan, (A:17, B:25) for the United States, (A:16,

B:26) for Europe and (A:11, B:24l for Asia. The extent of

satisfaction is in the decreasing order as follows:

Japan: 45%, the U.S.: 40%, Europe: 40%, and Asia: 31%.

It is remarkable that the extent of satisfaction is

comparatively high in the case of Chemical, while it is

strikingly low in the sector of Electric Machine~-Appliance.

The following is an analysis of unsatisfactory points

lIlade separately on external and.internal factors based on

the descriptions of concrete facts.

(1) External factors:

Many companies in both Machine-Metal and Electric

~achines-Appliance sectors see the causes for

dissatisfaction in Asia in the imperfection of patent system

and .of the way to op~rate it as well as in the difficulties

. in finding and exposing patent infringements. Reflecting

the increasing branching out into Asia, these are the actual

problems the companies are facing with. However, they seem

to be finding difficulties in coping with the situation,

and, as it is, seem. to bethinking that they can pot help

but assume a wait-and-see attitude for some time from the

realistic point of view.

Chemical sector companies regard it a strong factor to

prove a poor execution of patent rights in foreign countries

that the costs incurred in filing applications for and

enforcing patents are expensive in general and accordingly,

the number of effective patents registered in foreign

countries are scarce. As for' Asia, their dissatisfaction
•••• m ••• ••••••••• •• •••••••

lies mainly in that the protection Of patent rights are not

. enough there, not to mention of protection of materials, and

the scope of the right to be protected is not wide enough as

are pclinted out. by Electric Machine>s-Appliance companies.
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However,the urgency does not seem to exist so much in this

sector as compared with the latter sector.

(2) Internal problem

The companies in Machine-Metal sector are dissatisfied
, . ,. , .--'

with the scarcity of patents effective to protect their own

products, the lack· of income from patents owing to the

shortage in such patents that are licensed out for license

feeSnd no slight labor and time consumed in analyzing the

patents of others,

Electric Machines-Appliance companies a.renot so much

dissatisfied with the scarcity of protection of their own

products by patent rights, but feel unhappy with the lack of

sufficient number of patents .and insufficiency in the

effective use of unused patents. The reason Why they feel

discontent with no <Slight labor and tiIne reqti.£redby the

survey of the" patent infringements as well as by the

follow-up survey of the relevant patents is presumed to be

that they think that ordinary routine work would not suffice

to deal with the cases because of the difficulty in

matchmaking the products with particular patents as the

mmlberof patents to be checked are normally too many.

The most usual dissatisfaction of Chemical sector

companies is the scarcity of patents effective in- point of

protecting their own products. The second most usual

dissatisfaction is the difficulty in detecting the patent

infringement . cases owing ··to the difficulty in conducting

survey on the eXtent of the infringement and the practice by

others. Although the replies by this sector does not point

required by the survey of the patent infringements, as was

seen in other sectors, they seem to be taking measures to

cope with these situations, when juagingfrom the fact that

the rate of .·doing· survey asa specialty or asa part of
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principal duty" is comparatively high in this sector

(Replies to Question 9).

tu. s. 1

u.s. Companies are satisfied witpeffective use of their

patents for U.S. and. Europe, but not satisfied with external

factors such as paten~ system and high cost for Japan and

Asia.

3.11. What does your company think is important in using
it's patents effectively? (Question 18)

Regardless of the sector, there are a lot of companies

who regard it necessary to improve the way for collecting

informations for grasping the activities of the others. !n

Chemical sector, plural number of companies attach

importance to the information collected through the hand of

Business/Marketing department, while there is no such in

other sectors. Further, more companies in Chemical sector

than other ones pay attention to sorting out all the patent

rights in their possession or are thinking of improving the

matter by so doing. Also, there are plural number of

companies in all the sectors who pay attention to the

establishment of a system for promoting practical use of the

patents, or think of improving it (See a~tached data) .

3.12. What is your company's global policy/strategy for
procuring and effectively using it's patents?
(Question 19)

(l)General policy including the acquisition of patent
rights and their practical use.

Regardless of the sector, there found many companies who

attach importance to patent rights in gaining an

advantageous position in proceeding business activities and

(2) Policy on obtaining patents

Regardless of the sector they belong, many companies

have a policy of filing patent applications on a
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preferential basis for the technologies usable for their own

products with the aim to obtain strong patents with as broad

claim as possible and capable of practical use. Some

companies in Electric Machines-Appliance sector lay

importance on the acquisition of the patents of which

infringements are easy to detect and of the patents covering

service software. In Chemical sector, some companies attach

importance to obtaining . patents in each" country of the

world.

(3) Policy regarding the practical use of patent rights

Regardless of the sector, a fairly large numbez- of

companies have a policy to promote earning the revenue from

license fees or going into cross license relations by

positively utilizing their own patent rights. However,

there found no company who has a policy of going positively

into legal procedures to get injunction granted when taking

steps for enforcing their patents.

4. conclusion

Judging from the result of the questionnaire eurvey

concerned, most of the companies, regardless of the industry

sector, are presumed to be anxious to make more 'practical

use of the patent rights, but thinking>thatthey can not

help at present consuming their zeal and effort still in the

stage of acquisition of patent rights. Characteristic to

the' sector of Electric Machines-Appliance is that the core

of their desire for making practical use of patent rights is

to their
••••••• .: •••••••••••••> •••••••••••••:••• :••• > •••

are of using rights as tools for

eliminating the use or entry in the market by others and for

secUring -their own use.

Based on the result as described above, the discussions
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will be made on the following subjects in "The 26th

International Congress in San Francisco" under the main

theme of "Acquisition of Patent Rights and Their Effective

Use on a Global Perspective".

(1) What is the purpose of obtaining patents and exercising

the rights therefrom?

(2) Ways and means • for regional management in consideration'

of the'exercise of, patent rights.

(3) The practical use of patents, its presElIlt}apd futupe.

(4) Future outlook
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OOESTlC»lNAlAE

Q2::Approxlm8Iety. how.many" U.S. 'patent aPPlications did your company file Isst' year?
'J .... .. ......... .. -.0' -;

i

03: Approxlmalely how many of IhllabOi>ll! ~.S. aPplicallons did yourcompany me In otha'
regions? Please answer for'ore1onappllcatfons InJapan, South East andEast Asia (except
Japan) and Europe, respecllvety. .. ,

;
01: Wh"tls yourcol11flanya "aln bualnass!?

:)

.Machlna-Melal ,IoIron & s'eel ,0 nonf~rrou~ ;metalS 0aUlomcblles OShlpbulldlng
oprecls.lon machines 0powe"drlv,!" machines Omelals,machlnesoOlho'melal·machlnes ( ., )

Electric Machlnes·Appllancesooenera' elocl'lcmachines.aPPH~ljces 0 CO,.pule.. Olelocommunlcallons
'0household appliances .. Dmu~cal Inslrurnenls/acousllcsomeasuremenls 0 electric cables 0 electronic partsootherelectric machines.d..l.cos ( .! )

A. Technical
B.Palen,
C. ,-BuslnessJMarketlr:ta
D. olhor(

A. Japan
B. Europe
C.'· South Easillrid EaSI Asian counlrles
D. otho,( )
E. none

07: What Is the main responsibility oflhe ~alenl dopartmonls In lorelgncountrlos ?
Please mark boxes Inorder of Import8llce. '

06: Does 'your company haVe patent departments (Including lIaison) In foreign countries?

05: Which seclion within you, company delo,"lnos wllere 10 nle foreign patsnt
appllcallons ?

~

Ul Japan Asia Europa

0 0 0 0 A. toexclude competitors byenforcing patenls

0 0 0 0 B. to extract license Income

0 0 0 0 C. to prepare for cross-licensing

0 0 0 0 D.to addvalue 10• compony's product

0 ,0 0 0 e. to.prctsct a company's producVmarket

0 0 0 0 F. loprev,~nl competitors from oblalnlng patents

0 0 0 0 0. othor (

04: What Is your company's main purpose for nl/ng pa'ent appl/callons In tho Iollowlng
regions? Please mark boxes Inorder of Importance.

I

Oplasllcsopharmaceullcals
O,ubbe,oIIbers

~ c'oorganic chemicalsopetrochemicals
Ocosmellcs

A. ove' 500
B. 101. 500
C. 51· 100
D. 11. 50
E.-less 1han 10

Chemlcatooono,al chemicals
Ope"oleum
Dfoodoolhorchemicals (

Olher O(

8oo

...·co
'-.....I

Japan Asia Europe
'A. over 60°/.0 0 0

0 0 0 .~. 40%· 59"0

0 0 0 e. 200/0· 390/0

0 0 0 b. 10% ·19%
0 0 0 e; 50/• •.: -9%
0 0 0 F. lessthan 5%
0 0 0 a.none

OUESTlONNAlRE· PIPAFOIJRTH GROUP

ul Japan Asia Europe

0 0 0 0 A. patent filings from home country

0 0 0 0 B.' Informallon gathering

0 0 0 0 C. palent filings for foreign base

0 0 0 0 O.responslble for law suiVdlspute

0 0 0 0 E.otho, (
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08: How does your comp.ny d1scov.riPossibl. Infrlng.m.ntS 01 your p.tsnlS ? Q13: Does yourcompany have guidelines for such Investigations, Infrlngemenl' analysis
B':Idfor declsl,on, making precess ,1

D
D
D

8

A.parlodlc~nYlnveSIIg.t.~~UCls on Ihe m.f1<et
B. InvesllgaleprOduets on thttmarkel when Infringement Is suspecled
C. obl.ln Inform.tlon lrom d~lIy bu.lne•••ctlvlll••
D. no .pacl., ectlvll}' . ,
E.olh.r ( ~

Guidelines tor Inv8sUgallons
guidelines for In(rlngementanalysls
gUldelin.' lordecl.lon m.klng
none

09: Which sactlon wllhln your comps.;y parformSSlJch Inv."Ig.,lons .nd whet I. their
Jnvolvement ? '

014: Hss your compeny enro""'d any 01 II's p.,en's In lhep•• , thr•• y••rs ?

bu'lneSlIIm.f1<.II~
·IS Japan A.I. Europa

technlcBl patent olh.r! ) D D D D A. !uccessfully obtained Injunctive relief

D 8 8 8
specialized In Investigation 8 8 D 0 a.sued an Infringer bUI sellied the case

D as a main task D D C.(m.f~red them 10 cease producllcm but no legal acl/on

D D ••••econd.ryl.'" taken' '
;J' D D D D D.nona

Q10:',,'00')'ou consull palentatlomeys4hen"vbu'Investigate ';sslblei:~;rl'~g~ment ?

...
(X) i" ,,' , ' " " ' , i~:
co 011: What kind 01 action do.s your company 1.•kO wh.n Itdel.rmln.$lh.t on. 0111'. p.t.nls

h•• be.n Infrlngad? Pl•••• m.rk bO.... In order 01 Import.nc.. .
~ .

. .
-C,:' 0 .

012: What Is the I.vel o'i••ponslblllI}'M,h. palent d"""rtmonl ~h.nrn.klng,uCh
dectslons1 """"" ," -' "1~""'" •

D I
P.ate~t O,~p~rtm~nlwm decide ~hat action shan be takeno Other.,seello" :w1f1 d8ek18.b~~8~i()n, ~aI8~t ~epa~m8nt's recoTrnEindallono Other.sectlon' will' decide without consulting' Palef:ll Oepartr!J.om
,:. .: ',' .':'.:' ''t,' ',::' ':,::,,' -' ",:.-: ,:,-,.C,

IS J.pan A.la Europa

[J [J [J [J A.~rdor t~em tocaasa production

[J ,U [J [J ~
9.tseak InJunellv. reU.I

[J [J [J [J
n

C;t~ff8r8 lk:ensiJ

[J [J [J [J D.l'laYe residls,ror future negollatlon

[J [J [J [J E.plhor(

8o
lor .11 Inv."Ig.tlons
SOmB (

none

015: ApprolClmately'howmanY'patentlfcenses (licensing In and out) Involving a sIngle
patent has YOlir eompany received or awarded In the past threeyears 1

IS J.pan Asia Europe

D 0 D D A.ovGrlOO
D 0 D D 9.50·99
D 0 0 D C. 3D .49
D 0 D D D. 10· 29
0 D D 0 E. 1· 9
0 D 0 0 F.none

a1'8:"'APP~XlmatOlyhowm8ny pstenlllcemios"(Ucenslng In and'out) Involving multiple
patenlshas your company received or awarded In the past three years 1

IS J.pan ASIa Europe

D D D D A.over 20

D D D D B; 10 ;19
D D D D C.5· 9
D D D D D. 1 . 4
D 0 0 0 e.none
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aCllvltlas on effective useof II'spatenls In
lor patent IIIlngs) 1

your company Is not satlslled

Europe

8
••> pleese prOVide Ihe r&eson

US I
Jepan (
Asia (
Europe (

Japan Asia

8 8
lS
oo

017: IS your company satisfied wllh II~

connection with the quesllon 04 above

""00
<D

Q18: Whatdoes your company think Is ImPortan1 In using Irs patenlseffectlvely ?

019: What Is yourcompany'sglobel polIcY/strategy lor procutlng and effectively using II's
patents 1 '

Thank you.
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1. Introduction:

(2) Date:

(7) Abstract:

Suntory
DaiselChemical Industry
~"I'T

PIPA
Japan
#4

Nanao Naoko
Koyama Takahiro
Sudc Hiromi

Decisions on Parallel I:lIlports of Patented Goods

parallel import, patented product legitimately
distributed; exhaustion of right;
international exhaustion doctrine

Japanese Patent Law Article 1,
Paris Convention Article 4bis

This report is to introduce Japanese court decisions
regarding parallel imports of patented products,focusing
on the appellate court decision in the so-called nBBS
Aluminum Hubcaps" case.and the arguments over the decision
which held, with qualifications, that application of
international exhaustion doctrine was appropriate. The
decision, delivered on March 23, 1995 by Tokyo High Court,
permitted parallel import of patented products only in the
case where patent rights to the same invention are owned by
the same person both .in the countries in which the first
sales took place and in which the patented goods were
imported, and when the patent owner should have been free
to set the price for the first sales of patented goods.

·BBS,thepatentownerr·has ..appealE!d.to ·the.SupremeCourt.T·· .
of which decision is now awaited. . .

October 1995 (San Francisco General Meeting)

(1) Title:

(3) Source:

(6) Statutory Provisions:

(5 ) Keywords:

On March 23, 1995, a decision of patent"'related'case was

delivered at Tokyo High Court. The case, so-called nBBS Aluminum

1) Source:
2) Group:
31 committee:

(4) Authors:
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Hubcaps" case, relates to certain aluminum automobile hubcaps

for which BBS Kraftfahtzeug Technik A. G. owns patents. The
hubcaps were legitimately purchased in Germany by Japanese
companies, who imported them for sale in Japan with lower price

than that of authorized dealership;BBS filed suit fOr patent
'infringement. The trial court decision (Tokyo District Court,

June, 1994) ruled in favor of BBS, finding infringement. The

defendants appealed. This time, the appellate court reversed the

trial court decision and found no infringeIrlent, thus permitting

parallel imports of patented goods. Since it has been commonly

accepted and established that parallel imports ofpa~en~ed goods
constitute infringement of patE!nt ri,ghts, by some, if not many,

relevant decisions at home and abroad, the appellate court
decision invoked large argUments in Japan.

The PIPA 4th Committee had been intereste~, in this issue
long before the appellate court; decision came out, and intended

to take it up as a subject of diScussion.. N'owwithtl1e latest
court decision, we organized a working group, primarily aiming

to precisely comprehend each decision and introduce them to PIPA
members.

2. The Decisions:

In Japari, there are only three decisions of two cases ,

regarding parallel imports of patented goods. The first decision
came out iri 1969, relating to imports of used devices for

installing bowling pins; The court ruled in favor of patentee,
ruling infringement and injunction of the devices. It was in

B92that BBS filed suit of Aluminum Hubcaps case, for ,which

Tokyo District Court and Tokyo High Court delivered decisions in

July, 1994 and March, 1995, respectively. In this case, the

appe11ate court reve:lr:fs~,e:,d~""."~:t;J:~,,.!J:,~.~t..l: ",9.9~lI:"~;2L~S:ih,,!!'c;>;g ,,1,\'+\,,<;:,[;1

"""""'""""'~""'p""atent infringement, thus admitting the parallel imports of

patented goods as legitimate.

This report introduces outline of the three decisions of
the two cases. For reference, tables are ,attached to show the

history of decisions regarding parallel imports of patented
goods for comparison.
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2-1. "Bowling Pin Installing Device" Case (Objection against
Preliminary Injunction)

Osaka District Court, June 9, 1969 (Intangible Property

Series 1.160; Teruo Doi, Jurist 460.141)

1) Background

The plaintiff/patentee owned Japanese patent No.3.0.8,333

relating to automatic devices for installing bowling pins. The

defendant imported 22 units of the used dev~ces from Australia,
for use in its bowling center. The plaintiff's claim for

preliminary injunction was granted, against which the defendant
'filed objection.

Blackrock Corp. was sublicensed from BICA, the licensee of
'333 patent, to sell the patented devices in Australia and other

countries. The defendant, on the other hand, purchased the used

devices to use for its business in Japan. The plaintiff also
owned Australian patent to the same invention claimed in '333

patent, and the alleged products had been made by the licensee,
or Blackrock, and once legitimately put on the stream of

commerce in Australia.

2) Arguments of Plaintiff and Defendant

There was no dispute on the fact that the patent in issue

covered alleged products.

The defendant asserted that the products were legitimately
sold in Australia, and thus the plaintiff's rights to" the

products.were exhausted. Where multilateral patent rights to the

Same invention were owned by the same person; exhaustion of the

right in one country would cause exhaustion in other countries,

since it's unreasonable for one to collect license fees to the
same product each time it crossed national borders, it argued.

If parallel imports; as in this case were to be banned by

' ; " ;ge..'::.:::.'::':'<..1 ::~:!a.::..'::.:'~, ;. ~i t would endanger the oftradingsand
significantly impede the free competition. Insteadl:,:~it.'·~;~~ld····"········.···········~:~····

threp.ten development of industry, which is the goal of patent

system. The plaintiff, on the other hand, asserted infringement

and claimed injunction and.disposal of alleged products.
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3) Decision of Court

In view of the principle of independence of patents

obtained for the same invention in different countries (Paris

Convention Art. 4bis) , hereinafter referred to as "principle of

patent independence" in short, or the territoriality of patent

rights, the domestic exhaustion doctrine should be construed as

applied to the domestic sales of patented goods.

The court fO'und that the Australian patent rights to

alleged goods were exhausted in Australia. However, since the

sublicense given to BlackIock had not covered its implementation

in Japan, the enforceability of plaintiff's Japanese patent
_ .d. _. __

should not be affected by Blacuock's implementation (legitimate

sales) of licensed Australian patent in Australia.

Undercurrent patent system, one who wishes to acquire

patent rights in more than one countries, has to file

application in accordance with each national law and pay

maintenance fees to continuously protect the rights conferred by

the patents. Thus, even after patent owner has collected

royalties in country A, if the goods are imported into country

B, he/she can collect royalties basedon·theenforceable patent

.obtained in country B, for which he is not considered to be

awarded double profits.

Essentially, a patent system is assumed torestric:t free

domestic tradings in that the right exclude others from entering

competitivoatechnologies. The patent law in each country also

has certain aspects to protect its national industries and is

more or less. inconsistent with international free traIlsactions.

The issue that patent rights are not free from impeding

se.curities intradings is not peculiar to international patent

law found in.• international transactions, since such can be found

wl:lere one purchased and used, in good faith, for his business

may deny national patent system itself.

Though applying international exhaustion doctrine to

parallel imports is rather recognized in trademark-related

cases, it is because the purpose of trademark system is solely

to protect consumers from confusion by distinguishing function
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of goods, which is not reasonable to be inferred to patent

system.

4 ) Judament

Since all defenses asserted by defendant have no reason,

the court finds that defendant's use of alleged goods for its

business infringes plaintiff's patent rights in issue. Thus,

plaintiff's motions for injunction of infringementsanddispos~l

of infringing goods are granted.

The patent rights to certain goods will be exhausted

domestically at the time they are legitimately sold. However,

such exhaustion doctrine should be applied only in the country

where the relevant patent was obtained, since patent right~ .are

independent by each country. Accordingly, even in the. case where

certain patented goods were legitimately obtained abroadfr9m

authorized licensee, such implementation of foreign patent does

not affect the enforceability of corresponding Japanese patent

to the same invention.

The claim for injunction by the owner of Japanese and

foreign patents, of the used devices that were imported and used

for business, was thus granted.

A arid B. suit

against Y alleging infringement of patent rights to the same

invention and claimed for inj\ll1ction and damages. The importeCi

goods A and B were covered by both German and Japanese patents.

Before their disputes were brought to the court, negotiations

were held in which defendants offered as demanded by plaintiff

previously, to stop imports and sales of alleged patented goods

1 ) Background

Plaintiff 'X" (BBS Kraftfahrzeug Technik A.G.) manufactured

and sold automobile hubcaps (alleged goods A), and manufactured

under consignment by a German company (Rorinser) certain

automobile hubcaps (alleged goods B). Defendants 'Y" (Auto

Products K.K. and Lacimex Japan K. ) and

2-2. "Aluminum Hubcaps" Case (Claim for Injunction of Patent

Infringements)

Tokyo District Court July 22, 1994 (Hanrei Jihou 1501.72;

Hanrei Times 854.84)
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thereafter and to pay 3% of sales as royalty for those already

sold. Plaintiff , however, further demanded to confirm that

defendants would not deal in any products of plaintiff's or

Rorinser's and thus the negotiation proceeded in vain. History

of alleged patents and outline of the case are shown in Figure 1

and 2.

2) Arguments of Plaintiff and Defendant

Regarding whether or not parallel imports and sales of

patented gClods, alleged goods A and B, constitute infringt;!I[lent

of Japanese patent owned by plaintiff, the outline of arguments

went as follows.

[Assertion of Defendants]

TO what extent the territoriality of Japanese patent should

be pursued is a matter of equity of. int~rests in light of

protection and use of invention, which is the purpose .of patent

law. Both Japanese and German patents, in this Case, are.owned

by same person. Where the owner, or plaintiff, legitimately sold

goods in Germany, of which price included royalties, purpose of

the patent was attained and subsequent rights enforceable to the

goods would be recognized as exhausted. If the owner enforces

its patent rights to the imported goods againin.Japan, it may

allow him to collect royalties twice.

Even if parallel imports are legally permitted, patent

owner can enforce its rights for injunction where another party

manufactured abroad and imported into Japan infringing gOodS. If

it is proved that obtaining a patent in Japan iswortAdoing and

parallel import are legitimate, distribution route will be

varied and thus international price difference will be

diminished.

[Assertion of Plaintiff]

According to the principle of

enforceabiiity dfpatent rights to the country obtained,

the enforceability of patent right shalll:>e. defined by each

'countrry , For instance, while patent rights to certain goods in a

country are exhausted after the. domestic legitimate

distribution, such distribution will not affect foreign patent

rights to the same invention, and patent rights are enforceable
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in other countries. That is to say, exhaustion of patent right

in one country cannot be extended as to be considered exhausted

in other countries. Besides, royal ties to the goods are

determined by the national market standard, in which import is

not taken into consideration, thus impairs the .benefit of patent

owner.

By barring parallel imports, one can properly invest

depending on the feature of each market, and be more motivated

to license its patented - technology. Such licensing will

efficiently promote the disclosure of technologies including

know-how, enabling licensees to develop improvements. This

results in the emergence of variety of new technologies that

reflect the features of each natic:mal market, contributing the

development of technologies.

Allowance of parallel import of patented goods may decline

prices in a short tem but result in the world-wide monopoly, in

the long run, by major companies which can raise the licensing

fees.

3) Decision of the Court

Principle of patent independence defined in Article 4bis of

the Paris Convention.provides that the invalidity or forfeiture

of a patent right itself shall not affect other countries'

patent rights to the same invention, aIlddoes not·provide that

the enforceability of patent rights to embodied goods that pass

from hand to hand, which is not directly concerned with the

existence of the patents.

To limit enforcement of Japanese patent rights to the goods

that were legitirnatelydistributed in a foreign country where

relevant patent rightstCl the same invention exist, as a result

of appropriate interpretation of Japanese law by the Japanese

court. shall not be inconsistent with the principle of

. Though there is not a provision specifying the .domes.tic

exhaustion doctrine with regard to domestic sales of patented

goods, it has. been recognized as the common under$tanding since

the Japane$e patent .law was drafte.d.

However, to understand that parallel imports to Japan of

patented goods do not constitute infringement is recognized
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4) Judgment

The court ruled that imports and. sales of alleged patented

gqods by defendants. constitute patent :infringement, and partly

granted the claim for injunction and, damages.

neither to be consistent with the purpose of patent law nor in

accordance with the international perception of harmonization .of

patent holder's inter~st and public interest, only because

foreign patent rights are exhausted by the transfer of patented

~oods to Japan. That is, the raison d'etre of a patent system,

~hat grants exclusive right (patent right) to compensate for the

disclosure of new technology, shall be defined by each country.

Patent rights, granted in each country to compen~ate for

disclosure of the same invention, allow the owner to govern

imports and first sales. It was not recognized at, the time the

law was drafted, to regard the international exhaustion. of

patent rights as general understanding. And it is not considered

to be consistent with the goal of patent law to allqw such

application at this moment. Furthermore, there' is no

international consensus that parallel imports shall not infringe

the patent rights of country in which patented goods a!:"e

imported. Rather it is dominant to be recognized as

infringement. Even though it is a matter of Japanese patent law,

the social recognition of various countries should betaken into

consideration. Besides,therea.renotenoughdata regarding what

parallel imports of patented goods will bring, especially to the

Japanese industry both~ In the short arid Tong terms ,tOconclUde

that the acceptance of '. parallel···· imports· as legitimate' at this

moment will accord to the purpose of patent ·law.

5) Amount of Damages

Plaintiff claimed for the proper amount (provided in
Art.l02(

...,.... ,," ...,.'"','.••'"...,••."t: '~

defendants~ act of infringements, or 10% per each sales (7% of

shipment price for automobile . maDl.lfacturersother than

defendants). It'included the cost of BBSJapan to take charge of

:guality certificate and maintenance of alleged goods A and B.

That is;



as to Lacimex: @a x number of goods A x 10% + @b x

number of goods B x 10%,

as to Jap Auto: @a x 64% x number of goods A x 10% +

@b x 54% x number of goods B x 10%,

and because of the complicity in illegal act, defendants are

obliged to pay collectively as shown in Figure 3.

The court found that alleged goods A and Bwere covered by

the patented technology, and presumed that the infringement was

complicity. As for damages, the court found licensing rat~ of 7%

as appropriate, for the royalty for imPortation by Jap Auto and

trarisfer of the goods from Jap Auto to Lacimex was imposed

solely to Lacimex's whole sales, as it is fully included in the

amount of above-shown licensing fees to Lacimex.

2-3. "Aluminum Hubcaps n Case

Tokyo High court, Ne-No.3272 of 1994, March 23, 1995

.1) Background

The same as those before trial court (Tokyo District court,

Wa-No.16565 of 1992).

2) Arguments of Plaintiff and Deferidant

~Defendant/appellant filed appeal before the Tokyo High

Court against the trial court decision. Both arguments and

. issues as to whether or not parallel import constitute

infringements are basically the same as those raised at the

trial.

3) Decision of the Court

The exhaustion doctrine of pa t ent; rights shall not be

extended to international exhaustion, becaus;e of the principle

of patent right independence by country or the territoriality of

patent rights. However, the enforceability of a patent right

interpretation of Japanese patent law. Therefore, it is a matter

of interpretation of Japanese patent law whether or not the f~ct

that patented goods were legitimately distributed abroad shoul~

be taken into consideration to define the scope of a Japanese

patent right, which goes in line with the said principles,

rather than conflicts with it. In fact, Article 29(1) (3) of
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Japanese patent law provides events occurred abroad as one of

the grounds for objection as to patentability issue.

Though there is not a statutory provision specifying the

exhaustion of patent rights due to domestic sales of patented

.products, it has been sUPP0I:"ted as a natur~lpremise since the

"Japanese patent law was drafted. It is clear that patent law

aims, as provided in Article 1; to harmonize the protection of

the inventor's interest and social and public interest such as

development in industry. In this regard, the exhaustion of

domestic patent rights due to domestic sales is exceedingly

reasonable as a point of harmonization of inventor's interest

and public interest.

Now that considering relevant foreign events to define the

scope of a Japanese patent, is there an actual reason for which

such harmonization should be made? If the patent holder is free

to price its patented goods on a sale although in a foreign

market to compensate for the disclosure of its invention, he

would be gu&ranteed opportunities to be compensated for such

"disclosure, where circumstances of interest would not differ

from that of domestic exhaustion. That is to.. say, in view of the

substa,ntial basis of domestic exhaustion doctrine, i. e. t

guarantee the. pa,tent hqlder only.once the opportunity to obtain

compenaat.Lon for. the disclosur.e of his invention and thereby

realize the .harmonizationwith the development of industry,

there is no particular difference whether the distribution was

made at home or abroad. There can be found no reasonable grounds

on which the patent holder should be awarded such opportunity

one more time because of the mere fact that patented goods cut

across national borders. This interpretation seems quite

reasonable given the realities of Japan in which the highly

developed inteinational economic transactions has been committed

When a court applies interpretation of patent law to the

event for which a sta.tutory provision lacks, it should find a

solution to the dispute by examining the purpose of law and

relevant rules, referring to the realities of Japanese

transactions.
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In this case, the patent holder owns German patent to the

same invention and legitimately distributed alleged products A

and B in Germany. And since itis clear that he has guaranteed

to be compensated fqr the disclosure of his invention, alleged

Japanese patent rights to the goods. were. recognized to be

exhausted by the fact of legitimate sales in Germany.

If, however, the patent holder's oppqrtunity for
compensation, Le. ability to set the price free],y, is limited

by law, such as by price control or by imposition of compulsory

licensing, such actual grounds mentioned above that support the
exhaustion of patent right may be lost. In such cases, the

propriety of parallel imports cannot be determined uniformly.

As to the patent holder's assertion regarding licensing,
whether to Lnt.roduce new technology through licepsingdepends on

an interplay of sucp factors as the value of the technology,

competing technologies, the availability of sllbstitutes, and
~roduction costs through licensing. Besides, so far as parallel

imports deal with the patented goods that have once legitimately
distributed abroad, obviously there is certain limit to the

quantity and price of goods. Therefore, parallel imports of

patented goods cannot be considered to be a major cause for
weakening the motivation of licensing or impeding emergence of

.vari·ety of technologies . Furthermore, though it is well known

·that parallel imports of patented goods have been carried out in
Japan for many years, there is no evidence that parallel imports

have caused what patent holder asserted.
Although legal·attitude toward parallel import varies by

county, and the international consensus has not been established

in this respect, such facts do not influence the determination

whether or not parallel imports constitute patent infringement
under Japanese patent law.

Alleged patent right .t.o goods A and B is recognized as

exhausted by appellee' s legitimate sales in Germany. ··Appellee 's

claim for injunction and damages based on alleged patent is thus
dismissed.
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3. Conclusion

The appellate court judgment in BBSAluminum Hubcaps case

permitted parallel imports of patented goods for the first time

d.n Japan. Delivered in March of this year, it has been only

:briefly reported abroad, and even· in Japan, there are few

written annotations, except for intellectual property

specialized newsletters which reported the contents of judgment

to certain extent,

Under such circumstances, our study started with the aim to

grasp and introduce the contents precisely· to .PIPA members,

referring to the precedent decisions involving parallel imports

of patented goods and some published annotations. At present,

the case was appealed to the Supreme Court (Neo"'No.516 of 1995),

which means the case has not been finalized at High Court, and

Calls for further arguments in Japan, making objective

evaluation difficult. Therefore, we conclude this report

introducing part of the arguments and underlying backgrounds of

·the case.

3-1. The Effect of High Court Decision

On and after a few days the High Court decision was

delivered,many l"l~t.ionaland fina.ncTal papers:r:eported the news

taking relatively large space for intellectual property-related

news. It was accepted with surprise especially because the

decision reversed precedents in Japan or differed from what has

been normally recognized as international standard of decision

as to such an important issue.

Before referring to the High Court decision, let us review

the history. The first case regarding parallel ilJlport .of

patented goods ("Bowling Pins Installing Device" case, 1969,

Osaka District Court) was the only finalized decision and still

has

decision, one can request to the customs for conf:i.scation of

parallel imported goods , Which the customs shall accept and

implement. Parallel importer may file suit for an opposition

against such injunction. One of such cases ("Nordica Ski" case)

is now pending and decision is awaited.
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After the "Bowling Pin" case, parallel imports have been

commonly existed and legal decision had not been brought for a

long time, except for some cases related with trademar~s, until

"BBS Aluminum Hubcaps, "which was filed before Tokyo Di.strict

Court in 1992 and decided in 1994. Meanwhile, Japanese economy

and industry has significantly developed, and commercial

transactions become more. and more internationalized. Lacking in

actual cases, on the other hand, some opinions that allows

extension of exhaustion doctrine to international transactions

and thereby, as a matter of theory, support .parallel imports of

patented goods have been seen.

The trial court decision of "BBS Aluminum Hubcaps" case was

delivered in 1994, ruling that parallel imports of patented

goods cons t Lt.ut.e infringement, as that of 1969. The grounds

were, however, different. In contrast with the "Bowling Pin"

case in which the court f01J.nd application of exhaustion doctrine

.to international transactions inappropriate, based on the

principle of patent independence or territoriality of patent

rights provided in the Paris. Convention, the trial court in "BBS

Aluminum Hubcaps" case found such.extension inappropriate in

view of the interpretation and application of Japanese patent

law regarding the enforceability of Japanese patent rights to

.the shods legitimately sold abroad, where corresponding patent

right as to the same invention exists. Until the High Court

decision, relatively many opinions supported parallel imports,

i. e., criticized district court decision, Which, however

resulted in a tone. that the fin¢iings were reasonable in

accordance with the current interpretation of law. ~he details

of these annotations are listed in Part 4 (Bibliography).

Then the High Court decision permitting parallel impo~ts of

_patented goods came out in March, 1995. Though it cannot be said

plenty of arguments both for and against the decision.

Those who support the decision argues on the grounds that

the purpose of patent law, Le., to contribute to the

development of industry by harmonizing the interests of patent

owner and user of patented goods, is attained once the patent

owner is provided with the opportunity to be compensated for the
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disclosure of his invention, on condition that alleged parallel

imports relate to the patented goods for which patent rights to
the same invention exist and that the patent owner can price

its patented goods, at his disposal, for the first sale.

However, mere extension of exhaustion doctrine of patent rights

to international transactions was denied in the High Court
decision. Thus, even with qualifications, its actual approval of

such extension fails to convince everyone, leaving controversy.

Some argues that they support the conclusion but the logical

reasoning to leadsuchconclu:;;ion.
Those who do not support the decision a:r:guesthat . they

cannot agree as a'matter of application and interpretation of
law since enforcement of patent rights to import is denied by

actual admission of application of international exhaustion
doctrine.·In this regard, some argues that other grounds, for

instance, such as violation of anti-'-competition law could have

been applied ·to bar plaintiff's enforcement of rights .
Furthermore, some concerned, as'a practical issue, about

the negative influence to internatidnal economic transactions,
and approval of parallel imports of patented goods may promote

that<ofnon"'patented .goods . EspeCially in the that the
'pat entowrier is Japanese, 's6Illelllanu:Eacturers ....w6rry

imports may promote, against its expectation, an influx into

Japan of cheaper goods manufactured and sold abr6ad on its own.

As a whole, the key basis of the objections was that all those
factors as enforcing patent right obtained in a country,

dividing the market by patent rights and controlling the price

in each market, are natural ri.ghts conferred from each country's
patents to the.patent.ee.

3...2. The Underlying Background of BBS Aluminum Case

In this connection, we hereunder r.efer to the background of

BBS Kraftfahtzeug Technik .A.G. had filed trademark

infringement case before Nagoya District.Courtto bar.parallel

imPorts of. altuninum automobile hubcaps in vain. BBSalso owns
figurative trademark to mesh aluminum hUbcaps; With respect to

both trademarks, actions for nullification had been filed by
potential infringer, other than Auto Products K.K. and Lacimex
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Japan K.K., for fear that BBS might claim injunction against its

products. These actions were dismissed as without merits. The

company, however, appealed and recently won the case.

Given the fact that such actual trademark-related disputes

existed, the aluminum hubcaps in issue appear to be quite a

brand name product. In fact, these patented goods in issue are

equipped with the body of BMW car products and thus this case

can be partly described as a dispute over brand name goods,

apart from the relationship with such issues as patentable

technology and price difference.

In this case, furthermore, plaintiff intended to enforce

its patent rights excessively in that it claimed .for damages

from parallel importer and retailer respectively who are

substantially same entity, and that it did not accept

defendant's offer to pay licensing fees, persisting with the

prohibition of whole tradings. Those factors might have

.influencedJudge' s impression.

3-3. At the End

According to the appellate court decision, parallel imports

of patented goods are permitted only on condition that patent

ri~ht:sto the imported goods exist both in the country where

they are sold for the first time and in the country;where they

are. imported, alldthat the patent owner is free to price its

patented goods at the first sale. To judge the appropriateness

of the. decision, however, as well as the arguments thereof as

shown above, we have to wait for the Supreme Court decision.

This case concerns the application of international

exha~stiondoctrineunder specific conditions of patent rights

w~ich relates to the parallel imports of patented goods. In this

regard, the Supreme Court decision, by interpreting and applying

the current law, will attract great attention. Furthermore, the

imports of patented goods, .should be also noteworthy.
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High Court -," AIPPI, vol. 40, No.6, 1995, PI'. 362-375
Contents:

Praised the decision which accorded with his own
assertion for a longtime, as landmarking. Introduction 

How landmarking, 1. Comments on Trial Court decision, 2 .
.Colliments on Appellate Court decision, 3. International

Examination, and Postscript - Japanese term for exhaustion

[22] Ed:byBNA, "JAPANESE APPELLATE COURT PERMiTS PARALLEL

IMPORTS OF PATENTED GOODS," BNA' s PATENT, .TRADEMARI< &

COPYRIGHT JOURNAL, vol. 49, No. 1225, April 20, 1995
Contents:
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The English newsletter briefly reported the appellate
court decision. Referring to a comment from Mr.Ishigaki, an

official in the Japanese Patent Office's international

affairs department as "At present, we cannot say whether we
are in favor of parallel imports," it explains that this

case may influencec:ertain businesses in that it reversed
precedent case law shown in Brunswick Corp. v. Orion Kogyo

K.K. (1969, so-called Bowling Pin case) , that ruled

parallel imports constitute patent infringement.
Furthermore, it introduc:eda commentirom Mr.JamesHughes,

international liaison for S.Soga and Co. (also chairman of

the intellectual property committee of the American Chamber

of Commerce), "onCe it is sold, the person who bought the

product should be able to do anything they want with it.

However, p~ople pay a lot for exclusive licenses. That cost

in turn shows in the price they charge their customers.
After the decision, parallel importers will be free to sell

the product at discount prices because they do not have to
pay the licensing fees, or the marketing and advertising

fees. The authorized dealerships will be the hardest hit,

if the ruling stands at the Supreme Court."

According to the PTCJ research, recent U.S. decisions

on parallel import have primarily concerned trademark and
copyright interests, and as for patent cases involving

parallel imports, U.S. courts have refused to apply the

international exhaustion doctrine.
[23] TetSuro Ikuta and Hideo Nakoshi, "Intellectual Property

Case News: High Court Decision Which Admitted

Application of International Exhaustion Doctrine for

the First Time and Found That Parallel Imports Do Not
Constitute Patent Infringement," Invention, vol. 92,

Contents:

Brief explanation of the case, commenting shortly that
the decision may be appropriate and widely accepted to

reflect the current realities of international

transactions, showing interests in such cases that the
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.detaile.d situations of the.latest case are not necessarily

applied.

[24] Other Articles

Nikkan Automobile Shinbun, August 19, 1994; March 25,
1995

Nikkei Industrial Shinbun, March 30, 1995.
Nippon Keizai Shinbun, March 23, 1995 (EveIlingEdition) ;
April 4, 1995

The Japan Times (XAO) , March 24, 1995

KNIGHT-RIDER/TRIBUNE Business News, March 23, 1995

Japan Ecollomic Newswire(TM) by Kyodo News ,March23, .
1995

F'inancial Times, March 24, 1995

BNA PATENT TRADEMARK & COPYRIGHT LAW DAILY, April 14,
1995

BNA INTERNATIONAL TRADE DAILY, April 14, 1995

Overseas News BHef ,No. 82, ASamuralnterna:t.ionai
Patent· Office

Yuasa Corporate +>egalNews, No.14, pp.2 ..3
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Table: Decisions on Parallel Imports of Patented Goods
I .,

1. "Bowling Pin Instal!ling Device" Case,

VI
~

~

VieWDoint
1. LegalTheQry
1) Extended(tntamatlonal) ExhaustlQn

Doctrine'
2) DomesticExhaustiQn Doctrine
3) Principle QfPatent Independence by)

Country i
4) Independence of JapanasePatent . "
5) Parallel Importsof Patented Produlll~

Legitimately SQld '

2. BalanceQf IndustrialDeVelopment
and PublicInterest ,. ;1

1) lntemationalMarketand.Licensing, )
2) Industrialand TechnlcaWevelopmeht
3) tnternatlonal Price Difference and

Dissolution ThereQf

3. 10temationalHarmonization

Assertion of Plaintiff
, (Patent Owner)

1r3) In accordance with the principleQf
patentindependence by the
countrywherea patentis
obtained, this caseis a patent
infringement.

5) Such parallel importsconatitute
patentinfringement

Assertion of Defendant
(Parallel Importer)

1) 2) Dueto the exhaustion QI
Australian patent, the plaintiff's
rights to Ihe products hadbeen
~xhausted, therebybars it to
pursuethe InjunctiQn in Japan,

5) Such parallelimportsdo not
constilutepatent infringement.

1)2) II one c::anc::oliecllicenseleesfor
mullilateral patent rightsin each
country, thai couldawardthe
patentee doubleadvantage,
whichis unreasonable.
FurthennQre, that may Signillcantly
Impede the.safetyQf trac19 and
freetrade.

Decision of the Court
1) 3) The principleof patent

independence by cQuntry (PariS
CQnventiQn, Art.4bis)was
maffinned.

2) By thelegilimate sale Qf patented
goods,the patentowners further
rights to thegoodsare
exhausted.

5) Parallelimports Qf petentedgoods
constitutepatent infringement.

1) 2) It is not to awarddouble
advantage. fQr, undercurrent
patentlaws,each country
Imposes certainfee to Qbtain a
patent.Essentially, a patent
syslem has.certain aspectsto
restrictthe free trade, whichis not
a peculiar tssusto the
IntematiQnal palent law.

ThQugh the exhauslion doctrine is
somenmes extendedto the lntematlonal
exhausflon (doctorins) in a trademark
case, II cannotbe applied to a palent
case.

Judament ParalielimPQrtsofpatentedcoeds CQnstitute patenlinfrinaement. and the assettlon of the plaintiffwas held.



Claimed Priority

Figure 1:

I
~__J

JPGrated
December 20, 1991

Publication for
Opposition [JPl
January 12, 1990

---1--------....:....--
t

10 Oppositions
were lod9Eld.

'Alurninum Hubcaps' Calle
History of Alleged

EP Granted [DE]
April 22, '1987

Applied for JP
October 29,1983

Applied for EP
May 27,1983

JAPAN GERMANY

SALE

T1E-U_......
represented

by sameperson

IMPORT
ALLEGED
PRODUCT
AANDB.

0" •

..' .

Defendantlappelant Lacimex had sold' alleged products LJntilAugust, ·1992.
BBS, however, filed suit alleging that there still remained the possibility that
Lacimex would re-startthe importation and sale.

Figure 2: 'Aluminum Hubcaps' Case
The Outlineofthe Case

The selling price of A:@a
The selling price 01 B: @b

SALE

to pay collectively.were

Figure 3: 'Aluminum Hubcaps' Case
The Estimation of Darnages

Because

Ref. A:about a • 80,000 yen
B:about b - 120,000 yen

Selling price as to Lacimex,@? x n!Jrnberof product A x 10% +
@b x number of product B x 10%

Buying price as to JAP AUTO, @a x 64%x number of prOIOUI;Y

IMPORTATION OF
ALLEGED PRODUCTS .. JAP AUTO .. LACIMEX

".,.""""",,, ~"'''% I'The same price W:'-.ingj
The buying price of B: @bx54% •

TIE-U
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2. "Aluminum Hubcaps" ~ase

Vl
~

'"

Viewpoint

i.Lecat Theorv
1) Extended (Intemational)

Exhaustion Doclrine
2) Domeslic Exhaustion

Doctrina
3) Principleof Patent

Independence by Countl)'
4) Indapendence ot

Japanese Patent
5) Parallel Importsof

Produels Legitimately
Sold

2. Bi!lancUlLlllllustrll!l
Development andPublic
l!!Il!!§I

1) Intemational Marketand
Licensing

2) Industrial andTechnical
Development

3) IntemationalPrice
Difference and Dissolution
Thereof

Ass'ertion of Patent Owner

'1) It contradictswith the principle

1) The licensingfee is datennined
by the national market
stali~ard, whichimportIs not
taken into consideration, thus

I Impairthe benefitof patent
owner. Bybarring parallel
impOrts, onecan properly
investdepending on the
featureof the market, and be
more motivated to licenseits
pale!lted technology.

3) Paratlel importsmay tentatively
contnbuteto cut the price. In
the Ibng run, however, by the
grad!Jal rise of the ncensing
fee,major company will
monopoftze the marketand
thus'promote the intemalional
price difference.

Assertion of Parallel
Importers

3) Parallelimportmay not
impedeprotection of
invention and its use.

5) If this case is a patent
infringement, it may award
tha patantownerexcessive
benafitsuchas double
advantaga. In Japan, it is
legallyestablished in the
historythat patentowners
does not enforceits rights
againstparallel imports.

2) Parallelimports in this case
will benefit theconsumer,
not disadvantage them.To
eliminate the barrierlying
belweencountries is the
trendof globaleconomy.

3) In Japan, high price policy
established by those as
patentownerscausedgreat
international difference.
Parallel imports will open
the way for morevarietyof
distribution route, whichwill
cause active compemion of
price in domesticmarkel,
and thus diminish the
intemational price
difference.

Decision of District
Court

1) It is each country's
disposalwhelheror not
apply the extension of
exhaustion doctrineto
intemational transactions.

2) It has beencommonly
recognized sinca the time
Japanase patentlaw was
drafted.

3) Article 4bis of the Paris
Convenlion provides the
independence of existence
or forfeiture of a patent
itself, not that of conferred
rights, such as whetheror
not onecan pursueits to
workinggoods, that are not
directlyconcemedwith the
existenceor validityof the
paten!.

2) There is not enoughdata to

Decision of High Court

1) It contradiclswithilie principleo! patent
independence by territory,and cannotbe applied
Ingeneml.

2) It has beensupportedas a naturalpremise
since the time Japanesepatent law was drafted.
It Is appropriate it appned in nghtof proper
harmonization of the inventor's interests and
social and pUblic interests.

4) The rightsconferredfrom a patent granted
underJapanese patentlaw shouldbe construed
by the Japanesepatent law. Whetheror not,
therefore, the existenceof a foreign patent
shouldbe takeninto consideration 10 determine
the scope of a Japanesepatentshouldbe
construedby theJapanesepatent law.

5) The underlyingconceptof domestic exhaustion
doctrinecannotbe changedby the place, in
Japan or abroad, wherethe legUimate salewas
takenplace. No reasonable groundson which,by
the mere fact thaI the patentedgoods cross the
border,a patentownershouldbe awarded
compensation one more time, for the disclOsure
of its invention.

1) Whether10 Introduce new technologythrough
licensingdependson an interplayof such faclors
as the value of the technology, competing
technologies, the availabilityof SUbstitutes, and
productioncosts at the time.

2) There is limitation of quantityand price In parallel
Imports, and it cannotbe recognized as the main
factor to impedethe introduction of variety of
technologies.



U1
~....

3" jn1jiDaflOii8f HsRi]QOizBflOn

Judgment

ThereISnot a intematiomiliy
unffied stanceon whetheror
not parallel importS COrlSmute
patent infringement. II is
rather predominant, however,
thatthev do.
The extension of exhaustion
doctrine to the international
transactionsls not
recognized as the common
understanding at the time the
lawwas. drafted andcannot
say that it accords with th"
purposeof:law. Accordingly,
undercurrentJapanesefaw,
this case Is held aspatent
infrincement.

[ack of internationally unlli"d view regarding
parallel importsdoes not giveany inlluenceon
whether or not the parallelimportsof patent
productsconstitute patent infringement in Japan.

II is appropriatelo be understood lhatthe palent
right in issuewasexhausted at the time the
patented goodswere legitimately sold in Germany,
basedon whichthe patentownercannotclaimfor
the infuncllon anddamages.
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GENERATING VALUE FROM PATENTING

1.0 Introduction

Tnis paper iSl'lot concern~(i with.sC::iElntific research or
inventing but· is concerned. with the. productive patent.ing.
of inventions once made. .

.1>,•.• cCllllPanY's·]:'~90gnition .; of.technologyali; .• Cl- .•. cOll\pe:l:iti'le ..
ll(ivan!-age has brought with. it. anunder$tanding oftlle
strategic importance of protectingtechnol()gy... This, in
turn. has ledtoCl- strategicapproacn to patenting to
enhance .the. p~ospec:ts of developing assets of real
commercial value. .

Whilst a successful ~lobal patenting .. and. enforcement
progralllJlle .. can b.e Elxtremel¥. valuable it requires
c01l$iderapleres()urcesandcarerul Il\anagement. Attorney
.time. (whether in h?j.l$e .or outli;~(ie c:oun.$ElI), . dQi:::Ume~t
translation and. theyariouspaten't; officefee$ ..• in. the.
development of the portfolio are all expensive· and the·
consequences of litigation particularly multi-

,jurisdictorial are extensive.

GiVen the commercial succes$ rate of research activity it
is vital that patenting activity be conducted in a manner
that:

• Provides the best chance of spotting the winners.

• Gives protection for the winners which secures a
competitive advantage.
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2.1 How is Value Secured

Value may be secured from patent protection in many ways.

The patent may be respected and a competitor stays .away, here
value . isdiff~cult to assess since t.l1e competitor may be
respecting the patentor Il\aype doing something different; in
which case the patent is of no effect. .

2.2 How Does One Get Value?

• Speed.

.A global network of sound and sophisticated national
advisers at Patent Office and Court Level.

the
real

those
patent

Intellectualineducatedwell

.... .

How cCin we develQP the assets thatenabletl:1ese options to be
realised?

If, however,patent~ a.re not respect~d, t;l1~n value must be
secured by enforcement;. . This. may involv~ negQtiati9!'1wMch
can .:result in t!:lei!'l~rillqercpal'\ging hisacUvitie~()r
securing the rigpb he requi:res under th~ patel'\ti!'l rlet;urnfor
some.9onsiderat~c>n or by. litiga,tion •. t;l1rough tl1e courts.
Occasionally the infringer may withdraw·fromthe.ll\arket.

Value may be secured byneg()t;iationof a lic:e!'l~~ maj' ble. pa:rt;
of a llirgeJ:". technologyilicenseanct ~I'\yolve.cross lic~nsinqto

remove.impediments~.•. L~c:ensing.. lllay bean}mPClrt;/int parti:n.the
introduct;io!'l of. technology •• t;oemergillg ... countries freque!'ltly
through joi!'lt venture.sw1'l.erethe. pJ:"0visioIl of. Patel'\teli
technologylllay be. t;he contJ:"ibuUon of t;pe.. foreignpartn~J:" ..

Whilst there are many ingredients to increase
likelihood of development ofa patent portfolio of
commercial value·the seven most important are:

A true partnership between the scientists,
concerned with commercial activity and the
attorney.

• A global strategic approach.

• An organisation
Property.

•

• A deep knowledge of the business including the
activities of ones competitors.

• Continuing knowledgeable management of the evolving
patent portfolio.
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Business Managers and Attorneys are' busy
little time to attend or to conduct education

accordingly education must be brief,
and to the point.

scientists,
people with
programmes,
interesting

2.4 The partnership

What does this mean?

If the scientific and commercial community do not
understand the concept of patentability, infringement or
the associated administrative and enforcement processes
they are not equipped to make meaningful decisions and
contribute to the patenting activity and the prospect of
securing valuable patents is diminished. Equally the
Patent Attorney must understand the Business, its long

,and short term goals and the associated technology.

0000000
IIII1111 I1II 1111 1111 11/1 Jill
0000000

.-TPNAL eDUCA'fG; PEED Of POIt'IFOUO UNDERSTANDING OLoaAL tN'I'!:GIIt"'Tm-+
MlII.TNElII.&NfP OAG-.NlSA'nON AenoN ....NAGEIl£..T Of COIIPET11JOIil .-nt...lE<»C aoPHlS1\CA.TED

PHILOSc.ttY .....TIONAL_..

The importance of the education of the technical,
commercial and<legal communities in Intellectual Property
cannot be over stated.

2.3 Education
--

VALUABLE

"'TENT
ftORTFOUO

The increased emphasis on the commercial ,importance of the
patent portfolio and the importance of understanding any
commercial risks associated with patent infringement means

, ":that~c"the'''''ccomm:erci!ir'':comJiiufiitYslioula'own'''a:n(F"maiiirge'C"tneif'"
assets. alld.risks•..'1'0.do so they must be advised and supported
by the scientists and the patent lawyers.

Patent Asset teams (committees) are therefore charg~dwith the
responsibility of bringing together technology, coriunerceand
the .law in a particular business area. These teams develop
and operate' a patent strategy appropriate to' their business
with the dual aims of developing a commercially valu.able
global patent portfolio and ensuring proper consideration of
any infringement risks.



Once the strategy. is developed, the teams have the
responsibility for its implementation by:

• Making appropriate decisions on patenting, maintenance of
patents and trade secrets, timely defence of oppositions
and maintaining an effective patent portfolio which is
respected both within and outside the company.

• These decisions should be based on:

• The Patent Strategy
• Assessment of Scope of Protection Available
• Assessment of Enforceability of such scope
• Potential returns for such scope
• Duration of protection
• Impact on competition
• Licensing potential
• Associated costs

• Identification of issues which reqtlire infringement risk
assessment and ensuring theass~ssmeIJt is made.

• Identifying patents of third parties where opposition
consideration is wClrranted and decidingwhethel:' oppositions
should be filed.

2.5 Patent strategy

What .Is Patent strategy?
".

Strategy is a term that is frequently used perhaps without a
proper. understanding of what is meant.

Does it mean:
-:... - . ,

"We patent evel:'Ything we do and make sure that we don't
infringe others' patents"?

Our view is No! This as an extremely unsophisticated and
costly approach likely to lead to an uncoordinClt~d PClJ:'tfolio
of many patents with marginal commercial value and has little
prospect for yielding a patent poJ:'tfolio of reCl1.cOmmerciCll
value. . .

................. .f3H~;~1.!~!§!.;.may !2~;.·.dral!m tQ;.tb.e J!l,j,;!ital:'Y coJ;lt~?Ct•.•"'h.ere.,liI.tr~ttl.qy .
.:!l'lthe. artof.projecting ... aIJddirectingthe .laJ:'ger.• ;nfilJ:l.tJ:"Y
movements in operationl'lQf.a campaign tQ ac;:qieve a'lrllrget,

The'.ractics. belong only. to the mechanical movement of bodies
.set !n:ntCl.tion by the .strategy.,

c·......•... · .

~M.s can be readily translated into a good understanding of
patent strategy.
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Firstly, the target which the strategy is designed to support
should be determined by business objectives, Once these
objectives are established the patent strategy is the
principles Cll:' policies of applying global patent systems and
laws to attain the target.

The tactics are then the procedures used to deploy the
resources such .as the filing of patents, where and of what
scope, oppositions to third party patents and defence of
oppositipns, and the associated patent enforcement.

FIGURE 2

How Does Patent Strategy Work

_lESS
co.JEC1lYE

• TARGET

...tENT

~~y~

=~.~ ..-~
TAt'IlCS

lAC1IONSJ
RUNGS

OPPOSlllONS
EfrFORC:EMENT

"-
So what is the strategic approach?

"The rapid establishment of a cost effective commercially
valuable global patent portfolio based on fully patenting our
technology, with a view to securing competitive advantage and
an emphasis on patent enforcement, coupled with timely and
appropriate assessment of infringement".

What does this mean?

"commercially valuable."

The asset must have an impact in the market place which
derives some commercial benefit to t!:le patentholder.

"Fully patenting to ••• securing competitive advantag.e"

. This goesaiol'lgwaybeyond the C:OIlC:eptoipat.el'lt.i.l'lgwl1at we
do. W-e must anticipate how competitors may incorp9rateOUl:'
innovations into their operati9ns. Success requires
creativity to take the work of the scientist and develop
patents which provide the opportunity to prevent our
competitors adapting our technology.

The patent attorney must be creative, commercially minded and
knowledgeable of the Business including the activities, of the
company and its competitors.
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"Patent·enforcelllent."

The task is only half completed once a patent is grallted and
we must work just as hard to ensure that whatever commercial
value it may have is. realised.. This requires informed
ma~agement '. of the asset once. granted ba.sed on an .il.ppreCiation
oFits scope and with acollstant eye on thecompetJtors.

This emphasis brings maJor challenges in patent work. It
introduces the importance of understanding competitive
activity. It may also requirestrengtl:),ening the link between
the Patent activity and the commercial or marketing
departments who frequently have the best knowledge of the
competition perhaps at the expense of the traditional link
with research. It again requires that the Patent Attorney has
a strong commercial and competitive awareness.

The appropriate balance will depend upon the nature of the
Business but it is vital to strike the right balance.

FIGURE 3

PATENTING
ACTMTY

RESEARCH
AND

CEVELOPMENT

$Al.ES

AND
MAAKErING'

I~

I

Establishing this balanCE! and thE! implementation of an I·e

~~~:~I;~~iOnPa~~~;e ~~~at:i£E!ntc:a~epa~;~~t~:~Si:~:di tt~nal~~ j~
•.•.•••e~. !''':.'':.~ };;!ge~!Y il..~~9£!il.t~g .w!tl:),thT>Re§ea.I:chDepartlDent-:since,i:t ......•. ;~> .

cahreslilt in "g90d" inventions not !:>eingpatented since the '2>.

patent itself could have little value; This can !:>e
disappointing and '.' frustratingfClr .inventors.
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The Contributions Needed

What are the contributions required from each discipline in
this effective partnership· of law, technology and the
business?

.Where should the sense of "ownership lie.

Although it is not possible to totally separate the
disciplines, the prime function of law and technology is to
create a body of proprietary technology and to maintain a
patent portfolio consistent with offensive goals.

A key is developing assets covering ,technology seen to be not
only importa~t to ones own business operations, but also
perceived to be of potential value to competitors or licensees
so that the patent asset will protect a competitive advantage
or provide licensing income.

Here the scientist can ensure that the claims in patent
applications are of appropriate scope to cover all
commercially realistic ways of achieving the technical
advantage which results from the work. The patent .attorney
can test the scientist on how the competitors might attempt to
adapt his work and draft his claims accordingly.

On occasions, we have in the past realised, all too late, tha.t
our claims are unnecessarily narrow?

It is at this stage too, that a good partnership between law
and technology can help in directing the research activity· to
produce laboratory data helpful in establishing the patent
portfolio.

Law and technology can.between them also establish processes
for early recognition and documentation of new ideas for rapid
assessment of patent filings.

In addition, they can establish and implement processes for
early 'recognition of competitive .patent threats to ensure they
are evaluated at the appropriate time to avoid wasted
technical efforts in areas Which might subsequently be
blocked.

The business contribution is to supply knOWledge of present
and future Illarketing and technology (the company's and
compe~ip()~).. ~J1~!udJp;I1:!:!:~J1~~.__..!?£ I!l.e:r;:!C.E!t!l~.E!9~ __~B9LtE!9!'mQlogy .

u,_~"_",,,'_'_""'''~; ;,0'''''l>rifc't '1s ed-; . ~In'P aaa,~tJ.on -they can brJ.nq knowledge of not only
the company.' s own manufacturing and market:ing locations,· put
those of competitors which is vital to ensure patents are
filed and maintained in appropriate countries. Business and

.the law must come together in managing an EOstablishEOdpatent
Portfolio which includes identifying opportunities for
enforcement.

Seoping Inventio~s
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2.6 How is strategy developed?

FIGURE 4

Patent Strategy Development

What are the markets?

What ~re the products sold?

of
be

th~s requ~res

the assoc~ated

....KET

..FORIMTJON

continually evolving-set
monitored and updated to

beestabl~shed,

object~ves and

tteHNOU>GY

....._-_y ......,...S ----,

~UFACTURING

LOCATIONS"
PROCEsses

state of the art (documented and
More and more :patentab~lity is
commerc~a'l act~v~ty rather than

that this
constantly

aTATEOF
THE ART

STREN(;THSI
'WEAKNESS .

~-

What~s the current
commerc~alact~v~ty)?

~nfluenced by earl~er

l~terature.

It is important
circumstances be
effective.

F~rstly, the target. must
br~ng~ng together ··.bus~ness

·technology plans.

Next we need to understand' where. we· are com~ng from.

1....... 1

What ~s the ex~st~ng patent portfol~o?

B.ut that.is only half the <picture.

The ult~mate a~m ~s to develop a patent portfol~owh~6h

protects a compet~t~ve advantage and ensures that th~rd party
patents are taken ~nto account.

Just asw~th ourownact~v~ty we must understand where the
compet~t~on~s now and try topred~ct thedirect~on' iriwhich

·>.i't··"iS>;:·qoinq;w·"···com~fetitive·;surveys·c··iriclUdin\t'patent'>Stirveyst

marketknowledge'andanunderstand~ng'ofcom:petitorsproducts,

markets;anclmanufacturing locations are .all imI>.ortant.• ·

With this background assembled, we a.re able to .'IIloveforw-ard
using global patent laws and . systems to generate .. theas.!Oi.ets
which we hope will create the competitive advantage." .
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One critical aspect in the development of a commercially
valuable patent portfolio is proper scoping of inventions when
being considered for patentability to ensure that the most
effective patent applications are filed.

In order to do so, it is important to break an invention into
its different parts. Each part may be separately patentable
and should be considered when assessing the Prospects of
obtaining valuable patent protection on the development. Here
again the value of a commercially minded patent attorney who
understands the business is apparent.

Having identified the opportunities for patenting and
established some idea of the likely scope of protection, it is
often valuable to test .the scope .of the proposed Patent claims
through role-play asa third party infringer to assess how
they might try to avoid the patent protection.

3.0 The Patent Portfolio

3.1 writing the Patent Application To Secure Value

The aim of the patent application is

(1) to persuade Patent Offices around the world that the
invention warrants a patent of commercially valuable scope and
then

(2) to persuade courts and juries that the patent onoegranted
is valid and infringed.

We find more and more that a commercially important patent
portfolio has global significance. Increasingly we are
simultaneously involved in adversarial activities in the
United States, European and Japanese Patent Offices (and
sometimes others) and as might be expected these activities
can be accompanied by third party negotiations, .licensingor
litigation.

Great care is therefore needed in drafting the patent
application to demonstrate patentability and be enforceable
under the differing patent systems and laws around the world.
In writing patents, it is therefore important to identify the
features which will be most persuasive to the courts that the
invention warrants .patent protection.

3.2 Portfolio Development

It is also vital that from the outset a patent portfolio is
prosecuted and managed with a global perspective to take into
account different market needs (different competitors) and
different patent systems. and criteria for patentability to
ensure that ones' position is optimised in each jurisdiction
without jeopardising protection elsewhere.
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This requires high quality national associates arid careful
management and co-ordination by the Law Department to ensure
t.hatappropriate skills are brought to bear in each phase of
the _evolution.

3.3 PortfolioHanagement

Effective management is . also required to ensure the portfolio
isres;pected·and is cost effective.

This is NOT a simple task.

A successful .. enforcement policy requires· bringing-together a
knowledge and understanding .. of the patent portfolio and the
competitive activity. However, patents are invariably over 7
years old When any enforcement opportunity is recognised.
Thus, given the time gap from the initial decisions concerning
the patent filing and its preparation and prosecution, how can
·these requirements be brought together?

Regular portfolio reviews provide an ideal opportunity to
determine the real commercial value of the portfolio and to
identify enforcemen~(»);lport~Ili,~.i~s ~()~~h.is:~()b~ ef:f.~9to~Y~,

·········hoWeVerithereView·JiIeetings·- Dius'Chave -a strong commerCial
perspective and must not be mere technical· reviews· ensuring
that our own commercial operations are reflected in our patent
portfcrlio.

The businessIllanagel:"s;wi~h the Jcnowledge of the competition
and long-term jUdgement must be responsible for maintenance
decisions (including weeding out patents perceived to have
little or no value) and identification of enforcement
opportunities.
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3.4 Cost Effective Patenting

Patent activity requires a significant commitment .of resources.
and like every other part of a business it is important that
it be cost effective.

Whilst; the patent strategy is used to ensure that the
resou~cesarecommittedtopatent programs' of potential value,
the ne~tstageis .tomake sure that the global patent systems
are used in a cost effective way.

Firstly, the cost of the searching to form an assessment of
the scope of claim that is likely to be patentabl~.

FIGURE6

Patent Procurement Costs
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In some. of. its aspec;tsthe patenting process is similar to
other business proc;esses and within the patent process..there
are key stages and key points. Effective operation within the
stages and informed decisions at the key points are vital for
cost control and cost effective patenting activity.

The total costs of patenting are difficult to determine in
that they involve technical, legal and business costs which
are incurred from the moment a patent proposal is written
until the e~iry of the patent many years later.

Secondly, the lawyer time involved in the assessment of
patentability, the discussions with the scientists to
determine the true scope of the invention, time spent at
meetings to make appropriate decisions and the time involved
in the drafting and prosecution of the patent applications
around the world.
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Thirdly considerable external legal resources are required in
the development of a patent around the world.

Fourthly, translations.

Finally there are patent office fees to be paid.

Although annual maintenance fees are by no means the most
significant costs· they are substantial a.nd periodic· reviews
are ·.importantto ensure the money available is focused in
important, strategic assets.

It.is .our .. view that ,.for .a company .who files widely the·· Patent
co-operati.on Treaty has siqnificantbenefits •

. The chart Figure 6 identifies the key review points.

shall we embark on Patenting
shall we embark on GI·obaI Patenting via PCT
shall we continueaftlarpCT<.intothla<patent Offices
shall we continue at grant of the European Patent.

and can be used to estimate the costs that will be incurred
before the next review point.

The. decision criteria mentioned in Section 2.4 should be
appli,ed to each review point. we. must remember that the
assessment of patentability can chang~ as a patent portfolio
evolves and the technical or commercial circumstances may have
moved. on so. it is important that the <assessment at each key
-stage take these issues into account

From Figure 6 we can see the economic1?enefits of well drafted
initial applications based .on a. quality pre-filing search
together with effective use of the peT enabling concise patent
applications which. satisfy the needs of the patent offices. A
good search enables one to include support for adequate fall
back positions in the event of unforeseen difficulties in
prosecution whilst truly reflecting the real value of the
invention, prosecution is also made simpler and thus cheaper.
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4.0 Why rs speed rmportant?

,In recent years we increasingly find that we and our
competitors file on similar inventions at about the same
time, frequently as a result of environmental legislative
changes. It has therefore become more and more important
'to file patent applications as soon as possible.

An example of a complex patent issue resulting from
research activity driven ,by environmental legislation is

,the use of esters as lubricants for the HFe-refrigerants.

FIGURES

POLYOL ESTERREFRIGERANT LUBE CASES

• e • • • J ' ••

As the figure shows eleven companies all filed patent
applicatioIlsoIlvirtuall:y identical subject matter within
about 13 months of each-other.
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5.2 How Can This Be Done?

5. Infringement Risk Assessment

infringement assessment must take
systems differ from country to

the "value"of Int;ellec:tual Property is to
and commercial implications of Patent

development
that legal

Another aspect of
avoid the costs
Infringement.

The portfolio
into account
country.

The patent offices around, the world are issuing. marginal
patent;sqr put another way the standards for patentability
have progressively been lowered around the world.

The repercussions of patent infringement and the assessment of
risks associated with competitive patent portfolios is just as
much a factor in the value of patents and also requires
procedures and allocation of responsibilities.

Furthermore, some courts have great. difficulty in handling
complex pCitent issues.. In the united States where patent
infringement suits'~are" frequently heard beforejuriesi
presentation and appeal are extremely important.

It is therefore clear that· there' .is no such' thing as "total
freedom of operation" and this is.a term which should be
avoided. What is required is a combined technical, legal and
business jUdgement reflecting all the relevant factors to
enable the appropriate business risk decisions to be made.

5.1 Why Is It Needed?

Accordingly, once we have the. prospect of obtaining a
patent we must understand that we are in a race with
competitors although we may not know who they are or
where they are in the race.

How does one .address the complex issue of t.he assessment of
infringement riskassociat~d with .. new projects and new
investment and how does one assist the. business mCinagement in
deciding what to do? h. ~..... • •••• ". •••••••••• ••••••••

Once tliesearch is completed, law together withtechnology ,
will make. an . initialtechnical a!1(l. legal assessment of the
patents unearthed to identify those which .prese!1t a real risk
of infringement. ....

.>-,,;.,,'_,~""/.,_""'.-..<_,., -~ ,_,_,.. ,_-,-c-: CO" ._" ..

The patent team that makes the pa.tentirig decisions also has
responsibility. to identify ne~a,ctivities. .C)nce identified
the issue moves to the la,w.department to have. the appropriate
patent searches done to llnearth any patents which may present
a risk of infringement.



This is then followed by an in:-depth assessment by the law
department to determine the likelihood of the activities being
held to infringe the patents in question and their validity.

This is another instance where the network of local advisers
who have in depth experience of the' national patent laws and
systems is vital.

Once the legal opinion has been finalised, management may
consider the options based on any perceived risk.

Typically the options available are

• To change direction and avoig the patent, however since the
patent estates areext.remelY crowded and it is unusual to
be able to recommend an approach which has no associated
infringement risk whatsoever,

• To take a licence from the patent holder thereby removing
the risk in return for some payment to the patent holder,

If a patent is considered invalid there is no requirement to
licence ,'1:" avoid, but a judgement of invalidity must be
arrived ai. carefully and deliberately and always carries with
it a degree of uncertaintY" for these reasons a "due
diligence" "review of a draft' opinion by law, technology and
the business is desirable. ' ' '

Appropriate tillling 0:E the assessment is critical to Ciyoid
wasted research resources and to make sure projects are not
held up. This, as with patenting, requires that the patent
activities are fully integrated with research and development
particularly with the Innovation Process.

6.0 Conclusions

Exxon Chemical Company has come to be a strong believer that
we can achieve real value from patenting activity providing it
is carried out in this way. The main benefits which we
foresee are:
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FIGURE?

Benefits Of Effective Patent Strategies

• EnhanceSbu.jneaper~veof technOlogy peuibilitie.anclriski:.

• Reduces infringem-.t risk..

• Provides research guidance.

Fiqur~ ,10 is a:' check lis,t which can be used to monitor the
patent strategy process.

FIGURE '10
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We must not forget that success requires constant attention
and effective management throughout the life of the pr'oduc:t to
which the patent portfolio relates" In our this
can be as two

The fact that the value of patents are generally not realised
until the second half of their life meaRS it is too soon to
make a full assessment of the benefits' of our evolution.
Preliminary reactions are favourable and, we believe, warrant
sustained effort and attention.
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7.0 Challenges for the Puture

Challenges and Difficulties to be addressed as we move forward
are:

ultimate patent
yet unexamined

to across Affiliate
standards applied by

change particularly when
change and to maintain an

assessing the
resul t from as

principles
different

in
to

Application of the
activities given the
different Affiliates.

•

•

•

To sustain the momentum of
individuals in key positions
effective knowledge base.

• The unpredictability and cost of United states Patent
litigation.

• Inconsistencies in the Decisions of the Board of Appeals of
the European Patent Office.

• Enhance our expertise in the Asia Pacific Patent Systems.

• Uncertainty concerning the application of the "Doctrine of
Equivalence" by the Japanese Courts.

• The real strength of the Patent System in the PRC,
especially in patent enforcement.

• The need for an effective patent network in South East
Asia.

The difficulties
protection likely
applications.

• The need to sustain and support patenting programmes over
the long term.



PAClFIC INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY ASSOCIATION MEETING
OCTOBER 3-6, 1995 - SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

INFRINGEMENT UNDER THE DOC'IRINE OF EQUIVALENTS 
AS LIMITED BY FILE WRAPPER ESTOPPEL

DONALD W. BANNER, ESQ."
BANNER & ALLEGREm, LID.

There are two different ways to find infringement ora patent in the United States.

The first of these is by literal infringement; its analysis requires two separate steps. First,

the asserted claims must be interpreted by a court as a matter of law to determine their

meaning and scope, Markman v. Westview Instruments, Inc., 34 USI'Q 2d 1321 (Fed. Cir.

1995 en bane). In the second step, the trier of fact determines whether the claims as thus

construed read on the accused product. To establish literal infringement every limitation set

forth in the claim must be found in an accused product. Becton Dickinson.& Co. v. C.R.

Bard, Inc., 922 Fed.2d792,796(Fed.Gir. 1990).

The second way to find infringement of a U.S. patent is under the doctrine of

equivalents. Until recently, there has been some confusion. in many minds concerning the

applicability of the doctrine ofequivalents. Many of the questions, however, have been

settled by the recent case of Hilton-Davis Chemical Co. v. Warner Jenkinson Co., 35 USPQ

2d 1641 (Fed. Cir. 1995).

* Mr. _ is Co-CIWnDao of_a:~ Ltd; HeJaaS fOnllefty ...... u.s. C",,"Djssiooer of P.te.u .lld1'r1ldemulls;
GeaenJ Patmt C_, Bo'll·Waroe< Corporatioa; CIaainoao of the AmericaD Bar As5ociatioo Sec:tioo of Patmt, T__ .
Copyript Law; Presideat, AmericaD IoteIIoctoaI Pn>peny Law As5ociaDoo; Presid<at, Auociotioo of Corporat!>Plll!iI¢ CoooseI;
Presideol, !DtenuItilllllll Pateot aodTradEmarkAssociotioo; Pn>fesser of LawIlIld Dinlctorofthe iDteIIectuaJ Pn>peItyProPam at John
MarsbaII Law School aod the NatilllllllLaw Ceater of GeolllfWashiogtoo Uoi.enity; Ce-Fouuder ofIotelloctoalPn>peIty aw.....,IDc.
(!PO) IlIld I'n!sideDt1~1992; Co-FoooderIlIld PresicIeut of the GilesS. IliclI AmericaD hm of Coort.

Copyright' _ a: Allegretti, Ltd., September, 1995
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The majority opinion in that case stated several things:

• While the function, way, result test is one way to assess the substantiality of

other

• Infringement, whether literal or under the doctrine of equivalents, isa question

of fact. It is to beslIbnrltted to thejury.

• [Elvery patent owneris entitled to invoke the doctrine of equivalents.... The

trial judge does not have discretion to choose whether to appl}'the doctrine of

equivalents when the record shows no literal infringement.

• .The necessarypredicate for finding equivalents is whether the differences

between the accused device and the claim are insubstantialdifferences.

• Thereis no equitable threshold or equitable or subjectivecomponent to the

doctrine of equivalents.

• The measuremel1tof the substantiality ofthe differences is assessed according

to an objective standard.

the

interchangeability, copying, other objective technological evidence - mustbe

considered by the fact finder..



• [T]he vantage point of one of ordinary skill in the relevant art provides the

perspective for assessing the substantiality of the differences.... The test is objective,

with proof of the substantialityofthe differencesresting on objective evidence rather

than unexplained subjeetive conclusions; whether offered by an expert witness or

otherwise.

• Known interchangeability of elements is potellt evidence that the change would

have been consideredinsubstantial by one of ordinary skill in the art.

• Evidence ofcopying is also relevantto infringement under thedoctrlne of

equivalents....

• Evidence of designillg around weighs against a findillg of infringement under

the Doctrine of Equivalents.

• . Independent development, which occurs when the infringer is unaware of the

patent, is irrelevant to showingsubstantill1 differences. It may be useful to show a

lack of willfulness, but has no bearing on infringement per se.

tool which a patent ownercan use when the accused product does not literally infringe a
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patent chum. It may .infringeunder the doctrine ofequivalents if "it performssubstantially

the same function in supstantiallythe same way to obtain the same result. "

.~ There are,pf course, important limits to the applicability of that doctrine. As earlier

stated, the necessarypredicate forfinding infringement under.the doctrine ()fequivalents .is

whether the differences between the accused device and the claim are "insubstantial"

differences. Further, the claim can never be interpreted to have such breadth as to cover

the priorart. .I/ladditi0IlLand Y~ry importantly, prosecutionhistory.estoppel li.lJlits the range

of equivalents availableto a.paten~ by .Ilreventin~ recaptur~()f.sllbject .1ll~ttersurret1dered

during the prosecution of the patent, especially where there was a rejection on prior art

followed by alinlilJ!.tion of the cIaimte>.()Pll!in)\SaJI0',Vability. .\Vh~n a courtapplies the

doctrine of prosecution history estoppel to limit the scope of equivalents, close exlUllinati()n is

made to determine, not only what was surrendered, but also the reason for such a surrender.

Hi-Lijej'rp(},s.,ITIC. v. American Nat'l WaJer~Mqttre$$ Corp., 842Ftl(:t2~ 32~(Fe4. Cir.

1988).

As one illustration of the importance of prosecution history~~I and its limiting

effect on. the use of the doctrine of equivaients, attention is directed to the case ofExhibits

Supply Co. v. Ace Patents Corp., 314 U.S. 126 (1942). The patent in that case. related to a

pinball machine.
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Original Claim 7, with amendments made to it after a prior art rejection, was as

follows:

[7.] In a ball rolling game having a substantially horizontal table over which balls are
rollable, the combination with said table of a substantially vertical standard anchored
in said table with its lower end carrying on the underside of the table a lead for an
electric circuit and its upper end extending a substantial distance above the top surface
of the table, a coil spring surrounding the standard, means carrying said spring
pendently from the upper portion of the standard above the table with coils of the
spring spaced
from the
standard [and the lower. end of the coil spring terminating at a distance above the top
surface of the table] to enable the spring to be resiliently flexed when bumped by a
ball rolling on the table, said spring being in the aforementioned circuit and
constituting a conductor, and
[other] conductor means in said circuit and embedded in [carried by] the table at a
point spaced from the standard and engageable bya portion of
the spring when it is flexed to close the aforementioned circuit. .

Please notice that the last element in that claim recited conductor means which, in the

I original claim, were describedas"CllITied by" the table. An amendment was made to that

.description, as a result of a rejection on the prior art, so that the conductor means were

stated to be •embedded in" the table. In discussing the significant effect of that amendment,

the Supreme Court said:

Whatever may be the appropriate scope and application of the doctrine of equivalents,
where a claims is allowed without a restrictive amendment, it has long been settled
that recourse may not be had to that doctrine to recapture claims which the patentee
has surrendered by amendment...

Assuming that the patentee would have been entitled to equivalents embracing
the accused devices had he originally claimed a "conductor means embedded in the
table," a very different issue is presented when the applicant in order to meet
objections in the Patent Office, based on references to the prior art, adopted the
phrase as a substitute for the broader one "carried by the table.· Had Claim 7 been

all the conductor means complementary to the spring are •carried by the table ."
By striking that phrase from the claim and substituting for it "embedded in the table"
the applicant restricted his claim to those combinations in which the conductor means,
though carried on the table, is also embedded in it. By the amendment he recognized
and emphasized the difference between the two phrases and proclaimed his
abandonment of all that is embraced in that difference... As the question is one of
construction of the claim it is immaterial whether the examiner was right or wrong in.
rejecting the claim as filed.
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As a result, the structure illustrated in Plaintiff's Exhibit 5, the drawing on the left

side below, was held to infringe. However, the structure of Plaintiff's Exhibit 6, the one on

theright sid!::? was held not to infringe,

PL;EX.5- SUPR. CT.R. 51

HELD TO INFRiNGE
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PL.EX.6 - SUPR. CT. R. 53
HELD NOT TO INFRINGE
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Patentability of Sohware related inventions and disclosure

requirements in Europe

R.J. Peters

Sohware patents, patentable subject matter, disclosure

This report summarizes EPC-Iaw with respect to patentability of

sohware-related inventions and disclosure requirement.

Representative case law with respect to the patentability is

discussed.
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PATENTABILITY OF SOFTWARE-RELATED INVENTIONS AND DISCLOSURE

REQUIREMENTS IN EUROPE.

L PATENTABLE SUBJECT-MATTER

Under Art. 52 (1) EPC European patents shall be granted for any inventions

which are susceptible of industrial application. which are new and involve an

inventive step.

Although not explicitly mentioned or defined in the EPC. it follows from Rules

27 and 29 EPC that patentable subject-matter must have a technical character,

or in other words must provide a technical contribution to the known art. In

more detail this means that a patentable invention must:

a. relate to a technical field;

b. be concerned with a technical problem;

c. be characterized in the claims by means of technical features.

Further Art. 52 (2) EPC lists subject-matter which is not regarded an invention.

scientific theories and mathematical methods;

aesthetic creations;

schemes. ruies and methods for performing mental acts playing

games or doing business;
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programs for computers;

presentation of information.

According to Art. 52 (3) EPG the patentability of the subject-matter listed in

Art. 52 (2) EPG is excluded from patentability only to the extent an patent

application relates to the subject-matter as such. This means that it is not

appropriate to judge single features of the claim as being excluded from

patentability or not. Any claimed subject-matter should be considered as a

whoie.

As already mentioned a patentable invention must have a technical character.

Based on the requirements as mentioned hereinbefore. that a patentable

invention should be of technical character and that the claimed subject-matter

should be considered as a whole. the current interpretation of the EPG with

respect to the patentability of inventions is that claimed subject-matter,

considered as a whole, can be regarded patentable if it provides a contribution

to the prior art based on a technical problem.

This interpretation allows the patentability of software related inventions which

make a technical contribution to the prior art, and is laid down in the revised

Guidelines of 1985 and confirmed by a considerable number of Decisions of the

Board of Appeal.

down in the Guidelines and/or can be extracted from the Decisions of the Board

of Appeal. Examples of these examination rules are:

A computer program claimed by itself or stored in memory is

excluded from patentability. irrespective of the contents of the

program;
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This situations is not normally changed when the program is

loaded into a known computer;

If, however, the subject-matter claimed makes a technical

contribution to the prior art patentability should not be denied

merely because a computer program is involved;

A technical contribution can be normally assumed if the subject

matter claimed concerns processing of coded and stored

representations of real physical data;

Automation c ' mental acts in itself is not patentable.

Computerized programming, linguistic processing and chip design

in itself were excluded on the basis of this rule;

Displaying automatically information about the internal condition

or state of an apparatus or system is regarded an technical

process.

J.L. DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS.

Relying on Art. 83 EPC and R 27( 1)(c)(e) EPC in the EPO-Guidelines Part C II

•• w .••w........ . ••• ':t,Qqit.i~L§tqJeP ttlqt iJ...•i§.o.ec:essqJy.Jl:J<ltJl:JeJOy.eOJipll i.spE!sc:tipep.nQt.Qnly..in ..

terms of Its structure but also In terms of Its function. In some technical fie=s;----tFF'"

(e.g. computers), a clear functional description may be much more appropriate

than an over-detailed description of structure.

Program listings in programming languages cannot be relied on as the sole

disclosure of the invention. The description should be written substantially in

normal language, possible accompanied by flow diagrams or other aids to
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understanding (e.g pseudo descriptions), so that an invention may be

understood by those skilled in the art who are deemed not to be programming

specialists. Short excerpts from programs written in commonly used

programming language can be accepted if they serve to illustrate an

embodiment of the invention. (Guidelines Part C II 4.14al.

If complete program listings are comprised in the originally filed documents of,

an application they will be printed as a part of the first publication. However, in

the course of the prosecution of the application the Examining Division will

decide whether and to which extend such listings are to be maintained as a part

of the specification of the granted patent.

Where an invention involves a computer program controliing known hardware,

and patentability therefore depends on a technical contribution to the known

art, it is important to ensure that this technical effect can be recognised in the

application as filed. This could for example be done by defining a technical

problem and explaining how the known hardware is controlled to overcome this

problem.

The claims must be so drafted as to include all the technical features of the

invention which are essential to such effect.

ui, CASE LAW OF THE EPO BOARDS OF APPEAL-REPRESENTATIVE

CASES INVOLVING SOFTWARE-RELATED INVENTIONS.

This case concerned computerized processing of electrical signals representing

an image in accordance with an algorithm with the object to improve the irnage

quality and to increase the processing speed. The Board rejected the decision of

the Examining Division that the process was an unpatentable mathematical

method and/or computer program.
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In the reasons supporting the Decision the Board held that:

a computer of a known type set up to operate according to a

new program cannot be considered as forming part of the prior

art;

even if the idea underlying an invention may be considered to

reside in a mathematical method, a claim directed to a technical

process in which the mathematical process is used does not

seek protection for the mathematical method as such, and

consequently not excluded from patentability;

a claim directed to a technjcal process carried out under the

control of a computer program cannot be regarded as relating to

a computer program as such;

decisive in establishing whether claimed subject-matter is

excluded from patentability is what technical contribution the

claimed subject-matter, when considered as whole, makes over

the prior art.

2. Decision T115/85 [1988] IBM/computer-related invention.

~~-~~:r-h"l!-apf}lie-atH;lf'l-l:JAGef~aj7pe'al-eoflcer'ned-a-methotJ-for-pfi:lgr~m-eo1'ttmHedl~~--l±'7=~~

displaying one of a set of predetermined messages comprising a phrase made

up of a number of words. Each message indicates a specific event which may

occur in award processing system. For building up the phrases to be displayed

use was made of tables stored in a memory.

The board held that displaying visual indications automatically about conditions

in an apparatus or system is basically a technical problem.
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3. Decisions T22/85, T52/85, T121/85, T38/86, T65/86, T95/86 and

T186/86; The IBM Text Processing Cases.

This series of seven cases concerned applications directed to text-processing

inventions. For example a method for automatically abstracting and storing

documents in an information storage and retrieval system (T22/851. a system

for listing semantically-related linguistic expressions (T52/85), and a spell

checking system (T121/85).

In all seven cases the Board decided to reject the application under appeal.

The principle objection in these cases was that the program controlled linguistic

processes carried out by the text processor were regarded as automations of

mental acts. (In a later Decision T11 0/90 [1994] the Board held that the mere

fact that a method for performing mental acts as such, as normally excluded

from patentability under Art 52 (2)(3), is carried out by a suitable programmed

computer, generally speaking, does not make that method a technical method.)

4. Decision T158/88 [1989] SIEMENS/Character form

The application under appeal was directed to a process for displaying VDU·

characters having a form dependent on the position where they are used in a

word. It was held that the claims essentially described an idea for computerized

data processing. The data processed was not regarded technical data and the

claimed process did not solve any technical problem. Consequently there was

no

5. Decision T833/91 [1993J IBM/simulation of computer program external

interfaces.

In this case the claimed invention concerned the designing or developing of

application (or user) programs for computers.

.'
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The Board held that a programmer's activity involves performing mental acts

and therefore fall within the exclusions under Art 52(2)(c) EPC.

6. Decision T204/93 [1993] AT&T/generating software source code

components.

In this case the claimed invention relates to a system for the computer

generation of programs in the form of a source code from supplied

specifications. The Board held that the claimed process was nothing more than

the automation of activities which would otherwise be performed by a computer

programmer. So the process was regarded a method of performing mental acts,

which are excluded from patentability under Art 52(2)(c).

7. Decision T11 0/90 [1993] IBM/Editable document form.

In this case it was held that control items included in digital coded text are

characteristic for the text processing system in which they occur in that they

are characteristic for the technical internal working of that system. Such control

items therefor represent technical features. Consequently transforrninq control

items belonging to a one text-processing system into control items of another

text processing system represents a method having a technical character.

8. Decision T887/92 [1994] IBM/on line help facility.

In this case one of the objects of the invention was to render the usual HElP

facility provided with many computer programs more user-friendly. The claimed

method involved an analysis of what commands are valid in the current state of

the apparatus, a display of an help panel containing these valid commands and
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selection and executing of one of the displayed commands.

Following the earlier Decision T115/85 the board held that displaying visual

indications automatically about conditions in an apparatus or system is basically

a technical problem. Since the displaying of only valid commands clearly reflect

to the state of the system, the technical character of the claimed subject-matter

was recognized.

9. Decision T453/91 [1994] IBM/method for physical VLSI-chip design.

The Examining Division had rejected claims relating to "A method of designing a

chip ..... " , because the claimed method would not result in a physical entity.

The Board of Appeal agreed with that decision. The Board, however, allowed a

claim which contained not only the steps of chip designing but also the feature

"materially producing the chip so designed". Such claim was regarded to be

clearly restricted to a process of manufacturing a real (physical) object having

technical features and thus to a technical process.



From the above it can be concluded that the possibilities to obtain patent

protection for software related inventions are more restricted in Europe than in

the US. In Europe computerized automation of mental acts, such as linguistic

processing designing and computer aided programming, are clearly excluded as

such from patentability in Europe, whereas the same subjects have shown to be

patentable in the US. The same holds for a computer program on a medium,

which is not patentable in Europe, but seems patentable in the US in view of

recent case law.




